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The WTO and sustainable development

‘‘One of the most pressing challenges with which the WTO is confronted today is
how to reconcile free trade and sustainable development. The relationship

between the two issues is complicated and they sometimes seem incompatible.
Yet the maintenance of free trade helps economic development on a sustainable

basis if these two issues are put into a proper relationship. Professor Gary
Sampson’s analysis of this challenge is sharp and his suggestions are full of

wisdom. I regard this book to be a very important contribution to the study of
the WTO.’’

– Mitsuo Matsushita, founding member of the WTO Appellate Body, and
Professor of Law at Seikei Law School, Tokyo, Japan

‘‘For trade to contribute to sustainable development, it is pertinent that WTO
must shift the trade balance more in favour of developing countries and change

its paradigm from promoting ‘‘free’’ to ‘‘fair’’ trade, especially if trade is also
aimed to alleviate poverty.

It is in this context that I welcome Professor Gary Sampson’s book and hope that
it will stimulate intellectual discourse for changing our mindset by putting fair
trade in the mainstream of sustainable development and poverty alleviation.’’

– Emil Salim, former Minister of Population and Environment, Indonesia, and
former Chairman of the Preparatory Committee for the World Summit on

Sustainable Development, Johannesburg, 2002.

It has long been established that improved market access for developing country
exports and the economic growth that this can generate make the WTO a

powerful potential ally of economic development. Sustainable development,
however, embraces not only the alleviation of poverty but also the protection of
the environment and the achievement of important social objectives. With the
passage of time, the interface between the WTO and sustainable development

has expanded considerably, the result being that its responsibilities embrace far
more aspects of sustainable development than did its predecessor – the GATT.

The WTO now addresses the harmful effects of fisheries subsidies, access to
essential medicines for impoverished people, liberalization of trade in goods and
services beneficial to the environment, and numerous other high-priority issues

on the sustainable development agenda.
That the multilateral trading system is an important tool to carry forward

international efforts to achieve sustainable development is well recognized by
governments. The World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg

emphasized the significant potential contribution that trade can make to
sustainable development, and WTO members identified sustainable development
as both a core objective for the work of the WTO itself and a high priority for the



Doha Development Agenda. The challenge governments now face is to take the
necessary action to ensure that trade does indeed promote sustainable

development. However, to turn good intentions into results requires both a clear
identification of those areas of policy where there is an overlap between trade

and sustainable development, as well as constructive proposals as to how to
ensure trade and sustainable development are mutually supportive.

In The WTO and Sustainable Development, Professor Gary Sampson addresses
this need. He identifies an inventory of policy issues that fall within the overlap

between trade and sustainable development, and analyses the implications of this
overlap. He also presents policy options that are both ambitious and realistic, the

pursuit of which could contribute to more coherent and mutually supportive
action on the part of governments to both trade and sustainable development.

This book is a useful contribution to the literature and should be of interest to a
large part of the international community, including government officials,
academics, the business community, and both intergovernmental and non-

governmental organizations.

– Dr Supachai Panitchpakdi, UNCTAD Secretary-General and former WTO
Director General (2002–2005)
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Foreword

The world trading system and the role it plays in international economic
and political relations have changed dramatically in the past half-century.
Barriers to trade have been greatly reduced, trade itself has mush-
roomed, new and far-reaching rules governing trade have been written,
and many more countries have now joined the World Trade Organiza-
tion (WTO) and therefore play by those rules. This timely book inves-
tigates one important, sometimes controversial, aspect of this change –
the relationship between trade and sustainable development. Given the
evolution of the rules-based trading system, as well as the growing atten-
tion paid to policies designed to achieve sustainable development, there
has been an increasing overlap between what have now become ‘‘trade’’
policies and policies relating to sustainable development.

It is not really in question whether or not this overlap ought to exist. In
my view, the factual position is that it simply does exist. It is a natural
outcome of the definition of sustainable development, as well as the
objectives of the multilateral trading system. In common usage, the term
‘‘sustainable development’’ means securing a growth path that provides
for the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs. From a policy perspective,
the pursuit of sustainable development requires a careful balancing be-
tween progress in each of its pillars: policies designed to advance eco-
nomic development, for instance; to conserve the environment; and to
ensure social progress. On the trade side, the WTO of course seeks to
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raise standards of living and to ensure full employment and a steadily
growing volume of real income with the expansion of world production
and trade. These days, however, the WTO simply cannot ignore the
need to promote and preserve the environment, or indeed to enhance
the means for doing so in a manner consistent with different levels of eco-
nomic development. But an additional responsibility assigned to the
WTO compared with its predecessor, the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), is to provide for the optimal use of the world’s
resources in accordance with the objective of sustainable development.
In other words, the achievement of sustainable development is a formal
goal of the WTO.

Yet, it is not only the formal business of objective-setting that has in-
creased the relevance of sustainable development for the WTO. The man-
ner in which the trading system has evolved over the past half-century
has significantly changed the link between trade and sustainable develop-
ment. First, there is more trade for the rules to apply to. Because world
trade has grown more rapidly than world production in almost every year
since the Second World War, it follows automatically that countries now
trade a far greater share of their production than they did half a century
ago. The rules apply to more countries too. Originally there were 23
members of the GATT; this number is now approaching 150 in the
WTO, with another 27 countries in the process of accession. The result
is that WTO rules that bear on ‘‘traditional’’ trade are now relevant for
more than one-third of world production.

Impressive as this figure is, trade rules themselves have been expanded
in consecutive trade Rounds. Minimum standards relate to intellectual
property rights and can be enforced by the WTO even if no goods or
services cross the border (for instance in relation to counterfeit goods).
Similarly, the most important means of delivering services internationally
are dealt with by the WTO. These include the commercial presence of
foreign service suppliers with no cross-border movement of the service
itself. The other ‘‘behind the border’’ agreements are important as well.
The Subsidies Agreement is one example because it relates to domestic
practices, as are disciplines relating to safeguard action against surges of
imports, and measures to ensure that production standards, technical reg-
ulations and conformity assessment procedures are not unfair protection.

As a result, both the daily work of the WTO as well as the multilateral
negotiations held under its auspices have come more and more to address
key issues of public concern that far transcend those associated with the
conventional political economy of trade policy. For example, agricultural
negotiations naturally embrace sensitive questions relating to the ‘‘multi-
functionality’’ of agriculture, and the Agreement on Trade-Related Intel-
lectual Property Rights (TRIPS) addresses matters of access to essential
medicines for poor countries without the means to produce them. The
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Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS) already
tackles the controversial question of the role of the precautionary princi-
ple in the absence of scientific evidence, and also bears on critical policies
relating to public health. In addition, the issues dealt with in the normal
course of WTO business have been expanded through the process of con-
tinuing negotiations. Addressing concerns relating to subsidies that lead
to the depletion of fish stocks and negotiations on the relationship be-
tween the WTO rules and multilateral environment agreements provide
current examples. All these matters are on centre stage in discussions
relating to sustainable development.

Given the increased importance of trade and the rules that govern it,
we have also seen the WTO’s rules and practices evolving in response
to the new challenges of the broader international agenda. These rules
assume an even greater importance than did those under the GATT,
reach deeper into the regulatory frameworks of all member countries
and are, unlike in some other institutions, legally enforceable. This latter
point is of particular relevance. When disagreements arise over WTO
rights and obligations, poor and rich members alike can take these dis-
agreements to the greatly strengthened dispute settlement mechanism of
the WTO. Unlike the GATT, the WTO process is hard for the rich and
powerful countries to thwart: Panel and Appellate Body reports are
adopted unless there is a consensus against them. Moreover, the rule of
negative consensus, backed up by a mechanism providing for compensa-
tion or sanctions in the case of non-compliance, has greatly increased
public awareness of the WTO’s existence. As a consequence, public in-
terest has heightened, particularly in the light of recent high-profile dis-
putes that extend into some of these new, sensitive areas. These disputes
deal with the role of science in risk management (for example, in the
Hormones case), the conservation of endangered species (for example,
in the Shrimp-Turtle case), the cross-border movement of genetically
modified organisms, and measures to protect public health (for example,
in the Asbestos case). On occasion the rulings of the WTO dispute settle-
ment process have even raised questions relating to the compatibility of
trade rules with sustainable development. In other words, do trade and
sustainable development find themselves on a natural collision course?

Overlap does seem inevitable, but I do not see any need for collision. I
am firmly of the view that policies bearing on both trade and sustainable
development can – and indeed must – be consistent and mutually sup-
portive. From a trade perspective, the key elements in creating such a
system come in the form of establishing fair and balanced rules for trade,
enforcing them efficiently, and continuing trade opening in goods and
services to promote economic development – particularly that of devel-
oping countries. I am not alone in holding this view. At the Ministerial
meeting in Doha in 2001, trade ministers reaffirmed their commitment to
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sustainable development and once again expressed the common view that
the aims of upholding and safeguarding an open and non-discriminatory
multilateral trading system and acting for the protection of the environ-
ment and the promotion of sustainable development can and must be
mutually supportive. Less than one year later, at the World Summit on
Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, environment ministers called
for urgent action to promote an open, equitable, rules-based, predictable
and non-discriminatory multilateral trading system that benefits all coun-
tries in the pursuit of sustainable development. They also called for the
successful completion of the work programme contained in the Doha
Ministerial Declaration. There is clearly common ground in terms of
objectives in the worlds of both trade and sustainable development, and
this is as it should be.

At this point in history, however, the challenge is to put into practice
what we preach. How will the work of the WTO evolve against the back-
drop of the increasing importance of trade and trade rules? In addressing
this question, my starting point is a simple one: trade opening and the re-
duction of trade barriers have been, remain and will remain essential to
promote growth and development, to improve standards of living and to
tackle poverty reduction, and also to provide the means to protect and
preserve the environment. Nonetheless, trade opening is neither natural
nor automatically beneficial, in and of itself. It needs a system based on
rules coupled with adequate domestic policies. Since the creation of the
GATT, some important steps have been taken towards the construction
of this system and we can be proud of them. But there remains a lot to do;
hence the launching of the new multilateral trade Round in Doha in 2001.

High on the ‘‘what to do’’ agenda is of course to ensure that trade
opening and sustainable development can work together for the poorest
countries. For them, there must be an assurance that their concerns will
be listened to and acted upon. Absent this, there will be no successful
conclusion to the Round. Many of these countries have undertaken new
and demanding obligations, and rightfully look to improved market ac-
cess in both goods and services to support their export-led growth strat-
egies. Their legitimate expectation is that the WTO will provide a forum
in which their views can be effectively expressed and their concerns ade-
quately dealt with. Least developed countries in particular have not ben-
efited as they should from the multilateral trading system, and creative
and ambitious solutions must be found to ensure that they too benefit
fully from trade-led growth. Only then can they be lifted out of their des-
perate economic situation through a multilateral trading system that is
effective and equitable. Only then can they develop in a truly sustainable
manner.

Indeed, to ensure that trade opening contributes more to development,
the current WTO Round has been designated ‘‘the Doha Development
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Agenda’’. I know from my former life as an EU Trade Commissioner,
and therefore as one of the authors of this programme, that it represents
a promise of fairer trade opening. To lead these negotiations in the right
direction should therefore be our priority number one, our priority num-
ber two, our priority number three. This Round is in large measure a re-
sponse to the recognition that, although exports from developing coun-
tries have tripled in just 20 years, the new possibilities unleashed by the
world trade system remain unequally divided and unequally utilized by
the different members of the club. Perhaps the rules themselves remain
unequal, or perhaps making the necessary adjustments is too difficult a
task for the weakest countries. Whatever the reason, it is the results and
the perception of the results that count. There remains so much to do
that the priority must be to re-balance the international trade system in
favour of developing countries.

However, although the promotion of economic development and the
contribution it can make to providing the resources necessary to improve
environmental and social conditions have long been recognized, multilat-
eralism is now confronted by new issues that the GATT never had to
tackle. Many of these come from the trade and sustainable development
overlap which I outlined above. Against this backdrop, the value of this
book on The WTO and Sustainable Development is clear to me. It is a
crucial first step in identifying and exploring the issues that fall under
the umbrellas of sustainable development and the expanded agenda of
trade policy. Only then can there be a full appreciation of the implica-
tions of the decisions taken.

In this respect, a crucial question that emerges throughout this book is
whether a clearer mission for the WTO in support of sustainable devel-
opment implies major institutional reforms. I do not think so. Yes, the
WTO must reinforce its efficiency and legitimacy. It must be more inter-
ested in practical questions of organization and implementation, and in
assuring better coherence with other international institutions. Having
described this organization as ‘‘medieval’’ at the conclusion of two Minis-
terial conferences, as I have, I could hardly say otherwise. We learn more
from our failures than from our successes, as ever. To surmount the diffi-
culties confronting the WTO, it must adapt. To achieve this, the WTO
must better integrate its work in the landscape of actors, states and inter-
national governance organizations. But the fundamental objective of the
WTO has to remain the construction of fair trade rules to guarantee better,
more long-lasting, more predictable and more transparent trade opening.

Pascal Lamy
WTO Director-General
Former European Union Commissioner for Trade (1999–2004)
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1

Introduction and overview

Introduction

One of the potentially most important trade meetings in history took
place in Doha, Qatar, from 9 to 14 November 2001, when a new round
of multilateral trade negotiations – the Doha Development Agenda –
was launched. At Doha, trade ministers told the world: ‘‘We strongly re-
affirm our commitment to the objective of sustainable development . . .
We are convinced that the aims of upholding and safeguarding an open
and non-discriminatory multilateral trading system, and acting for the
protection of the environment and the promotion of sustainable develop-
ment can and must be mutually supportive.’’1

Less than one year later, in September 2002, the World Summit on
Sustainable Development (WSSD) – the largest intergovernmental
meeting ever – took place in Johannesburg, South Africa. On this occa-
sion, environment ministers called for urgent action to continue ‘‘to pro-
mote open, equitable, rules-based, predictable and non-discriminatory
multilateral trading and financial systems that benefit all countries in
the pursuit of sustainable development [and] support the successful com-
pletion of the work programme contained in the Doha Ministerial
Declaration’’. They ‘‘welcomed the decision contained in the Doha
Ministerial Declaration to place the needs and interests of developing
countries at the heart of the work programme of the Declaration’’.2
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My objective in this book is to review the relationship between trade
policies as conducted in the World Trade Organization (WTO) and
policies designed to promote sustainable development. Although many
may understandably balk at the notion, I conclude that the WTO has
unquestionably gravitated towards becoming a World Trade and Sustain-
able Development Organization. Some may or may not like this fact, but
it is – by design or by default – a reality of the day.

In elaborating this proposition, we first need to address the questions
of what trade policy is and which policies are designed to promote sus-
tainable development. In broad terms, if trade policy is what the WTO
deals with, then its objectives should offer some guidance as to the
boundaries of trade policy. Its objectives are both ambitious and far-
reaching: to raise standards of living and to ensure full employment
and a steadily growing volume of real income with the expansion of
world production and trade. Similarly, the WTO is to seek to protect
and preserve the environment, and to enhance the means for doing so in
a manner consistent with different levels of economic development. An
additional responsibility assigned to the WTO compared with its prede-
cessor, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), is to pro-
vide for the optimal use of the world’s resources in accordance with the
objective of sustainable development.3

Convention has it that sustainable development means securing a
growth path where providing for the needs of the present generation does
not mean compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs. From a policy perspective, the pursuit of sustainable development
requires a careful balancing between progress in each of its pillars: eco-
nomic development; conservation of the environment; and improving so-
cial conditions.

The means available to the WTO to achieve its ambitious goals are the
liberalization of trade and the conduct of trade according to multilaterally
agreed rules and procedures. Both the liberalization of trade and the
rules that govern trade have become inextricably linked with economic
development, conservation of the environment and improving social con-
ditions. In this respect, the working hypothesis of the WTO is that trade
liberalization removes restrictions in the market, efficiently allocates re-
sources and contributes to their optimal use. As a result, it increases pro-
duction and income, promotes economic development, and makes more
resources available for economic development, environmental manage-
ment and improving social conditions. WTO rules ensure predictability
and stability in a trading system based on, inter alia, non-discriminatory
trading relations coupled with a powerful dispute settlement system. The
conclusion is that both trade liberalization and trade rules are important
contributors to sustainable development.
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Despite the fact that there have been many contributions in both the
theoretical and applied literature refining the definition of sustainable de-
velopment, the concept remains somewhat vague – at least for providing
a solid basis on which to identify policies to promote it. Setting the
boundaries for the purposes of this book is therefore not a simple task.
However, since the following chapters are about policy, one way to pro-
ceed is to consider the boundaries to be the policy issues addressed in
the various forums devoted to sustainable development. Hundreds of
government officials from diverse national administrations attended the
World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg. The Dec-
larations that emerged from the meeting identified and prioritized key
issues. In addition, government officials regularly attend the meetings of
the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development and the
United Nations Environment Programme and discuss the same or similar
issues. Many specialized agencies of the United Nations – including multi-
lateral environment agreements – deal directly or indirectly with many
aspects of sustainable development, as does the International Labour Of-
fice. There is also a vast array of non-governmental organizations that
focus on sustainable development4 and chambers of commerce that have
business and sustainable development as their focus.5 Reviewing the
issues that emerge in these deliberations in the light of the WTO work
schedule provides useful insights into which policy issues deal with the
interface between trade and sustainable development.

There is also guidance from academic circles. Although not necessarily
addressed in the context of sustainable development, a great deal of in-
tellectual activity has revolved around the extent to which there should
be formal linkages between WTO rules and domestic policies relating to
economic development, environmental management, labour standards
and human rights. A key question that emerges in this debate is whether
trade policy should be used as an instrument to promote sustainable
development by obliging countries to adopt harmonized environment,
labour and other standards in the conduct of international trade.6

Adopting this approach identifies a vast area of enquiry. The most
important common area of policy concern for both trade and sustainable
development is arguably the relationship between the trade liberalization
successfully concluded under the GATT – and now the WTO – and eco-
nomic development. Some remain unconvinced about the positive rela-
tionship, but the picture that increasingly emerges from empirical studies
is that, although there are many influences bearing on economic growth,
the adoption of liberal trade policies, through both expanded market
access and domestic trade liberalization, generally promotes higher eco-
nomic growth. The fact that trade is conducted according to enforceable
rules on a non-discriminatory basis means that countries can pursue their
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own domestic policies to achieve their own national goals without sanc-
tions applied by others.

However, the WTO has greatly expanded its reach compared with the
GATT. Its obligations are more intrusive and many issues not normally
considered to be in the domain of trade policy are being dealt with by
the WTO. These are many and varied. There are negotiations in the
WTO on the role of fisheries subsidies in fish stock depletion, and on the
relationship between WTO rules and multilateral environment agree-
ments. There are disputes over endangered species, public health and ge-
netically modified organisms. There are Agreements that deal with access
to essential medicines and the patenting of life forms, and that have im-
plications for the conservation of biodiversity. All of these matters find
themselves squarely on the sustainable development agenda.

Yet sustainable development per se does not loom large on the agenda
of the WTO. At most it is dealt with only obliquely.7 There may be a
number of reasons for this. One is that sustainable development, because
of its very nature, is dealt with in different ways in different forums. Be-
ing interdisciplinary, it finds itself – albeit it in a fragmented way – as part
of the work programme of international lawyers, economists and political
scientists. The same is true for government officials, who come from a
variety of ministries in their national administrations. Institutionally,
there is no overarching body in the WTO that addresses sustainable de-
velopment. Moreover, little attention is paid to it by governments that
pride themselves on the enforceability of the legal rights and obliga-
tions they have created; they do not wish to invest too heavily in a con-
cept that appears vague and of little use in legally binding agreements.
The implication is that, at most, sustainable development should appear
in Preambular language or be included in Ministerial Declarations – as
indeed it is. In addition, developing countries approach sustainable de-
velopment in the WTO with mistrust. Its emphasis on intergenerational
equity – prioritizing growth between present and future generations –
has the potential to downplay the urgency of improving the distribution
of income between the rich and the poor of world today. Also, if sustain-
able development means focusing on environmental or labour standards,
it could bring a new form of conditionality to world trade. Developing
countries strongly resist its inclusion in the WTO on these grounds.

Many of the issues that now confront the WTO and are also firmly on
the sustainable development agenda are the result of a conscious policy
on the part of members to expand the reach of the WTO. Many other
issues, however, have gravitated to the WTO on a de facto basis, and
some people question whether the WTO is the appropriate body to be
dealing with such matters. Even if it is, does it have the capacity to deal
with them? It already has an overloaded agenda and other institutions
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have the skill and expertise to deal with such matters. My own experi-
ence is that those involved in various fields of policy-making have very
different views as to what the WTO should be.8 This lack of clarity about
the role of the WTO has led to controversy.

The WTO is fiercely criticized by those who argue that its rules consti-
tute an unwanted intrusion into the domestic affairs of sovereign states.
For example, the rules impede the proper workings of democratically
elected governments by denying them the possibility to discriminate in
trade against goods produced in an environmentally unfriendly manner
or without respect for core labour standards or universally accepted
human rights. The reach and power of the WTO should therefore be
shrunk. Others take the opposite view and even consider that new sub-
ject areas, such as the critical areas of competition policy, investment
and government procurement, should be added to the existing WTO
agenda (as was the case in the Uruguay Round with intellectual property
and trade and services).

There are also those who think that the reach of the WTO should not
only be extended horizontally but also be deepened. The trade commu-
nity should accept that social norms are inextricably linked with the in-
ternational economic system and provide the common moral and legal
underpinnings for the formulation of policies relating to development,
the environment and social objectives. Integrating social norms into all
aspects of economic policy-making – including trade policy – would en-
sure that markets are not only open and efficient, but also fair and just.

Indeed, there are those who defend the organization on the basis of its
past performance, and on these grounds wish to maintain the status quo.
They argue that the multilateral trading system at the beginning of the
twenty-first century is the most remarkable achievement ever in institu-
tionalized global economic cooperation.9 It does not intrude on national
sovereignty as charged. On the contrary, it protects weaker countries by
preventing more powerful countries from unilaterally imposing their pre-
ferred social and political standards via trade sanctions. WTO rules pre-
vent powerful countries riding roughshod over less powerful ones, and
ensure the policy space for other multilateral treaties to be negotiated
to deal with environmental and social matters. Viewed through this
prism, the concepts, principles and rules of the WTO should be consoli-
dated through experience – and not shrunk or further stretched in any
direction.

At the heart of these issues is the question of what role should be as-
signed to the WTO in relation to sustainable development. Could the
WTO be rendered more useful in promoting sustainable development
by enforcing – or even creating – standards that achieve social and envi-
ronmental goals? This raises fundamental questions with respect to na-
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tional sovereignty vis-à-vis international obligations. From a national
sovereignty perspective, it is clearly important that WTO member gov-
ernments retain the policy autonomy to implement whatever measures
are necessary to achieve developmental, environmental and social goals.
At the same time, from a trade policy perspective, market access rights
obtained through bound liberalization commitments should not be under-
mined by what are paraded as legitimate measures in the pursuit of na-
tional policies. A key responsibility of the WTO as a trade organization
is to police the use of disguised restrictions on trade to undermine nego-
tiated commitments.

Although legitimizing discrimination on the basis of how goods and
services are produced would profoundly change the nature of the WTO,
it is precisely here that the greatest pressure is brought to bear on the
WTO to create linkages with non-traditional trade areas. Trade measures
to enforce environmental or labour standards where neither such stan-
dards nor trade measures have been agreed to by all affected parties are
considered by many to be an infringement of national sovereignty and
not to be the proper role of a trade organization. Yet the thought of
importing goods that have degraded the environment, accelerated the
extinction of endangered species, or been produced with child labour is
clearly anathema to many. The question is not whether such matters
should be dealt with at the international level; the controversy turns on
whether the WTO is the appropriate body to deal with them.

Some argue that there currently exists a strong multilateral rules-based
trade regime, attained through the WTO, which is essential to developing
a system of governance of global markets. It is reasoned that the trading
system cannot act in isolation when there exists a wide variety of issues
that rightfully belong on the trade agenda. In my view, a strong argument
can be made that a trade policy organization such as the WTO should not
be responsible for many of the non-conventional trade issues that are
gravitating towards it. The United Nations and its specialized agencies
are charged with advancing the pillars of sustainable development, and
a case can be made that these institutions should be strengthened and
given the resources they need to carry out their tasks successfully, so
that the WTO does not have to deal with the wider agenda that it now
seems to be acquiring.

But this is most unlikely to happen. Putting it bluntly, there is not
the same willingness as in the WTO to forgo national sovereignty and
accept strong compliance mechanisms in treaties negotiated under the
auspices of the United Nations and its specialized agencies. This fact has
been lamented on a number of occasions by Kofi Annan, the Secretary-
General of the United Nations, as well as by the heads of United Nations
agencies.10 It should also be lamented by the WTO, if for no other reason
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than self-interest. If the political will is lacking to strengthen the United
Nations specialized agencies, the implications may be an even wider gap
to be filled by the WTO.

A basic premise in what follows is that governments should be free
to pursue their own policies without other countries imposing their pref-
erences through trade sanctions. The WTO is a trade organization and
was not conceived of as an environment or labour organization. Had it
been, it would not have the 150 members it has at present. The WTO
can best fulfil its role by maintaining clear and fixed legal rights relating
to market access commitments, coupled with flexible procedures under
which governments can negotiate for the modification of legal commit-
ments when they wish to accommodate more important social policies.
Nowhere is this clearer than in the interface between trade and sustain-
able development.

So where does all this take us in terms of policy? To my mind, there
are two important questions. What is in reality the current role of the
WTO in matters relating to sustainable development? And what is the
proper role of the WTO in the pursuit of sustainable development? Ad-
dressing these two questions raises a number of important policy consid-
erations. The objective of this book is to identify them, explore them, and
make policy recommendations that are both ambitious and realistic.

In doing so, I do not advocate a greater role for sustainable develop-
ment in the WTO in terms of the legal rights and obligations of members.
What I contend is that, as a minimum, there should be a stocktaking of
the issues that characterize the interface between trade and sustainable
development. Thus, an important objective of this book is to present an
inventory of issues that could represent an agenda for such a stocktaking.
My intention is not only to draw attention to the fact that the WTO in
reality deals with many issues relating to sustainable development, but
also to make policy suggestions about how they could be dealt with. To
my mind, viewing the activities of the WTO through the prism of sustain-
able development throws light on a number of policy options available to
WTO members in some of the most challenging areas it deals with.

In the absence of such an approach, the criticisms that the WTO now
faces will in large measure remain linked to the many different percep-
tions of what is the proper role of trade policy in the global economy. In
the broadest perspective, in a perfect world, meeting the challenges fa-
cing the global economy requires a coherent approach and institutional
structure at the global level. This means the existence of institutions that
determine the substantive policies and public processes with a clear de-
lineation of the responsibilities of the various actors involved, that are
mutually consistent and supportive, and that operate in an effective, ac-
countable and legitimate manner. The fact of the matter is that there is
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no world government to determine the appropriate division of labour
among existing multilateral institutions, or to decide when new organiza-
tions need to be created or existing ones closed down. Thus, the goals of
the institutions should be to facilitate the attainment of agreed policy ob-
jectives through cooperation, while providing for the avoidance and reso-
lution of any disputes that may arise in the pursuance of these objectives.

Overview

The intention of this book is of course not to address all issues where
trade and sustainable development policies intersect. This would be an
impossible task. Not all readers will agree on the issues I have chosen,
and many may have different views on those that are dealt with. Al-
though some topics are obvious candidates, others are not. One obvious
candidate, for example, is the work in the WTO Committee on Trade
and Environment, which is specifically mandated in its terms of reference
to take into account sustainable development. So too is the work of the
Committee on Trade and Development. Other issues are of importance,
but of a different nature. For example, I take up the arguments that
the WTO is undemocratic, non-transparent and non-accountable to the
public because these criticisms are frequently advanced by institutions
dealing with sustainable development.

Another consideration is that, of the three pillars of sustainable devel-
opment (economic development, the environment and considerations
such as human rights and labour standards), I pay more attention in the
following chapters to the environment and to development. Both have
a tradition of being dealt with systematically in the GATT and WTO.
Whereas Committees on Trade and Environment, as well as Trade and
Development, have existed in the GATT or WTO for some years, there
are no committees on trade and labour standards, human rights, public
health or, for that matter, sustainable development. Nevertheless, even
in the absence of WTO committees dedicated to particular issues, many
issues of social concern emerge in other WTO forums. These too will be
addressed. Examples include access to essential medicines and sharing
the benefits of traditional knowledge in the Committee on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, fisheries subsidies in the Rules
Committee, eco-labelling in the Technical Barriers to Trade Committee,
protection of public health in the Sanitary and Phytosanitary Commit-
tee, and endangered species and public health in the dispute settlement
process.

This book is directed to those in the trade community and those with
a direct interest in sustainable development. It is interdisciplinary and
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deals with both economic and legal issues, and the implications of the
conclusions are important for international relations. It also aims to be
educative in approach, in the sense of raising questions, identifying issues
and proposing solutions to them. For this reason, parts of the book may
contain more detail than is necessary for those with a specialized know-
ledge of the particular topic. For example, environmentalists may be fa-
miliar with multilateral environment agreements (MEAs) and the work-
ings of institutional considerations relating to environmental governance,
and those more interested in trade may be familiar with multilateral
trade institutions and specific accords such as the General Agreement
on Trade in Services, all of which are discussed in detail.

The orientation of the book is towards making useful policy sugges-
tions. Some come in the form of specific proposals; others assign a prior-
ity to questions to be addressed in present and future negotiations; some
just raise issues. Where policy conclusions are drawn, the intention is to
be both ambitious and realistic at the same time – in other words, to take
into account the substance as well as the political and institutional real-
ities that would bear on the acceptability of the proposals. This approach
is built on the knowledge, for example, that proposals involving a change
in the rights and obligations of WTO members are difficult to secure.
WTO members have reached agreement on the basis of a balance of
rights and obligations. Upsetting this balance might well require renego-
tiation of other Agreements, and even ostensibly minor changes in rules
can result in unachievable outcomes. Negotiators rarely make conces-
sions to negotiating partners without extracting some return payment,
so a snowballing effect is often the pattern. The outline of the book is as
follows.

In chapter 2, I review institutional efforts at the intergovernmental
level over the past 50 years to address one of the key aspects of sustain-
able development – namely environmental management. I trace the
policy orientation to the trade and environment debate in the GATT
and then the WTO. I reason that at the time of its creation, and for the
following decades, the GATT was concerned with environmental mea-
sures primarily as potential barriers to market access. Although, over
time, the complexity of the trade and environment issues confronting
the GATT increased greatly, the general approach adopted by the
GATT was carried over to the WTO. The nature of the environment-
related issues now under consideration at the WTO has certainly broad-
ened well beyond the original concerns about the environment. The
issues extend to discrimination among imports on the basis of environ-
mental standards, seen as a precursor to discrimination based on stan-
dards including labour or human rights, and questions relating to extra-
territoriality have moved onto centre stage through dispute settlement
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rulings. Most importantly, I conclude that the approach of the WTO to-
wards the environment and other aspects of sustainable development still
reflects a concern over the potential use of trade measures as barriers to
trade, although clearly the emphasis is on the manner in which trade and
the environment can be mutually supportive. Trade liberalization can
improve resource allocation, increase growth and make more resources
available to improve the environment. The challenge is how to opera-
tionalize these relationships.

Chapter 3 investigates in greater detail how the link between trade lib-
eralization and sustainable development has been dealt with in the WTO
from a substantive perspective. Although I acknowledge the role of trade
liberalization in promoting growth, the focus of the chapter is on the re-
lationship between trade liberalization and sustainability assessment sce-
narios, as well as on win–win scenarios – how to reap the benefits from
removing trade restrictions and distortions that damage the environment,
and how the removal of trade barriers could improve market access
opportunities for developing countries in the same sectors. Examples in-
clude the environmental benefits that accrue from the removal of agricul-
tural subsidies (which lead to an excessive use of fertilizers), or of fisheries
subsidies (which lead to overcapacity of the fishing fleets and to fish stock
depletion). In both cases the removal of subsidies could result in ex-
panded export earnings for developing countries. I place particular em-
phasis on the fishery sector because it provides a useful case study. It
shows, among other things, the constructive role that public interest
groups can play in highlighting issues and information that are crucial to
activate and support the negotiating process in the WTO. These efforts
have surely contributed to this sector being a focus of attention and
singled out for special treatment by governments in the Doha Develop-
ment Agenda.

In chapter 4, I address a number of provisions in the WTO Agree-
ments – most notably the GATT-1994 – that have a particular relevance
for sustainable development. I focus on non-discrimination and how it
has been interpreted in recent contentious dispute settlement rulings. A
number of important questions arise as to the true purpose of cer-
tain trade measures and the grounds on which some measures that are
important for sustainable development can be considered necessary to
achieve a certain policy goal. Is the aim and effect of the measure to
renege on legally binding market access commitments that the WTO is
bound to protect, or does it pursue a legitimate policy goal without being
unnecessarily trade restrictive? The importance of this chapter is under-
scored by the fact that it examines the extent to which WTO provisions
circumscribe the policy options available to national governments in pur-
suing sustainable development. What becomes apparent in this exercise
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is the extent to which a number of the key terms in the WTO Agree-
ments are open to interpretation, and the importance this has for policies
relating to sustainable development. I review some selected dispute rul-
ings and conclude that how sustainable development is dealt with in the
future is in many ways in the hands of WTO Panels and the Appellate
Body.

Chapter 5 addresses the implications for the WTO of the growing con-
sumer demand for improved product and service standards that has come
with higher income levels. The result is a growing number of increasingly
sophisticated technical regulations and standards defining specific charac-
teristics of a product: its size, shape, design, functions and performance,
or the way it is labelled or packaged before it is put on sale. Govern-
ments are free under the WTO to limit the import of certain goods in
order to protect public health, safety and the environment through the
enforcement of mandatory standards to which imported goods must con-
form. However, for the WTO to fulfil its role as a trade body, such stan-
dards should be no more restrictive than necessary to achieve the legiti-
mate purpose and should not undermine market access commitments. In
other words, these regulations should not be designed to impede the free
flow of trade. Distinguishing which measures are designed to implement
legitimate policy choices and which are unnecessary obstacles to trade
places the WTO in an increasingly difficult situation as the sophistication
of regulations increases.

Because the WTO and the MEAs represent two different bodies of in-
ternational law, it is important for the relationship between them to be
coherent and fully understood by all concerned. This is not currently the
case and chapter 6 discusses the potential problems of any clash between
the two global regimes. To remove this possibility, and to avoid the WTO
being the arbiter of environmental disputes, requires effective MEAs
characterized by clearly specified trade measures that may be taken for
environmental purposes, broad-based support in terms of country mem-
bership and a robust dispute settlement system.

Chapter 7 also deals with a controversial issue. Few topics generate
as much public agitation as recent developments in biotechnology. Al-
though gene modification has been with us since time immemorial, pub-
lic sentiment has changed with the introduction of genetic engineering,
which permits the transfer of genetic material between organisms that
would never be able to breed in the natural environment. The regulation
of living genetically modified organisms (GMOs) and products derived
from them provides an excellent case study of how issues of central im-
portance to sustainable development can find themselves on the WTO
agenda. This has not been by design, but rather through the normal ap-
plication of WTO rules and agreements crafted well before the concerns
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relating to biotechnology emerged. Issues relating to biotechnology enter
the WTO stage due to market access considerations (restrictions on the
cross-border movement of living GMOs and food products derived from
them), ethical considerations (the patenting of life forms), equity consid-
erations (access to essential medicines), and many others.

Chapter 8 deals with the WTO General Agreement on Trade in Ser-
vices (GATS). This Agreement is the result of the Uruguay Round and
therefore a relatively new addition to the body of international trade
law. It is far from being a user-friendly agreement, and it has become
the target of attack by those who see it as a vehicle for the privatization
of government-owned activities, such as water supply and other public
utilities, health services and education. They believe it will lead to the de-
regulation of services activities more generally. I argue that the GATS
contains very few compulsory obligations, and additional obligations are
undertaken at the discretion of the importing country. To provide a
clearer understanding of how intrusive the GATS is – or is not – when it
comes to domestic policy formulation, I offer a more analytical explana-
tion of the Agreement than one would get from a simple reading of the
text.

In chapter 9, I trace the manner in which developing countries’ con-
cerns about the multilateral trading system have been dealt with, from
the early days of the GATT to the present. My starting point is that the
WTO system should provide the legal flexibility for developing countries
to implement the most appropriate development strategies, although this
begs the question of what is an appropriate development strategy for a
developing country. There are very different views in this respect. I con-
clude that development strategies and legal flexibilities should reflect the
very diverse nature of developing countries’ economies, resource endow-
ments, institutions, and other national characteristics. I fully appreciate
the desire of many developing countries to continue the current generic
approach of special and differential treatment while maintaining self-
selection in the absence of graduation. I document the WTO processes
surrounding the negotiation of special and differential treatment with
the intention of gaining insights into the complex, time-consuming and
frustrating nature of WTO negotiations.

Chapter 10 looks at the changing importance of the WTO and how
perceptions of its role in global affairs have evolved over time. I also
address charges that the WTO is undemocratic, non-transparent and
non-responsive to the needs of the citizens of its member countries. Too
frequently, the WTO’s critics fail to register that the WTO is in fact com-
posed of 150 governments acting in accordance with multilateral rules
that have been adopted on a consensus basis.

Chapter 11 turns to one of the important features of the World Summit
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on Sustainable Development – the search for a more coherent system of
global governance in order to deal effectively with sustainable develop-
ment at the global level. There have been many proposals over the years
as to how this can be achieved, not the least important being the call for a
World Environment Organization on a par with the World Trade Organ-
ization. In this chapter, I look at the functioning of the WTO and ad-
dress the question of whether or not it is a useful model for a WEO. If it
is not, can useful lessons be learned from a close examination of the key
characteristics of the WTO?

In the final chapter of the book I look at the need for greater coher-
ence in global policy-making and at developments in this respect within
the WTO in the past. I draw attention to the fact that, whereas govern-
ments have seen a need for greater coherence in policies between the
WTO, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, similar at-
tention has not been given to coherence in the relationship between the
WTO and the specialized agencies of the United Nations. I advance a
number of policy proposals, starting from the basic proposition that, by
identifying issues in a ‘‘bottom–up’’ manner, solid foundations can be
built for a more coherent system of global governance in relation to sus-
tainable development. In the bigger picture, however, the chapter returns
to the question of the role of the WTO in global governance.

Notes

1. See WTO, Doha Declarations: The Doha Development Agenda, Geneva: WTO Secre-
tariat, 2001, para. 6.

2. WTO, Report of the World Summit on Sustainable Development, Geneva: WTO Secre-
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tion, The Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations: The Legal
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as the WTO Agreements in what follows. Another important point for the following is
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form as the GATT-1994. In what follows, the governments that constitute the member-
ship of the WTO will be referred to as the WTO members. For convenience and consis-
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2

Institutional considerations

Introduction

Fulfilling the mandates that emerged from the Doha Ministerial Meeting
in Qatar and the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD)
in Johannesburg requires a coherent approach at the national, regional
and multilateral levels to the three pillars of sustainable development:
economic development, protection of the environment and the effec-
tive implementation of social policies. It requires a set of institutions
that are coherent, mutually consistent and supportive, and operate in
an effective, accountable and legitimate manner. A practical question
that can usefully be addressed is how close the international institu-
tional structure today is to this ideal, and what we can learn from past
experience.

Many question the value of large ministerial meetings such as these,
particularly as Declarations are frequently statements of good intentions
and best endeavours. Nevertheless, they do offer guidance to more oper-
ational policy-making on a number of fronts by identifying areas for fu-
ture negotiation, listing priorities for future work and providing political
support and direction for the substantive work of various national, re-
gional and global institutions. However, although ministers can declare
good intentions, the task of assigning national resources to give the Dec-
larations operational content, or of concluding the negotiations launched
by them, invariably proves more difficult.
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In terms of the orientation of the Declarations, however, it would ap-
pear that governments agree on how the trading system should contrib-
ute to sustainable development: the common theme of both Declarations
is that trade liberalization can lead to growth, which can contribute to
sustainable development providing it is coupled with effective environ-
mental management and social policies. The presumption is that environ-
mental protection preserves the natural resource base on which economic
growth is premised, and trade liberalization leads to the economic growth
needed to generate the resources for adequate environmental protection.
In this respect, a coherent approach by institutions at the national and
international level is critical to ensure that environmental policies do not
intentionally act as obstacles to trade liberalization and that trade rules
do not stand in the way of adequate domestic environmental protection.

Since the World Trade Organization (WTO) certainly has a positive
contribution to make in this respect, it is instructive to review the past ex-
perience of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and
the WTO to see how they have dealt institutionally with the link between
trade, the environment, and now sustainable development. However, this
requires an appreciation of the manner in which the link between trade
and environment has been viewed in the GATT and the WTO in the
past, and whether this approach has been carried over to those issues
that link trade and sustainable development today. The intention is not
to record institutional developments as such; this has been done compre-
hensively elsewhere.1 The intention is to gain insights into how the
approach has, or has not, evolved, resulting in the institutional arrange-
ments that we see today. Also, the focus is very much on trade and the
environment rather than other aspects of the trade and sustainable devel-
opment interface. Chapter 9 deals principally with economic develop-
ment, for example, and the environmental and social aspects of sustain-
able development are addressed at various stages throughout the book.

My own view is that what lies at the heart of much of the debate that
surrounds the appropriate contribution of the WTO to sustainable devel-
opment is, not surprisingly, disagreement in relation to the perceived link
between trade and the environment – and other aspects of sustainable
development. I will explore in later chapters how the link is open to in-
terpretation and the role of the WTO legal processes in this respect.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. First, I look at the institutional
background in the GATT and the WTO to trade and environment. I then
address developments in the early 1990s when hostilities vis-à-vis the
GATT increased considerably. I describe the GATT and WTO response,
but the main focus is the evolving approach in institutional thinking
about the relationship between trade and the environment. I examine
the outcome of the Uruguay Round and, in particular, the functioning of
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the Committee on Trade and Environment. Although this Committee
has been extensively criticized, I advance a defence of its contribution. I
follow this with a discussion of trade and environment after the Uruguay
Round, at the time of the launching of the Doha Development Agenda,
and the relationship between the Doha Agenda and the World Summit
on Sustainable Development (WSSD). I conclude that even a casual re-
view of the outcome of the WSSD indicates that the subject matter dealt
with by the WTO overlaps to a very large extent with that on the sustain-
able development agenda.

Institutional background

There was a leap in international concern regarding the implications
of future global growth for the environment and social development fol-
lowing the publishing of the Club of Rome’s report The Limits to Growth
in 1972.2 The main conclusion was that, if current trends continued, the
global system would ‘‘overshoot’’ and collapse by the year 2000. To avoid
that disastrous route, both population growth and economic growth
would have to cease. Although the report was severely criticized, it was
certainly successful in popularizing the notion that there were ‘‘outer lim-
its’’ to the world’s resources and that development was circumscribed by
the finite size of these resources. The report became a milestone.

Concerns relating to the physical limits of the world’s resources led to
the convening of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environ-
ment in Stockholm in 1972. The Stockholm Conference, the first attempt
by the international community to address the relationships between the
environment and development at the global level, certainly placed con-
cerns about global resources squarely on the global agenda. It provided
a policy framework within which to develop an international approach
to development and the environment. It led to the creation in 1972 of a
Secretariat in the United Nations – the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) – as a focal point for coordination within the UN
system and to act its environmental conscience.3

Prior to the Stockholm Conference, however, a much narrower con-
cern had emerged in the GATT with respect to the potentially restrictive
impact of environmental policies on international trade. There was a fear
that anti-pollution measures could become major obstacles to trade, with
the possible emergence of what was later to be identified as ‘‘green pro-
tectionism’’. The Director-General of the GATT Secretariat submitted to
the Stockholm Conference a document warning of the ‘‘real danger that
in attempting to combat pollution, governments may unwittingly intro-
duce new barriers to trade’’.4 What is of particular interest for present
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purposes is that this report does much more than express a concern about
market access being restricted by measures to protect the environment.
With considerable insight, the report, prepared under the direction of
Jan Tumlir, drew attention to what has since emerged as a major issue
in the trade and sustainable development debate: namely, how should
the GATT deal with regulations that restrict trade but relate to the pro-
duction processes in the foreign country that produced the product rather
than to the imported product itself? Could an environmentally unfriendly
production process in another country be the basis for trade restriction in
the importing country when applying GATT rules?

In specific terms, the report was concerned that production costs would
differ across countries owing to divergent regulations dealing with pol-
lution standards. Taxes or subsidies that were based on the method of
production – to tax polluting activities or to subsidize environmentally
friendly ones – should not, in the view of the report, be a basis for dis-
crimination in trade. In fact, in generalizing the proposition, it is re-
marked that a difference in costs resulting from government regulations
‘‘does not make them unique: national standards concerning labour, so-
cial security, taxation and safety already have a varying impact on costs
from one country to another which GATT does not recognise as grounds
for protection’’.5 The report made clear some three decades ago that
legitimizing or penalizing different national choices relating to the protec-
tion of the environment, labour, health and other social considerations
was not in the domain of the GATT and the multilateral trading system.

There was an institutional response. The Director-General called on
GATT members to prepare for pollution measures that could have a
negative impact on market access. Thus, in November 1971, the GATT
General Council established a Group on Environmental Measures and
International Trade (the EMIT Group) with a mandate ‘‘to examine
upon request any specific matters relevant to the trade policy aspects of
measures to control pollution and protect the human environment espe-
cially with regard to the application of the provisions of the General
Agreement taking into account the particular problems of developing
countries’’.6 The Group was to report on its activities to the General
Council.

The creation of the Group was controversial at the time. A number of
countries did not see the need for it. Developing countries, in particular,
voiced their early concerns about dealing with environmental matters in
the GATT, and the potential for an encroachment on national sover-
eignty. The counter-argument was that the Group was simply a defensive
measure against possible future developments. Agreement was eventu-
ally reached to establish the Group, but the Director-General did not
see any particular urgency for it to meet. This view was shared by gov-
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ernments and, notwithstanding the nomination of a chairman, the rather
extraordinary outcome was that the newly established Group did not
meet at any time during the next two decades.

Nevertheless, the ensuing years saw institutional developments in the
GATT of importance for the environment. Broadly speaking, they were
driven not by a concern for the environment per se, but rather by a con-
cern that such measures to protect the environment could be protection-
ist in intent (or effect) and create unnecessary barriers to trade. During
the Tokyo Round of trade negotiations (1973–1979), the Agreement on
Technical Barriers to Trade (or Standards Code) was adopted by a num-
ber of GATT members; it was a plurilateral agreement, and eventually
30 governments joined. It called for non-discrimination in the prepara-
tion, adoption and application of technical regulations and standards,
advocated the use of international standards, and recognized that no
country should be prevented from taking measures for the protection of
the environment or human, animal and plant life and health. The crucial
balancing obligation was that such measures could be taken as long as
they were not applied in a manner that would constitute a disguised re-
striction on trade. The Code also stipulated that international standards
could be deviated from for an open-ended variety of reasons – including
the protection of the environment and health. Given the broad definition
of standards, the Agreement had potentially important implications for
environmental management. Indeed, the seeds were sown for the intense
debate that was to come later about what were legitimate grounds for the
protection of the environment or human, animal and plant life and health
(see chapter 5).

A more specific environmental concern emerged at the November
1982 GATT Ministerial Meeting in Geneva relating to products that
were prohibited in developed countries and exported to developing coun-
tries. Importing developing countries suffered the consequences in terms
of harm to human, animal or plant life or health or the environment. In
1989, a Working Group on the Export of Domestically Prohibited Goods
was established in the GATT. The Group met 15 times but, when its
mandate expired in 1991, no agreement had been reached on how to
resolve the issue. It was, however, incorporated into the terms of refer-
ence of the Committee on Trade and Environment in 1994 (see below),
and provides an early example of how trans-boundary environmental
problems are better dealt with by multilateral and regional agreements
outside the WTO. Discussions revealed that the control of exports of
hazardous wastes is a national responsibility requiring a high degree of
specific expertise, and as a result is better dealt with at the multilateral
level through a multilateral environment agreement (MEA), not through
a trade agreement. This indeed proved to be the case with the entry into
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force of the Basel Convention on the Transboundary Movements of Haz-
ardous Wastes dealing with chemicals, pharmaceuticals and hazardous
wastes. What is important, however, is that the rules of such MEAs are
consistent with those of the GATT, and that the parties to the MEA fully
appreciate the implications of the provisions in terms of GATT commit-
ments (see chapter 6).

At the global level, the focus of the environment community at the
time was primarily on the biophysical environment, including wildlife
management, soil conservation, water pollution, land degradation, de-
sertification, the depletion of the ozone layer, climate change, and de-
forestation. As a result of these concerns, it is not surprising that the
1980s saw a proliferation of MEAs targeting specific environmental prob-
lems.7 Some of these agreements contained trade measures heralding a
new concern in the GATT: could such agreements be hijacked for pro-
tectionist purposes, and were environmental problems being addressed
by unnecessary barriers to trade?

The growth of global environment agreements led to a search for a
long-term strategy that would facilitate integrated action on the part of a
number of governments and international institutions. Because environ-
ment and development were now clearly both on the global agenda, a
search had already begun for a concept of development that related to
the limits of the natural resource base. In 1983, the General Assembly
established the World Commission on Environment and Development
to address the relationship between environment and development, and
to propose long-term environmental strategies. The report that emanated
from the Commission, entitled Our Common Future (the Brundtland Re-
port), was issued in 1987. It adopted the term ‘‘sustainable development’’
and drew attention to the link between the environment and develop-
ment by identifying poverty as a principal cause of environmental degra-
dation.8 It reasoned that greater economic growth, fuelled in part by
increased international trade, could generate the necessary resources to
combat what had become known as the ‘‘pollution of poverty’’. The con-
clusion was that existing decision-making structures and institutional ar-
rangements, both national and international, simply could not cope with
the demands of sustainable development. An increasing number of actors
would need to grapple with the environmental dimensions of activities
previously not recognized as having environmental implications.

The introduction of the notion of sustainable development onto the
global agenda was met with a great deal of scepticism by a number of
developing countries. The thought of sacrificing development today to
preserve the environment for future generations raised the suspicion
that the immediacy of development needs would be traded off against
a much longer-term goal of environmental protection. Laudable as this
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goal might be, developing countries were not prepared to contribute to
rectifying global environmental problems that they considered not to be
of their making, while conforming to new environmental standards that
were never faced by developed countries during their own economic
development. A trade-off was required somewhere in the negotiating
process to convince them that negotiating on the basis of sustainable de-
velopment was in their interests.

Of importance for present purposes is that a new round of multilat-
eral trade negotiations – the Uruguay Round (1986–1994) – had been
launched. In fact, throughout the 1980s there had been continuing and
difficult negotiations to establish the agenda for what was to become the
most comprehensive round of trade negotiations in history. The goal of
the negotiations (launched in Punta del Este in Uruguay) was the ‘‘liber-
alization and expansion of world trade to the benefit of all countries, es-
pecially less-developed contracting parties, including the improvement of
access to markets’’.9 The negotiations held a great deal of promise for
developing countries.

It is interesting from an institutional perspective that there was ac-
knowledgement that the GATT should respond to the ‘‘evolving interna-
tional economic environment, through . . . enhancing the relationship of
the GATT with the relevant international organizations . . . coupled with
a need to foster concurrent co-operative action at the national and inter-
national levels to strengthen the inter-relationship between trade policies
and other economic policies affecting growth and development’’.10 What
was to become apparent in later negotiations, if it was not clear at the
time, was that governments were looking to improve coherence in global
policy-making, but only between the WTO, the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund. Organizations with responsibilities in the
area of environment, labour standards or other social norms were cer-
tainly not to be part of the package (see chapter 12).

However, the lack of attention to sustainable development in the Punta
del Este Declaration was not surprising, if for no other reason than that
the concept had yet to be adopted by the international community.
Somewhat more surprising perhaps is that, given the attention focused
on the global environment at the time, there was no reference at all to
environment in the final Declaration. As the negotiations progressed,
however, the late 1980s and early 1990s were, as noted, characterized by
a significant growth in the number of MEAs. It was against this backdrop
that the Director-General was requested at the Ministerial Meeting in
Brussels in December 1990 to convene the EMIT Group for the first
time. Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland (the
countries of the European Free Trade Area) reasoned that the accep-
tance of ‘‘sustainable development’’ had established a link between
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environmental protection and development, and that the EMIT Group
should address the trade-related environmental implications. The Brus-
sels Ministerial Meeting ended in failure and no effect was given to the
EFTA request.

Outside of the GATT, however, sentiments were running high that the
GATT was acting in an irresponsible manner by disregarding the increas-
ing importance attached to sustainable development, and, in particular,
to the link between trade and the environment.11 The EFTA group pur-
sued the initiative, and in February 1991 again requested the Director-
General to convene the EMIT Group. Although this attempt was also
unsuccessful, a debate was launched in the GATT to identify measures
taken on environmental grounds that could affect the existing provisions
in the GATT and Tokyo Round instruments.12 A recurring theme was
the important distinction between legitimate environment-related mea-
sures, protectionist measures and the implications for GATT rules. Al-
though developing countries continued to make clear their reservations
about bringing environmental considerations into the GATT, the EMIT
Group was finally convened later in 1991.13 It had a three-point agenda:
an examination of trade provisions contained in existing multilateral en-
vironment agreements; the multilateral transparency of national envi-
ronmental regulations likely to have trade effects; and the trade effects
of new packaging and labelling requirements aimed at protecting the en-
vironment. Thus, the subject matter under discussion had broadened be-
yond the implications of environment measures as impediments to trade.

The Group met from November 1991 to January 1994, and determined
the parameters of what was to be the future approach of the GATT to
trade and environment. The broad thrust was that the GATT was not
equipped to review national environment priorities, to set environmental
standards or to develop global policies on the environment. Further,
there need not be any policy contradiction between the values of the
multilateral trading system and countries acting individually or collec-
tively to promote sustainable development. If problems of policy coordi-
nation did occur, however, it was considered important to resolve them
in a way that did not undermine the multilateral trading system. On the
other hand, trade rules should not present an unjustified obstacle to the
implementation of legitimate environmental measures. With respect to
existing GATT rules, they were considered already to be sufficient to ac-
commodate trade measures to protect the environment, and exceptions
to GATT rules were available specifically for this purpose. An open, se-
cure and non-discriminatory trading system, underwritten by the GATT
rules and disciplines, would facilitate environmental conservation and
protection by ensuring a more efficient resource allocation and generat-
ing real income growth.14
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The meetings of the EMIT Group coincided with both the final stages
of the Uruguay Round and the convening of the United Nations Con-
ference on Environment and Development (UNCED) – the ‘‘Earth
Summit’’ – in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The link between developments
in the GATT, the ongoing negotiations in the Uruguay Round and the
timing of UNCED is important. As noted above, some trade-off was re-
quired to convince developing countries to accept the objective of sus-
tainable development within the context of international negotiations.
This task was facilitated by the link that they envisaged between trade
liberalization, improved market access and growth in the Uruguay
Round. Operationalizing this link would contribute to poverty alleviation
and therefore sustainable development. The logic was that a successful
conclusion of the Uruguay Round would in itself contribute significantly
to sustainable development, as long as the successful conclusion was
measured in terms of improved access to the markets of developed
countries.15

The UNCED summit was a major event, with over 100 heads of state
and government, representatives from 178 countries, and some 17,000
participants meeting in Rio de Janeiro. One of its principal outputs was
the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, which contained
a 40-chapter Programme of Action (Agenda 21).16 This called for, inter
alia, the creation of a Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD)
to: ensure effective follow-up to UNCED; enhance international cooper-
ation and rationalize intergovernmental decision-making; and examine
progress in the implementation of Agenda 21 at all levels. In 1992, the
UN General Assembly set out the terms of reference for the CSD, its
composition, guidelines for the participation of non-governmental orga-
nizations (NGOs), the organization of work, its relationship with other
UN bodies, and the Secretariat arrangements. The CSD held its first meet-
ing in June 1993 and has met annually since. It has institutionalized, within
the United Nations, a continuing dialogue on sustainable development.17

With respect to the textual outcome of UNCED, what is quite strik-
ing for present purposes is the similarity between the guiding principles
on trade-related sustainable development and the GATT approach de-
scribed above. A potted summary of the relevant parts of Agenda 21
runs along the lines that an open, multilateral trading system makes pos-
sible a more efficient allocation and use of resources, and contributes to
an increase in production and incomes, and therefore to lessening de-
mands on the environment. Importantly, to better address the problems
of environmental degradation, governments should cooperate to promote
a supportive and open international economic system that would lead to
economic growth and sustainable development. UNCED recognized the
relationship between open economies, improved market access, growth
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and sustainable development. Additionally, it was recognized that do-
mestic measures targeted to achieve certain environmental objectives
might need trade measures to render them effective but, if trade policy
measures were necessary, they should be based on the principle of non-
discrimination and be the least trade-restrictive necessary to achieve the
objectives. Furthermore, there should be an obligation to ensure trans-
parency in the use of trade measures related to the environment and to
give consideration to the special conditions and developmental require-
ments of developing countries. Environment-related regulations or stan-
dards, including those related to health and safety standards, should not
constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a dis-
guised restriction on trade. According to UNCED, the most important
contribution the GATT could make to sustainable development was to
conclude the Uruguay Round successfully, implying – much to the dis-
pleasure of many – that the only obligation for GATT members in
meeting their sustainable development obligations was to complete their
ongoing negotiations successfully.18 All of the above could just as easily
have come from trade ministers.

Despite commitments to improved market access, developing countries
remained deeply suspicious of sustainable development, particularly as a
number of environmental groups were working hard to convince their
governments to integrate environment more comprehensively into the
trade agenda in Geneva, precisely at the time when the Rio Conference
had been successfully concluded. Were developed countries – pushed by
their own environmental groups – thinking of backtracking on their
UNCED and Uruguay Round commitments to improve market access,
transfer technology and provide additional resources for developing
countries? One conclusion was that there was a retreat from the holistic
approach to sustainable development agreed at Rio. Were developed
countries backtracking from the Agenda 21 reassurance to avoid unilat-
eral action to deal with environmental challenges outside the jurisdiction
of an importing country?19 The experience in Geneva pointed to back-
tracking taking place.20

In 1991, a high-profile – and well-documented – dispute between Mex-
ico and the United States served to confirm developing countries’ sus-
picions. In this instance, US trade restrictions on Mexican tuna caught
using purse-seine nets, which resulted in the incidental kill of dolphins,
drew attention to the potential for unilateral trade measures to be taken
for environmental purposes. Mexico appealed to the GATT dispute set-
tlement process on the grounds that the US embargo was inconsis-
tent with the rules of international trade. The Panel ruled in favour
of Mexico, thereby serving to focus attention on what was to be a source
of considerable grievance – and remains so – for a number of environ-
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mentalists. The ruling created the perception that, for the GATT and
later for the WTO, there was a clear hierarchy of trade policy vis-à-vis
environment policy, with trade policy coming out on top. Trade priorities
were seen as destined to ride roughshod over environmental concerns.

The significance of this case was considerable, not least because it
served to shift the focus from environmental measures that could be
impediments to trade to the enforcement of preferred environmental
standards extra territorially through trade sanctions. The ruling mobi-
lized environmental groups to push for an integrated approach at the
global level that would harmonize international trade law with interna-
tional law generally and take seriously the goal in the WTO Preamble to
use the world’s resources in accordance with the objective of sustainable
development.21

Important as this ruling was from an environmental perspective, it was
equally of concern to developing countries for systemic reasons – much
of which is relevant for the broader range of sustainable development
issues that were to emerge in the coming years. The ruling had confirmed
that imported products could not be discriminated against under GATT
rules because of the manner in which they were produced abroad. The
same argument had been articulated two decades earlier in the report by
Jan Tumlir mentioned above.22 What this translated into was that the
United States was obliged to provide Mexican tuna (as a product) with
treatment no less favourable than that accorded to US tuna (also as a
product), regardless of how the tuna itself was harvested. That products
that were physically the same could not be discriminated against in this
manner had far-reaching implications for the broader debate on sustain-
able development (see chapter 4). Traded products made by workers
whose core labour or human rights were not respected could not be dis-
criminated against, and trade restrictions could not be used as a tool to
enforce standards. Although the report was never adopted, it rang alarm
bells for developing countries, reinforced their opposition to unilateral
measures, and raised their suspicions that trade restrictions would be le-
gitimized through multilateral environment agreements.

Institutional developments in the WTO

Although discussion in the GATT was at a preliminary stage in the early
1990s, the trade and environment debate nevertheless figured promi-
nently on the trade agenda elsewhere; the ‘‘Greening of the GATT’’ be-
came a catch cry for environmentalists.23 A proliferation of scholarly and
popular contributions debated whether conflict between trade and envi-
ronment policies was unavoidable.24 Life was also injected into the de-
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bate from the GATT side via a timely and influential report – at least
from a trade perspective – that elaborated and consolidated the approach
to trade and environment in the GATT. Its relevance is also underscored
by the fact that the GATT Secretariat had been specifically requested to
contribute to the proceedings of UNCED, and this was one of two re-
ports sent by the Director-General in response.25 Its main thrust was
a consolidation of the view that, when adverse production and con-
sumption externalities are adequately integrated into decision-making
processes, trade liberalization and the attainment of environmental ob-
jectives can be mutually supportive. For trade-induced growth to be sus-
tainable, appropriate environmental policies determined at the national
level need to be put in place. This was not seen to be a GATT responsi-
bility. The report recognized that taxes and regulations applied to prod-
ucts and processes are frequently the most effective means to internalize
externalities, but such regulations may well differ significantly across
countries as a result of differences in, inter alia, comparative advantage.

There are two issues here, the first relating to comparative advantage
and the second to extra territoriality. With respect to comparative advan-
tage, the GATT report stipulates that ‘‘differences in environmental pol-
icies are properly regarded as domestic choices reflecting among other
factors the domestic trade offs between income and environment and
that such differences can well be an additional source of gainful trade
among nations’’.26 Thus, different environmental standards should not
in themselves be considered an argument for restricting imports. Thus,
GATT rules must be flexible enough to accommodate different policy
choices, but still fulfil the GATT’s role as a trade organization by policing
measures that are protectionist in intent or that constitute unnecessary
obstacles to trade. In terms of extraterritoriality, the closely related issue
is whether the manner in which a product is produced can be a basis for
discrimination in trade. Here the conclusion was that, whereas a domestic
production process can be regulated in any manner thought fit by the na-
tional government to safeguard the life of humans, animals and plants
within the jurisdiction of the importing country, it should not be possible
under GATT rules to make access to domestic markets dependent on the
environmental policies or practices of the exporting countries.

As this approach was gaining acceptance in the GATT, members in-
structed the EMIT Group to review the relevant sections of Agenda 21
and report to the GATT General Council. However, it was agreed at
this stage that any UNCED follow-up should await the outcome of the
Ministerial Meeting in Marrakesh in April 1994 that concluded the
Uruguay Round.

There were in fact a number of developments in the Uruguay Round
of importance for sustainable development. The Standards Code was
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to become the Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Agreement, with all
WTO members being parties. The Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosa-
nitary Measures (SPS) was also a product of the Uruguay Round, and fu-
ture events were to confirm that it had important implications for public
health and environment-related matters. The Agreement on Agriculture,
the General Agreement on Trade in Services, the Agreement on Subsi-
dies and Countervailing Measures, and the Agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) all formally recognized
their potential impact on the environment. The strengthened dispute
settlement system and the newly created Appellate Body were to prove
important in the interpretation of provisions relating to trade, environ-
ment and sustainable development in the WTO, and the goal of sus-
tainable development was recognized in the Preamble of the Agreement
Establishing the WTO (see chapter 4).

Further, the reference to sustainable development in the Preamble
now proved acceptable to developing countries. The Tuna-Dolphin case
had allayed some fears, and the Preamble reflected a negotiated balance
of interests: the pursuit of sustainable development must be consistent
with the needs and concerns of countries at different levels of economic
development. The Preamble was a clear reaffirmation of Rio Principle 7,
with common but differentiated responsibilities for governments in pro-
moting sustainable development. It was understood on the part of devel-
oping country negotiators that developed countries were accepting a
greater responsibility to meet the costs of sustainable development owing
to their larger role in environmental degradation as well as their eco-
nomic capacity to do so. On their side, developing countries needed to
develop to meet their needs; developed countries would provide ade-
quate financial resources and technology transfer to facilitate their transi-
tion to sustainable development.

As a result of the work in the EMIT Group and the UNCED, another
outcome of the Marrakesh Ministerial Meeting came in the form of a
Decision on Trade and Environment. The Decision restated that there
should be no policy contradiction between the multilateral trading system
and protecting the environment while promoting sustainable develop-
ment. It also called for the establishment of a Committee on Trade and
Environment (CTE) to take over from the EMIT Group.27

The work programme of the CTE was to be broader than the agenda
of the EMIT Group. The Committee was given a two-fold mandate that
draws a clear link between trade, environment and sustainable develop-
ment. It is first to identify the relationship between trade measures and
environmental measures in order to promote sustainable development,
and second to make appropriate recommendations on whether any mod-
ifications of the provisions of the multilateral trading system are required
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in this respect. In line with their concerns in bringing sustainable devel-
opment to the WTO, developing countries were certainly not deman-
deurs when it came to creating the Committee on Trade and Environ-
ment. However, there was some reassurance in the terms of reference of
the Committee that there would be no new WTO obligations, because
future work was confined to trade-related aspects of the environment
and, in this context, only those environmental measures with trade ef-
fects. Additionally, the CTE could make only recommendations for mod-
ifications of rules.

The Committee met for the first time in February 1995. It reported
to the WTO General Council and is still operational. It has a standing
agenda of 10 items that has not changed since its inception. It meets for-
mally at least twice a year, and in an informal mode whenever considered
necessary. It includes all WTO members and a number of observers from
intergovernmental organizations. The Committee has discussed relations
with non-governmental organizations but, despite a number of requests,
there are no NGO observers. The early work of the CTE is comprehen-
sively described in its Report to Ministers at the first WTO Ministerial
Meeting in 1996 in Singapore. More recent meetings are described in
the various reports of the CTE as well as the Annual Reports of the
WTO. In addition, there are detailed summaries, commentaries and eval-
uations of the work of the CTE by academics and NGOs.28 In the rest
of this section, I selectively describe some aspects of the work of the
Committee. These gave rise to tensions between developed and develop-
ing countries that served to shape much of the agenda in the CTE and
elsewhere in the WTO for matters that are important for sustainable
development.

The standing agenda of 10 items has been taken up in two ‘‘clusters of
work’’. Broadly speaking, the first relates to market access and the second
to linkages between the WTO and multilateral environment agreements.
The clustering has been, and remains, an important feature of the work
of the Committee for reasons that far transcend concerns over efficiency
and effectiveness. Developing countries originally insisted on this group-
ing to ensure that improved market access – their only real interest in the
trade and environment debate – was not lost as developed countries pur-
sued their own agendas relating to trade measures taken for environmen-
tal purposes. Developing countries were not prepared to contemplate
trade-offs between rule change with systemic implications (such as creat-
ing automatic acceptance of MEA-endorsed measures as exceptions from
GATT obligations) and improved market access. For them, improving
market access would be one way to straighten what they perceived to be
a lop-sided trade and environment agenda and render it useful for devel-
opment purposes. Against this backdrop, it was unlikely from the outset
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that the CTE would reach agreement ‘‘to make appropriate recommen-
dations’’ for changes in rules.

The principal item in the first cluster (market access) relates to so-
called win–win scenarios. These will be addressed in some detail in
chapter 3; suffice it at this stage to note that this item addresses the envi-
ronmental benefits that flow from removing trade restrictions and distor-
tions that result in damage to the environment (win number one). If the
right sectors and measures are chosen, this could improve market access
opportunities for developing countries (win number two). Clearly, the
win–win approach is in line with the overall GATT objective of removing
trade restrictions and distortions. Nevertheless, even this mandate was
viewed with suspicion by developing countries, which saw it as a potential
new form of conditionality. Improved market access could be condi-
tioned on their own governments’ removing trade restrictions and adopt-
ing certain environmental standards dictated by the developed countries.
Given their refusal to review their own environmentally unfriendly
trade restrictions, the discussion has been rather one-sided, with the
only environment-related trade restrictions under discussion being those
in developed countries.

Another important market access agenda item has been the relation-
ship between WTO rules and environmental taxes, standards and other
regulations. This will be taken up in chapter 5. However, one particu-
larly contentious issue in terms of regulations has been the use of la-
belling schemes based on life-cycle analysis; namely, the labelling of
products according to the environmental effects of their production, con-
sumption and eventual disposal. The relevant issue here turns on the fact
that production methods vary across countries because of resource en-
dowment and other factors and so does their effect on the environment.
If an eco-label is required, this raises the issue of the comparability and
acceptability of different criteria for receiving the label, and whether
they are based on non-product-related process and production methods.
The suspicion on the part of developing countries has been that eco-
labelling schemes could be used as a barrier to their exports by neces-
sitating labelling according to production standards in the importing
countries. The same would apply to the packaging material used and re-
quirements prescribing its recovery, re-use, recycling or disposal. These
requirements can increase costs for exporters and result in discrimina-
tory treatment owing to different environmental resource endowments
and constraints in different countries.29

With respect to the second cluster, dealing with linkages between the
WTO and MEAs, the task that has confronted the CTE since its incep-
tion has been how to deal with trade provisions in MEAs that may be at
variance with WTO obligations. This topic is addressed in chapter 6. The
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concern for developing countries is the imposition of trade measures –
sanctioned by MEAs reflecting the preferred standards of developed
countries – that restrict their own market access possibilities. It was also
thought that the discussion of this topic could be used tactically by devel-
oped countries to squeeze out discussion of what was of real interest
to developing countries; namely, improved market access through win–
win liberalization. Other matters on the MEA agenda related to whether
the TRIPS Agreement promoted the transfer of technology to enable de-
veloping countries to fulfil their obligations under various MEAs. Dis-
cussion has also focused on the protection of traditional rights and
knowledge and how to proceed if there were to be a conflict between
the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention on Biological Diversity.
These issues are elaborated in chapters 6 and 7.

Criticisms and future of the CTE

Ever since its first Report to Ministers in Singapore in 1996, the CTE has
been heavily criticized for a ‘‘failure’’ to fulfil what many considered to
be its principal task, namely, recommending modifications of the provi-
sions of the multilateral trading system.30 A number of developments, in
particular the Tuna-Dolphin ruling, led many in the environment com-
munity to conclude that WTO rules did indeed need to be modified to
take into account trade-related environmental considerations. But chang-
ing rules in the WTO is not a simple task and, in my view, the contribu-
tion of the CTE has been particularly constructive in the absence of rule
change. In other words, many of the criticisms of the CTE are misplaced.

First of all, by not recommending rule change at the Singapore Minis-
terial Meeting and since, a policy choice has indeed been made by the
trade negotiators – namely, that rule change is not appropriate. There
are many reasons for this recommendation. First, discussions in the CTE
have revealed the complexities associated with formulating environmen-
tal policies, coupled with an awareness on the part of trade officials that
they have neither the expertise nor the mandate to deal with many of
the problems they are expected to address by those outside the process.
WTO members have constantly stressed that the WTO is neither an en-
vironmental standard-setting organization nor an enforcement agency for
environmental standards. Various reports of the Committee and rulings
of the Appellate Body have stressed that the solution to trans-boundary
environmental problems lies in the negotiation of multilateral and re-
gional environment agreements. In this respect, four considerations are
important. First, because no environment dispute has ever come to the
WTO where an MEA was the justification for a WTO-inconsistent mea-
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sure, it has been hard to convince officials that there is a sufficiently seri-
ous problem to be addressed through rule change. As a general rule in
the WTO, members tend to favour the adage ‘‘if it’s not broken, don’t
fix it’’. Second, with respect to changing rules, because of their binding
nature, members will agree to a rule change only if the outcome is clear
and without risk. Unlike many environmental agreements, the WTO’s
dispute settlement process, with its threat of retaliation and compensa-
tion, is the Damocles sword hanging over those who have to live with
the interpretation of the new rules – in both the trade and the environ-
ment communities. Third, of the hundreds of disputes dealt with by the
GATT and WTO, only eight environment-related disputes have been
brought to either institution, and all have ultimately had a satisfactory
conclusion. However, they could all have been better handled outside
the WTO (see chapter 4). Finally, there has been a greatly increased un-
derstanding of the complexity of the issues at hand. In large measure, this
is due to CTE meetings at which secretariats of various MEAs have been
invited to present relevant information with respect to the rules and ob-
jectives of their agreements.31 These sessions have clearly facilitated a
mutual understanding of the linkages between the multilateral environ-
ment and trade agendas and of environmental problems in general,
and have thereby built awareness of how trade and environment can be
mutually supportive without changing rules.

Another consideration in evaluating the contribution of the CTE and
criticisms of it is that there have in some cases been false expectations
about what the CTE can and cannot do. Although its mandate is broad, it
does not extend to many of the concerns environmentalists have had with
the WTO, and certainly not to the broader agenda of sustainable develop-
ment. Dispute settlement cases provide an example. Even discussing –
much less acting on – the outcomes of environment disputes such as
Tuna-Dolphin or Shrimp-Turtle was simply not possible given the distri-
bution of responsibilities in the WTO (see chapter 4). This mandate rests
with the Dispute Settlement Body. The same is true for much of the dis-
cussion relating to rules and eco-labelling, which takes place in the TBT
Committee. The controversial topic of NGO access to WTO processes
has been discussed in the General Council, health measures in the SPS
Committee, and development issues in the Committee on Trade and De-
velopment. There are many other examples. For some, the CTE was
wrongly perceived as a Committee on Sustainable Development.

After a decade of meetings addressing a standing agenda, it seems to
me that change is required. Has the CTE outlived its usefulness? The
relevance of this question is underscored by the fact that some of the
key issues that have been under consideration in the Committee are no
longer of importance or have been relocated elsewhere in the WTO. Ne-
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gotiations to deal with fisheries subsidies have been referred to the Nego-
tiating Group on Rules, and the Special Session of the CTE has agreed
that the Market Access for Non-Agricultural Products Group should con-
duct the negotiations on environmental goods and services. The Commit-
tee on Agriculture is dealing with trade-distorting agricultural subsidies,
and a Special Session of the CTE deals with negotiations relating to
MEAs. Furthermore, a number of the agenda items (such as trade in
domestically prohibited goods) are simply no longer relevant or even
discussed.

The Committee will not, however, be wound up, for a variety of rea-
sons. Doing so would require the approval of all WTO members, and
this will not be forthcoming. It serves at least one useful purpose in polit-
ical terms and for a number of governments. Even in the extreme case
that the CTE did not have a substantive agenda to address, it constitutes
a process whereby governments can reassure domestic interest groups
that questions of concern to them are on the WTO agenda and under
review, or at least that a forum exists for them to be discussed. Most im-
portantly, even as it functions today, the CTE provides a channel of com-
munication to outside interest groups via public symposiums, provides a
forum for representatives of different MEA secretariats to keep trade of-
ficials abreast of recent developments in their own treaties, and serves as
a focal point for discussions of technical cooperation in the field of trade
and environment. Nevertheless, changes in the functioning of the CTE
are required. In particular, its terms of reference are out of date and a
number of the standing agenda items are completely irrelevant. Agenda
items that are important are being dealt with elsewhere, and items could
be discussed that are of greater relevance today than those identified
over a decade ago. The question is how to proceed.

In my view, there should be a meeting of the CTE dedicated to as-
sessing whether or not the existing agenda items still require further dis-
cussion, and as a consequence whether some (or all) items should be
dropped from the agenda. There should also be a discussion of what
positive lessons can be drawn from past experience, and how the CTE
should function in the future. A new agenda needs to be decided upon,
which would look very different from the existing one. The directive for
the CTE to review the existing situation in this manner would have to
come from ministers. Therefore, I would suggest that this proposal be
under consideration at the next WTO Ministerial Meeting.

I have argued that the CTE has been extremely useful for obtaining a
better understanding on the part of both trade and environment officials
with respect to the linkages between trade and environment policies, and
it should continue to be so. However, the time has now come to recon-
sider its agenda and future usefulness. It is with that perspective in view
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that other parts of this book propose ways in which some of the matters
of relevance to sustainable development can be more effectively dealt
with by alternative means (win–win scenarios in chapter 3, standards in
chapter 5, MEAs in chapter 6, etc.).

Given the language on sustainable development in the Preamble of the
WTO Agreement, various Ministerial Declarations referring to sustain-
able development, and the fact that the environment and development
are inextricably linked under the heading of sustainable development, a
logical institutional arrangement would be for the WTO Committee on
Trade and Development and the WTO Committee on Trade and Envi-
ronment to combine to create a Committee on Sustainable Development.
That this would appear to be a logical step is perhaps all the more so as
both the Doha Development Agenda32 and the WSSD encourage the
Committee on Trade and Environment and Committee on Trade and
Development to identify aspects of the Doha Development Agenda
negotiations to achieve an outcome that benefits sustainable develop-
ment.33 The possibility of creating a Committee on Sustainable Develop-
ment in the WTO has been raised informally in the past, but it has never
been close to acceptance by WTO members. Moreover, although many
parts of the Doha Development Agenda have been neglected, paragraph
51 must surely take the prize. Governments have no desire formally to
discuss development and environment under a sustainable development
agenda at the WTO. Nevertheless, a joint meeting of the committees
with an input from public interest groups would potentially be of consid-
erable value. This will be returned to in chapter 12.

Doha and Johannesburg

At the meeting in Doha, ministers also launched negotiations on trade
and the environment – in particular, on the relationship between existing
WTO rules and specific trade obligations set out in multilateral environ-
ment agreements. The negotiations are to be limited to the applicability
of existing WTO rules among parties to the MEA in question. There
are also to be negotiations on the procedures for regular information ex-
change between MEA secretariats and the relevant WTO committees
and on the criteria for the granting of observer status. The reduction or
elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers to environmental goods and
services is also to be negotiated. In principle, the fact that governments
agreed to negotiate on such matters elevates the trade and environment
deliberations beyond mere discussions to the status of negotiations. This,
however, has not led to any higher degree of importance being assigned
to the issue to date, and has served only to add complications as WTO
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members struggle with how to interpret the mandate and agree on the
key terms (for example, what is an MEA for the purposes of negotia-
tions, and indeed what is it that is being negotiated?). These complica-
tions apart, it is difficult to see why it should be trade officials who nego-
tiate something that is so critical to the environment community.

As elsewhere in the Doha Development Agenda, these negotiations
are being conducted under the Trade Negotiations Committee (TNC),
with specific areas being addressed in special groups; the chairperson of
each group reports on a regular basis to the TNC. Since the Doha Minis-
terial Session, in the case of trade and the environment work has been
split into two separate tracks: (i) the negotiating track (paragraph 31),
conducted in the CTE Special Session (CTESS), and (ii) the regular
work of the CTE (paragraphs 32 and 33), conducted under the CTE Reg-
ular Session. The discussions of the CTESS have been largely informa-
tion sessions, held with the participation of representatives of multilateral
environment agreements. A long-standing issue in the CTE prior to the
Doha Ministerial Conference was whether fisheries subsidies con-
tribute to fish stock depletion and, if so, how the WTO should respond.
These negotiations have been referred to the Negotiating Group on
Rules in the context of negotiations on the Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures. Negotiations on the reduction and elimina-
tion of tariff and non-tariff barriers on environmental goods were also
launched and this item is being taken in by the Market Access for Non-
Agricultural Products Group.

As far as its regular work is concerned, ministers instructed the CTE
to give particular attention to three areas: first, the effect of environmen-
tal measures on market access, particularly those situations in which the
elimination or reduction of trade restrictions and distortions would bene-
fit trade, the environment and development; second, the relevant provi-
sions of the TRIPS Agreement; and, finally, labelling requirements for
environmental purposes. Work on these issues should include the identi-
fication of any need to clarify relevant WTO rules. Ministers also recog-
nized the importance of technical assistance and capacity-building in the
field of trade and environment to developing countries, in particular the
least developed among them, and encouraged the sharing of expertise
and experience on national environmental reviews. The CTE was to re-
port on this work to the Fifth Ministerial Conference in Cancún, Mexico
(paragraph 33).

As noted, one potentially important development was that, at Doha,
ministers mandated the Committee on Trade and Environment and the
Committee on Trade and Development to monitor how sustainable de-
velopment was dealt with in all ongoing negotiations. To this end, the
CTE has commenced a process that involves sector-by-sector secretariat
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briefings on the environmental aspects of the negotiations (paragraph
51).

What is remarkable is the degree of overlap, and coherence, in the
ministerial statements emerging from Doha and the World Summit in
Johannesburg. The references to the role of the multilateral trading sys-
tem in promoting sustainable development and the breadth of coverage
of issues that the WSSD considers to be of relevance to its own agenda,
yet which find themselves on the trade agenda, are quite staggering.

In the broadest perspective, in Doha, ministers strongly reaffirmed the
traditional GATT/WTO approach to trade and environment, the evolu-
tion and characteristics of which are described in the earlier parts of this
chapter. Ministers restated their conviction that ‘‘the aims of upholding
and safeguarding an open and non-discriminatory multilateral trading
system, and acting for the protection of the environment and the promo-
tion of sustainable development can and must be mutually supportive’’.34
From Johannesburg we learn that ‘‘[s]tates should cooperate to promote
a supportive and open international economic system that would lead to
economic growth and sustainable development in all countries to better
address the problems of environmental degradation’’,35 and that a ‘‘uni-
versal, rule-based, open, non-discriminatory and equitable multilateral
trading system, as well as meaningful trade liberalization, can substan-
tially stimulate development worldwide, benefiting countries at all stages
of development’’.36 This exact wording could also have come from the
meeting in Doha.

This commonality of approach is of course commendable, and indeed
it is in principle what governments are actively seeking in attempting to
bring greater coherence to global policy-making. But what is striking
is that the Johannesburg Declaration addressees such a large part of
the vast expanse of issues that are squarely on the Doha Development
Agenda of negotiations – or vice versa. This is apparent from the appen-
dix to this chapter, which juxtaposes the relevant texts of the WSSD Dec-
laration and the Doha Development Agenda to make the point.

As a potted summary, however, it can be noted that both Declarations
announce a common commitment to uphold and safeguard the open and
non-discriminatory multilateral trading system and to act for the protec-
tion of the environment and the promotion of sustainable development.
These objectives are seen as being mutually supportive. Cooperation is
considered necessary to promote a supportive and open international
economic system that would lead to economic growth to better address
the problems of environmental degradation. There is a recognized need
in both Declarations for an improved effort to ensure that developing
countries, and especially the least developed among them, secure a share
in the growth of world trade commensurate with the needs of their eco-
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nomic development. Provisions for special and differential treatment are
seen in both Declarations to be an integral part of the WTO Agreements,
and the integration of developing countries into the multilateral trading
system requires meaningful market access, support for the diversifica-
tion of their production and export base, and trade-related technical as-
sistance and capacity-building. Both Declarations support the successful
completion of the work programme contained in the Doha Ministerial
Declaration as a means to achieve these objectives.

Institutionally, the WTO Committee on Trade and Environment and
the WTO Committee on Trade and Development are singled out in
both Declarations to act as a forum to identify and debate developmental
and environmental aspects of the negotiations in order to benefit sustain-
able development. In fact, there is specific mention in both statements
of the need within the CTE to prioritize the elimination or reduction of
trade restrictions and distortions, which would benefit trade, the envi-
ronment and development. Both outcomes identify the need to pro-
mote sustainable development by removing market distortions, including
restructuring taxation and phasing out harmful subsidies, where they ex-
ist. In the context, there is a need to clarify and improve WTO disciplines
on fisheries subsidies, taking into account the importance of this sector to
developing countries.

In more specific terms, both Declarations encourage the voluntary use
of environmental impact assessments as an important national-level tool
to better identify trade, environment and development interlinkages and
support the reduction or elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers to
environmental goods and services. They both also seek to promote mu-
tual supportiveness between the multilateral trading system and the mul-
tilateral environment agreements, while recognizing the importance of
maintaining the integrity of both sets of instruments.

Both Declarations are on common ground that, under WTO rules,
no country should be prevented from taking measures for the protection
of human, animal or plant life or health, or of the environment, and
that trade measures for environmental purposes should not constitute a
means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restric-
tion on international trade. Unilateral actions to deal with environmental
challenges outside the jurisdiction of the importing country should be
avoided. Environmental measures addressing trans-boundary or global
environmental problems should, as far as possible, be based on an inter-
national consensus.

The detailed contents of the Declarations with respect to improved
market access in the areas of non-agricultural and agricultural products
are striking. Both take note of the non-trade concerns reflected in the
negotiating proposals submitted by WTO members and confirm that
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non-trade concerns will be taken into account in the negotiations as pro-
vided for in the Agreement on Agriculture, in accordance with the Doha
Ministerial Declaration.

Attention is drawn to the importance of the Doha Declaration on the
TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, in which it has been agreed that
the TRIPS Agreement does not and should not prevent WTO members
from taking measures to protect public health. There is a reaffirmation
that the Agreement can – and should – be interpreted and implemented
in a manner supportive of WTO members’ right to protect public health
and in particular to promote access to medicines for all. There is also
a reaffirmation regarding the importance of internationally recognized
core labour standards and the work under way in the International La-
bour Organization (ILO) on the social dimension of globalization.

What is striking in all of this is the extent to which the WSSD Declara-
tion addresses issues that one way or another find themselves squarely on
the agenda of the WTO. Many of these issues are addressed in the Dec-
laration with specific reference to the ongoing work of the WTO, and
others are important by inference. If there was any doubt about the
proposition that the WTO is a world trade and sustainable development
organization, it should be dispelled through a review of the WSSD Dec-
laration along with the Doha Development Agenda.

Conclusion

What is needed as a minimum is a stocktaking of the relationship be-
tween the multilateral trading system and policies undertaken in the
pursuit of sustainable development. In the absence of a coherent system
addressing the relationship between the WTO and sustainable develop-
ment, the criticism that the WTO now faces will in large measure remain
linked to the many different perceptions of what is the proper role of
trade policy in the global economy. Clarifying the role of the WTO in
matters relating to sustainable development is an absolute priority for
the international community if the enormous contribution that the multi-
lateral trading system has made to world economic growth and stabil-
ity over the past 50 years is to continue for the next half-century and
beyond.

In chapter 12, I propose that there is a need to bring greater coherence
to global economic policy-making. In the Uruguay Round, a FOGS
(Functioning of the GATT System) Group was created, which produced
a Ministerial Declaration on the Contribution of the World Trade Orga-
nization to Achieving Greater Coherence in Global Economic Policy-
making.37 This Declaration served as the basis for the comprehensive
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and formal agreements that were struck between the WTO, the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund to guide them in their future
collaboration. In this Declaration, the ministers recognized that ‘‘difficul-
ties, the origins of which lie outside the trade field, can not be redressed
through measures taken in the trade field alone. This underscores the
importance of efforts to improve other elements of global economic
policy-making to complement the effective implementation of the results
achieved in the Uruguay Round.’’ They acknowledged that the ‘‘inter-
linkages between the different aspects of economic policy require that the
international institutions with responsibilities in each of these areas fol-
low consistent and mutually supportive policies’’. The Declaration stated
that the ‘‘World Trade Organization should therefore pursue and de-
velop cooperation with the international organizations’’. The basic thrust
of this Declaration would appear to be equally applicable to bringing
greater coherence to global trade and environment policy-making. This
could well be the objective of a FOWTOG (Functioning of the World
Trade Organization Group).

Chapter 12 also identifies an institutional peg on which to hang such
an initiative. As noted earlier, in the Doha Declaration, ministers agreed
that the Committee on Trade and Development and the Committee
on Trade and Environment should each act as a forum to identify and
debate developmental and environmental aspects of the negotiations in
order to help achieve the objective of having sustainable development
properly reflected.

Appendix

This appendix compares the text of the Doha Development Agenda and
the report of the World Summit on Sustainable Development.38

Sustainable development

DDA: ‘‘We strongly reaffirm our commitment to the objective of sustain-
able development, as stated in the Preamble to the Marrakesh Agree-
ment. We are convinced that the aims of upholding and safeguarding an
open and non-discriminatory multilateral trading system, and acting for
the protection of the environment and the promotion of sustainable de-
velopment can and must be mutually supportive’’ (para. 6).
WSSD: ‘‘States should cooperate to promote a supportive and open inter-
national economic system that would lead to economic growth and sustain-
able development in all countries to better address the problems of envi-
ronmental degradation’’ (para. 101).
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WSSD: ‘‘A universal, rule-based, open, non-discriminatory and equitable
multilateral trading system, as well as meaningful trade liberalization, can
substantially stimulate development worldwide, benefiting countries at all
stages of development’’ (para. 141).

Commitment to development

DDA: ‘‘we shall continue to make positive efforts designed to ensure that
developing countries, and especially the least-developed among them, se-
cure a share in the growth of world trade commensurate with the needs
of their economic development. In this context, enhanced market access,
balanced rules, and well targeted, sustainably financed technical assis-
tance and capacity-building programmes have important roles to play’’
(para. 2).
WSSD: ‘‘Welcome the decision contained in the Doha Ministerial Declara-
tion to place the needs and interests of developing countries at the heart of
the work programme of the Declaration, including through enhanced mar-
ket access for products of interest to developing countries’’ (para. 47a).
WSSD: ‘‘Continue to promote open, equitable, rules-based, predictable
and non-discriminatory multilateral trading and financial systems that
benefit all countries in the pursuit of sustainable development. Support the
successful completion of the work programme contained in the Doha Min-
isterial Declaration and the implementation of the Monterrey Consensus’’
(para. 47a).
WSSD: ‘‘Review all special and differential treatment provisions with a
view to strengthening them and making them more precise, effective and
operational, in accordance with paragraph 44 of the Doha Ministerial Dec-
laration’’ (para. 92a).

Special and differential treatment

DDA: ‘‘We reaffirm that provisions for special and differential treatment
are an integral part of the WTO Agreements. We note the concerns ex-
pressed regarding their operation in addressing specific constraints faced
by developing countries, particularly least-developed countries. In that
connection, we also note that some Members have proposed a Frame-
work Agreement on Special and Differential Treatment (WT/GC/W/
442). We therefore agree that all special and differential treatment provi-
sions shall be reviewed with a view to strengthening them and making
them more precise, effective and operational. In this connection, we en-
dorse the work programme on special and differential treatment set
out in the Decision on Implementation-Related Issues and Concerns’’
(para. 44).
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DDA: ‘‘We recognize that the integration of the LDCs into the multilat-
eral trading system requires meaningful market access, support for the di-
versification of their production and export base, and trade-related tech-
nical assistance and capacity building. We agree that the meaningful
integration of LDCs into the trading system and the global economy will
involve efforts by all WTO Members. We commit ourselves to the objec-
tive of duty-free, quota-free market access for products originating from
LDCs’’ (para. 42).
WSSD: ‘‘Call on developed countries that have not already done so to
work towards the objective of duty-free and quota-free access for all least
developed countries’ exports, as envisaged in the Programme of Action for
the Least-Developed Countries for the Decade 2001–2010’’ (para. 93).

Integration of least developed countries (LDCs)

DDA: ‘‘. . . to help least-developed countries secure beneficial and mean-
ingful integration into the multilateral trading system and the global
economy. We are determined that the WTO will play its part in building
effectively on these commitments under the Work Programme we are es-
tablishing’’ (para. 3).
DDA: ‘‘We endorse the Integrated Framework for Trade-Related Tech-
nical Assistance to Least Developed Countries (IF) as a viable model for
LDCs’ trade development. We urge development partners to significantly
increase contributions to the IF Trust Fund and WTO extra-budgetary
trust funds in favour of LDCs. We urge the core agencies, in coordination
with development partners, to explore the enhancement of the IF with a
view to addressing the supply-side constraints of LDCs and the extension
of the model to all LDCs, following the review of the IF and the appraisal
of the ongoing Pilot Scheme in selected LDCs. We request the Director-
General, following coordination with heads of the other agencies, to pro-
vide an interim report to the General Council in December 2002 and a
full report to the Fifth Session of the Ministerial Conference on all issues
affecting LDCs’’ (para. 43).
WSSD: [Small island developing countries] ‘‘Work to ensure that, in the
ongoing negotiations and elaboration of the WTO work programme on
trade in small economies, due account is taken of small island developing
States, which have severe structural handicaps in integrating into the global
economy, within the context of the Doha development agenda’’ (para. 58f).
WSSD: [Africa] ‘‘Improve market access for goods, including goods orig-
inating from African countries, in particular least developed countries,
within the framework of the Doha Ministerial Declaration, without pre-
judging the outcome of the WTO negotiations and also within the frame-
work of preferential agreements’’ (para. 67c).
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WSSD: ‘‘Recognizing the major role that trade can play in achieving
sustainable development and in eradicating poverty, we encourage WTO
members to pursue the work programme agreed at the Fourth WTO Min-
isterial Conference’’ (para. 90).
WSSD: ‘‘Support the Doha work programme as an important commit-
ment on the part of developed and developing countries to mainstream
appropriate trade policies in their respective development policies and pro-
grammes’’ (para. 90b).
WSSD: ‘‘Commit to actively pursue the WTO work programme to address
the trade-related issues and concerns affecting the fuller integration of
small, vulnerable economies into the multilateral trading system in a man-
ner commensurate with their special circumstances and in support of their
efforts towards sustainable development, in accordance with paragraph 35
of the Doha Declaration’’ (para. 94).

Role of the CTD and CTE

DDA: ‘‘The Committee on Trade and Development and the Committee
on Trade and Environment shall, within their respective mandates, each
act as a forum to identify and debate developmental and environmental
aspects of the negotiations, in order to help achieve the objective of hav-
ing sustainable development appropriately reflected’’ (para. 51).
WSSD: ‘‘Encourage the WTO Committee on Trade and Environment and
WTO Committee on Trade and Development, within their respective man-
dates, to each act as a forum to identify and debate developmental and
environmental aspects of the negotiations, in order to help achieve an out-
come which benefits sustainable development in accordance with the com-
mitments made under the Doha Ministerial Declaration’’ (para. 97a).

Trade restrictions and distortions

DDA: ‘‘We instruct the Committee on Trade and Environment, in pursu-
ing work on all items on its agenda within its current terms of reference,
to give particular attention to:

(i) the effect of environmental measures on market access, especially in
relation to developing countries, in particular the least-developed among
them, and those situations in which the elimination or reduction of trade
restrictions and distortions would benefit trade, the environment and de-
velopment’’ (para. 32).
WSSD: ‘‘Provide incentives for investment in cleaner production and eco-
efficiency in all countries, such as state-financed loans, venture capital,
technical assistance and training programmes for small and medium-sized
companies while avoiding trade-distorting measures inconsistent with the
rules of the World Trade Organization’’ (para. 16b).
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WSSD: ‘‘Continue to promote the internalization of environmental costs
and the use of economic instruments, taking into account the approach
that the polluter should, in principle, bear the costs of pollution, with due
regard to the public interest and without distorting international trade and
investment’’ (para. 19b).
WSSD: ‘‘Promote . . . sustainable development through the use of im-
proved market signals and by removing market distortions, including re-
structuring taxation and phasing out harmful subsidies, where they exist,
to reflect their environmental impacts with such policies taking fully into
account the specific needs and conditions of developing countries with the
aim of minimizing the possible adverse impacts on their development’’
(para. 20p).

Environmental impact assessment

DDA: ‘‘We take note of the efforts by Members to conduct national en-
vironmental assessments of trade policies on a voluntary basis’’ (para. 6).
WSSD: ‘‘Encourage the voluntary use of environmental impact assess-
ments as an important national-level tool to better identify trade, environ-
ment and development inter-linkages. Further encourage countries and in-
ternational organizations with experience in this field to provide technical
assistance to developing countries for these purposes’’ (para. 97d).

TRIPS and the Convention on Biological Diversity

DDA: ‘‘We instruct the Council for TRIPS, in pursuing its work pro-
gramme including under the review of Article 27.3(b), the review of the
implementation of the TRIPS Agreement under Article 71.1 and the
work foreseen pursuant to paragraph 12 of this Declaration, to examine,
inter alia, the relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and the Con-
vention on Biological Diversity, the protection of traditional knowledge
and folklore, and other relevant new developments raised by Members
pursuant to Article 71.1. In undertaking this work, the TRIPS Council
shall be guided by the objectives and principles set out in Articles 7 and
8 of the TRIPS Agreement and shall take fully into account the develop-
ment dimension’’ (para. 19).
WSSD: ‘‘With a view to enhancing synergy and mutual supportiveness,
taking into account the decisions under the relevant agreements, promote
the discussions, without prejudging their outcome, with regard to the rela-
tionships between the Convention and agreements related to international
trade and intellectual property rights, as outlined in the Doha Ministerial
Declaration’’ (para. 44r).
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Subsidies – Fisheries

DDA: ‘‘In the light of experience and of the increasing application of
these instruments by Members, we agree to negotiations aimed at clarify-
ing and improving disciplines under the Agreements on Implementation
of Article VI of the GATT 1994 and on Subsidies and Countervailing
Measures, while preserving the basic concepts, principles and effective-
ness of these Agreements and their instruments and objectives, and tak-
ing into account the needs of developing and least-developed partici-
pants. In the initial phase of the negotiations, participants will indicate
the provisions, including disciplines on trade distorting practices, that
they seek to clarify and improve in the subsequent phase. In the context
of these negotiations, participants shall also aim to clarify and improve
WTO disciplines on fisheries subsidies, taking into account the impor-
tance of this sector to developing countries. We note that fisheries sub-
sidies are also referred to in paragraph 31 [i.e. ‘‘note that fisheries sub-
sidies form part of the negotiations provided for in paragraph 28’’]’’
(para. 28).
WSSD: ‘‘Take action, where appropriate, to phase out subsidies in this
area that inhibit sustainable development, taking fully into account the spe-
cific conditions and different levels of development of individual countries
and considering their adverse effect, particularly on developing countries’’
(para. 20q).
WSSD: ‘‘Eliminate subsidies that contribute to illegal, unreported and un-
regulated fishing and to over-capacity, while completing the efforts under-
taken at WTO to clarify and improve its disciplines on fisheries subsidies,
taking into account the importance of this sector to developing countries’’
(para. 31f).
WSSD: ‘‘Support completion of the work programme of the Doha Decla-
ration on subsidies so as to promote sustainable development and enhance
the environment, and encourage reform of subsidies that have considerable
negative effects on the environment and are incompatible with sustainable
development’’ (para. 97b).

The WTO and MEAs

DDA: ‘‘With a view to enhancing the mutual supportiveness of trade
and environment, we agree to negotiations, without prejudging their out-
come, on:

the relationship between existing WTO rules and specific trade obliga-
tions set out in multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs). The
negotiations shall be limited in scope to the applicability of such exist-
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ing WTO rules as among parties to the MEA in question. The negotia-
tions shall not prejudice the WTO rights of any Member that is not a
party to the MEA in question; and
procedures for regular information exchange between MEA Secretar-
iats and the relevant WTO committees, and the criteria for the grant-
ing of observer status’’ (para. 31).

WSSD: ‘‘With a view to enhancing synergy and mutual supportiveness,
taking into account the decisions under the relevant agreements, promote
the discussions, without prejudging their outcome, with regard to the rela-
tionships between the Convention and agreements related to international
trade and intellectual property rights, as outlined in the Doha Ministerial
Declaration’’ (para. 44r).
WSSD: ‘‘Promote mutual supportiveness between the multilateral trading
system and the multilateral environmental agreements, consistent with sus-
tainable development goals, in support of the work programme agreed
through WTO, while recognizing the importance of maintaining the integ-
rity of both sets of instruments’’ (para. 98).

Environmental goods and services

DDA: ‘‘With a view to enhancing the mutual supportiveness of trade
and environment, we agree to negotiations, without prejudging their out-
come, on:

the reduction or, as appropriate, elimination of tariff and non-tariff
barriers to environmental goods and services’’ (para. 31).

WSSD: ‘‘Support voluntary WTO compatible market-based initiatives
for the creation and expansion of domestic and international markets for
environmentally friendly goods and services, including organic products,
which maximize environmental and developmental benefits, through, inter
alia, capacity-building and technical assistance to developing countries’’
(para. 99b).

Eco-labelling

DDA: ‘‘We instruct the CTE, in pursuing all items on agenda with its
current terms of reference to give particular importance to . . . labelling
requirements for environmental purposes’’ (para. 31(iii)).
WSSD: ‘‘Develop and adopt, where appropriate, on a voluntary basis,
effective, transparent, verifiable, non-misleading and non-discriminatory
consumer information tools to provide information relating to sustain-
able consumption and production, including human health and safety as-
pects. These tools should not be used as disguised trade barriers’’ (para.
15e).
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Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures

DDA: ‘‘The outcome of this work as well as the negotiations carried out
under paragraph 31(i) and (ii) shall be compatible with the open and
non-discriminatory nature of the multilateral trading system, shall not
add to or diminish the rights and obligations of Members under existing
WTO agreements, in particular the Agreement on the Application of
Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures, nor alter the balance of these
rights and obligations, and will take into account the needs of developing
and least-developed countries’’ (para. 32).
WSSD: ‘‘Develop production and consumption policies to improve the
products and services provided, while reducing environmental and health
impacts, using, where appropriate, science-based approaches, such as life-
cycle analysis’’ (para. 15c).
WSSD: ‘‘Improve policy and decision-making at all levels through, inter
alia, improved collaboration between natural and social scientists, and be-
tween scientists and policy-makers’’ (para. 109).
WSSD: ‘‘Promote and improve science-based decision-making and re-
affirm the precautionary approach as set out in principle 15 of the Rio
Declaration on Environment and Development’’ (para. 109f).

Market access – Agriculture

DDA: ‘‘We commit ourselves to comprehensive negotiations aimed at:
substantial improvements in market access; reductions of, with a view
to phasing out, all forms of export subsidies; and substantial reductions
in trade-distorting domestic support. We agree that special and differ-
ential treatment for developing countries shall be an integral part of
all elements of the negotiations and shall be embodied in the Sched-
ules of concessions and commitments and as appropriate in the rules
and disciplines to be negotiated, so as to be operationally effective and
to enable developing countries to effectively take account of their devel-
opment needs, including food security and rural development’’ (para.
13).
WSSD: ‘‘Call upon WTO members to fulfil the commitments made in the
Doha Ministerial Declaration, notably in terms of market access, in partic-
ular for products of export interest to developing countries, especially least
developed countries’’ (para. 92).
WSSD: ‘‘Fulfil, without prejudging the outcome of the negotiations, the
commitment for comprehensive negotiations initiated under article 20 of
the Agreement on Agriculture as referred to in paragraphs 13 and 14 of
the Doha Ministerial Declaration, aiming at substantial improvements in
market access, reductions of with a view to phasing out all forms of export
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subsidies, and substantial reductions in trade-distorting domestic support,
while agreeing that the provisions for special and differential treatment for
developing countries shall be an integral part of all elements of the negotia-
tions and shall be embodied in the schedules of concession and commit-
ments and, as appropriate, in the rules and disciplines to be negotiated, so
as to be operationally effective and to enable developing countries to effec-
tively take account of their development needs, including food security and
rural development. Take note of the non-trade concerns reflected in the
negotiating proposals submitted by WTO members and confirm that non-
trade concerns will be taken into account in the negotiations as provided
for in the Agreement on Agriculture, in accordance with the Doha Ministe-
rial Declaration’’ (para. 92c).

Market access – Non-agriculture

DDA: ‘‘We agree to negotiations which shall aim, by modalities to be
agreed, to reduce or as appropriate eliminate tariffs, including the reduc-
tion or elimination of tariff peaks, high tariffs, and tariff escalation, as
well as non-tariff barriers, in particular on products of export interest to
developing countries. Product coverage shall be comprehensive and with-
out a priori exclusions. The negotiations shall take fully into account the
special needs and interests of developing and least-developed country
participants, including through less than full reciprocity in reduction com-
mitments, in accordance with the relevant provisions of Article XXVIII
bis of GATT 1994 and the provisions cited in paragraph 50 below. To
this end, the modalities to be agreed will include appropriate studies and
capacity-building measures to assist least-developed countries to partici-
pate effectively in the negotiations’’ (para. 16).
WSSD: ‘‘Call upon WTO members to fulfil the commitments made in the
Doha Ministerial Declaration, notably in terms of market access, in par-
ticular for products of export interest to developing countries, especially
least developed countries, by implementing the following actions, taking
into account paragraph 45 of the Doha Ministerial Declaration: Aim to
reduce or, as appropriate, eliminate tariffs on non-agricultural products,
including the reduction or elimination of tariff peaks, high tariffs and tariff
escalation, as well as non-tariff barriers, in particular on products of ex-
port interest to developing countries. Product coverage should be com-
prehensive and without a priori exclusions. The negotiations shall take
fully into account the special needs and interests of developing and least
developed countries, including through less than full reciprocity in reduc-
tion commitments, in accordance with the Doha Ministerial Declaration’’
(para. 92b).
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Health

DDA: ‘‘We recognize that under WTO rules no country should be
prevented from taking measures for the protection of human, animal or
plant life or health, or of the environment at the levels it considers appro-
priate, subject to the requirement that they are not applied in a manner
which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimina-
tion between countries where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised
restriction on international trade, and are otherwise in accordance with
the provisions of the WTO Agreements’’ (para. 6).
WSSD: ‘‘Trade policy measures for environmental purposes should not
constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a dis-
guised restriction on international trade. Unilateral actions to deal with
environmental challenges outside the jurisdiction of the importing country
should be avoided. Environmental measures addressing trans-boundary or
global environmental problems should, as far as possible, be based on an
international consensus’’ (para. 101).

Access to medicines

DDA: ‘‘We stress the importance we attach to implementation and inter-
pretation of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) in a manner supportive of public
health, by promoting both access to existing medicines and research and
development into new medicines and, in this connection, are adopting a
separate Declaration’’ (para. 17).
WSSD: ‘‘Address the public health problems affecting many developing
and least developed countries, especially those resulting from HIV/AIDS,
tuberculosis, malaria and other epidemics, while noting the importance
of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, in
which it has been agreed that the TRIPS Agreement does not and should
not prevent WTO members from taking measures to protect public health.
Accordingly, while reiterating our commitment to the TRIPS Agreement,
we reaffirm that the Agreement can and should be interpreted and imple-
mented in a manner supportive of WTO members’ right to protect public
health and in particular to promote access to medicines for all’’ (para.
100).

Labour standards

DDA: ‘‘We reaffirm our declaration made at the Singapore Ministerial
Conference regarding internationally recognized core labour standards.
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We take note of work under way in the International Labour Organiza-
tion (ILO) on the social dimension of globalization’’ (para. 8).
WSSD: ‘‘Promote international cooperation to assist developing countries,
upon request, in addressing child labour and its root causes, inter alia,
through social and economic policies aimed at poverty conditions, while
stressing that labour standards should not be used for protectionist trade
purposes’’ (para. 13).

Technical assistance

DDA: ‘‘We recognize the needs of developing and least-developed coun-
tries for enhanced support for technical assistance and capacity build-
ing in this area, including policy analysis and development so that they
may better evaluate the implications of closer multilateral cooperation
for their development policies and objectives, and human and institu-
tional development. To this end, we shall work in cooperation with
other relevant intergovernmental organisations, including UNCTAD,
and through appropriate regional and bilateral channels, to provide
strengthened and adequately resourced assistance to respond to these
needs’’ (para. 21).
DDA: ‘‘We recognize the importance of technical assistance and capacity
building in the field of trade and environment to developing countries, in
particular the least-developed among them. We also encourage that ex-
pertise and experience be shared with Members wishing to perform envi-
ronmental reviews at the national level. A report shall be prepared on
these activities for the Fifth Session’’ (para. 33).
DDA: ‘‘We confirm that technical cooperation and capacity building are
core elements of the development dimension of the multilateral trading
system, and we welcome and endorse the New Strategy for WTO Techni-
cal Cooperation for Capacity Building, Growth and Integration. We in-
struct the Secretariat, in coordination with other relevant agencies, to
support domestic efforts for mainstreaming trade into national plans for
economic development and strategies for poverty reduction. The delivery
of WTO technical assistance shall be designed to assist developing and
least-developed countries and low-income countries in transition to ad-
just to WTO rules and disciplines, implement obligations and exercise
the rights of membership, including drawing on the benefits of an open,
rules-based multilateral trading system. Priority shall also be accorded to
small, vulnerable, and transition economies, as well as to Members and
Observers without representation in Geneva. We reaffirm our support
for the valuable work of the International Trade Centre, which should
be enhanced’’ (para. 38).
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WSSD: ‘‘Enhance the delivery of coordinated, effective, targeted trade-
related technical assistance and capacity-building programmes, including
to take advantage of existing and future market access opportunities, and
to examine the relationship between trade, environment and development’’
(para. 47e).
WSSD: ‘‘Implement the outcomes of the Doha Ministerial Conference by
WTO members, further strengthen trade-related technical assistance and
capacity-building, and ensure the meaningful, effective and full participa-
tion of developing countries in multilateral trade negotiations by placing
their needs and interests at the heart of the work programme of the World
Trade Organization’’ (para. 48).
WSSD: ‘‘Implement substantial trade-related technical assistance and
capacity-building measures and support the Doha Development Agenda
Global Trust Fund established after the Fourth WTO Ministerial Confer-
ence as an important step forward in ensuring a sound and predictable
basis for WTO-related technical assistance and capacity-building’’ (para.
90c).
WSSD: ‘‘Implement the New Strategy for WTO Technical Cooperation for
Capacity-Building, Growth and Integration endorsed in the Doha Decla-
ration’’ (para. 90d).
WSSD: ‘‘Fully support the implementation of the Integrated Framework
for Trade-Related Technical Assistance to Least Developed Countries,
and urge development partners to significantly increase contributions to
the Trust Fund of the Framework, in accordance with the Doha Ministerial
Declaration’’ (para. 90e).
WSSD: ‘‘In accordance with the Doha Declaration as well as with relevant
decisions taken at Doha, we are determined to take concrete action to
address issues and concerns raised by developing countries regarding the
implementation of some WTO agreements and decisions, including the dif-
ficulties and resource constraints faced by them in fulfilling those agree-
ments’’ (para. 91).
WSSD: ‘‘Build the capacity of commodity-dependent countries to diversify
exports through, inter alia, financial and technical assistance, international
assistance for economic diversification and sustainable resource manage-
ment, and address the instability of commodity prices and declining terms
of trade, as well as strengthen the activities covered by the Second Account
of the Common Fund for Commodities to support sustainable develop-
ment’’ (para. 95).
WSSD: ‘‘Encourage efforts to promote cooperation on trade, environment
and development, including in the field of providing technical assistance to
developing countries, between the secretariats of WTO, UNCTAD, UNDP,
UNEP and other relevant international environmental and development
and regional organizations’’ (para. 97c).
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Small economies

DDA: ‘‘We agree to a work programme, under the auspices of the Gen-
eral Council, to examine issues relating to the trade of small economies.
The objective of this work is to frame responses to the trade-related
issues identified for the fuller integration of small, vulnerable economies
into the multilateral trading system, and not to create a sub-category of
WTO Members. The General Council shall review the work programme
and make recommendations for action to the Fifth Session of the Minis-
terial Conference’’ (para. 35).
WSSD: ‘‘Enhance the capacities of developing countries, including the
least-developed countries, landlocked developing countries and small is-
land developing States, to benefit from liberalized trade opportunities,
through international cooperation and measures aimed at improving
productivity, commodity diversification and competitiveness, community-
based entrepreneurial capacity, and transportation and communication in-
frastructure development’’ (para. 47c).

Institutional cooperation

DDA: ‘‘We welcome the WTO’s continued cooperation with UNEP and
other inter-governmental environmental organizations. We encourage ef-
forts to promote cooperation between the WTO and relevant interna-
tional environmental and developmental organizations, especially in the
lead-up to the World Summit on Sustainable Development to be held in
Johannesburg, South Africa, in September 2002’’ (para. 6).
WSSD: ‘‘Recognizing the major role that trade can play in achieving
sustainable development and in eradicating poverty, we encourage WTO
members to pursue the work programme agreed at the Fourth WTO Min-
isterial Conference’’ (para. 90).
WSSD: ‘‘Strengthen collaboration within and between the United Nations
system, international financial institutions, the Global Environment Facil-
ity and WTO’’ (para. 140b).

Accession

DDA: ‘‘We therefore attach great importance to concluding accession
proceedings as quickly as possible. In particular, we are committed to
accelerating the accession of least-developed countries’’ (para. 9).
WSSD: ‘‘Facilitate the accession of all developing countries, particularly
the least-developed countries, as well as countries with economies in transi-
tion, that apply for membership of WTO’’ (para. 90a).
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Greater coherence in policy-making

DDA: ‘‘We are aware that the challenges Members face in a rapidly
changing international environment cannot be addressed through mea-
sures taken in the trade field alone. We shall continue to work with the
Bretton Woods institutions for greater coherence in global economic
policy-making’’ (para. 5).
WSSD: ‘‘Strengthen collaboration within and between the United Nations
system, international financial institutions, the Global Environment Facil-
ity and WTO’’ (para. 140b).
WSSD: ‘‘Ensure that there is a close link between the role of the Council in
the follow-up to the Summit and its role in the follow-up to the Monterrey
Consensus, in a sustained and coordinated manner. To that end, the Coun-
cil should explore ways to develop arrangements relating to its meetings
with the Bretton Woods institutions and WTO, as set out in the Monterrey
Consensus’’ (para. 144f).
WSSD: ‘‘Stress the need for international institutions both within and out-
side the United Nations system, including international financial institu-
tions, WTO and GEF’’ (para. 151).
WSSD: ‘‘Enhance the effectiveness and coordination of international insti-
tutions to implement Agenda 21, the outcomes of the World Summit on
Sustainable Development, relevant sustainable development aspects of the
Millennium Declaration, the Monterrey Consensus and the outcomes of
the fourth WTO ministerial meeting, held in Doha in November 2001’’
(para. 151b).
WSSD: ‘‘Strengthen cooperation among UNEP and other United Nations
bodies and specialized agencies, the Bretton Woods institutions and WTO,
within their mandates’’ (para. 154).
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3

Trade liberalization, market access
and sustainable development

Introduction

There may be differing views on the nature of the relationship between
trade liberalization and sustainable development, but the existence of
the relationship is not denied. The working premise of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) is that trade liberalization and sustainable develop-
ment are mutually supportive, and that putting into effect the link be-
tween them is in many ways the raison d’être of the Doha Development
Agenda that emerged from the Doha Ministerial Meeting in Qatar in
2001. The World Bank has estimated that liberalization of merchandise
trade with a supportive domestic policy environment would result in
gains of around 5 per cent of income in developing countries and lift 300
million people out of poverty by 2015. If greater opening of services
trade were to occur as well, including increased movement of natural
persons (see chapter 8), the benefits would be substantially greater. It is
argued that no other area of international economic cooperation – for
example, debt relief or official development assistance – holds out such
a promise. According to the World Bank: ‘‘In addition to bolstering in-
vestor confidence in the short term, a Doha Round agreement that
slashed trade barriers, particularly in agriculture, would stimulate trade
and raise incomes around the world, leading to a substantial reduc-
tion in global poverty.’’1 Poverty alleviation is one pillar of sustainable
development.
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Although this may be the working hypothesis of the WTO and the
Bretton Woods institutions, there is certainly no consensus that trade
liberalization automatically promotes sustainable development. In fact,
from an environmental or social perspective, the contribution of trade
liberalization to sustainable development is seen by some to be rather
sinister. Trade expansion is perceived as an anti-environmental/anti-
social force driven by the desire for increased profits, jobs, consumption
and production. This in turn is believed to lead to an accelerated attrition
of the world’s non-renewable resources, such as fossil fuels and minerals,
and an overexploitation of water, air, forests and other renewable re-
sources. Although it is agreed that removal of poverty is the number
one obstacle to achieving sustainable development, trade liberalization
is carried out on the basis of rigged trade rules that in no way ensure the
elimination of poverty.2 When viewing the link between trade liberaliza-
tion and sustainable development, some consider it lamentable that these
features of trade liberalization have not been the subject of Ministerial
Declarations.

Those promoting the virtues of trade liberalization would not deny
that trade liberalization and growth can be harmful to the environment,
or that liberalization per se will not necessarily achieve sustainable devel-
opment. In fact, it may indeed be harmful. For market-based economists,
the welfare of society can be undermined when market prices fail to cap-
ture the effects of environmentally damaging activities and therefore
send misleading signals relating to the optimal use of environmental re-
sources. Distorted prices can obscure the abundance of underutilized en-
vironmental resources, contribute to the excessive depletion of exhaust-
ible resources, generate new environmental problems, and contribute to
the excessive use of environmentally damaging inputs. In these circum-
stances, more trade is not good for the environment. Nor does trade-
induced growth in any way ensure an equitable distribution of the gains
from trade. Indeed, the failure to redistribute the gains from trade can
exacerbate inequality.

The important question that emerges from this is what the role of the
WTO should be in dealing with these trade-related concerns. The WTO
response is that, for benefits to be realized and for trade-induced growth
to be sustainable, national environmental, income distribution and social
policies should be put in place. The view is that trade liberalization is not
the cause of environmental degradation, poverty or unacceptable social
conditions, nor are trade instruments the first-best policy for addressing
such matters. Quite the contrary. The most significant part of the rela-
tionship passes indirectly through effects on levels and patterns of pro-
duction, consumption and income distribution. The argument runs that,
if such problems accompany trade-induced growth, this is the result not
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of bad trade policy but of bad environment policy, income distribution
policy or social policies.

Although the WTO by definition takes responsibility for negotiated
trade liberalization, its members have repeated on numerous occasions
that they do not consider the WTO to be responsible for setting environ-
mental and social standards and enforcing them. Nor is it the responsibil-
ity of the WTO to redistribute the gains from trade in countries that have
benefited from trade expansion or to protect those that are adversely af-
fected. In the WTO tradition, it would be considered an encroachment
on national sovereignty to meddle in the national economic, environmen-
tal and social programmes of member states. This argument is buttressed
by the fact that, at the multilateral level, agreements outside the WTO
are already in place to deal with concerns of this nature.

Against this backdrop, an important question confronting the WTO is
how to facilitate the positive links between trade liberalization and sus-
tainable development. I address this question in this chapter, as follows.
First I provide an overview of approaches to identifying the relation-
ship between trade liberalization and sustainable development. I then de-
scribe a methodology adopted in the WTO to exploit a positive link: the
so-called win–win scenarios. I examine agriculture, fisheries and environ-
mental goods and services in this context. I place particular emphasis on
the fisheries sector, not least because of the importance assigned to it in
the Doha Development Agenda. It constitutes an interesting case study
for a variety of reasons. The chapter closes with a conclusion.

Liberalization and resource allocation

Given the complexities of the links between trade liberalization, eco-
nomic growth, the environment and social considerations, it is not sur-
prising that there have been calls for a multilateral framework to facili-
tate the assessment of the impact of trade liberalization on sustainable
development. After making such a proposal in 1994, the United Nations
Commission on Sustainable Development was mandated by governments
to provide the institutional coordination necessary to undertake an as-
sessment of the environmental and social development aspects of trade
policies. The nature and current status of review in the case of WTO
members have been usefully summarized.3 The Worldwide Fund for Na-
ture (WWF) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
have also developed comprehensive methodologies for assessing the
environmental impact of trade measures, and the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has developed Guide-
lines on the Development of Sustainable Development Strategies.4
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The specifics in terms of coverage and techniques used in these models
of assessment differ but, broadly speaking, they all develop tools to eval-
uate the impact of changes in various regulations (including tariffs and
other trade barriers) on one or more aspects of sustainable development.
The objective is to improve the efficiency, effectiveness and transparency
of governmental decisions that have an impact on sustainable develop-
ment. Although the techniques differ, two major categories of effects are
common to the assessment methodologies: first, the legal effects of obli-
gations undertaken via a trade agreement that necessitates changes to
domestic regulations; and, second, changes in trade flows and general
economic activity as a consequence of trade liberalization. These are
relevant for trade and sustainable development issues. A scoping or
screening exercise is required to ascertain which trade measures deserve
attention.

There have been a number of suggestions that WTO members should
commit themselves to conducting sustainability/environmental impact
assessment studies to precede, accompany or evaluate the implications
of trade liberalization. The idea has not gained formal support for action
in the WTO. There are a number of reasons for this, some practical and
others political.

One practical consideration is the uncertainty surrounding the proper
timing of assessments. Should they be carried out prior to negotiations
to liberalize trade or at various stages during the negotiations them-
selves? Alternatively, should they take place after the finalization of the
agreement? In addition, the task of evaluating the environmental effects
of trade liberalization is complicated by the fact that changes in resource
usage and consumption patterns are difficult to measure. Even establish-
ing links between changes in the pattern of trade and its effects on the
environment and social conditions reflects different priorities and values.
In fact, the very nature of externalities is that the costs and benefits occur
outside the market framework and are not valued by it. Finally, but very
importantly, only a minority of countries have adequate environmental
data to carry out such an assessment.

Nevertheless, the resistance on the part of most WTO members to
carving out a role for the WTO in this area is driven principally by polit-
ical considerations. Reviewing the local impact of trade liberalization is
considered to be a national choice; it should not be a precondition for
trade liberalization within the context of WTO deliberations. As fre-
quently noted, particularly by developing countries, the WTO is in the
business of promoting growth through expanded trade, and is not,
according to its current terms of reference, responsible for implementing
or evaluating the effectiveness of environmental management and sus-
tainable development policies. For developing countries, if conditions
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are imposed with respect to predetermined environmental standards
before liberalization can take place, this is a clear breach of national
sovereignty, probably a form of disguised protectionism, and creates a
precedent for labour and other standards that would have to be met.
Not surprisingly, the Doha Development Agenda assigns a low priority
to environmental assessments. Ministers decided merely to ‘‘take note of
the efforts by Members to conduct national environmental assessments of
trade policies on a voluntary basis’’.5 The key word is voluntary; there is
no obligation to link trade liberalization and sustainable development
formally through sustainable development impact assessment studies.6

Yet trade liberalization can lead to adverse environmental results and
an evaluation of its impact on sustainable development is of primary im-
portance. It is an area of joint concern of the WTO – though not as a
monitoring or enforcement agency – and other organizations, such as
UNEP, the OECD, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Devel-
opment (UNCTAD) and the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP). The policy prescription that emerges is for a coordinated and
comprehensive approach, including the creation of a number of formal
and informal linkages between the relevant institutions. The WTO Secre-
tariat could contribute in an informal manner. This would be consistent
with the Agreement Establishing the WTO: namely, the need to establish
working relations with other international organizations (Article V:1)
and for the General Council to make appropriate arrangements for effec-
tive cooperation with other intergovernmental organizations that have
responsibilities related to those of the WTO.

Win–win . . .

The terms of reference of the Committee on Trade and Environment
(CTE) require WTO members to examine the effects of environmental
measures on market access, as well as the environmental benefits of re-
moving trade restrictions and distortions. In the jargon of the CTE, trade
liberalization in industrial countries that results in the removal of envi-
ronmentally unfriendly measures has the potential to result in what could
be described as ‘‘win–win’’ outcomes. Countries ‘‘win’’ when they re-
move environmentally harmful trade restrictions in their own countries;
other countries ‘‘win’’ when their exports grow owing to the improved
market access that follows.

The positive relationship between trade liberalization and the environ-
ment manifests itself through, first, improved production and consump-
tion patterns with the removal of environmentally harmful trade restric-
tions; second, a reduction in poverty through trade expansion, growth
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and the encouragement of a sustainable rate of natural resource exploita-
tion in the exporting country; third, an increase in the availability of
environment-related goods and services through market liberalization;
and, fourth, more resources available through trade-led growth for envi-
ronment management programmes. In reality, a ‘‘win–win–win–win’’
scenario presents itself.

There are many good reasons for promoting a win–win approach. It
gives force to the commitment of WTO members in the Preamble to
the Agreement Establishing the WTO to use the world’s resources opti-
mally and in accordance with the objective of sustainable development. It
provides evidence of the willingness of WTO members to protect and
preserve the environment, and to enhance the means for doing so, pre-
cisely when they are being criticized for not doing enough. Adopting
this approach assists in creating a more positive image for public interest
groups that have been hostile to the WTO for not doing enough to pro-
mote sustainable development. Importantly, with improved market ac-
cess being the light at the end of the tunnel, the agenda item of trade
liberalization holds attraction for developing countries, where few other
advantages are seen in the trade and environment debate (see chapter
2). Finally, by adopting a win–win approach, public support can be
garnered for undertaking reform in sectors where some interest groups
might be adversely affected by policy reform (e.g. agriculture) but where
reform is in the interests of the community at large (e.g. an environmen-
tally improved countryside).

In carrying out this work, there is a real opportunity for WTO
members – and the CTE in particular – to work constructively with pub-
lic interest groups. It seems fair to say that the local knowledge of envi-
ronmentalists in terms of assessing the environmental impact of trade re-
strictions far exceeds that of trade officials. The potential for useful work
in this area has become apparent in the success that international orga-
nizations (e.g. UNEP) and public interest groups (e.g. WWF) have had
in drawing attention to the fact that the WTO may be able to take action
regarding environmentally harmful fisheries subsidies.7 This advocacy
has spawned a series of publications, proposals and meetings to address
the damaging consequences of fisheries subsidies.

However, there are several important relevant considerations when re-
viewing the work in the WTO. First, as noted in chapter 2, the CTE has
been confined exclusively to examining the positive effects on the envi-
ronment in industrial countries of the removal of trade restrictions and
distortions. The possibility of developing countries removing their own
environmentally harmful trade restrictions and distortions has never
been under discussion. In a sense this is unfortunate. However, the rea-
son is political. It is based on developing countries’ fear that improved
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market access in the developed countries would be offered in exchange
for the removal in developing countries of trade restrictions considered
environmentally harmful by the importing countries. If the justification
for environmental trade restrictions in developing countries were under
examination, their view is that this would bring added pressure to adopt
norms and standards devised by the developed countries and probably
inappropriate for their own countries. In most general terms, developing
countries have consistently resisted creating a link whereby their im-
proved market access is contingent upon meeting predetermined stan-
dards or adopting certain policies domestically, be they related to the
environment, labour conditions, or anything else.

A second consideration relates to the fact that not all trade-related
measures adversely affect the environment. Quite the contrary. Subsidies
used to encourage the use of environmentally friendly technology or sub-
sidies to promote the adaptation of existing facilities to new environmen-
tal requirements imposed by law and/or regulations are both examples.
Other examples include measures that correct for excessive resource use
as part of a well-constructed environmental management policy. How-
ever, the intention of the win–win approach is clearly not to question
measures to improve the environment that do not unnecessarily restrict
trade. Another consideration is that removing trade restrictions and dis-
tortions is rarely synonymous with an unambiguous improvement in envi-
ronmental quality per se. As noted earlier, the impact of regulation on
the environment is complex, even when examined within the context of
well-constructed sustainability impact assessment exercises. Although re-
moving a trade restriction or distortion may be an important component
in an environmental management strategy, its removal is not in itself a
guarantee of improved environmental quality.

The important question from a practical perspective is whether or
not win–win situations really exist. Work on several fronts has revealed
that they do, and that there is plenty of scope for action. Research by
the OECD has revealed that OECD countries provide approximately
US$400 billion in subsidies every year, with about three-quarters going
to agriculture, one-tenth to transport, and the rest to fisheries and for-
estry, energy production and manufacturing. There has been a shift
towards less environmentally harmful support in agriculture since the
mid-1980s, but progress has been slow. The OECD believes much more
can be done. In fact, harmful support for the agricultural sector amounts
to about US$235 billion per year. Some of the US$6 billion in fisheries
subsidies in developed countries goes to general services that support
fisheries infrastructure and enhancement programmes that contribute to
over-fishing. Estimates of energy subsidies range between US$20 billion
and US$80 billion per year. Subsidies to coal and peat production are
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among the most harmful to the environment, and support to the coal
industry is estimated at about US$5 billion per year for developed
countries.8

Agriculture

Agriculture is estimated to be responsible for 40 per cent of nitrogen
emissions and 30 per cent of phosphorous emissions into surface water
in developed countries. It is the main source of groundwater pollution.
Methane and nitrous oxide emissions from livestock operations and rice
production also contribute to global warming. The use of pesticides and
their build-up in groundwater and surface water pose risks to the health
of people and to wildlife. Groundwater systems are increasingly under
threat from contamination and withdrawals that exceed the capacity of
aquifers to recharge.9

It has long been recognized that reducing domestic supports and ex-
port subsidies in the agricultural sector can in many instances lead to
more sustainable production. Research has shown that agricultural sub-
sidies have led to harmful land use, increased applications of agrochemi-
cals, the adoption of intensive animal production practices and overgraz-
ing, the degradation of natural resources, the loss of natural wildlife
habitats and biodiversity, reduced agricultural diversity, and the expan-
sion of agricultural production into marginal and ecologically sensitive
areas. Agricultural assistance through output-related policies in many in-
dustrial countries has imposed high costs in terms of lost market access
opportunities for more competitive suppliers. Benefits in the form of
a first win – improved environment – could come from the removal of
some of the agricultural trade distortions. The WTO Agreement on Ag-
riculture provides for the long-term reform of trade in agricultural prod-
ucts and domestic policies. One significant aspect is the commitment
to reduce domestic support for production, particularly in the form of
production-linked agricultural subsidies.

There is also the potential for further wins. There is a clear develop-
ment dimension to agricultural trade liberalization. First, there are direct
links. Many developing countries have an export capacity in agricultural
products. If market access restrictions are removed, their exports will
increase. In fact, developed country support to agriculture coupled with
restrictions on imports is estimated to cause annual welfare losses of
US$19.8 billion for developing countries. This is equivalent to approxi-
mately 25 per cent of their annual development assistance.10 As such, it
significantly reduces developing countries’ ability to provide the neces-
sary resources for environmental and social sustainability.
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Second, quantitative studies reveal that government intervention
through trade-related measures depresses world agricultural prices, with
the result that poor farmers stay poor. And low prices and rural poverty
induce farmers to cultivate marginal lands that are subject to erosion and
runoff. More forests are cleared for the extension of agricultural land for
cultivation. Attempts by developing country governments to offset low
prices by providing input subsidies for fertilizers and pesticides lead to
the same soil erosion and intensive chemical use as in highly protected
agricultural markets, but they also involve greater threats to the health
of local farmers and consumers from the incorrect application of agro-
chemicals. In short, the removal of trade restrictions in the agricultural
sector in developed countries could well touch on some of the most im-
poverished developing countries, many of which benefited little from the
tariff reductions and preferences accorded to manufactured goods.

Although discussions on win–win situations in agriculture have pro-
ceeded in the CTE, they have now been overtaken by the more broad-
based negotiations in the Special Sessions of the Committee on Agricul-
ture, dealing with the ongoing Doha Development Agenda: removal of
export subsidies, reduction of domestic support and improved market
access. Knowing the environmental damage that can arise from trade
restrictions in this area should increase popular support and stiffen
the backbone of politicians and administrators involved in agricultural
reform.

There has been a resistance to removing some aspects of government
intervention in the agricultural sector in the search for ‘‘sustainable’’ pro-
duction through the response to what have been referred to as non-trade
concerns. These have been reflected in the negotiating proposals sub-
mitted by members in the Doha Development Agenda, which itself con-
firms that non-trade concerns will be taken into account in the negotia-
tions. The friends of non-trade concerns (the European Union and its
candidate member states, Japan, Korea, Norway, Switzerland and some
developing countries) consider a number of policy areas such as rural
development, environment protection, food safety, food security, animal
welfare, consumer information and labelling to be outside the negotia-
tions. Others consider them to be nothing more than a pretext for con-
tinuing trade-distorting domestic support measures. The United States
and the Cairns Group of 17 agricultural exporting countries, for example,
are of the view that any such concerns should be addressed through mea-
sures that target specific policy objectives and that are WTO consistent
and transparent and do not distort trade.

One further interesting development relating to agriculture that links
the Doha negotiations on agriculture to sustainable development is the
Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity
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(CBD). At its Seventh Meeting in Kuala Lumpur in February 2004,11
trade concerns were most overtly raised in the context of a draft decision
on providing ‘‘positive incentives’’ for the conservation and sustainable
use of biodiversity, as well as removing/mitigating ‘‘perverse incentives’’
that encourage practices leading to degradation and loss of biodiversity.
Some countries (Australia and Brazil) expressed concern that initiatives
to legitimize positive incentives/subsidies were in effect an attempt to
promulgate disguised trade restrictions. In the view of the CBD Secre-
tariat, the process of reducing trade-distorting domestic support policies
has the potential to generate synergies with the objectives of the Conven-
tion on Biological Diversity to conserve and sustainably use biological
diversity.12

One final consideration is that the treatment of forest products goes
hand in hand with the agricultural sector. The removal of support to ag-
riculture can reduce the pressure for agricultural extension into ecologi-
cally marginal land, including forest areas. Many types of measures are
known to affect trade in this sector, including tariffs and tariff escalation,
subsidies, export taxes and restrictions, certification of sustainable forest
management and labelling of forest products, market transparency for
forest products, the promotion of less-used forest species, and financing
and technology to improve sustainable forest management and increase
value-added processing of wood and wood products.

Of these measures, tariff escalation is believed to be the main source of
trade restriction and distortion in this sector. It can distort production
patterns and have a second-round negative effect on developing coun-
tries. Export taxes and other restrictions on unprocessed timber exports
are used by some timber-exporting countries to encourage forest-based
industrialization. They are reinforced by other measures giving preferen-
tial treatment to domestic processing industries, such as supplying raw
materials to local producers at below world market prices with an ineffi-
cient use of raw materials as a result. In certain cases they are used to
compensate domestic processors for tariff escalation and other market
access barriers faced in major export markets. Again, there is consider-
able scope for a win–win approach.

Environmental goods and services

There is no general agreement on what constitutes an environmental
good or service. Should the definition include only goods and services
that are directly used to minimize or correct environmental damage, or
should it extend to goods and services that are produced, used or dis-
posed of in a way that has a minimal impact on the environment? Defin-
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ing the scope of the industry, however, is difficult even if goods and ser-
vices produced in an environmentally friendly manner are excluded.
There are multiple possible end uses of many environmental goods and
services, and they are not specifically identified as such in standard indus-
try nomenclatures.

Nevertheless, a common description of environmental goods and ser-
vices (in the absence of environmentally friendly goods) includes those
that measure, prevent, limit, minimize or correct environmental damage
to water, air and soil, as well as problems related to waste, noise and
eco-systems. These include cleaner technologies and products and ser-
vices that reduce environmental risk and minimize pollution and resource
use, such as energy-efficient machinery, wastewater treatment equipment,
air pollution scrubbers and processes to reduce or eliminate chrome in
leather tanning. Adopting this narrower definition, it has been estimated
that the production of environmental goods and services already exceeds
US$250 billion per annum.13

In this sector, as in others, it is in the interest of all WTO members that
environmentally sound goods and services be made available on the in-
ternational market at the cheapest prevailing world prices. Cheaper envi-
ronmental goods and services mean that limited environmental protec-
tion budgets can be stretched further, expanded market opportunities
can encourage technological progress, and economies of scale can in-
crease efficiency.

There seems little reason not to advance rapidly in the negotiated lib-
eralization of environmental goods and services. In practice, though, gov-
ernments seek ‘‘concessions’’ in negotiations even when acting in their
own interests. In recent years, however, traditional cross-sectoral trade-
offs have not always been necessary to encourage governments to enter
into sectoral trade-liberalizing negotiations: examples include informa-
tion technology, pharmaceutical products, basic telecommunications and
financial services.14 In this respect, ministers agreed in the Doha Devel-
opment Agenda to negotiations on ‘‘the reduction or, as appropriate,
elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers to environmental goods and
services’’. This, they say, will enhance ‘‘the mutual supportiveness of
trade and environment’’.15 Following the logic of other sectoral agree-
ments, there seems little justification in not rapidly agreeing to a sectoral
agreement for liberalizing environmental goods and services.

The negotiations, however, appear to be stalled precisely over devising
a classification for environmental goods and services for the purposes of
liberalization. A great deal has been written about how to classify envi-
ronmental goods and services. That the negotiations are stalled on this
matter is unfortunate. There is, however, a parallel, which emerged in
the Uruguay Round negotiations on trade in services with respect to the
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classification of sectors and subsectors to be used as a basis for the nego-
tiation of country schedules containing the bound degree of openness.
There too was a need to break an impasse. In the absence of a natural
scientific definition of services, delegations requested the Secretariat to
propose a list of what could be considered services for the purposes of
negotiations. The Secretariat reviewed the existing nomenclatures and
drew up a suggested list of sectors and subsectors. This remains the basic
working document for the negotiated liberalization of services today.
There seems little reason why this should not be the course of action to
take in order to advance the negotiated liberalization of environmental
goods and services.

Fisheries subsidies: A useful case study

Background

Scientific evidence has consistently shown a downward trend in the
world’s fish stocks. The result is that there are now few underexploited
resources and an increasing number of overexploited ones. The factors
that explain fish stock decline are many and varied. Apart from an over-
capacity of fishing fleets, specialists single out open access to fish re-
sources as a result of the absence of property rights. Not all oceans –
and certainly not the high seas – are subject to property rights, and the
migratory nature of fish populations makes it impossible to assign such
rights.16 Other factors leading to fish stock decline include inappropriate
fisheries management practices, marine pollution, increased mortality of
non-commercial fish by-catch, and various other practices that adversely
affect marine biodiversity and their habitats. Another candidate is subsi-
dies, which are widespread in the fisheries sector. Although their precise
identification and quantification are unknown, a common view is that
they are a major contributor to the current state of fleet overcapacity
and to the mismanagement of fisheries resources. The conclusion is that
their reduction or removal would result in less capital flowing into the
sector, lower fish-harvesting levels, and the facilitation of sustainable fish-
eries management systems.

Concern about the effects of fisheries subsidies on fish stocks is not
new. Many international initiatives over the past decade have empha-
sized the adverse effects of subsidies on fish stocks. The UN Commission
on Sustainable Development (CSD) listed among the actions required
for the implementation of Chapter 17 of Agenda 21 the urging of govern-
ments ‘‘to reduce subsidies to fishing industry and abolish incentives
leading to over-fishing’’.17 One year later, the CSD noted the urgent
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need for ‘‘governments to consider the positive and negative impact of
subsidies on the conservation and management of fisheries through na-
tional, regional and appropriate international organizations and, based
on these analyses, to consider appropriate action’’.18 The Committee on
Fisheries of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) reported that
‘‘frequent use of direct and indirect subsidies in fisheries often aggra-
vated excess capacity’’.19 At the regional level, Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) has investigated fisheries subsidies, as has the
Fisheries Committee of the OECD. UNEP has also sponsored a series
of useful workshops on fisheries subsidies and sustainable fisheries man-
agement and reported on the outcomes to the CTE.20

The WTO on centre stage

The WTO finds itself on centre stage in dealing with the issue of subsi-
dies, and the reasons are clear. The WTO is already the custodian of mul-
tilateral rules to discipline subsidies. The WTO Agreement on Subsidies
and Countervailing Measures (SCM) is the only multilateral agreement
that not only monitors the use of subsidies but also provides for counter-
vailing measures. In addition, the WTO is an organization concerned
with trade distortions, and fisheries subsidies clearly have the potential
to distort trade. The FAO has estimated that 37 per cent of all fish prod-
ucts enter international trade and 20 per cent of fishery revenues come
from government support.21 The effect of the subsidies is to limit ac-
cess to common fisheries resources for non-subsidized fleets, which, it
is argued, is unquestionably a barrier to trade for all non-subsidizing
countries.22

In addition, the WTO is mandated to promote development, and one-
half of world exports of fish and fish products come from developing
countries. Subsidies distort production – and therefore trade patterns –
and limit the exports from developing countries. Also, as emphasized
throughout this book, the WTO has among its objectives the optimal use
of the world’s resources in accordance with the objective of sustainable
development. In the area of fisheries subsidies, the WTO has the opportu-
nity to show its seriousness in addressing a mandate of considerable im-
portance to many. Moreover, it has a powerful dispute settlement system
to enforce any agreements reached on disciplining fisheries subsidies.

In short, it would be hard to deny that the WTO has an important po-
tential responsibility in this area. This view is reflected in national sub-
missions to the CTE. In particular, a number of countries have formed a
group to highlight the beneficial contribution that the elimination of envi-
ronmentally damaging and trade-distorting subsidization of the fisheries
sector would make to the conservation and sustainable use of fish stocks
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and the promotion of sustainable development. They have been declared
the ‘‘Friends of the Fish’’.23

Reaching agreement?

Moving ahead on this front is not without its complications. One involves
unravelling the complex causal factors leading to fish stock depletion and
assessing their relative importance, including the relative importance of
fisheries subsidies in terms of the total needs of fisheries management.
There is also a question of institutional jurisdiction. It has been argued
that 95 per cent of fish are caught in national waters and only 5 per cent
on the high seas. The conclusion that is drawn is that problems should be
tackled by the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and
not by the WTO.24 It is also argued that most of the major subsidizing
members are also major consumers, and have relatively limited exports.
Another consideration is the variety of purposes served by fisheries sub-
sidies, and therefore their very diverse nature. They are used to reduce
operating costs, harvesting costs, fishing vessel construction or mainte-
nance costs, or are provided indirectly by way of income support and as
part of fisheries management schemes. Subsidies to reduce vessel fuel
costs can encourage long-range harvesting, and subsidies to vessel con-
struction will increase total fleet capacity. There are direct subsidies
based on total output and measured in terms of days at sea or as a per-
centage of total catch, and subsidies on a fleet’s idle capacity. Not all sub-
sidies are necessarily damaging to the environment. Subsidies have the
potential to contribute to sustainable fisheries management schemes by
reducing fleet capacity, retraining those in the fisheries sector, enhancing
fish stocks, promoting vessel and fishing buy-backs to take vessels out of
use, and encouraging technological improvements.

Further, there are significant practical problems that arise in applying
the existing provisions of the Subsidies Agreement to the fisheries sector.
In particular, the heterogeneous nature of fisheries products and the eco-
nomic structure of the industry make it more difficult to identify the sort
of market distortions at which subsidy disciplines are directed.25

Information on fisheries subsidies holds the key to many of the ques-
tions relating to their nature, purpose and relative importance. Here
there is a serious information gap. Because subsidies at the national level
should be notified to the WTO in accordance with the Subsidies Agree-
ment, they should constitute an important source of valuable informa-
tion. However, the poor quality of fisheries notifications, coupled with
the inaccessibility of information on government programmes in the fish-
eries sector, has made it difficult to develop authoritative assessments of
the value and nature of subsidies. In fact, not even 10 per cent of the sub-
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sidies in the fisheries sector of WTO members have been notified to the
WTO Secretariat.26

Another consideration is the difference in views on the appropriate-
ness of the WTO Subsidies Agreement to deal with fisheries subsidies.
Although the WTO prohibits certain types of subsidies and provides
remedies in situations where a subsidy has adverse effects on another
member, its rules primarily address trade distortions arising from subsi-
dization, not their environmental effects.27 For example, subsidies in an
importing country can reduce market access for the exports of non-
subsidizing countries or unfairly promote exports to other countries.
Subsidized exports can also squeeze out non-subsidized exports in third-
country markets. Although these situations are addressed in the Sub-
sidies Agreement and remedial action is provided for, the Agreement
does not – as it stands – adequately address the trade, environment and
development impacts of fisheries subsidies. It was not crafted to respond
to the distinctive production distortions that subsidies can cause in the
fisheries sector, because fisheries subsidies have consequences well be-
yond the distortion of competitive relationships provided for in the
Subsidies Agreement. They distort access to shared fish stocks and limit
access for other countries through depleting an exhaustible resource. Ma-
terial injury may be incurred (a requirement for action in the Subsidies
Agreement), but the concept of injury as it has been developed in the
context of the Subsidies Agreement is not geared to deal with this sort
of situation. As a result, countervailing duties, as provided for in the
Agreement, may be of little relevance in such instances, because they
can be applied only to imports into the complaining member’s market.

Commitment to an outcome

Given these various concerns, WTO members have reached agreement
on two important fronts: first, that there should be negotiations in this
sector; and second, because of the peculiarities of fisheries subsidies,
that the negotiations should be aimed at clarifying and improving disci-
plines under the Subsidies Agreement while taking into account the
needs of developing and least developed countries. In the initial phase
of the negotiations, governments are to identify the provisions that they
seek to clarify and improve on.28 In operational terms, the negotiation
of fisheries subsidies has been transferred from the CTE to the Group
on Rules, one of seven negotiating bodies established to deal with the
Doha Development Agenda.29 However, national positions on how to
proceed remain far apart. I describe the broad contours of the coun-
try positions below, but it should be noted that there are important
nuances.
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Although the ‘‘Friends of the Fish’’ propose the elimination of harmful
fisheries subsidies, they acknowledge that their removal will not in itself
ensure the sustainable use of fish resources. Appropriate domestic and
international environmental and conservation policies are needed, but
the elimination of trade restrictions and distortions is nevertheless an
important prerequisite for building sustainable fisheries management.30
‘‘Friends of the Fish’’ further acknowledge that, although some fisheries
subsidies might have beneficial effects, there is a clear role for the WTO
in removing harmful ones.31

At the other end of the spectrum, Japan and Korea challenge the no-
tion that subsidies are responsible for the depletion of fish stocks, and cite
various sources to support the notion that no reasoned determination
has been made on the causality between fisheries subsidies and the deple-
tion of stocks.32 Their view is that the available quantitative information
diverges widely depending upon sources and, until more is known in
this respect, negotiations would be premature. They advocate a broader
approach that looks at the various factors influencing overexploitation,
such as illegal fishing, and favour taking into account socioeconomic
aspects.

The European Union has reasoned that only some fisheries subsidies
lead to overcapacity. It sees a need for increased research and analysis
to determine the most effective way for the industry to downsize. Al-
though not opposed to discussions on this issue at the WTO, the Euro-
pean Union stresses the need for negotiations to take into account the
importance of the sector to developing countries, the role of international
fishery conventions and work under way in other relevant interna-
tional forums. Within the European Union, the self-declared ‘‘Friends of
Fishing’’ – France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain – have been
most reluctant to address fisheries subsidies.

Classifying subsidies

A first question to be addressed is how to classify fisheries subsidies.
Only then can the extent to which the Subsidies Agreement applies, and
whether the provisions of the Subsidies Agreement are directly relevant,
be established.33 As a result, there have been various attempts to define
subsidies in familiar WTO terms. For example, all fisheries subsidies of a
commercial nature, directly geared towards lowering costs, increasing
revenues, raising production (by enhancing capacity), or directly promot-
ing overcapacity and over-fishing, have been referred to as ‘‘red light’’
subsidies, which should be expressly prohibited.34 Under this classifica-
tion, the remaining subsidies would be permitted to the extent that they
are sufficiently accredited and notified in the WTO. Since subsidies al-
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ways affect trade, no member should be permitted adversely to affect the
trade interests of other members.

The European Union has proposed the prohibition of capacity-
enhancing subsidies – subsidies for marine fishing fleet renewal (e.g. con-
struction of vessels, increases in fishing capacity); and subsidies for the
permanent transfer of fishing vessels to third countries, including through
the creation of joint enterprises with third-country partners. Certain types
of subsidies, however, would be permitted to reduce fishing capacity and
to mitigate the negative social and economic consequences of restructur-
ing the fisheries sector. These subsidies should be clearly defined in order
to ensure they are not used to circumvent the prohibition of capacity-
enhancing subsidies and non-actionable subsidies.35

Another approach would supplement the ‘‘red light’’ approach, and
create a ‘‘dark amber’’ category of subsidies. These subsidies would be
presumed to be harmful unless the subsidizing government could affir-
matively demonstrate that no overcapacity/over-fishing or other adverse
trade effects have resulted from the subsidy. If the presumption was not
rebutted, such subsidies would be actionable.36 For example, subsidies
that exceed a certain value of production could be presumed to cause
‘‘serious prejudice’’, but the presumption could be rebutted if certain cri-
teria were met, such as showing that the subsidy was not being used to
fish in a fishery that is over-fished, or that effective restrictions were
placed on the operation of the programme so that it does not result in
over-fishing.37

Expectations

One response to the difficulties encountered in the present process could
be that the WTO should never have engaged in dealing with what is
clearly an environmental matter of great importance, the reasoning being
that it has neither the experience nor the expertise to deal with such mat-
ters, whereas other institutions do. This would be disingenuous to say the
least, and cast justified doubts on the credibility of the concern in the
WTO with respect to the environment. The process that has led to this
result was agreed to over a decade ago and appears clearly within the
terms of reference of the CTE: namely, to identify the relationship be-
tween trade measures and the environment in order to promote sus-
tainable development, and to make appropriate recommendations on
whether any modifications of the provisions of the multilateral trading
system are required. A decade of discussion has led to agreement that
there are to be negotiations in this area.

Not to have a meaningful outcome would give substance to the criti-
cism that the CTE has been nothing but a ‘‘talk fest’’ that has reneged
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on the commitment to modify the provisions of the multilateral trading
system to promote sustainable development. The possibility is now there
to deliver in an area of vital importance to environmentalists – or to ex-
plain to the outside world why inaction is appropriate. In this context, the
President of WWF International has remarked that the issue of fisheries
subsidies ‘‘presents the first instance of a WTO negotiation centred ex-
plicitly at the nexus of trade policy, natural resource economics, and
environmental conservation . . . the issue poses a fundamental test of
the WTO’s ability to regulate trade in the broadest public interest,
and in cooperation with other relevant intergovernmental bodies.’’38
But the task of meeting public expectations will not be an easy one. The
most fundamental one is what sort of outcome could be reasonably
expected.

If fisheries subsidies are leading to fish stock depletion and the Subsi-
dies Agreement as it stands cannot discipline them, what is the way for-
ward? Should the Subsidies Agreement be renegotiated to take account
of the special case of fisheries subsidies? Should there be a stand-alone
WTO Agreement on Fisheries Subsidies? If so, should it be a trade
agreement to remove trade distortions in line with other WTO Agree-
ments or a fully fledged environment agreement enforced by the WTO?
Why is it that trade officials are dealing with such a technically difficult
task as identifying the link between fisheries subsidies, fish stock manage-
ment, the legally binding provisions to discipline subsidies and the com-
pliance mechanism to enforce them? Why would WTO trade officials be
any more likely to succeed in this area when so many specialists in a host
of institutions have managed only to establish best endeavour commit-
ments? Would the creation of such a stand-alone agreement be well re-
ceived by the environment community, and would it create a precedent
for more sectoral agreements of a similar character in the WTO?

It is important to recall that, although a number of WTO Agreements
refer to the environment – and certainly have an impact on it – none of
them establishes rights and obligations that deal directly with the envi-
ronment. The terms of reference of the CTE, for example, stress the mar-
ket access aspects of the link between trade measures and the environ-
ment. They are not directed to conservation of the environment as such.
Also, the objectives of the Subsidies Agreement are to deal with govern-
mental measures that distort trade, not to preserve the environment
per se. Thus, for the WTO to be responsible for an agreement that has
the environment as its focus would be to enter into a whole new area of
intergovernmental agreements.

Options for the legal form of the new rules have been proposed and in-
clude, as a minimum: (i) modifications to the Subsidies Agreement, (ii)
incorporation of fisheries subsidies into an expanded Agreement on Ag-
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riculture, or (iii) negotiation of a new WTO sectoral agreement. Against
this backdrop, it has been argued that, ‘‘given the nature of the issues,
the negotiation of a new WTO sectoral agreement appears the most at-
tractive. A simple effort to amend the Subsidies Agreement would likely
remain too focussed on correcting only traditional and provable trade
distortions.’’39 This, however, comes with a word of caution. The guiding
principle should be for the WTO not to step over the thin green line.
According to Schorr, this line separates the WTO’s legitimate scope of
competence from an inappropriate entanglement with environmental
matters. It is called ‘‘thin’’ to convey a sense that it is not always easy to
see, and may at times be easy to cross inadvertently.

But at the end of the day, the notion of an actual line is a misnomer. By its es-
sence, a win–win–win issue is hybrid in character. The realms of economics and
environmental management cannot be neatly separated; nor can the economics
of fisheries be isolated from trade. When the question is close – and where
spheres of policy necessarily overlap – the difference between an ‘‘environmen-
tal’’ issue and a ‘‘trade’’ issue can be little more than a matter of semantics, or of
subjective perspective.40

Conclusion

What conclusions can be drawn from the above and what is the way for-
ward? At a most general level, and from an economic perspective, differ-
ent environmental resource endowments (such as the physical capacity to
absorb pollution) are themselves a basis for differences in comparative
advantage. Furthermore, different societies and individuals within them
have different levels of tolerance for environmental degradation, apart
from physical capacities. As long as national sovereignty prevails with
respect to environmental priorities, the extent to which externalities are
internalized will be determined by awareness of the environmental prob-
lem, the government’s capacity to adopt the necessary policy measure to
deal with it, the nation’s physical capacity to absorb the environmental
damage, and societal preferences relating to environmental conditions
and the quality of life. This in turn will influence the impact on relative
prices nationally and internationally. Trade restrictions can distort the
good functioning of markets, and thus the exploitation of comparative
advantage, just as they can frustrate the implementation of sound envi-
ronmental management policies.

More specifically, with respect to fisheries subsidies, a number of ob-
servations may be useful. First, there is a learning exercise. An examina-
tion of how fisheries subsidies have been dealt with in the WTO shows
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how constructive pressure by public interest groups can bring important
issues to the attention of negotiators. Although many intergovernmental
organizations have been involved in discussing fisheries subsidies, there
is little doubt that non-governmental organizations such as WWF have
played a most useful role in raising the profile of the issue – certainly
within the WTO.

A second observation is that, as far as the WTO is concerned, the dis-
cussion has been undertaken primarily in the CTE – and now the Rules
Group – in a transparent manner. Summary records and background
documents have been made freely available, and advocates of the re-
moval of fisheries subsidies have been invited to WTO seminars to tell
their story to government negotiators and others. A further advantage
of this open process where summary records and national submissions
are available to all is that, if ‘‘insufficient’’ progress is being made in the
view of any particular interest group, the problem is seen to be not a re-
calcitrant WTO as such, but a failure of individual governments to agree
(see chapter 10). Given that full information is at hand about which coun-
tries are responsible for the various positions adopted in the negotiations,
it is clear where pressure needs to be applied in order to change country
positions and move the debate forward in the direction sought by the in-
terested parties.

Third, if disagreement over fisheries subsidies had been brought to the
WTO as a dispute, this same openness would not have existed – even if
public interest groups could view the proceedings, which they cannot do
now. Only the views of the countries involved in the dispute would have
been known, and without doubt, irrespective of the decision by the Panel
and/or the Appellate Body, there would have been dissatisfaction on
the part of some interest group, be it those supporting the ‘‘Friends of
the Fish’’ or the ‘‘Friends of Fishing’’. The WTO, and in particular the
dispute settlement system, would have been the object of attack. The
Appellate Body has consistently made the point that environmental
problems, such as the preservation of endangered species in the Shrimp-
Turtle case, should be dealt with through negotiated agreement, not
WTO litigation.

Another observation is that the work of the WTO can progress only
by adopting a coherent approach that involves the many intergovern-
mental organizations already active in the area. It also needs to ad-
dress the concerns and integrate the information coming from various
non-governmental groups. However, as with other areas of sustainable
development, the WTO should not be drawn into the role of a fisheries
management or conservation body, or infringe the powers or autonomy
of existing authorities, such as regional fisheries conventions. Inter-
governmental organizations such as the FAO, UNEP, APEC and the
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OECD provide research and policy analysis on fisheries resources, man-
agement and production. UNCLOS and the Straddling and Highly Mi-
gratory Stocks Agreement provide legal frameworks for the development
and implementation of sound management regimes.

For those who are looking for a change in the Subsidies Agreement as
a means to address the issue, it is unlikely that there will be the required
consensus to reach this end. There are at least three reasons for this.
First, the countries that are unwilling partners even in discussing the issue
are not likely to change their stance so radically that they would agree to
modifying a key WTO Agreement when consensus is required to do so.
Second, even those who are prepared to accept a ‘‘sectoral’’ approach to
fisheries subsidies fear that it would fragment the Subsidies Agreement
and create a precedent for other sectors. In any event, and third, govern-
ments are unwilling to change rules in general, as witnessed on numerous
occasions. Finally there are probably other means to deal with the situa-
tion, and it should be useful to look for precedents. There are indeed nu-
merous precedents that fall far short of modifying the Subsidies Agree-
ment. We have seen in the past an Understanding on Financial Services
within the context of the General Agreement on Trade in Services, a
Declaration to deal with access to essential medicines to accompany the
TRIPS Agreement, a Decision on bringing greater coherence to global
economic policy-making, an Understanding on how to deal with regional
trade agreements to accompany the GATT-1947, and many other instru-
ments to accommodate specific concerns effectively without modifying
agreed texts. It should not be outside the capabilities of governments
to find a similar instrument to deal with the adverse effects of fisheries
subsidies.

The bottom line is, however, that, if the WTO cannot make a credible
contribution to resolving the problems that are seen to exist between fish
stocks and subsidies, the credibility of the institution itself will be se-
verely undermined. To be successful, a means needs to be found within
the WTO negotiations to ensure that governments phase out and avoid
subsidies that contribute to excess fishing capacity, over-fishing and un-
sustainable fishing practices. With this in mind, a schedule for phasing
out harmful fisheries subsidy programmes should be established and the
introduction of new ones should be outlawed. There should be no restric-
tions on constructive government conservation programmes and special
attention should be addressed to the needs of developing countries. In
moving the process forward, one thing is certainly clear: information on
fisheries subsidies is seriously lacking. There should be complete notifica-
tion on the part of WTO members with respect to their obligations and, if
these obligations are not fulfilled, a monitoring body should be created in
order to ensure that the right sort of information is to hand.
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4

Discrimination, WTO rules and
sustainable development

Introduction

The WTO Agreements aim to improve the conditions of access to mar-
kets of members of the World Trade Organization, bind the results of
negotiated liberalization of trade, and underpin the commitments with a
predictable and stable set of legally enforceable rules. A trading system
with these characteristics by its nature restricts the possibility for mem-
bers to employ certain trade measures. Having committed themselves to
a degree of market openness, if governments were free to afford protec-
tion to domestic producers arbitrarily, market access commitments would
be undermined, as would predictability and stability in the trading sys-
tem. One of the outcomes of accepting WTO rules is indeed to circum-
scribe national sovereignty by limiting the use of trade measures in cer-
tain situations.

However, no responsible government would forgo its right to pursue
policies that it considers to be in its national interest. As a consequence,
WTO rules, while limiting the freedom of governments, also ensure they
retain the flexibility to implement policies to avoid damage to the envi-
ronment, protect public health, enforce labour standards, or deal with
any other areas of economic or social concern. Indeed, the WTO
Agreements – and therefore the dispute settlement system – do not call
into question the legitimacy of policies pursued by WTO members within
their own borders.
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Nevertheless, although governments are free to pursue their policy
choices, they cannot adopt measures that have as their intention the re-
striction of trade or that are unnecessarily trade restrictive. This begs a
number of closely related questions. Is the aim of the measure to meet a
bona fide objective, or is it to protect domestic producers? Is the effect of
the measure to create less favourable conditions for the imported good?
Is the measure really necessary to achieve the legitimate policy goal or
are there less trade-restrictive alternatives available? If the aim and effect
of a trade measure is to renege on legally binding market access commit-
ments, surely the WTO – as a trade organization – has the responsibility
to protect the agreed commitments? Are there any conditions under
which there is a role for the WTO in legitimizing trade sanctions that
have as their objective the enforcement of the preferred standards of
one country on another? The answers to these questions largely deter-
mine the constraints that the WTO places on many of the measures em-
ployed by governments when formulating policies relating to sustainable
development. Finding answers to these questions is not easy.

Many of the WTO provisions that are most relevant in answering
these questions are not clearly defined; their interpretation has been –
and will be – the subject of discretion through the WTO dispute settle-
ment process. WTO legal interpretations are far from definitive, and
they vary according to circumstances. The questions then are how this
discretion has been exercised to date and, more importantly, how it will
be exercised in the future. The answers are all the more intriguing with
respect to sustainable development, because the concept is found only in
Preambular language and in Ministerial Declarations, whose legal status
is not immediately apparent.

My objective in this chapter is to examine how a number of key WTO
provisions have been interpreted in the past, speculate on their future
interpretation and evaluate the implications for sustainable development.
I shall place particular emphasis on the cornerstone of the multilateral
trading system: non-discrimination. The focus will be the 1994 General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (the GATT-1994): national treatment
and most favoured nation treatment, as well as measures qualifying as
exceptions in terms of legally justified discrimination. A great deal has
been written on the interpretation of these provisions. However, my in-
tention here is not to discuss the legal outcomes of the cases per se;
rather it is to explore the implications of the interpretations for the rela-
tionship between the WTO and sustainable development.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. First, there is a background
section, in which I address three topics. The first is non-discrimination
and the closely related concept of ‘‘like’’ products. Exceptional circum-
stances can permit the use of measures that do not conform to WTO
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rules, so my second topic is the conditions under which exceptions can be
taken. And third, since the dispute settlement system enforces the obliga-
tions in each of these areas, I outline it in some detail, not only because
of its relevance for this chapter but because of its importance for other
parts of this book. In the following sections I review some of the areas
where the interpretation of the GATT-1994 is important for sustainable
development. I address questions about how environmental taxes and
other fiscal measures can – or cannot – be adjusted according to WTO
rules in order to maintain domestic competitiveness, as well as questions
relating to how the WTO has dealt with taxes and regulations that are
discriminatory in their application but neutral with respect to origin. I ex-
plore the extent to which trade measures can or cannot be used to influ-
ence policy choices in other countries, which involves a first look at the
importance of the existence of multilateral environment agreements
(MEAs) for dispute settlement cases relating to sustainable development.
I return to this topic in chapter 6. The focus throughout is on the policy
implications.

Background

Non-discrimination and like products

The principle of non-discrimination underpins the rules-based multilat-
eral trading system. It has two key components: the most favoured
nation (MFN) clause contained in Article I of the GATT-1994 and the
national treatment obligation found in Article III. MFN treatment means
that, with respect to customs duties, charges and formalities, the most
favourable treatment granted by any member to any product originating
in, or destined for, any other country must be accorded to the like prod-
uct for all other members. MFN applies equally for imports and exports;
the overarching principle is that rules or measures must not discriminate
between like products on the basis of their origin or destination.

National treatment requires that internal taxes, charges, laws and regu-
lations should not be applied to imported or domestic products so as to
afford protection to domestic production. The intention is to ensure that,
after imported goods have entered a country, they are no longer subject
to taxes and regulations that are designed only to protect domestic pro-
ducers. As far as taxes are concerned, imports are not to be subject to
taxes in excess of those applied to like domestic products.1 In the case
of regulations, imports should be accorded treatment no less favourable
than that accorded to like products of national origin in respect of all
laws and regulations.2
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There is an important distinction between two types of discrimination
when interpreting national treatment. First, there are measures that pro-
vide explicitly different treatment for imports and domestic goods, and
whose effects (i.e. the taxes and regulations) are more burdensome for
imports. This is referred to as de jure discrimination and is a clear viola-
tion of national treatment. Second, there are regulatory measures that
make no distinction as to the origin of goods (i.e. are origin neutral), but
nevertheless have a disproportionate impact on the imported good. This
is referred to as de facto discrimination. An example of the former case
would be the imposition of a new tax on imported goods but not on do-
mestic goods. The tariff concession is undermined, and the aim and effect
is to afford protection to a domestic producer. However, what if, in accor-
dance with domestic priorities, there is a new fuel tax on large cars with
low fuel efficiency, both domestic and imported? And what if only large
cars are imported? The tax is origin neutral – applying both domestically
and to imports – but it is more burdensome for the imported good. In
such a case, a challenge may be lodged as to the true purpose of the mea-
sure employed and the criteria according to which the measure should be
considered legitimate or otherwise. Another example could be manda-
tory marketing requirements for imported tropical timber harvested in
an environmentally unfriendly manner. There may be no domestic pro-
duction of this type of wood, but tropical timber may compete with do-
mestically produced wood. The imported product is disadvantaged by an
origin-neutral tax or regulation. Should the role of the WTO be to deter-
mine the true aim of the measure and whether its ‘‘effect’’ on trade is re-
strictive? If the answer to this question is yes, then, in practical terms,
there is no alternative to the WTO delving into the domestic policies of
WTO members.

In dealing with de facto discrimination, the first step is to establish that
the imported good is indeed a like product, but is being discriminated
against; tropical timber is like domestic timber but is discriminated
against in terms of domestic regulations. In such cases, GATT jurispru-
dence supports the interpretation that the only kind of product distinc-
tion that can be recognized under the national treatment provisions is a
distinction based on the nature of the product itself. Product distinctions
based on characteristics of the production process that are not present in
the product itself are not relevant in determining likeness. Thus, the chal-
lenges to an ‘‘origin-neutral’’ tax or regulation that imposes a greater
burden on imports than on competing domestic products will normally
be couched in terms of the imported good being like the domestic prod-
uct but receiving less favourable treatment.

The concept of ‘‘like product’’ is central to the application of both
MFN and national treatment. Products have generally been considered
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in GATT and WTO jurisprudence to be ‘‘like’’ based on their physical
characteristics, end-use, consumers’ preferences and tariff classification,
keeping in mind that a government may create as many categories of
products as it wishes, as long as they are based on product specificities
rather than origin. Notwithstanding its importance, the interpretation of
like product has never been definitively established in GATT and WTO
jurisprudence. The colloquial usage of ‘‘like’’ means having the same
physical characteristics or qualities as something else (such as an identical
shape, size and colour). However, it also means ‘‘similar’’. This common
understanding leaves many interpretive questions open in determining
whether governments can legitimately discriminate between products for
policy purposes. In particular, which characteristics or qualities are im-
portant in assessing the likeness of products? A diesel bus and an electric
tram are like in that they both provide transport for the public, but
they may be very different when it comes to protecting the environment.
Second, there is no guidance in determining the degree or extent to
which products must share qualities or characteristics in order to be like
products. Adding one gene to many thousands of others can turn a non-
offensive food product into an allergy nightmare for others. Third, the
normal usage definition of ‘‘like’’ does not indicate from whose perspec-
tive likeness should be judged.3 A slug and a snail are like products to a
vegetable gardener but not to a French gourmet.

In more general terms, the manner in which MFN and national treat-
ment are interpreted has important implications for the flexibility of gov-
ernments in formulating domestic policies in areas that are critical for
sustainable development.4 As will become clear in the following, the in-
terpretation of ‘‘like product’’ is crucial in this respect.

Exceptions

Flexibility exists for taking measures that would in normal circumstances
be considered violations of WTO rules. If, in pursuing a preferred
domestic policy option, a WTO obligation is breached, recourse can be
sought to the General Exceptions Article XX of the GATT-1994. This
provides that, in exceptional circumstances, governments may find it nec-
essary to apply and enforce measures – such as quantitative restrictions –
to protect public morals or human, animal or plant life or health (Article
XX (b), or relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources
(Article XX (g)). The measure for which the exception is sought is (ac-
cording to Article XX) subject to the requirements that it does not con-
stitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination, and that it
does not represent a disguised restriction on international trade. Read to-
gether, Articles XX (b) and XX (g) mean that measures to promote sus-
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tainable development are available to WTO members, even if they are
inconsistent with the normal obligations of the WTO Agreements.

Measures taken as exceptions have often been challenged through
the dispute settlement process.5 Under the GATT, six Panel proceedings
involving an examination of environmental measures or human health-
related measures under Article XX were completed. Of the six reports,
three remain unadopted. Under the WTO, three disputes have so far led
to the adoption of Panel and Appellate Body reports. In only one case
did the ruling accept the legitimacy of the measure in question as an ex-
ception. As a result, a great deal of animosity has been directed towards
the WTO by public interest groups that firmly believe that a variety of
WTO-illegal measures should be available for sustainable development
purposes. The denial of the use of these measures has led to the criticism
that the trading system rides roughshod over concerns relating to sustain-
able development.

It is important to note in this context that none of the Panel or Appel-
late Body rulings has in any way questioned the legitimacy of the policy
choice that is the object of the measures at issue. What has been ques-
tioned is whether the measures used to implement the policy chosen by
the governments conform to WTO rules. If exceptions have to be sought,
this is to address the justification for certain measures, not the legitimiza-
tion of national policies. Indeed, GATT and WTO members would never
have agreed to the job of WTO Panels and Appellate Body being to ap-
prove the policy choice of a government (protection of public health)
rather than the measure to implement that policy (a ban on imported
cigarettes with no corresponding domestic measures).

Settling disputes

The dispute settlement process of the WTO emerged from the Uruguay
Round and is built on 50 years of experience with the GATT.6 The cur-
rent practices are inscribed in the Dispute Settlement Understanding
(DSU). Any member of the WTO that believes benefits accruing to it
under the WTO Agreements are being impaired by measures taken by
another member can invoke the dispute settlement system. In most
cases, a WTO member will claim that a measure enacted by another
member violates one or more of the substantive provisions contained
in a WTO Agreement. The Dispute Settlement Understanding is ap-
plicable in a uniform manner to all disputes under any WTO Agreement.
To the chagrin of many, participation in the WTO dispute settlement sys-
tem is not open to WTO observers, other international organizations,
non-governmental organizations (NGOs), local governments or private
persons. The mechanism is essentially intergovernmental, with private
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parties being represented by their respective governments. A Panel, how-
ever, may consult with any entity or person it wishes.

The DSU contains rules and procedures on both consultations and ad-
judication. It favours solutions mutually acceptable to the parties to the
dispute, provided they are consistent with WTO Agreements. In the ab-
sence of a mutually agreed solution, the ultimate objective of the dispute
settlement mechanism is to secure the withdrawal of the measure con-
cerned if it is found to be inconsistent with WTO Agreements. If this
cannot be achieved, the dispute will be adjudicated by Panels composed
of experts convened on an ad hoc basis. The members of Panels are nor-
mally trade officials from Missions of WTO members located in Geneva.
They act as panellists on a voluntary basis. Panel reports may be subject
to appeal to the Appellate Body, a permanent group of seven experts in
trade law who review the legal aspects of reports issued by Panels.

All WTO members are entitled to participate in the Dispute Settle-
ment Body (DSB), which oversees the functioning of the DSU. Its pri-
mary task is to establish dispute settlement Panels, to adopt reports
from Panels or the Appellate Body, and to authorize suspension of con-
cessions and retaliation by one party if another party fails to implement
the conclusions of a report.

When a Panel or the Appellate Body concludes that a measure is in-
consistent with a covered Agreement, it must recommend that the mem-
ber concerned bring the measure into conformity with that Agreement.
The Panel or Appellate Body may suggest ways in which the member
concerned could implement the recommendations.

Despite what many consider an admirable track record to date, the dis-
pute settlement process is one of the most criticized aspects of the work
of the WTO, particularly with respect to disputes that are important for
sustainable development. The principal criticisms fall under two head-
ings. The first relates to process and lack of openness; a common demand
is that all hearings should be open to the public and that all briefs by the
parties be made publicly available at the time of submission. The second
criticism is substantive, and relates to the unpopular nature of the rulings.

Although the GATT’s dispute settlement process was also attacked by
environmentalists and others, one reason the chorus of criticism has risen
in the case of the WTO is that the process moves forward more automat-
ically than under the GATT. This makes the lack of outside involvement
even more aggravating for some. The president of Worldwide Fund for
Nature (WWF) International has remarked: ‘‘The speed, power, and effi-
ciency of the system are both frightening and fascinating to environmen-
tal groups. It is the very power and authority of the system that has led
to calls for reforms.’’7 This automaticity is evident in, for example, the
decision-making process. In general, the DSB takes decisions by con-
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sensus, as is the case throughout the WTO. In other parts of the organi-
zation, consensus means that no WTO member present at a meeting for-
mally objects to the proposed decision. However, a radically different
procedure is followed at four key stages in settling disputes: with the es-
tablishment of the Panel, the adoption of Panel reports, the adoption of
Appellate Body reports, and the authorization for retaliation. At each
stage, adoption follows unless there is a consensus against what is to be
agreed. This rule of negative consensus makes decision-making quasi-
automatic, in sharp contrast to the situation that prevailed under the
GATT-1947, when reports of Panels could be adopted only on the basis
of consensus. The DSU provides no opportunity for blockage in decision-
making by the losing party, as frequently occurred in the GATT. Under
the WTO, if one member votes for the report, it is adopted.

The Dispute Settlement Understanding provides for the payment
of compensation and the application of sanctions in the case of non-
compliance. The losing party in a dispute is expected to implement the
Panel or Appellate Body recommendations, and there are incentives for
doing so. If the government concerned fails within a reasonable period to
follow the recommended course of action, the parties may agree to com-
pensation. Without such an agreement, the winning member may retali-
ate under any WTO Agreement after obtaining DSB authorization.

There have been a number of proposals to make the dispute settlement
process more open to public scrutiny. Currently, meetings between the
panellists and the parties are closed, except for the parties to the dispute.
They are open to neither WTO members who are third parties nor other
WTO members. Third parties can make submissions to the Panels, along
with the parties to the dispute, but other WTO members cannot. There
are hearings of the Panel where third parties, but not other WTO mem-
bers, can present their views. Since governments that are not direct par-
ties to the dispute not third parties have no access to the process, it is hard
to imagine their approving more access to the process for non-govern-
mental organizations than they have themselves.8

In the view of some, the arguments in favour of greater participation
by NGOs in the dispute settlement process are ‘‘overwhelming’’.9 This is
not, however, the view of the majority of WTO members. At the most
fundamental level, many governments argue that the WTO is an inter-
governmental organization and governments should represent the col-
lectivity of their constituents. They also argue that to have a public
discussion of national submissions at the same time as they are under dis-
cussion in the Panel – and the possibility of that discussion influencing
the panellists – could jeopardize the case of parties to the dispute. This
formula also conjures up visions of what has been described as ‘‘scorched
earth’’ tactics, where defendants would employ every technical objection
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available to create serious obstacles to the Panel adjudicating the dispute.
The simple reality is that under the pressure of domestic pressure groups,
particularly in developed countries, there will most probably be an open-
ing up of the dispute settlement process to the public. It may well take
time (see below), because most WTO members (particularly developing
countries) are of the view that this will not ‘‘enrich’’ the process when
submissions are presented.

In determining a time horizon for change in dispute processes, it is
important to consider the different groups that are interested in the out-
come of a dispute and their access to the process under current proce-
dures. At least five groups are involved: the parties to the dispute; the
third parties that have a formal role to play in the dispute (i.e. in accor-
dance with the DSU); the WTO members that are interested in the
outcome of the dispute (perhaps from a systemic perspective); public in-
terest groups; and a group comprising producers in both countries, pro-
ducers in other competing countries and consumers in all countries. This
last group has a very direct interest and is certainly the largest in terms of
numbers. It is clear from the discussions in the review of the DSU that
governments will not permit more rights to be given to non-governmental
organizations and other groups than they themselves have. A practical
reality is that, before the dispute process is made more publicly access-
ible, governments will have to decide on how they themselves are to be
treated in this process.

Fiscal measures and non-discrimination

One area in which governments are understandably keen to maintain
their autonomy is in the imposition of taxes to meet national goals. In
well-functioning market-based economies, prices can register the relative
scarcity of resources and consumer preferences, and thereby allocate re-
sources efficiently. The welfare of society can be undermined, however,
when market prices fail to capture the effects of certain activities and
therefore send misleading signals relating to ‘‘the optimal use of re-
sources’’ and other objectives of the WTO as stated in its Preamble to
the Agreement Establishing the WTO. Resource misallocation under-
mines effective environmental management. Distorted prices can obscure
the abundance of underutilized resources, accelerate the depletion of
exhaustible resources, generate new environmental problems, and con-
tribute to the excessive use of environmentally damaging inputs. The
reasoning follows that, when adverse production and consumption exter-
nalities are adequately integrated into decision-making processes through
the use of fiscal measures, trade and environment objectives can be mu-
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tually supportive. In such instances, a hierarchy of instruments is avail-
able to deal with environmental problems, and trade instruments are
rarely the first-best among them.

Not surprisingly, taxes and charges are increasingly used in the pursuit
of national policy objectives involving the correction of market failures of
importance to sustainable development. Importantly, taxes, subsidies and
other charges will vary across countries and affect the international com-
petitiveness of tradable products, for example. There are good reasons
for this. There may be different physical conditions leading to different
pollution absorption capacities, with costs being internalized differently
in various countries. An important question for present purposes is
whether WTO rules inhibit countries from taxing as they wish and adjust-
ing domestic taxes and other charges in order to maintain international
competitiveness.

Taxes

The purpose of national treatment is to avoid the application and rebate
of internal taxes and regulatory measures to afford protection to domes-
tic production. Toward this end, members of the WTO are obliged to
provide equality of competitive conditions for imported and domestic
products. The intention of national treatment is to ensure that internal
charges and regulations are not employed so as to frustrate the effect of
tariff and other trade-liberalizing concessions.

In the absence of a harmonized taxation system between trading part-
ners, and according to WTO rules, taxes can be adjusted at the border to
preserve the competitive equality between domestic and imported prod-
ucts. Although this appears to be a straightforward exercise, there re-
mains a considerable degree of controversy about which taxes can be
imposed or rebated, and in what circumstances.10

For WTO purposes, there is an important distinction between taxes in
this respect. Indirect taxes are those imposed directly or indirectly on
products (such as sales, excise, turnover, value added, franchise, stamp,
transfer, inventory and equipment taxes). There are also direct taxes im-
posed on the factors of production or inputs to the production process
(such as taxes on wages, profits, interests, rents, royalties and other forms
of income, and taxes on the ownership of real property). According to
WTO practice, indirect taxes are eligible for tax adjustment on imports
and exports, but direct taxes are not. The rationale for different treat-
ment for indirect taxes is based on the premise that indirect taxes are
shifted completely ‘‘forward’’ by the taxpayer, are eventually reflected in
the final price of the product, and directly affect the international com-
petitiveness of the product. In contrast, it is assumed that direct taxes
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are shifted ‘‘backward’’, in the sense that they are borne by the manufac-
turer, may not be reflected in the final price, and may not affect interna-
tional competitiveness.

From a commercial perspective, the rebate of taxes in one country and
not another can have the same effect as a subsidy. As far as border ad-
justment for subsidies is concerned, the WTO Agreement on Subsidies
and Countervailing Measures endorses the distinction between direct
and indirect taxes. The remission of indirect taxes in respect of the pro-
duction of exported products is not considered to be an export subsidy,
provided the amount of taxes remitted does not exceed the amount of
taxes levied in relation to the production of like products sold for domes-
tic consumption. On the other hand, adjustment with respect to the re-
mission of direct taxes related to exports is considered to be an export
subsidy.

Although this provides considerable scope for corrections of market
failure, an additional point is that there are no limitations in this process
regarding the policy objective of the tax or subsidy. For example, in ac-
cordance with the polluter pays principle, a tax on chemicals produced
in a particular country may be designed to tax polluting production activ-
ities in that country. This tax may finance environmental programmes
benefiting only those in the country concerned. It could be argued that
this tax should not be eligible for border tax adjustment (in terms of an
equivalent tax imposed on imported like chemical products) – the logic
being that the importing country should tax only products of domestic
origin that give rise to environmental problems. GATT/WTO jurispru-
dence is such that the tax adjustment rules do not distinguish between
taxes with different policy purposes. Whether a sales tax is levied on a
product for general revenue purposes or to encourage the rational use
of environmental resources is not considered relevant for the determina-
tion of the eligibility of a tax for border tax adjustment.11

The above rules apply to taxes on tradable products. As countries de-
velop their national response strategies to environmental problems, envi-
ronmental taxes that apply directly to production processes are likely to
play an increasingly important role. In fact, recent studies have addressed
national measures such as energy efficiency standards or carbon and
energy taxes applied to products exhausted in the production process.
If taxes such as these are not applied to imports, they provide foreign
competitors with an economic advantage. Carbon and energy taxes
have been introduced in several European countries, and all include
some form of compensatory measures for domestic industries, such as
total exemptions for certain sectors, reduced rates for the most energy-
intensive processes, ceilings for total tax payments, or subsidies for en-
ergy audits. Exemptions and other such features have been introduced
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to accommodate the competitiveness concerns of energy-intensive indus-
tries. The important question from a WTO perspective is whether taxes
on products exhausted in the production process, as well as taxes on the
process that produced them, can be adjusted at the border.

Under existing WTO rules and jurisprudence, it is clear that border
tax adjustment is possible for indirect taxes levied on products. However,
the extent to which indirect taxes on inputs incorporated or exhausted in
the production process of the final product can be adjusted at the border
is open to interpretation.12 Since environmental taxes and charges are at
least as much process oriented as product oriented, the interpretation of
WTO rules will have significant implications for the competitiveness of a
variety of industries.13 What this translates into is that equivalent domes-
tic taxes can be imposed on imported like products – domestic taxes, for
example, on the same imported coal and petroleum. As far as exports are
concerned, taxes could be rebated if they were levied on the product at
the domestic level – for example, domestic taxes on exported coal and
petroleum. This same understanding does not, however, extend to taxes
paid in the process of producing the good; for example, rebating domes-
tic taxes levied on the energy consumed or the carbon emitted in the
production process.14 A domestic tax can be applied legitimately to
imported fuel, but a tax cannot be applied on the energy consumed in
producing a ton of steel.

Subsidies

Subsidies have the potential to contribute positively to the environment
when they capture positive environmental externalities. On the other
hand, they may contribute negatively if they cause environmental stress
by encouraging the overuse of natural resources. Environmentalists have
suggested that multilateral trade rules should incorporate greater flexibil-
ity for providing subsidies to encourage activities that have a beneficial
impact on the environment. On the other hand, special agreements have
been sought to restrict the use of subsidies when they are seen to be
harmful for the environment. The initiative to deal with fisheries sub-
sidies is a useful case study in this respect, and it is discussed in chapter 3.

The Uruguay Round Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing
Measures defines certain kinds of subsidy as prohibited because they are
clearly harmful. Other subsidies are actionable and open to challenge
only if they are believed to cause adverse effects. The logic behind the
WTO treatment of subsidies is that domestic industries should not be
put at an unfair disadvantage by competition from goods that benefit
from government subsidies, and that countervailing measures to offset
those subsidies should not themselves be obstacles to fair trade. Because
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subsidies result from the decisions of governments, the rules not only reg-
ulate the unilateral action (countervailing duties) that may be taken
against subsidized imports, but also establish multilateral disciplines to
control the use of subsidies themselves.

Only subsidies that are ‘‘specific’’, in the sense of being given to partic-
ular enterprises or industries, are subject to the disciplines of the WTO
Agreement. The argument for this distinction is that multilateral rules
are needed to regulate only subsidies that distort trade flows and the
allocation of resources within an economy. All specific subsidies are clas-
sified into one of two categories. Prohibited subsidies are most clearly de-
signed to affect trade, and are most likely to have adverse effects on the
interests of WTO members. They fall into two groups: export subsidies,
which are contingent on export performance; and import substitution
subsidies, which are granted on the condition of the use of domestic
rather than imported goods. The second category comprises actionable
subsidies, which are not prohibited but can be challenged owing to ad-
verse effects on the interests of other members (in the classic GATT
manner of causing ‘‘serious prejudice’’, ‘‘injury’’ or ‘‘nullification and
impairment’’ of benefits). First, a WTO member may impose a counter-
vailing duty if it determines that subsidized imports are causing material
injury to a domestic industry. Alternatively, a member may challenge an
injurious subsidy before a WTO dispute settlement Panel. Second, nulli-
fication or impairment of benefits may arise when improved market
access as a result of another member’s tariff concession is undercut by a
subsidy. Finally, serious prejudice (a wider concept) focuses on situations
where a member’s export interests are affected by subsidization.

During the Uruguay Round, both the positive and the negative con-
tributions that subsidies may make to the environment were considered.
The Subsidies Agreement (Article 8) singles out non-actionable sub-
sidies or ‘‘green’’ subsidies, which could be either non-specific subsidies
or specific subsidies involving assistance to industrial research and pre-
competitive development activity, assistance to disadvantaged regions,
or certain types of assistance for adapting existing facilities to new envi-
ronmental requirements imposed by law and/or regulations. According to
the Agreement, the Subsidies Committee was obliged to review the oper-
ation of this category of subsidies before the end of 1999. However,
members were not able to reach consensus on this matter in the review
process, so the provisions lapsed. At present, all subsidies (subject to the
specific rules on export subsidies and domestic support to agricultural
products) are either prohibited (‘‘red’’) or actionable (‘‘yellow’’).

The Subsidies Agreement does not apply to agricultural subsidies.
These are covered by the Agreement on Agriculture. Making such sub-
sidies non-actionable enabled members to capture positive environmen-
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tal externalities when they arise. A number of authors have argued that
there should be a reintroduction of such subsidies designed to meet social
and environmental objectives. The Agreement on Agriculture seeks to
reform trade in agricultural products and provides the basis for market-
oriented policies. In its Preamble, the Agreement reiterates the com-
mitment of members to reform agriculture in a manner that protects the
environment. Under the Agreement, domestic support measures with
minimal impact on trade (so-called ‘‘green box’’ policies) are excluded
from reduction commitments. These include expenditures under environ-
mental programmes, provided that they meet certain conditions.

Regulatory intentions

An important question for regulators is how their flexibility to regulate
imported and domestic like products is restricted by WTO rules. If there
is a traditional or conventional means of establishing ‘‘likeness’’ in the
WTO, it is with reference to the Report of the Working Party on Border
Tax Adjustments.15 Four general criteria were developed in determining
likeness. According to the Appellate Body, these four criteria translate
into four characteristics that products should share to be ‘‘like’’: their
physical properties; the extent to which they serve the same end-uses;
the extent to which consumers perceive them as alternative means of sat-
isfying a particular want or demand; and the international classification of
the products for tariff purposes.

From an economic perspective, it would seem reasonable that like
products should share essentially the same physical characteristics and a
commonality of end-uses, as well as compete in the marketplace. If prod-
ucts did not compete, there would be thin grounds on which to claim that
a product was discriminated against. However, the important question is
whether competing in the marketplace is both a necessary and sufficient
condition for establishing likeness. According to the Appellate Body,
a great degree of discretion is involved in the interpretation of ‘‘like
product’’ – the concept of ‘‘likeness’’ is a relative one that evokes the
image of an accordion: ‘‘The accordion of likeness stretches and squeezes
in different places as different provisions of the WTO Agreement are
applied. The width of the accordion in any one of those places must be
determined by the particular provision in which the term like is encoun-
tered, as well as by the context and the circumstances that prevail in any
given case to which that provision may apply.’’16

Donald Regan has provided a useful example of the likeness between
milk contained in biodegradable cardboard cartons and milk contained
in non-returnable plastic containers.17 The milk has the same physical
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characteristics and commonality of end-uses and competes in the market-
place. Thus, the product meets the conventional criteria of likeness. But
these products may well be regulated for sale in very different ways.
If environmental legislation favours all milk sold in biodegradable car-
tons, the regulation is origin neutral. But what if it is only milk in plastic
containers that is imported? Are burdensome regulations relating to
imported milk in plastic containers considered to be illegal within the
context of national treatment?

Bob Hudec draws on past case history in the GATT and WTO to de-
velop the elements of an aims and effects test.18 His starting point is that,
in accordance with national treatment, internal tax and non-tax regula-
tions ‘‘should not be applied . . . so as to afford protection to domestic
production’’.19 Thus, the legitimacy of internal taxes and regulations
should be determined primarily on the basis of their purpose (aims) and
the implications for the marketplace (effects). The important question
becomes whether domestic regulations have a bona fide regulatory pur-
pose, and whether their effect on the conditions of competition is to
create a protective advantage in favour of domestic products.

Hudec sees two advantages of this approach over the traditional ‘‘like
product’’ test based on competitiveness. First, the aim and effects
approach consigns the metaphysics of ‘‘likeness’’ to a lesser role in the
analysis, and instead makes the question of violation depend primarily
on the two most important issues that separate bona fide regulation
from trade protection: the trade effects of the measure, and the bona
fides of the alleged regulatory purpose behind it. Second, by making it
possible for the issue of regulatory justification to be considered at the
same time that the issue of violation itself is being determined, the aim
and effects approach avoids the premature dismissal of valid complaints
on grounds of un-likeness alone.20

If the aim of a regulation was deemed to be a sufficient criterion
for discriminating between products, there would be a degree of automa-
ticity in the application of national treatment. This follows from the logic
that, if the aim of a regulation is not to protect a domestic producer, then
presumably it serves a useful purpose from the point of view of the gov-
ernment imposing the regulation; it is therefore a bona fide regulation.
Thus, the intention of a measure can be established by looking at its pro-
tective intentions, but also in terms of a sovereign government claiming
that the intentions behind the regulation are legitimate. The determina-
tion of protective intent requires investigating the other side of the coin
by determining legitimacy. This has the potential to place the WTO judi-
cial system in a difficult situation.

Resort to the aims and effects test raises at least one other important
consideration. Does it render the exceptions option under Article XX
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redundant? That is, if Panels and the Appellate Body were required to
consider the regulatory purpose of a measure (its aim) when deciding
the issue of violation under Article III, all of the regulatory justifications
provided in Article XX would already have been considered and dis-
posed of in the first-stage determination of violation. There would be no
reason to conduct the same inquiry again under Article XX.

Hudec argues that these issues ‘‘go to the very core of the WTO’s po-
licing function over domestic regulatory policy – in some respects the most
important element of its legal character’’.21 They are clearly of crucial
importance for sustainable development. With his typical wisdom and
pragmatism, Hudec is quick to rationalize the situation. In his view, it
may be the very sensitivity of this area that explains the choices made
by the Appellate Body thus far. The policing activity of the WTO in-
trudes upon domestic regulatory sovereignty and leaves the WTO legal
institutions exposed to damaging criticism from national governments.
Recognizing this very exposed position, the Appellate Body may well
have concluded that the safest refuge from political criticism was to stay
as close as possible to the shelter of the legal texts accepted by govern-
ments. In other words, in order to prosper in the long run, it is necessary
first to survive the short run.

If products are like – and not differentiated on the basis of the aims of
the regulation – and one product is discriminated against vis-à-vis an-
other, then resort to the GATT Article XX exceptions is available. This
is a tougher course of action for several reasons. Under Article XX, while
accepting the legitimacy of the policy objective, what is required is proof
that the regulation is both necessary and related to the environmental or
other national objective. Both these terms are open to interpretation on a
case-by-case basis. Should likeness of product be determined on the basis
of regulatory intent in the context of national treatment, or as an excep-
tion under Article XX? The answer to this question is crucial in terms of
determining the role of the WTO in restraining national policy options
in the area of sustainable development. A WTO dispute settlement case
relating to the import of asbestos is exemplary in demonstrating the prag-
matism and ingenuity of the Appellate Body.

Asbestos is a product that is potentially hazardous to health; it is a
highly toxic material, exposure to which poses significant threats to
human health.22 However, owing to its resistance to high temperatures
and chemical attack, it is widely used in industrial and other commercial
applications. The French government, which had previously imported
large amounts of asbestos, adopted a Decree that provided for an
origin-neutral ban on asbestos fibres and products containing asbestos
fibres. Canada, the largest exporter of asbestos in the world, brought the
dispute to the WTO, arguing that its asbestos products were discrimi-
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nated against: they were like products when compared with those used as
substitutes in France. The Canadian view was that the French prohibition
resulted in less favourable treatment for Canada’s like (asbestos) prod-
ucts and that national treatment was therefore violated.

What was never in doubt in this case was that the asbestos fibres in
question constituted a risk to human health. Their carcinogenic nature
has been acknowledged since 1977 by international bodies such as the
International Agency for Research on Cancer and the World Health
Organization.23 Accordingly, France’s health policies were never in ques-
tion. The argument advanced by Canada in this respect was that, al-
though it recognized the health risk associated with the use of asbestos,
controlled usage could avoid health-related risks and, if this course of
action were followed, their exported goods were like French substitutes.
There was thus de facto discrimination against a like product.

The first question addressed by the Panel was whether asbestos fibres
and products were like the substitute. The second step was to establish
whether, if the two products are like, the measure does accord like im-
ported products less favourable treatment than it accords like domestic
products. As noted, the term ‘‘less favourable treatment’’ expresses the
general principle, in Article III:1 of the GATT-1994, that internal regula-
tions ‘‘should not be applied . . . so as to afford protection to domestic
production’’. If there is ‘‘less favourable treatment’’ of the group of like
imported products, there is ‘‘protection’’ for the group of like domestic
products.

The Panel concluded that a risk criterion should not be taken into ac-
count when examining the properties, nature and quality of the product,
or when examining other criteria of likeness. The Panel found that the
health, safety or other concerns that led regulators to apply different
treatment to products may be taken into account in the analysis only
under Article XX, not in the analysis under Article III:4 of the GATT-
1994. The European Communities argued that this misconstrues the rela-
tionship between Articles III:4 and XX of the GATT-1994, requires the
likeness of two products to be determined solely on the basis of com-
mercial factors, and entails a serious curtailment of national regulatory
autonomy. The argument was that, if non-commercial aspects may be
considered only under Article XX, then the list of policy purposes pro-
vided for under Article XX is unduly limited and places a serious con-
straint on national autonomy.

The Panel said that, with respect to the relationship between national
treatment and the Exceptions provision, introducing a health criterion
into the analysis of ‘‘likeness’’ would nullify the effect of Article XX(b).
This would lead to unpredictability as regards the scope of national
treatment and would imply that likeness of products requires complex
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scientific analysis (under Article III) for which Panels have no special
expertise. Since Article XX was specially designed to balance the interest
of promoting international trade against legitimate societal interests, Ar-
ticle XX was a more appropriate framework than Article III for taking
account of these types of consideration.

Would the failure to consider the health factors constitute a cur-
tailment of national regulatory autonomy in the context of national treat-
ment? It has been argued that it would. The reasoning is that the list
of policy measures provided for in Article XX is finite and limited. In
fact, only 10 policy goals are listed in Article XX as justifying measures
that deviate from other provisions of the WTO. The argument is that
there are far more policy goals that should provide a justification for
non-conforming WTO measures than those listed in Article XX.24

The reasoning of the Panel was that the object and purpose of Article
III is to provide equality of competitive conditions for imported and do-
mestic products, and the four traditional criteria of ‘‘likeness’’ all relate
to the state of commercial competition between products. The Panel was
of the view that the ‘‘dangerousness’’ of products is unrelated to commer-
cial competition and ‘‘dangerousness’’ is not a factor to be considered in
determining ‘‘likeness’’. This then leaves the ‘‘aims and effects’’ approach
out in the cold.

The Appellate Body was of the view that the health risks associated
with a product may be pertinent in an examination of likeness. Its
approach, however, was quite ingenious. It considered that the health
risks associated with asbestos could be evaluated under the competitive-
ness criteria of physical properties, consumer tastes and habits. More spe-
cifically, it considered that asbestos is a product that competes in the
marketplace with its substitutes but, because of the health risk involved,
it is implausible that it would really compete. For the Appellate Body,
the products were not like products; because of health considerations,
they would not compete in the market. The competitiveness criteria
were maintained, as was attaching importance to the aim of the
regulation.

Evaluating evidence relating to the health risks arising from the physi-
cal properties of a product does not prevent a measure that is incon-
sistent with Article III:4 from being justified under Article XX(b). The
Appellate Body noted, in this regard, that different inquiries occur under
these two very different Articles. Under Article III:4, evidence relating to
health risks may be relevant in assessing the competitive relationship in
the marketplace between allegedly like products. The same, or similar,
evidence serves a different purpose under Article XX(b); namely, that
of assessing whether a member has a sufficient basis for adopting or en-
forcing a WTO-inconsistent measure on the grounds of human health.
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Under the Exceptions Article, the issue is whether the import restrictions
imposed by France could be considered to be ‘‘necessary’’ in terms of
Article XX(b). The traditional approach in terms of GATT and WTO
jurisprudence is to treat a measure as necessary only if no alternative
measure less inconsistent with the GATT could reasonably be employed
to achieve the policy objectives.

Whether a more consistent measure is reasonably available is not a
decision that rests on hard evidence. According to the Appellate Body,
it requires a ‘‘weighing and balancing process . . . [C]omprehended in the
determination of whether a WTO-consistent alternative measure’’ is
reasonably available is the extent to which the alternative measure ‘‘con-
tributes to the realization of the end pursued’’.25 In this respect, the Ap-
pellate Body made clear how flexible it is likely to be in this weighing and
balancing process: ‘‘[t]he more vital or important [the] common interests
or values’’ pursued, the easier it would be to accept as ‘‘necessary’’ mea-
sures designed to achieve those ends.26

In the EC-Asbestos case, the objective pursued with the measure in
question was the preservation of human life and health through the elim-
ination, or reduction, of the well-known and life-threatening health risks
posed by asbestos fibres. For the Appellate Body, this value is both ‘‘vital
and important in the highest degree’’. The remaining question, then, is
whether there is an alternative measure that would achieve the same
end and that is less restrictive of trade than a prohibition. This then begs
the question of whose responsibility it is to decide whether the objective
pursued is vital and important, and whether there is a need to resort to
an alternative measure. Because it is the Appellate Body that ascribes
the degree of importance in terms of what is ‘‘vital and important’’, it
has carved out for itself a mammoth task in considering regulatory ob-
jectives across approximately 150 countries with very different levels of
economic development, social norms and priorities with respect to the
environment and public health, and perceptions of what is vital and
important.

Extraterritoriality and coercion

The situation might well arise where a government wishes to differentiate
between imports of identical products according to their source because
of the manner in which one of them was produced in the country of
export. This is origin-specific discrimination. It could be achieved, for ex-
ample, through a licensing process resulting in the quantitative limitation
of the imports produced by a production process in an exporting country.
Perhaps this process was considered unacceptable to the importing coun-
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try because it emitted large amounts of greenhouse gases. In terms of
the objectives of many groups – such as environmental or human rights
activists – an appropriate justification for imposing a quantitative restric-
tion on an imported good is to prohibit the import of a product pro-
duced in an environmentally unacceptable manner or without respect
for core labour standards. To consume such a product is anathema to
such groups.

The issues surrounding these matters arouse strong emotions. Should
imported eggs be banned if they were laid by hens kept in battery cages
rather than by free-ranging hens? Are these eggs like products? What
about imported fur products, banned because wild animals are caught
in steel-jawed leg traps? And how about food products derived from
genetically modified organisms, which are banned even when they are
indistinguishable from non-modified products? Should imported carpets
be banned if made by children under the age of 12? Should the ban-
ning of shrimp caught in a manner that harms endangered turtles be
acceptable?

The imposition of quantitative restrictions on either imports or exports
is a violation of the general prohibition on quantitative restrictions pro-
vided for under Article XI of the GATT-1994. To the extent that a dis-
criminatory measure targets one or more countries, it violates the MFN
obligation. An important issue immediately presents itself. Governments
are free to regulate products and processes within their own borders and
to regulate imports if they are damaging to their own public health or en-
vironment. But what about environmental damage outside the country
imposing the quantitative restriction? Is this legal under GATT/WTO
law, and, if an exception is sought, what would be the ruling?

Whether such action is justifiable is a matter for interpretation by
Panels and the Appellate Body. Much to the disapproval of public inter-
est groups, the traditional interpretation has been that trade measures
relating to environmental and other standards should be taken only with
respect to the fauna and flora and natural resources within the country
taking the action. The implications are clear. Countries are free to adopt
whatever regulations they wish within their own borders to reflect stan-
dards related to sustainable development, but they cannot restrict trade
on the grounds that countries that are the source of the imports do not
apply the same standards domestically.

The experiences of Panels and the Appellate Body in both the GATT
and the WTO throw useful light on the issues involved and the degree of
discretion available in the interpretation of such rules. In the following, I
concentrate on two environment cases at the GATT and WTO. As both
are well documented, only those aspects that are relevant for present
purposes will be explored.
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The Tuna-Dolphin case

The Tuna-Dolphin case is far from recent.27 Although the report was
never adopted, it was a landmark case and provides a useful indication
of the thinking of trade officials at the time (see chapter 2). Comparing
the logic of the case with the Shrimp-Turtle case a decade later (see be-
low) provides useful insights into the evolution of the WTO dispute set-
tlement process with regard to matters of critical importance for sustain-
able development.

The very brief facts of this case are that the United States claimed that
the Mexican tuna caught using purse seine-nets resulted in the incidental
kill of dolphins. Mexico appealed on the grounds that the embargo ap-
plied by the United States on tuna imported from Mexico was a violation
of the prohibition on quantitative restrictions. The Panel ruled in favour
of Mexico on the basis of two points of importance for present purposes.
Mexico argued that domestic products were ‘‘like products’’ with respect
to imported tuna products, because the process of production (in the cap-
ture) was not apparent in the final product (i.e. the tuna). Thus, the US
regulation was inconsistent with the ‘‘like product’’ interpretation in
the GATT. Second, a measure regulating a product could not legally
discriminate between domestic and imported products solely on the basis
of the production process outside the borders of the country taking the
action.

The United States argued that tuna caught according to the two differ-
ent methods were not like products because of the distinction between
regulations affecting the production of the product in the United States.
The production method was considered unlawful by US law, therefore
the sale of the product was unlawful. The United States also noted that
US regulations relating to the catch of tuna were clearly related to the
process and not to the product. The comparison made under the US
regulations was whether the production methods of another harvesting
nation were comparable to those of the United States.

The Panel argued that, under GATT rules, the United States was
obliged to provide Mexican tuna (as a product) with treatment no less
favourable than that accorded to US tuna (also as a product), regardless
of how the tuna itself was harvested. The tuna caught by Mexican fisher-
men was the same product (tuna) but caught by another means. The
Panel also observed that, although GATT members could adopt GATT-
inconsistent measures for the protection of the environment or the con-
servation of exhaustible natural resources, it was not clearly spelled out
in the Agreement whether the resources being protected could fall out-
side the jurisdiction of the party adopting the environmental controls.
To address this issue, the Panel inspected the drafting history of Article
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XX, and came to the conclusion that the drafters intended it to be ap-
plied only to the jurisdiction of the country taking the action.

Although the report of the Panel was not adopted by GATT member
countries, its ruling was a red flag to environmental groups, which saw
trade rules as an obstacle to environmental protection. As a result, there
was a call for the WTO to modify its interpretation of like products, to
provide a justification for discriminatory action according to production
methods, and to modify its interpretation of extraterritoriality under the
Exceptions provision.

The Shrimp-Turtle case

The Shrimp-Turtle case was the first environment case dealt with by a
WTO Panel and Appellate Body.28 The brief facts are that India, Malay-
sia, Pakistan and Thailand brought a joint complaint against a ban im-
posed by the United States on the importation of shrimp. Under US
legislation, wild-caught shrimp could not be imported into the United
States if they did not meet US standards regarding the protection of sea
turtles. Because of the guidelines of the regulation, this meant that the
United States required shrimp trawlers in the exporting countries to in-
stall a ‘‘turtle excluder device’’ in their nets when fishing in areas where
there existed a significant likelihood of encountering sea turtles: coun-
tries wishing to export their shrimp products to the United States had to
impose the same requirement on their fishermen.

The United States claimed that its measures were justified under
Article XX(b) and (g) and that these provisions did not contain any juris-
dictional limitations in terms of the location of the resources to be con-
served. The complainants argued, to the contrary, that Article XX(b)
and (g) could not be invoked to justify a measure applying to animals
outside the jurisdiction of the member enacting the measure. This then
was a quite different approach from that of the Tuna-Dolphin cases. The
issue was not one of like products and regulatory intent, and therefore of
product- and non-product-related production processes. The issue was
whether the application of trade restrictions to meet environmental ob-
jectives outside the jurisdiction of the country imposing the sanctions
could be justified under the Exceptions provisions of the GATT-1994.

Shrimp-Turtle and sustainable development

The Shrimp-Turtle case is instructive when looking at the role of the
WTO in sustainable development for a number of reasons. The most
important reason is that it is the only case brought to the WTO where
specific mention is made by a Panel or the Appellate Body of sustainable
development. Further, the Appellate Body ruling is particularly interest-
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ing when seen in the context of the 1992 United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development and the Rio Principles. According to
Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration, ‘‘Unilateral actions to deal with envi-
ronmental challenges outside the jurisdiction of the importing state
should be avoided. Environmental measures addressing trans-boundary
or global environmental problems should, as far as possible, be based on
an international consensus.’’29 Philippe Sands has usefully pointed out
that this text does not endorse a blanket prohibition on unilateral actions
that address environmental challenges outside the jurisdiction of the state
taking the trade measures: the requirement that such actions ‘‘should be
avoided’’ is different from actions ‘‘shall be prohibited’’. Also, such ac-
tions ‘‘should, as far as possible, be based on international consensus’’.
Thus, an international consensus is desirable but not a prerequisite.
Sands notes that Principle 15 points ‘‘to the permissibility of unilateral
measures that address environmental challenges outside the jurisdiction
of the state taking the measure – including but not limited to trade
measures – where a consensus amongst interested states has been sought
but not necessarily achieved’’.30 To what extent is the Appellate Body
ruling an implementation of the principles contained in Principle 15 of
the Rio Declaration?

A further matter of importance for the WTO – sustainable develop-
ment link is that the WTO legal process was ruling on a matter that is so
clearly on the sustainable development agenda – namely, the conserva-
tion of endangered species. This should remove any doubt that sus-
tainable development is clearly on the WTO agenda. In doing so, the
Appellate Body decision made clear the importance for the WTO of the
lack of effective environment agreements in some areas. Although an
agreement existed for trade in endangered species, it did not address the
situation where trade is restricted in order to conserve an endangered
species.

Another important consideration in this respect is the number of cross-
references in the Appellate Body report to other international agree-
ments. The largely uncharted waters of the relationship between ‘‘soft’’
environmental law and ‘‘hard’’ WTO law were an important element in
the overall decision. In an earlier case (EC-Hormones), and with respect
to the Precautionary Principle, for example, the Appellate Body noted
that ‘‘[t]he status of the precautionary principle in international law con-
tinues to be the subject of debate among academics, law practitioners,
regulators and judges. . . . We consider, however, that it is unnecessary,
and probably imprudent, for the Appellate Body in this appeal to take a
position on this important, but abstract, question.’’31 The Precautionary
Principle had not yet ‘‘crystallized’’ to become a general principle of
law. Finally, the controversy of how far the authority of the WTO legal
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process should extend in taking decisions that are of critical impor-
tance from a policy perspective – that is, without negotiation between
governments – is clearly apparent in the proceedings of this case. The
process and outcome are in stark contrast to the manner in which the
link between fish stocks – also a depletable natural resource – and fish-
eries subsidies is being negotiated between governments. In common
with the negotiation of fisheries subsidies in the Special Session of the
Rules Committee (see chapter 3), the question must inevitably be posed
of whether the WTO legal processes are best suited to deal with these
matters.

Threat to the trading system

The Panel concluded that the US ban could not be justified under Article
XX, because allowing such a ban would undermine members’ autonomy
to determine their own policies and thus would provide a threat to the
multilateral trading system. This is an interesting concept introduced by
the Panel and not found in any WTO legal texts. Because of this threat,
the Panel did not find it necessary to examine whether the US measure
was covered by paragraphs (b) and (g) of Article XX. The logic of the
Panel was that the object and purpose of the WTO Agreements did not
encompass measures where a member conditioned access to its market
on the adoption of conservation policies by the exporting member. For
the Panel, what was at stake was not the urgency of protecting sea turtles,
because all the parties agreed that sea turtles needed to be protected.
What was important was that the measure in question was unilateral in
nature, and there was no existing MEA to deal with the situation.32 On
these grounds it could not be considered a legitimate exception from
WTO obligations.

The Appellate Body ruled against the Panel, and noted that, although
maintaining the multilateral trading system is a pervasive premise under-
lying the WTO Agreements, it is neither a right nor an obligation, nor is
it an interpretative rule that can be employed in the appraisal of a mea-
sure to protect the environment. Instead of looking into the object and
purpose of just the chapeau of Article XX, the Panel had looked into
the object and purpose of the whole of the GATT-1994 and the WTO
Agreements, and thereby interpreted the object and purpose of the
Head Note in an overly broad manner. Thus, ‘‘[t]he task of interpreting
and applying the chapeau is . . . essentially the delicate one of locating
and marking out a line of equilibrium between the right of a Member to
invoke an exception under Article XX and the rights of the other Mem-
bers under varying substantive provisions (e.g. Article XI) of the GATT
1994 . . . The location of the line of equilibrium, as expressed in the cha-
peau, is not fixed and unchanging; the line moves as the kind and the
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shape of the measures at stake vary and as the facts making up specific
cases differ.’’33 Clearly, there is considerable discretion for the Appellate
Body in determining the moving line of equilibrium, and according to
which circumstances.

The view of the Appellate Body was not received well in the Dispute
Settlement Body. A number of interventions argued that, indeed, ‘‘main-
taining, rather than undermining, the multilateral trading system is neces-
sarily a fundamental and pervasive premise underlying the WTO Agree-
ment’’. Thailand reasoned that it had brought the Shrimp-Turtle dispute
to the WTO ‘‘not so much for its economic interest, but as a matter which
involved a fundamental principle of the multilateral trading system . . .
[T]he application of unilateral and extraterritorial measures was unac-
ceptable and incompatible with the multilateral trading system . . . [A]
delicate balance of rights and obligations among Members, could be
undermined and weakened by such measures. Under the multilateral
trading system, no country could impose unilaterally its trade policies on
other trading partners through a restrictive embargo.’’34 For countries
such as this, the case was indeed about maintaining, rather than under-
mining, the multilateral trading system.

Exhaustible natural resources

The Appellate Body was required to determine if the import restriction
by the United States was a measure to conserve an exhaustible natural
resource, thereby qualifying for consideration under the Exceptions
Article. For the Appellate Body, the issue was whether a living creature
should be considered to be an exhaustible natural resource. This in-
terpretation is of importance for future environment-related disputes;
could sanctions be applied to the exports of countries emitting excessive
greenhouse gases since cool air is an exhaustible natural resource?35 An-
swering this question also has important territorial implications. One
country’s greenhouse gas emissions might well cause sea levels to rise
and flood another country.

The Appellate Body ruled that the sea turtles constituted an exhaust-
ible natural resource and that the US measure qualified for provisional
justification under Article XX(g). In reaching this conclusion, ‘‘soft’’ law
was important. The Appellate Body acknowledged the importance as-
signed by the international community to bilateral or multilateral action
to protect living natural resources. Importantly, it drew attention to the
explicit recognition by WTO members of the objective of sustainable de-
velopment in the Preamble of the WTO Agreement. Its conclusion was
that it is too late in the day to suppose that Article XX(g) of the GATT-
1994 may be read as referring only to the conservation of exhaustible
mineral or other non-living natural resources. The Appellate Body re-
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ferred to a number of related international treaties (see chapter 6) and
held that, in line with the principle of effectiveness in treaty interpreta-
tion, measures to conserve exhaustible natural resources, whether living
or non-living, fall within Article XX(g).

The Head Note

The Appellate Body did not rule directly against the United States on the
grounds of extraterritoriality, but rather ruled that the measure was
applied in a manner that amounted to unjustifiable and arbitrary discrim-
ination between countries where the same conditions prevailed. Never-
theless, it did rule that justification existed for a measure to be taken to
conserve exhaustible resources beyond the jurisdiction of the importing
country. The error by the United States in this respect was the failure to
attempt to negotiate an agreement to deal with the problem.

Although non-product-related processes and extraterritoriality were
not directly addressed, the ruling is significant in this respect. Such cases
do not, in principle, create rigid precedents, but there can be little doubt
they do set the pattern for future rulings. The Appellate Body has on oc-
casion scolded Panels that have not ruled in the light of earlier Appellate
Body reports. In this instance, it would appear that the manner in which
the shrimp were harvested was a crucial element in the conditional accep-
tance by the Appellate Body of trade restrictions designed to change a
policy beyond a member’s own territory. However, views among WTO
members differ with respect to the interpretation of the ruling as well as
to the role of the Appellate Body when ruling on such matters (see
below).

The view of governments

As far as the United States was concerned, it is ‘‘of considerable sig-
nificance that the Appellate Body had not accepted the complainants’
argument that some sort of jurisdictional limitations would prevent
the use of Article XX(g) with respect to the measures in question’’.36
Thailand, the other complainants and other countries took a very dif-
ferent view. They charged that the ruling was on a ‘‘fundamental and
impermissible alteration of the present balance of the rights and obliga-
tions of Members under the WTO Agreement. . . . The right to discrimi-
nate based on like products had not been negotiated in the Uruguay
Round. The Appellate Body, upon its own will, had altered the balance
of rights and obligations under the WTO Agreement.’’37 In the view of
India, if ‘‘the present decision of the Appellate Body were deemed appli-
cable to all future measures, then the door would open to unilateral mea-
sures aimed at discrimination based on non-product related production
methods’’.38
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In the view of the Appellate Body, however, ‘‘[p]erhaps the most con-
spicuous flaw in this measure’s application related to its intended and
actual coercive effect on the specific policy decisions made by foreign
governments, Members of the WTO’’.39 It considered that ‘‘it is not ac-
ceptable, in international trade relations, for one WTO Member to use
an economic embargo to require other Members to adopt essentially the
same comprehensive regulatory program, to achieve a certain policy
goal, as that in force within that Member’s territory, without taking into
consideration different conditions which may occur in the territories of
those other Members’’.40 The flaw was in requiring the same conserva-
tion strategy in the exporting country as was required in the importing
country. The flaw was not the requirement to adopt equivalent measures
in terms of their effect on the conservation of turtles in areas outside the
jurisdiction of the importing country. This distinction is critical.

The United States revised its guidelines and argued that it had re-
sponded to the requirement to attempt to negotiate an agreement on
further conservation to be in conformity with the ruling of the Appellate
Body.41 There was, however, a further challenge because Malaysia
claimed that the United States should have negotiated and concluded an
international agreement on the protection and conservation of sea turtles
before imposing an import prohibition. The Appellate Body rejected
Malaysia’s contention that avoiding ‘‘arbitrary and unjustifiable discrimi-
nation’’ under the chapeau of Article XX required not only negotiation
but also the conclusion of an international agreement on the protection
and conservation of sea turtles.

Implications

In the Shrimp-Turtle case, the Appellate Body did not interpret the
meaning of extraterritoriality, like products, or product- and non-
product-related production processes. Nevertheless, these issues were at
the heart of the ruling. There is no doubt that the manner in which the
shrimp were harvested was critical in the ruling, as was the fact that the
Appellate Body ruled even though the turtles were living in waters out-
side the jurisdiction of the United States. Has something changed?

It may be that the case is an important precedent, but the circum-
stances are almost unique. According to Philippe Sands, the circum-
stances were very special. In particular, the necessary conditions were
that the state taking the measure must have a legitimate interest in the
resource it is seeking to protect (i.e. the resource might be migratory
and therefore a shared resource); the resource concerned must be the
subject of international measures to protect it from endangerment; and
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the state taking the measure must have exhausted prior diplomatic efforts
to enter into an agreement with the state that is the subject of the mea-
sures.42 In Sands’ view, the Appellate Body had (successfully) identified
values that were recognized by the international community: that a
resource is shared (community value), that protective measures are
required because the conservation of the species is recognized as a desir-
able objective (conservation value), and that a consensual approach is
desirable (consensus/cooperation value). The last of the values was not
in place and there was therefore a need to cooperate to create an inter-
governmental agreement.

This commentary is much along the lines of what Hudec has less
formally described as a ‘‘seat-of-the-pants judgment’’ by the Appellate
Body. He observes that, in circumstances where discretion is required in
interpreting unclear text, most tribunals decide the case as best they can
by making a ‘‘seat-of-the-pants judgment’’ about whether the defendant
government is behaving correctly. Once the tribunal comes to a conclu-
sion about who should win, it fashions an analysis – in terms of the crite-
ria it has been asked to apply – that makes the case come out that way.
So long as the tribunal gets it right most of the time – that is, decides its
cases according to the larger community’s perception of right and wrong
behaviour – the decisions tend to be accepted. Hudec speculates that,
in future cases, GATT/WTO tribunals are likely to adopt the ‘‘aim and
effects’’ approach. Indeed, it is his guess that most previous like product
decisions by GATT Panels have been based, consciously or uncon-
sciously, on an intuitive application of the same criteria. In this, Hudec
contends, Panels applying the traditional ‘‘like product’’ test were al-
ready being guided by seat-of-the-pants application of the aim and effects
approach.43

The Shrimp-Turtle ruling may sound like a rather successful experi-
ence, but there are a couple of caveats. The decision was not well re-
ceived in the Dispute Settlement Body. Two points are important here.
First, as already noted, it requires only one WTO member to vote for
the report of the Appellate Body or of the Panel for it to be adopted.
Second, adopting such a report is an all or nothing affair. A winning party
may officially voice and record its dissatisfaction in the adoption process,
but it is unlikely to reject the report in its entirety if there are aspects that
it disagrees with that are subsidiary to the main finding. John Jackson
notes another caveat. While applauding the Shrimp-Turtle decision, he
advances the slippery slope argument, first by summarizing in his own
words the last paragraph of the Tuna-Dolphin case: ‘‘We recognise that
there is a problem about how the environment and the process question
relate and how process characteristics should be applied in this context.
We don’t think it’s appropriate for us in our role as a panel or judicial
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tribunal to solve that. This really should be solved by negotiators in a
variety of formats.’’44

This sentiment is reflected in the comments of a number of WTO mem-
bers which have argued that the Appellate Body extended its authority
beyond that granted to it under the WTO Agreement. The DSU limited
the jurisdiction of the Appellate Body to issues of law covered in Panel
reports and to legal interpretations developed by Panels. It prohibited
the Appellate Body from adding to, or diminishing, the rights and obliga-
tions provided for in the covered Agreements. A number of countries
have argued – in a disapproving manner – that there has been an ‘‘evolu-
tionary’’ interpretative approach adopted by the Appellate Body, which
had given a new interpretation to certain DSU provisions and over-
stepped the bounds of its authority by undermining the balance of rights
and obligations of members.45 The question is what to do about it.

One approach is to maintain the status quo. This line of reasoning is
that, although some interpretations may be controversial, in broad mea-
sure the system is working well. This is particularly so if consideration is
given to the fact that the WTO Agreements deal with vast amounts of
commercial activity that is both diverse and conducted between countries
at very different levels of development and with different backgrounds.
Further, legal precedents do not exist for many of the rules and con-
cepts in the WTO Agreements and, since they contain a large amount
of ‘‘constructive ambiguity’’, someone, at some stage, has to make a
decision. Controversy over interpretation is therefore to be expected.
Although ascertaining the regulator’s purpose is not always an easy task,
those supporting the status quo note that, in their view, Panel members
and, even more, Appellate Body members are actually likely to be just
the right sort of people to review determinations concerning ‘‘purpose’’.
They are not infallible, but they are people of wide ‘‘political’’ experi-
ence, and many cases can be resolved by a commonsense appreciation
of the content and context of the regulation.46

At the other end of the spectrum is the possibility that the legal inter-
pretations are quite out of line with the majority view in the WTO, an
organization where consensus rules the day. Here the thought is that, al-
though survival may appear to be an achievement, it is made possible
only by the reverse consensus rule. In this respect, it is argued that it is
instructive to read the summary records of the Dispute Settlement Body
in conjunction with the Panel and Appellate Body reports at the time of
their adoption. This is the litmus test of the sentiment of members. The
harsh reality is that members have spoken with considerable annoyance
on a number of occasions when reports have been adopted. In the
Shrimp-Turtle case, examples are provided in the way in which the
receipt of amicus briefs was handled and the de facto acceptance of uni-
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lateral measures that are not arbitrary and discriminatory. But, then
again, it may be that the comments made by dissatisfied members in the
Dispute Settlement Body are ‘‘huffing and puffing’’ for the benefit of
sectors of the home community that would have liked to see some aspects
of the discussion pan out differently. Maybe the process and rulings are
acceptable after all.

The key question from a policy perspective is whether governments
wish to continue with the current approach. In that context, the negoti-
ated and transparent outcome in dealing with fisheries subsidies is inter-
esting (see chapter 3). In this instance, there was complete transparency,
with all country positions on the table for public interest groups to see
(and lobby outside the WTO). The situation was similar in the treatment
of access to affordable medicines and the negotiated outcome in terms of
reaching a consensus on how to proceed. This too could be compared to
a hypothetical challenge in the dispute settlement process. The bigger
question is what should be settled through legal interpretation, what
should be negotiated, where the dividing line is, and who draws it. For
some the WTO legal processes have clearly overstepped the mark.47

According to Hudec, the eventual political acceptability of the WTO’s
policing function over domestic regulatory measures will continue to
depend, as in the past, not on the persuasiveness of the legal standards
being applied but on the ability of WTO tribunals to find the right
answers in these cases; in other words, their ability to know when to pro-
hibit those regulatory measures viewed as illegitimate by the larger com-
munity, and when to let pass those measures that the community views as
bona fide regulation. If the answers are largely right, the ‘‘occasional
absurdity’’ of the legal rationale will probably not matter.

What is also important in this respect is the role of ‘‘soft’’ law in Appel-
late Body rulings. Sands says that, in giving effect to the Appellate Body
approach, it is necessary to identify international values, such as commu-
nity, conservation and consensus. The Appellate Body drew on a collec-
tion of international instruments, some of which are intended to have
legal effects, others of which are not.48 The approach gives considerable
width to ‘‘soft’’ law, and its use requires a reconsideration of the tradi-
tional sources of international law. The approach is sensitive because it
necessarily interjects a subjective element, in terms of the process both
of determining which instruments or acts may be relevant, and then of
determining what weight, if any, to give to them. It also raises the ques-
tion of the relationship between soft and hard law. The subjectivity of the
approach does not necessarily de-legitimize the function, so long as one is
clear about what is actually happening. In this regard, the background
and representativeness of the members of the adjudicating body become
a key element in determining the legitimacy of the approach, and the
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process of identifying the individual members of the adjudicating body
becomes especially significant.

Conclusions

The president of WWF International has observed that the Shrimp-Turtle
dispute illustrates that formal WTO dispute settlement, because of its
adversarial nature, may not be the best means to resolve disputes of this
kind. He suggested that WTO members should explore the establishment
of multi-stakeholder consultative processes in which relevant facts could
be put on the table by all interested parties from governments, non-
governmental organizations, industry, academia and local communities.49
In fact, the Dispute Settlement Understanding formally creates the op-
tion for parties to the potential dispute to request the good offices of the
Director-General of the WTO to engage in consultations to settle the dis-
pute. Such a consultative process could assist in providing the countries
involved with an opportunity to consider a range of policy instruments
suitable to resolve any trade-related environmental issue that may have
arisen.

Should agreement not be reached, a possible approach – which would
require no textual changes to WTO Agreements – would be for the
Director-General, in collaboration with his counterpart in the relevant
MEA in terms of the subject matter being contested, to hold consulta-
tions jointly with the governments concerned.50 To meet the criticisms
of lack of transparency confronting the WTO in these matters, there
could also be public hearings involving all interested parties. In this re-
spect, it is worth noting that, in the Shrimp-Turtle case, the good offices
of the Director-General were not sought.

This course of action would not be an obligation imposed on disputing
parties, but it would constitute an alternative available to them. If it was
resisted on the grounds that a public hearing would delay the settling of a
dispute that could be urgent from an environmental perspective, it could
be counter-argued that the absence of a formal procedure would expe-
dite the process of bringing the parties together informally. And, if there
were no definitive outcome, presumably the consultations under the good
offices of the Director-General would not be required.

Even if there were not a positive outcome in terms of a clear decision,
this process would be totally transparent – something that is sought by
many non-governmental organizations. The possibility of providing in-
puts from technical experts is another advantage. And although the
more formal WTO dispute settlement process would be avoided if the
mediation were successful, the normal WTO channel of dispute settle-
ment would still remain open. No country’s rights and obligations would
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be affected in this process, but it could be argued that the technical infor-
mation provided could eventually influence the conclusion of the Panel
or the Appellate Body, if the process went that far. Yet it is hard to argue
that additional factual information is a handicap if a well-informed deci-
sion is the ultimate objective.

The question could also be posed of what is so special about environ-
mental disputes that merits an approach such as this. The answer is:
Nothing. The process is equally applicable to all potential disputes if the
defending and complaining countries agree. Indeed, such a process could
be carried out by an MEA outside the WTO if the idea was not adopted
by the WTO.

Some have argued that Article XX should be interpreted to permit the
application of trade restrictions on imports from countries that do not
participate in multilateral agreements protecting the global commons.
One response is that to assume that the members of the WTO have al-
ready expressed in Article XX their consent to the imposition of trade
sanctions against them in the framework of a multilateral agreement
that they have not accepted is to leave the realm of interpretation and
enter that of law-making.51

Consequently, it is not surprising that WTO members express a strong
preference for the adoption of international standards by all members
and the use of multilateral agreements in non-trade domains to facilitate
the task in this respect. Who sets the environmental standards, who en-
forces them and is there to be a role for the WTO and its dispute set-
tlement process in legitimizing the imposition of discriminatory trade
measures? Answering these questions goes a long way to defining the
future limits of the WTO in global environmental governance. These are
the subjects addressed in chapters 5 and 6.

Notes

1. It is restated in Article III that taxes should not be applied to like products in a manner
designed only to protect domestic producers. As far as non-like products are concerned,
it is added that a tax would be inconsistent with national treatment in cases where di-
rectly competitive imported products were not taxed in a similar manner to domestic
products. The legal text relating to taxes differs from that relating to regulations, leading
to a number of interesting questions.

2. There is no restatement – as in the case of taxes – that regulations should not be applied
in a manner designed only to protect domestic producers. Similarly, there is no refer-
ence to a regulation being inconsistent with national treatment in cases where directly
competitive imported products are not regulated in a similar manner to domestic prod-
ucts. It seems that the drafters wished to treat national treatment with respect to taxes
and regulations differently, but without clear guidelines as to how to do this. This has
been left to interpretation.
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5

WTO Agreements and standards

Introduction

With the passage of time, the importance of standards and their potential
impact on international trade have increased in tandem with incomes and
public awareness about the protection of public health and the environ-
ment and other matters of economic and social concern. One outcome
of this has been a growth in mandatory technical regulations, voluntary
standards, and conformity assessment procedures to verify the confor-
mity of products and processes with technical regulations. With more so-
phisticated standards, the complexity of regulations has also increased,
along with the opportunity for these to be used for protectionist pur-
poses. Further, as conventional trade barriers such as tariffs and quotas
are progressively reduced, the risk that countries will resort to standards
and regulations for purely protectionist purposes may well increase. Be-
cause standards may be designed to undermine market access conces-
sions and create unnecessary obstacles to trade, there is an undisputed
role for the World Trade Organization (WTO) in protecting market ac-
cess concessions. However, defining precisely what that role is raises
many complex issues. Thus, the question has been put of whether free
trade requires the adoption of common standards across trading partners.
Is harmonization of standards a precondition for open markets?

One important consideration is that standards will differ across coun-
tries for very good reasons. Physical conditions will differ, meaning differ-
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ent absorptive capacities for air pollution, different effects from water
run-off on levels of artesian water basins, and different implications of
timber cutting for deforestation and desertification. However, even if
physical conditions are identical across countries, and the same risks to
the environment are present, societies will still wish to manage these risks
differently.1 From a trade policy perspective, to accommodate this reality
means providing for the autonomy of governments to adopt legitimate
measures necessary to meet their national requirements, while ensuring
that these measures are not disguised restrictions on trade. But which
measures are legitimate and who decides on legitimacy? Of course, if all
countries adopt the same standards and measures, there should be no
controversy over legitimacy. Here lies the attraction (recognized in
WTO Agreements) of countries adopting common international stan-
dards. But the reality is that international standards do not exist to meet
all situations, and international standards do not meet the needs of all
countries.

The key WTO Agreements dealing with standards are the Agreement
on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) and the Agreement on Sanitary
and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS). Neither Agreement obliges countries
to adopt minimum standards. They do, however, create rules that are to
be respected to ensure that market access rights are not undermined
through regulations that are disguised restrictions on trade. They also
recognize that, for many reasons, common standards, far from being bar-
riers to trade, work to promote trade.

The plurilateral 1979 Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade – also
called the Standards Code – was one of the outcomes of the Tokyo
Round of multilateral negotiations and was an important step in dealing
with standards that could be unnecessary non-tariff barriers to trade. This
Code permitted signatories to introduce regulations to fulfil legitimate
objectives, including the protection of human, animal or plant health,
the protection of the environment, animal welfare, religious considera-
tions, and national security motives. With the growing importance of
standards in trade, it was thought important to refine the Standards
Code in the Uruguay Round and create an expanded and clearer set of
rules. The outcome was the WTO Agreement on Technical Barriers to
Trade.

Prior to the entry into force of the WTO, members could impose and
maintain GATT-inconsistent measures necessary for the protection of
human, animal and plant life or health under the Exceptions provision
(Article XX) of the GATT. Given the increasing complexity of SPS mea-
sures, it was thought that, in the absence of clearer and more detailed
rules, governments might well resort to SPS measures to shield domestic
industries from competition and to frustrate attempts to liberalize trade
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in agriculture. The objective was to flesh out Article XX(b) and to es-
tablish a new, comprehensive set of norms for the adoption and main-
tenance of SPS measures. The Sanitary and Phytosanitary Agreement
emerged from the Uruguay Round.

Both the TBT and SPS Agreements seek to strike a balance – to avoid
unnecessary trade-restricting measures while recognizing the sovereign
right of governments to adopt whatever standards are appropriate to ful-
fil legitimate objectives. But striking this balance is not a simple task and
difficult questions quickly emerge. In this chapter, I discuss the relevant
background to the two Agreements and review how domestic policy al-
ternatives relating to the application of standards – often of primary im-
portance for sustainable development – are circumscribed. As in chapter
4, I examine the extent to which discretion is available in the WTO legal
processes in the interpretation of a number of key terms. The focus is the
identification of some policy considerations that may be important in the
context of sustainable development.

Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures

All countries maintain measures to ensure that food is safe for consumers
and to prevent the spread of pests or diseases among animals and plants.2
Sanitary (human and animal health) and phytosanitary (plant health)
measures apply to domestically produced food or local animal and plant
diseases, as well as to products coming from other countries. Although
such measures may by their very nature result in restrictions on trade,
all governments accept that such trade restrictions may be necessary.
However, measures introduced for health reasons can be very effective
protectionist devices and, because of their technical complexity, a partic-
ularly deceptive and difficult barrier to challenge. The aim of the Agree-
ment on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS) is to maintain the
sovereign right of any government to provide the level of health protec-
tion it deems appropriate, but to ensure that these sovereign rights are
not misused for protectionist purposes and do not result in unnecessary
barriers to international trade.3

What is particularly important in this respect is that the SPS Agree-
ment explicitly recognizes members’ sovereign rights to take appropri-
ate national measures, bringing an important change to how SPS mea-
sures are dealt with compared with GATT practices. WTO members
now have the right to take origin-specific SPS measures necessary for
the protection of human, animal or plant life or health without seeking a
justification under the Exceptions Article XX(b). As a consequence, the
burden of proof is on the complaining member to prove that the measure
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does not comply with the SPS Agreement. However, the SPS Agreement
does not compel a member to accept any particular level of protection –
higher or lower – than the one it has chosen, even if a lower level of pro-
tection would result in less trade restriction. It provides national author-
ities with a framework to develop their domestic policies and set their
own standards, which normally include substantial safety margins as
a precautionary measure. However, in order to be consistent with the
WTO, once a government has determined its appropriate level of sani-
tary and phytosanitary protection it should not choose a measure that is
more stringent and trade restrictive than necessary. Thus, the evaluation
of risk is important in determining the measure, whose effects should be
proportional to the risk.

Very different conditions prevail across countries and require different
SPS measures to deal with them. The SPS Agreement addresses this
problem via the use of harmonized SPS measures based on international
standards developed by the relevant international organizations. There
is a presumption of consistency with the SPS Agreement for such stan-
dards, which offers considerable encouragement for members to make
their SPS measures conform with international standards. Another im-
portant consideration is that members have the right to use SPS measures
that result in a higher level of protection than would be achieved by mea-
sures based on international standards. This option is significant in that it
recognizes members’ right to choose their own level of SPS protection –
an important principle in the SPS Agreement.

Although harmonization around international standards is encouraged,
adoption of these standards is not mandatory. The choice of a level of
protection is viewed as a sovereign decision and accorded substantial def-
erence in the SPS Agreement.4 Thus, the SPS Agreement defines inter-
national standards, guidelines and recommendations to be those set by
the Codex Alimentarius Commission in the area of food safety; the Inter-
national Office of Epizootics in the area of animal health; the Interna-
tional Plant Protection Convention in the area of plant health; and other
relevant international organizations open for membership to all WTO
members. Each of these organizations follows its own procedures in
setting standards on the basis of standard scientific information from risk
assessments. These standards are in fact voluntary; they do not become
mandatory by being specified in the SPS Agreement.5 Importantly, a
government is not obliged to adopt an international standard that leads
to a level of health protection higher or lower than it deems to be appro-
priate, and, in reality, international standards are often higher than the
national requirements.

The specific mention of non-consensus-based standards in the WTO as
a justification for the adoption of standards presents an interesting prece-
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dent. It introduces a degree of flexibility into a consensus-based organiza-
tion where consensus may be difficult to achieve, places decisions in the
hands of experts, and deflects potential criticism of the WTO processes
and decisions elsewhere. There is a strong incentive for countries to har-
monize their standards because, although the standards are not explicitly
mandatory, by adopting them the WTO member is presumed to be in full
compliance with the SPS Agreement.

Although WTO members have the right to choose higher levels of
protection than are provided for in international standards, there is a
balancing obligation. The SPS Agreement calls for such measures to be
based on scientific data. If a country does not adopt an international stan-
dard because of its own specific requirements – or because a standard
simply does not exist – it must conduct its own risk assessment and de-
termine its acceptable level of risk and provide sufficient scientific evidence
of the existence of the risk. This raises a number of issues relating to
interpretation.

By applying only to sanitary and phytosanitary measures, the SPS
Agreement has extended the reach of WTO disciplines well beyond
those of the GATT-1947. This has important implications. One classic ex-
ample relates to a 1989 ban by the European Communities (EC) on meat
products treated with hormones in order to promote growth. The Euro-
pean Communities maintained that the human consumption of hormone-
treated beef had carcinogenic effect. Prior to the entry into force of the
SPS Agreement, the European measure could not be challenged under
the GATT because the only applicable GATT obligation was national
treatment. If the regulation was origin neutral but more burdensome for
the United States exporters – de facto discrimination – it would have had
to be shown that the aim of the measure was to provide protection to do-
mestic producers (see chapter 4).6 Under the SPS Agreement, members
are required to ensure that any sanitary or phytosanitary measure is
applied only to the extent necessary (a familiar GATT term, which is
open to interpretation) to protect human, animal or plant life or health,
is based on scientific principles, and is not maintained without sufficient
scientific evidence (a new term found in the SPS Agreement). The re-
quirement of ‘‘sufficient scientific evidence’’ is now crucial for determin-
ing the necessity of contested SPS measures.

Thus, not surprisingly, the first test to which the SPS Agreement was
put was indeed the EC-Hormones case. In this instance, the Appellate
Body ruled that there was insufficient scientific evidence for the Euro-
pean Communities to maintain its ban on imports. In this context, it is
important that insufficient scientific evidence does not preclude govern-
ments from acting with precaution and taking provisional measures while
waiting for the conclusive results of scientific analyses. Following the
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scare in 1996 relating to bovine spongiform encephalopathy (‘‘mad cow
disease’’), and in the absence of sufficient scientific evidence, several
emergency bans were introduced in the European Communities.

In the EC-Hormones case, however, the European Communities had
categorized its SPS measure as final, rather than provisional, and as such
was relying on the Precautionary Principle outside the framework of
the SPS Agreement. The Directive was a definitive regulation, which
appealed to the Precautionary Principle as a general customary rule of
international law, or at least a general principle of law, applicable to the
interpretation of the scientific disciplines in the SPS Agreement. The
Precautionary Principle is, of course, central to a number of multilateral
environment agreements (see chapter 6). The European Communities
was restricting the importation of hormone-treated beef when scientific
risk assessments could not take account of the fear of society about the
potential risk involved. In fact, the Appellate Body did not reach any
conclusion on whether the Precautionary Principle had crystallized to be-
come a general principle of law,7 but it noted that, although the Agree-
ment allows members to adopt provisional SPS measures, this is a quali-
fied exemption that should not be read in an overly broad and flexible
manner. Whereas the Appellate Body was prepared to consider both
‘‘hard’’ and ‘‘soft’’ law in forming its judgement in the Shrimp-Turtle
case, it was not prepared to consider the Precautionary Principle in the
same manner in the EC-Hormones case.

Apart from the provisional application of measures, a number of as-
pects of the Precautionary Principle are apparent in different forms in
the provisions and interpretation of the SPS Agreement.8 As noted, the
Agreement explicitly recognizes the right of members to establish their
own appropriate level of sanitary protection, which may be higher (i.e.
more precautionary) than that in existing international standards. Also,
the view of the Appellate Body is that responsible, representative gov-
ernments commonly act from perspectives of prudence and precaution
where risks of irreversible, e.g. life-terminating, damage to human health
are concerned.9 Often rulings are relevant. In the EC-Asbestos case, the
Appellate Body noted ‘‘that it is undisputed that WTO Members have
the right to determine the level of protection of health that they consider
appropriate in a given situation’’.10

Indeed, the rights of members to determine the level of protection they
want, and to act with prudence on the basis of minority opinion, have
been recognized by the Appellate Body. A responsible and representa-
tive government may act in good faith on the basis of what, at a given
time, may be a divergent opinion coming from qualified and respected
sources. In justifying a measure under Article XX(b) of the GATT-1994,
‘‘a Member may also rely, in good faith, on scientific sources which, at
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that time, may represent a divergent, but qualified and respected, opin-
ion. A Member is not obliged, in setting health policy, automatically to
follow what, at a given time, may constitute a majority scientific opin-
ion.’’11 Further, the more serious the risks, the easier it will be to prove
‘‘sufficient scientific evidence’’. In the EC-Asbestos case, the Appellate
Body ruled that the more vital or important the common interests or
values pursued, the easier it would be to accept as necessary measures
designed to achieve those ends (see chapter 4).12

There is also flexibility because risks can be managed in alternative
ways. Although measures should not be more trade restrictive than re-
quired to achieve their appropriate level of protection, this is a restriction
on the choice of measure, not on the level of protection. Further, a mea-
sure is more trade restrictive than required only if there is another SPS
measure that is reasonably available, achieves the member’s chosen level
of sanitary protection, and is significantly less trade restrictive than the
contested measure. Thus, WTO members have the prerogative to set
their own level of protection and cannot be required to lower it even
if less trade-restrictive alternatives exist. That the available alternative
measure be significantly less trade restrictive means that a small differ-
ence in the trade impact of the two measures is not sufficient to oblige a
member to adopt the alternative measure.

Technical Barriers to Trade

The Uruguay Round Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Agreement ad-
dresses mandatory regulations and voluntary standards other than those
covered by the SPS Agreement.13 It also addresses conformity assess-
ment procedures. The Agreement states that no country should be
prevented from taking measures necessary for the protection of human,
animal, and plant life or health, of the environment, or for the prevention
of deceptive practices, at the levels it considers appropriate.14 The list of
legitimate policy goals is open-ended. In pursuing these objectives, the
Agreement takes into account divergences of taste, income, geography
and other factors between countries, and thereby accords flexibility in the
preparation, adoption and application of national technical regulations.

Like the SPS Agreement, the TBT Agreement is designed to achieve
an important balance between avoiding unnecessary obstacles to trade
while ensuring that members retain sufficient regulatory autonomy to
achieve their domestic policy goals. An excessively restrictive application
of the TBT Agreement would undermine members’ pursuit of legitimate
policy interests, whereas a loose application could mean that technical
regulations might be used for protectionist purposes, and the gains mem-
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bers have achieved through progressive rounds of tariff reductions might
be lost.

The Agreement draws a distinction between standards and technical
regulations, on the basis of compliance and enforcement. If mandatory
regulations are not complied with, then a product cannot be sold in a
given market. Standards, on the other hand, are voluntary, and no prod-
uct can be stopped at the border or refused access to the domestic market
because of non-compliance with standards. However, imports that do
not comply with voluntary standards but are allowed into the market
may be shunned by consumers, so that the standards have the same effect
as mandatory regulations. Adherence to standards may be a precondition
for acceptability by consumers.15 For this reason the Code of Good Prac-
tice for the Preparation, Adoption and Application of Standards – an
Annex to the TBT Agreement – is potentially important in dealing with
standards that are in effect trade restrictions. Through the Code, most of
the principles applied by the TBT Agreement to technical regulations ap-
ply to standards. All governmental and non-governmental standardizing
bodies, at the national and regional levels, are invited to accept to Code.

Like the SPS Agreement, the TBT Agreement encourages WTO mem-
bers to use internationally recognized standards or conformity assess-
ment guides as a basis for their own regulations and procedures. Their
use is presumed not to constitute an unnecessary barrier to trade. Never-
theless, like the SPS Agreement, the TBT Agreement acknowledges that
there are good reasons for mandatory regulations and voluntary stan-
dards to differ between countries. Unlike the SPS Agreement, the TBT
Agreement does not require sufficient scientific evidence to justify a tech-
nical regulation that differs from an international standard, although, in
verifying that measures are no more restrictive than necessary, scientific
evidence may be called for.

Technical regulations must not be more trade restrictive than neces-
sary to achieve a policy goal and fulfil a legitimate objective. The con-
cepts of ‘‘necessary’’ and ‘‘legitimate objective’’ are crucial in the inter-
pretation of the Agreement. As noted above, a non-exclusive list of
legitimate objectives is cited in the Agreement.

The concept of necessity has not been interpreted through legal pro-
ceedings involving the TBT Agreement. Its interpretation will, however,
most probably be influenced by past experience with the GATT-1994 and
the General Exceptions Article XX. Past jurisprudence indicates that a
measure can be considered ‘‘necessary’’ only if there is no alternative
measure consistent with the GATT, and which a government could ‘‘rea-
sonably’’ be expected to employ to achieve its legitimate objective. The
term ‘‘reasonably’’ will also be influenced by past experience. In this re-
spect, the Appellate Body has found that a determination of whether a
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WTO-consistent alternative measure is reasonably available requires a
‘‘weighing and balancing process’’ in which an assessment is made about
whether the alternative measure ‘‘contributes to the realization of the
end pursued’’.16 As noted earlier, the more ‘‘vital or important’’ the com-
mon interests or values pursued, the easier it would be to accept the mea-
sures designed to achieve those ends as ‘‘necessary’’.17

The relevance of the TBT Agreement for sustainable development
is clear. The largest number of technical regulations and standards are
adopted with a view to protecting the environment or human safety or
health. An important empirical question is to what extent these technical
regulations differ from international standards, and for what reasons.
Some evidence can be gathered from the fact that, under the TBT Agree-
ment, technical regulations are to be notified if they differ from interna-
tional standards and have an important effect on international trade. As
part of the notification process, the objective of the measure must be
identified. One way of approaching the question of the extent to which
technical regulations differ from international standards and for what
reasons is to examine the notifications that have been made to the WTO
Secretariat under various WTO Agreements. Although far from all tech-
nical regulations are notified to the Secretariat, the data are nevertheless
instructive.

There were 2224 notifications under the various WTO Agreements in
2000.18 Of these, 651 were under the TBT Agreement, 15.6 per cent of
which identified protection of the environment as the main – or one of
the main – purposes for notifying. Interestingly, the share of total notifi-
cations for environmental purposes more than doubled between 2000 and
2004. The principal areas where regulations differed from international
standards included waste management, energy efficiency, providing for
environmental management systems, eco-taxes, and soil, water and air
pollution.19

Does it matter that so many environmental standards differ? The an-
swer is both yes and no. Ostensibly the problems are limited because
there has been only one dispute panel addressing whether the obligations
of the TBT Agreement have been breached. Nevertheless, one-third of
the requests for consultations under the Dispute Settlement Understand-
ing cite a violation of the TBT Agreement. Yet, by the stage of the Panel
process, references to the TBT Agreement have been dropped20 because
other general WTO obligations that have been well tested in other dis-
putes can be cited instead (including national treatment and most fav-
oured nation treatment). Testing the TBT Agreement is perhaps avoided
given the lack of precedent and possibly unpredictable outcomes.

The TBT Agreement provides for both national treatment and MFN
treatment, and it requires that imported products are to be accorded
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treatment no less favourable than that accorded to like products of na-
tional origin in respect of technical regulations and voluntary standards.
However, domestic regulations may well apply to both the product and
the manner in which it was produced. In the context of these Agree-
ments, the question needs to be addressed of whether the importing
country can require the same process requirements of the importers as
of national producers. If process regulations and standards (such as label-
ling relating to life-cycle production) are covered by the Agreement, then
the disciplines of the Agreement apply.21 Some members are presum-
ably of the view that this is the case, because they have notified certain
process-related regulations, including eco-labelling schemes.22 If the no-
tification obligations apply – as would the national treatment and MFN
obligations – imports would have to meet the same process requirements
as domestically produced goods.

To say the least, uncertainty surrounds whether or not the TBT Agree-
ment extends to process-related technical regulations and standards. The
controversy turns on the ambiguous definitions of ‘‘technical regulations’’
and ‘‘standards’’. For the Agreement, a technical regulation is defined as
a document that lays down product characteristics, or their related pro-
cesses and production methods, and with which compliance is mandatory.
A standard is a document that provides for characteristics of products or
related processes and production methods, and with which compliance is
not mandatory.

In the case of technical regulations, ‘‘related’’ should be read as ‘‘in-
corporated in’’ the final product. Thus, mandatory regulations apply to
products when there is evidence of the process in the final product. If
carbon residues are apparent in products that were produced with an
energy-intensive process, then this process is related to the product and
the production method, and therefore can be the object of a technical
regulation. If there are no carbon residues, then this cannot be specified
as part of the regulation (e.g. for labelling purposes). Of course, govern-
ments can require whatever regulation they wish for the purposes of
domestic production. This is consistent with the notion of like products,
with likeness not being determined by production methods.

The question that has led to controversy relates to the definition of
standards, compared with that of technical regulations. In the case of the
definition of technical regulations, there is specific reference to ‘‘their’’
related processes and production methods. This is absent in the definition
of standards. Does the absence of ‘‘their’’ mean that standards that relate
only to the processes that produced the good – and are not a characteris-
tic of the final product – are covered by the Agreement and therefore
subject to its disciplines? The WTO Secretariat conducted an exhaustive
inquiry into the negotiating history of the coverage of the TBT Agree-
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ment. It concluded that, for mandatory regulations, the situation is clear.
If the production method is related to the product, it is apparent in the
product that emerges from the production process and can be specified
as a technical regulation. Similarly, standards based on processes and
production methods (PPMs) that are evident in the final characteristics
of a product are clearly covered by the TBT Agreement. They are there-
fore subject to the requirement of being applied in conformity with the
disciplines of the Agreement. Importantly, the study concluded that stan-
dards based on production processes that are unrelated to a product’s
final characteristics are probably not covered by the TBT Agreement.23
What are the implications of this conclusion? Problems could arise in
those situations where process-based standards are covered by the TBT
Agreement but are inconsistent with it, or where they are not covered
by the Agreement and are inconsistent with GATT-1994 rules (such as
national treatment).

The provisions of the GATT and WTO are considered by many to be
arcane and unnecessarily complicated, with textual differences that are
feverishly discussed but are of little practical significance. It is not at all
difficult to sympathize with this view. Nevertheless, in the final analysis, the
answers to the questions posed above are critical for WTO acceptability
of regulations that relate to sustainable development. Eco-labelling pro-
vides a good example. Eco-labels are normally voluntary standards that
apply not to the physical characteristics of the product but rather to the
production process – the manner in which tuna are harvested or tropical
timber is logged, rather than the quality of the tuna or the hardness of
the wood. Are they subject to the disciplines of the TBT Agreement,
and, if so, what are the implications? Is this a good thing or a bad thing
– and from whose perspective?

One presumption could be that, if process-based standards were cov-
ered by the TBT Agreement, they would be consistent with it as long
as the other obligations of the Agreement were met. Many developing
countries resist this approach. They argue that, even if standards based
on unincorporated production processes were covered by the TBT Agree-
ment, they should be considered as actionable under other GATT rules
because this would be inconsistent with the GATT/WTO interpretation
of ‘‘like products’’. Any other interpretation would mean that preferred
domestic production standards – via, for example, labelling requirements
– were being imposed extraterritorially, which would be an infringement
of national sovereignty. The developing countries’ concern is a systemic
one. If process-based standards are considered to be covered by the
TBT Agreement – which has advantages, such as greater transparency
of the schemes and their notification – this creates a precedent for the ac-
ceptability of non-product-related production methods from a WTO per-
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spective. This is something that most – if not all – developing countries
wish to avoid (see also chapter 3).24

If voluntary and mandatory process-based standards are not covered
by the TBT Agreement and are actionable under the GATT-1994, this
has far-reaching practical implications, particularly for regulations based
on the life-cycle approach. The very raison d’être of such schemes is to
distinguish between products according to the manner in which they
have been produced (i.e. in an environmentally friendly or unfriendly
manner). The view of the TBT Committee is that labelling is an impor-
tant market-based and positive response to many health and environ-
mental problems. And WTO members have specifically acknowledged
the positive aspects of eco-labelling schemes.25 However, an ongoing
and important practical manifestation of the potential problems relating
to interpretation has emerged in recent meetings of the TBT Committee,
where it has been argued that labelling products derived from genetically
modified organisms is inconsistent with the WTO interpretation of like
products. The United States and Canada have expressed concern over
the EU regulation on the labelling of products containing genetically
modified soya or maize. The European Union requires foodstuffs and
food ingredients containing traces of modified DNA or protein to be
labelled as ‘‘produced with genetically modified soya/maize’’. The
United States and Canada argued that such labels were unnecessary
technical barriers to trade since no scientific reason exists to differen-
tiate foodstuffs produced with genetically modified crops. The United
States also questioned the feasibility of developing reliable and commer-
cially practical tests for detecting DNA or protein resulting from genetic
modification.

Conclusion

Risk management can open the door to abuse and create arbitrary and
unjustified restrictions on trade and commerce. The avoidance of unjusti-
fied and discriminatory barriers to trade is central to WTO Agreements
and disciplines. The challenge facing WTO members in implementing
the various Agreements is to provide the necessary flexibility for govern-
ments to pursue whatever domestic policies they think are appropriate,
without the associated measures being used as disguised or unnecessary
barriers to trade. This difficult task has already led to a great deal of con-
troversy in the WTO. Matters are further complicated by the fact that not
only is scientific evidence inconclusive in some instances, but public per-
ceptions of certain risks and how they should be managed can differ con-
siderably between WTO member countries.
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What is certain is that the WTO should not be the arbitrator on mat-
ters well outside the realm of conventional trade policy considerations
without this position being agreed to in advance. It is not reasonable to
expect to find solutions requiring multilateral agreement in the case of
disputes involving food safety or public health that cannot be settled bi-
laterally. Nor should the problem be relegated to a dispute settlement
process in which trade officials take decisions on a de facto basis that
will almost by definition (because there is no agreement at the national
level) be unpopular with large parts of the public. The way to deal with
the problem must be discussed in the context of policy choices relating
to the use of the Precautionary Principle. Where scientific evidence
alone does not make the policy choices clear, there must be a coherent
approach.

A closely related problem concerns the condition under which a WTO
member can legally label a product according to how it was manufac-
tured. When preferences differ between consumers for products that are
physically the same but produced differently, should consumers be free
to differentiate through reference to product labels? WTO rules apply to
labelling. The situation may arise where the application of WTO rules
means that goods about which some public interest groups are highly sus-
picious are traded freely because of a lack of scientific evidence to prove
they are harmful. At the same time, through a WTO ruling that a pro-
posed labelling scheme is illegal, these groups may be denied what they
consider to be a possible solution. From the public perspective, the
WTO could be seen as the source of the problem and blocking the solu-
tion at the same time. Labelling is increasingly likely to be an issue for
goods with enormous commercial value. The WTO rules on labelling are
quite unclear and should be clarified as a priority. The uncertainty that
surrounds their application will bring unpredictability to commercial
operations – the very thing the WTO was designed to avoid.

Notes

1. Standards will differ across countries for both objective and subjective reasons. Coun-
tries have not only different production functions, but also different utility functions
and indifference curves, and therefore different priorities for internalizing externalities.

2. These sanitary and phytosanitary measures can take many forms, such as requiring
products to come from a disease-free area, inspection of products, specific treatment or
processing of products, the setting of allowable maximum levels of pesticide residues, or
permitted use of only certain additives in food.

3. For a detailed description, see WTO, Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures, WTO
Agreement Series No. 4, Geneva: WTO Secretariat, 1998. For a useful analysis of
the SPS Agreement, see UNCTAD, Course on Dispute Settlement – SPS Measures,
UNCTAD series on Dispute Settlement No. 3.9, Geneva: UNCTAD Secretariat, 2003.
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4. ‘‘The right of a Member to establish its own level of sanitary protection under Article
3.3 of the SPS Agreement is an autonomous right and not an ‘exception’ from a ‘general
obligation’ under Article 3.1.’’ European Communities – Measures Concerning Meat and

Meat Products [EC-Hormones], WT/DS26/AB/R, WT/DS48/AB/R, adopted 16 January
1998, para. 172.

5. The Codex does not represent a consensus-based standard for minimum residue levels
of growth-promoting hormones, since it was adopted by a vote of 33–29, with 7
abstentions.

6. Steve Charnovitz, ‘‘The World Trade Organization, Meat Hormones and Food Safety’’,
International Trade Reporter, 15 October 1998, and Steve Charnovitz, ‘‘Improving the
Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Standards’’, in Gary P. Sampson and W.
Bradnee Chambers (eds), Trade, Environment, and the Millennium, 2nd edn, Tokyo:
United Nations University Press, 2002, pp. 207–234.

7. The Appellate Body in EC-Hormones stated, ‘‘The status of the precautionary principle
in international law continues to be the subject of debate among academics, law practi-
tioners, regulators and judges. . . . We consider, however, that it is unnecessary, and
probably imprudent, for the Appellate Body in this appeal to take a position on this
important, but abstract, question.’’ EC-Hormones, para. 123.

8. Similar ‘‘expressions’’ of the Precautionary Principle exist in the TBT Agreement and in
Article XX of the GATT.

9. EC-Hormones, para. 123.
10. European Communities – Measures Affecting Asbestos and Asbestos-Containing Product

[EC-Asbestos], Appellate Body Report and Panel Report, WT/DS135, adopted 5 April
2001, para. 148.

11. Ibid., para. 178.
12. Ibid., para. 162.
13. For a useful and insightful overview of the TBT Agreement, see UNCTAD, Course on

Dispute Settlement – Technical Barriers to Trade, UNCTAD series on Dispute Settle-
ment No. 3.10, Geneva: UNCTAD Secretariat, 2003.

14. Thus, the Agreement applies to a diverse range of measures, many of which may be
health or environment related. Examples include the labelling of cigarettes to indicate
that they are harmful to health, and regulations intended to ensure that animal or plant
species endangered by water, air and soil pollution do not become extinct. Regulations
may be adopted requiring that endangered species of fish reach a certain length before
they can be caught, that paper and plastic products are recycled, or that the levels of
motor vehicle emissions are limited.

15. For example, some consumers may shun an energy-intensive air-conditioning system
that has not met a voluntary standard for energy consumption. Most technical regu-
lations and standards are aimed at protecting human safety or health. Examples
abound: requirements that motor vehicles carry reflective devices to prevent road ac-
cidents; labelling requirements for drugs and alcoholic beverages; electric insulation
requirements; car emission standards; limits on the use of certain dyeing and tanning
materials.

16. Korea – Measures Affecting Imports of Fresh, Chilled and Frozen Beef, Appellate Body
Report, WT/DS161/AB/R, WT/DS169/AB/R, adopted 10 January 2001, paras. 166 and
163.

17. Ibid., para 162.
18. See WTO, Provisions of the Multilateral Trading System with Respect to the Transpar-

ency of Trade Measures Used for Environmental Purposes and Environmental Measures

and Requirements That Have Significant Trade Effects: Note by the Secretariat, Geneva:
WTO Secretariat, WT/CTE/W/195, 20 June 2001.
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19. By way of comparison, 32 of the 133 notifications under the Subsidies and Countervail-
ing Measures Agreement were environment related, covering programmes such as
waste management, incentives for pollution control, and environmental subsidies for
pollution prevention. In the case of the Agreement on Agriculture, 40 of the 229 notifi-
cations related to environment measures, including domestic support for research, pay-
ments for soil conservation, promotion of the sustainable use of natural resources, and
payments for environmentally friendly wine-growing methods.

20. The complaint by Canada lodged against France relating to asbestos standards – EC-

Asbestos – is an example.
21. Thus, a standard relating to fuel for a motor vehicle would not take into account the

process used to produce the fuel unless the characteristics of the product were affected.
Mineral fuels and ethanol can have the same standards with respect to chemical compo-
sition. The fact that one is the product of a biological process is relevant only if the
chemical composition of the fuel is affected.

22. Eco-labelling schemes are usually voluntary programmes under which a label is
awarded to environmentally friendlier products based on an environmental assessment
of all phases of a product’s life cycle, including production, use and disposal.

23. The Secretariat also noted that, towards the end of the Uruguay Round negotiations,
some delegations proposed changing the language contained in the ‘‘definitions’’ in An-
nex 1 of the Agreement to make it unambiguous that only PPMs related to product
characteristics were to be covered by the Agreement. Although no participant is on rec-
ord as having opposed that objective, at that late stage of the negotiations it did not
prove possible to find a consensus on the proposal. See WTO, Negotiating History of

the Coverage of the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade with Regard to Labelling

Requirements, Voluntary Standards and Processes and Production Methods Unrelated to

Product Characteristics, Geneva: WTO Secretariat, WT/CTE/W/10, 29 August 1995.
24. For a discussion of these points and other aspects of the relationship of eco-labelling to

the TBT Agreement, see Doaa Abdel Motaal, ‘‘The Agreement on Technical Barriers
to Trade, the Committee on Trade and Environment, and Eco-Labelling’’, in Gary P.
Sampson and W. Bradnee Chambers (eds), Trade, Environment, and the Millennium,
2nd edn, Tokyo: United Nations University Press, 2002, pp. 267–286.

25. In its conclusions and recommendations to the 1996 Singapore Ministerial Conference,
the Committee on Trade and Environment stated: ‘‘Well-designed eco-labelling
schemes/programmes can be effective instruments of environmental policy to encourage
the development of an environmentally conscious consumer public.’’ WTO, Report of the

Committee on Trade and Environment, Geneva: WTO Secretariat, WT/CTE/1, Novem-
ber 1996.
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6

MEAs, the WTO and sustainable
development

Introduction

Since its establishment, one of the most actively discussed topics in the
World Trade Organization (WTO) has been the relationship between its
provisions and the use of trade measures in multilateral environment
agreements (MEAs). The debate has centred on the possibility of a con-
flict arising over trade-related measures in MEAs – namely, their poten-
tial inconsistency with WTO rules – and how conflict in these rules could
be avoided or dealt with.1

In broad perspective, it could be argued that no real problem exists.
Only a small proportion of MEAs contain trade provisions, and no trade
dispute has arisen in the WTO over their use. It is also argued that the
WTO rules already provide for WTO-inconsistent trade measures to
be taken to protect the environment, and the existing architecture of
the WTO is adequate to deal with any potential problems. The counter-
argument runs along the lines that uncertainty over the relationship be-
tween the two sets of rules is increasingly affecting MEA negotiations,
and that this uncertainty unnecessarily exacerbates tensions between
MEAs and the WTO. Additional concerns are that the objectives of
some MEAs are frustrated by WTO rules. For example, the definition of
patents in the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS) is seen by some to be at variance with the objectives of
the Convention on Biological Diversity – on the rights of indigenous
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peoples; on the transfer of environmentally sound technology; and, to the
extent that patents apply to life forms, on loss of biodiversity.

Although there is disagreement about the extent of the problem, there
is no disagreement among WTO members that MEAs are the best way
to coordinate policy action to tackle global and trans-boundary environ-
mental problems. WTO member governments do not want the WTO
to become an environment policy-making organization or environmental
standards enforcement agency. Indeed, most WTO members are of the
view that WTO rules permit governments to adopt whatever trade mea-
sures they wish to protect their domestic environment. When it comes to
environmental problems beyond their borders, the expectation is that
governments will agree to – and enforce – environmental regulations
through regional or international environment agreements and not uni-
lateral coercion through WTO-inconsistent measures.

Because the WTO and MEAs represent two different bodies of inter-
national law, it is important that the relationship between them be coher-
ent and fully understood by all concerned. This is not, it is argued, the
case at the moment. Given the importance of the global trade and envi-
ronment regimes, any clash over the application of rules agreed to among
nations would have unfortunate ramifications for both regimes. In my
view, to remove this possibility, and to avoid the WTO being the arbiter
of environmental disputes, any WTO-inconsistent measures should be
clearly spelled out and agreed to by the parties to a broad-based multilat-
eral environment agreement. Disagreement over the legality of MEA
measures should then be dealt with by the compliance mechanism in the
MEA itself and should not be left to interpretation by a WTO dispute
Panel or the Appellate Body. For this to be a reality, there should be
effective MEAs with a number of characteristics. If measures are to be
taken for environmental purposes, then the type of measure and the
circumstances in which it may be taken should be carefully spelled out,
there should be broad-based support in terms of country membership,
and the MEA should have a robust dispute settlement system or compli-
ance mechanism. My argument is that effective MEAs – so defined – are
critical to avoid environmental disputes gravitating towards the WTO
and inhibiting the smooth functioning of the WTO itself.

Prior to the Ministerial Meeting in Doha in 2001, there was an active
debate in the Committee on Trade and Environment (CTE) on the rela-
tionship between the WTO and MEAs, which culminated in ministers
launching negotiations on the relationship between existing WTO rules
and specific trade obligations set out in multilateral environment agree-
ments. The negotiations are to be limited in scope to the applicability of
existing WTO rules among parties to the MEA in question. There are
also to be negotiations on the procedures for regular information ex-
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change between MEA secretariats and the relevant WTO committees
and on the criteria for the granting of observer status. That negotiations
are called for places the relationship between WTO rules and MEAs on a
higher plane of importance than discussions in the CTE.

This renewed interest in MEAs is perhaps a reaction to the commer-
cial, political and social importance of some recent MEAs that could
well have an impact on trade. The Framework Convention on Climate
Change and the Kyoto Protocol provide good examples. There is also
concern that the lack of clarity between WTO and MEA rules has led to
confusion in the negotiation of some MEAs. The point has been made
that the negotiations surrounding the Cartagena Protocol on Bio-safety,
for example, proved to be difficult ‘‘precisely because of the lack of clar-
ity with regard to the relationship of the Protocol to the WTO’’.2 The re-
newed interest could also be due to high-profile trade and environment
disputes that have come to the WTO in recent times (see chapter 4),
and the recognition that they probably never would have arisen had an
effective MEA been in place. An additional consideration is that the de-
bate in the WTO has been enriched with a large amount of useful work
being undertaken by reputable non-governmental organizations (NGOs),
intergovernmental institutions and academics.3

The outline of this chapter is as follows. First I address why it is impor-
tant to have clarity in MEAs when trade-related measures are provided
for, as well as the consequences of any lack of clarity. A discussion of
the options already available for trade-related environmental measures
to be considered as exceptions to WTO rules can be found in chapter 4.
In this chapter, I explore the more direct relationship between MEAs
and exceptions. A review of recent experience in the WTO dispute set-
tlement process illustrates how, in the course of settling disputes, the
existence of MEAs can be beneficial to the WTO legal process. I then ad-
vance a number of policy proposals with a view to avoiding, and eventu-
ally dealing with, future disputes. The chapter closes with some policy
considerations.

Unclear and inconsistent measures

At the most fundamental level, the potential problems surrounding the
inconsistency of measures found in trade and environment agreements
fall into just two groups. The first group covers trade-related measures
taken by a party to an MEA against another party, and where the mea-
sure is not specifically provided for in the MEA itself. On the other hand,
it is ‘‘justified’’ by the party taking the measure as necessary to achieve
the objectives of the environment agreement. The necessity of this mea-
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sure may be challenged by the party against which the measure is taken.
In this case, both parties could be members of the WTO and the measure
could violate WTO rights and obligations. This could lead to a dispute as
to the legitimacy of the measure in terms of either the MEA or the WTO.

It seems reasonable that such a dispute should be pursued under the
dispute settlement procedures of the MEA. In this respect, it would be
helpful if MEA parties stipulated from the outset that they intended
trade disputes arising out of the implementation of the obligations of
the MEA to be settled under the MEA’s provisions. It could be ar-
gued that this approach could help ensure the convergence of the ob-
jectives of MEAs and the WTO, while safeguarding their respective
spheres of competence, thus overcoming problems arising from overlap-
ping jurisdictions.

This, however, requires the MEA to have an effective compliance
mechanism. As with the Dispute Settlement Understanding of the WTO,
MEAs emphasize the avoidance of disputes. They include provisions to
increase transparency through the collection and exchange of informa-
tion, coordination of technical and scientific research, and collective
monitoring of implementing measures, as well as consultation provisions.
Most of the MEAs with trade-related provisions also contain mechanisms
for resolving disputes, but these lack the power of the WTO dispute set-
tlement process.4 In the absence of an effective dispute settlement system
in the MEA, the dispute could gravitate to the WTO. It has been sug-
gested on numerous occasions in the CTE that there would be value in
strengthening MEA dispute settlement mechanisms. This, of course, is
outside the terms of reference of the CTE. If the measure is challenged
in the WTO, trade officials have the task of determining if the measure
if necessary to achieve the objectives of the environment agreement – a
task that neither trade officials nor environmentalists think should fall to
the WTO.

The second group of problems relates to WTO-inconsistent measures
that are specifically provided for in an MEA and taken by a party to the
MEA against a non-party. A problem may then present itself if the mea-
sure is against a WTO member that challenges the legitimacy of the mea-
sure in the WTO dispute settlement process. The party to the MEA may
seek an exception for the WTO-inconsistent measures under Article XX
and cite the existence of the MEA as a justification for the measure.
However, the defending country might not have joined the MEA ex-
pressly because it does not agree with its provisions.

Dealing with this group of problems involves a decision by the WTO
dispute settlement process about the importance to ascribe to the exis-
tence of the MEA. This is not easy. In fact, even the ostensibly simple
first step of determining what is an MEA, much less which ones are im-
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portant, has led to only very general definitions in the WTO, which have
proved to be of little help in determining which MEAs should be as-
signed special importance. Definition apart, however, the likelihood of a
positive decision on the necessity of the measure is presumably enhanced
if the goals of the environment agreement are accepted globally in a
broad-based MEA to which most, and preferably all, WTO members be-
long. In fact, most proposals relating to the relationship between WTO
and MEA rules are based on the notion that, subject to specific condi-
tions being met, certain trade measures taken pursuant to MEAs should
benefit from special treatment under WTO provisions. This approach has
been described as creating ‘‘an environmental window’’ in the WTO.
However, determining what is an acceptable MEA from the perspective
of receiving greater WTO acceptability when taking WTO-inconsistent
measures has proved to be a far from simple task.

In both the cases described above, the WTO finds itself in the role of
an arbiter in environment matters – a role WTO member governments
have specifically stated that they do not wish to assume. In both in-
stances, effective MEAs with precise language, broad-based membership
and a robust dispute settlement process would avoid environmental mat-
ters of this nature finding their way onto the WTO agenda. If WTO
members have agreed to forgo their rights not to be discriminated against
when certain agreed conditions prevail, it is difficult to see how questions
of inconsistency could arise.

Clarity of measures

To appreciate the potential importance for the WTO of the lack of spe-
cificity in the provision of trade measures in an MEA, it is perhaps in-
structive to look at a real-world situation. The United Nations Frame-
work Convention on Climate Change (FCCC), which entered into force
on 21 March 1994, is particularly instructive in this respect because the
parties to the FCCC formally recognize that measures taken to address
climate change problems have the potential to be used for trade protec-
tionist purposes. In fact, in wording borrowed from the GATT-1994, the
Climate Change Convention specifically states that measures taken to
combat climate change, including unilateral ones, should not ‘‘constitute
a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restric-
tion on international trade’’.5

The Climate Change Convention does not provide for any specific
trade-related measures to deal with the environment. However, in achiev-
ing the objectives of the Convention, a wide variety of measures will be
taken that may well affect the costs of production of traded goods and
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therefore the competitive position of producers in the world market. Ex-
amples include energy, carbon and other taxes; mandatory and voluntary
standards; subsidies for environmentally friendly production processes;
labelling and certification schemes; and the sale and transfer of emission
permits within or between groups of countries. Offsetting measures will
be called for by those whose competitive position is adversely affected
by cheaper imports not subject to the same measures in the country of
origin, and border tax adjustment problems could arise (see chapter 4).
All of these measures have potential implications for the WTO: they
may violate WTO rules, or, at the least, some of the most contentious as-
pects of WTO concepts and rules may be pushed onto centre stage.

The Convention is – as its name indicates – a framework only, and spe-
cific provisions on the nature of the commitments by parties and legal in-
struments (such as compliance procedures) are elaborated in subsequent
protocols. The Kyoto Protocol, for example, contains a commitment for
industrial countries to reduce their collective emissions of greenhouse
gases to at least 5 per cent below 1990 levels by 2008–2012. The Protocol
has entered into force following ratification by 55 countries that ac-
counted for at least 55 per cent of carbon emissions in 1990. Although
the future of the climate change agreements looks uncertain, the ratifica-
tion by Russia in May 2004 has ensured their entry into force.

The Kyoto Protocol provides for mechanisms through which parties
can implement their emissions commitments. The signatories may take
measures to promote the ‘‘progressive reduction or phasing out of mar-
ket imperfections, fiscal incentives, tax and duty exemptions and subsi-
dies in all greenhouse gas emitting sectors that run contrary to the ob-
jective of the Convention and application of market instruments’’. This is
certainly very much in line with the WTO objective of the progressive re-
moval of trade restrictions and distortions and, more particularly, with
the discussion in the CTE of the need to remove restrictions and distor-
tions that might adversely affect both trade and the environment; namely,
the win–win scenarios discussed in chapter 3. The Protocol provides
further formal assurance that the intention is to avoid the use of trade-
distorting measures. As with the FCCC itself, the Kyoto Protocol does
not provide for any trade measures; in fact, parties are to strive to imple-
ment policies and measures ‘‘in such a way as to minimise adverse effects
. . . on international trade’’.6

Notwithstanding these general assurances, the Kyoto Protocol also
states that each party, ‘‘in achieving its quantified emission limitation
and reduction commitments . . . [and] in order to promote sustainable de-
velopment, shall implement and/or further elaborate policies and mea-
sures in accordance with its national circumstances’’. These include vague
objectives (in terms of acceptable measures) such as the enhancement of
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energy efficiency in relevant sectors, the protection and enhancement of
sinks, and the promotion of sustainable forms of agriculture. Parties are
to develop their national response strategies to reduce emissions, and im-
pose environmental taxes that may well apply directly to production pro-
cesses. Environmental charges and taxes are increasingly used for the
pursuit of national environment policy objectives and for ‘‘internalizing’’
domestic environmental costs. Chapter 4 explores how WTO rules disci-
pline the way in which governments impose internal taxes and charges on
traded goods, either on imported products or when rebated on exports.
When the international competitiveness of products is affected by such
taxes, it would be surprising if there was not domestic pressure for them
to be rebated. As I noted in chapter 4, the rebating of such taxes is one
of the most sensitive areas of unresolved legal interpretation of WTO
rules.

I pointed out in chapter 4 that taxes levied directly on products be-
cause of their physical characteristics are eligible for tax adjustment
under WTO rules. In the case of imports, this could be the imposition
on imported products of equivalent domestic taxes – domestic taxes, for
example, on the same imported coal and petroleum. As far as exports are
concerned, taxes could be rebated if they were levied on the product at
the domestic level – for example, domestic taxes on exported coal and
petroleum. This same understanding does not, however, extend to taxes
paid in the process of producing the good (i.e. according to its life cycle);
for example, domestic taxes applied to processes, such as indirect taxes
levied because of the energy consumed or the carbon emitted in the pro-
duction process.7 Thus, a domestic tax can be applied legitimately to im-
ported fuel, but a tax cannot be applied on the energy consumed in pro-
ducing an imported ton of steel. In short, under existing WTO rules and
jurisprudence, ‘‘product’’ taxes and charges can be adjusted at the border
but ‘‘process’’ taxes and charges probably cannot. Since environmental
taxes and charges are at least as much process oriented as product ori-
ented, WTO rules have caused concern about the competitiveness impli-
cations for domestic producers.

This distinction also has implications for WTO obligations relating to
subsidies. The rebate of taxes in one country, if it is not permitted in an-
other, can have the same effect from a commercial perspective as a sub-
sidy. Different views have been expressed on the likely treatment under
the Agreement on Subsidies of a rebate for exported products of indirect
environmental taxes on processes that are not incorporated into the char-
acteristics of the product.

Another important consideration is that the Technical Barriers to
Trade (TBT) Agreement provides flexibility by recognizing that prior-
ities with respect to the environment differ between countries and that
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this can be fully reflected in domestic regulations. Therefore, it permits
the adoption of different regulations by WTO members. This could relate
to the amount of energy used in the production of a good, or the level of
carbon emissions within national borders. If a country chose not to adopt
a certain technical regulation that had an important effect on emissions
reduction, this might give it a certain cost advantage over competitors in
the world market. This raises a number of issues. First, the importing
country cannot apply technical regulations to the processes outside its
own borders. Such regulations can apply to domestic processes, but not
to processes in other countries. Further, the labelling of imports with re-
spect to production methods is certainly controversial in the WTO.8 As
noted, there is also a subsidy issue. If a country did not invoke exacting
standards with respect to an energy-intensive production process, for ex-
ample, would this not constitute a subsidy to the country with the lower
process standards?

Where MEAs have clearly mandated the parties to take specific action
against each other in agreed circumstances, the normal rules of interna-
tional law and treaty interpretation would provide little room for a party
to such Agreements to contest the legality of the measures on WTO
grounds. If the agreed solution involves a loss of rights under the WTO
(e.g. being discriminated against on the grounds of production methods)
then, providing all WTO members agree to forgo those rights, it is diffi-
cult to see where there could be a problem. If measures taken to meet the
objectives of the MEA are not clearly provided for in the MEA itself –
both what is and what is not permitted in terms of measures to meet
the objectives of the MEA – the issues to be settled may well gravitate
to the WTO and could include some of the most sensitive WTO legal
ambiguities.

Inconsistent measures

In general terms, measures to protect the environment can be taken by
WTO members even if this means a violation of WTO rights and obliga-
tions. However, a waiver or an exception has to be sought for such mea-
sures. In the case of a waiver, this has to be with the approval of WTO
members; if the measure is challenged and an exception is sought, rather
strict conditions will be imposed.

Waivers

In special circumstances, a waiver can be granted to a WTO obligation,
subject to approval by at least three-quarters of WTO members. This
could provide a measured, case-by-case response to non-conforming mea-
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sures taken for environmental purposes. It might also apply to a more
general waiver, such as special treatment for all measures specifically
provided for in certain MEAs. Although this process may appear attrac-
tive, it has not received general support from either trade or environment
officials. There are a number of reasons for this: a waived obligation is
time limited and must be renewed periodically; and a trade measure ap-
plied pursuant to a waiver could still be challenged in WTO dispute set-
tlement on the grounds of non-violation, nullification or impairment of
WTO rights.

The waiver approach could be modified to make it more attractive for
environmental purposes. Provision could be made for a special ‘‘multi-
year’’ waiver for trade measures applied pursuant to MEAs. All such
measures taken under MEAs would be eligible for a waiver, provided
they met specified criteria. A ‘‘negative vetting’’ approach could be
adopted whereby the waiver would be automatically renewed if no new
developments affected the exceptional circumstances that justified it in
the first place. Specific trade measures contained in existing and future
MEAs, whether among parties or against non-parties, could also be
granted a waiver on a case-by-case basis subject to non-binding guide-
lines. The waiver would be extended annually until its termination, as
long as the WTO requirements we met and the ‘‘exceptional circum-
stances’’ referred to in that provision covered the specific trade measures
included in certain MEAs.

Since WTO members vote on waivers, presumably there would be
little resistance to a waiver being accepted if there were broad-based sup-
port for the MEA, and as long as there was effective coordination be-
tween different parts of national administrations. Nevertheless, given the
legal certainty sought by environmentalists, resort to any test of voting on
a waiver in the WTO would probably fail to provide MEA negotiators
with the required degree of security or predictability in their negotia-
tions. Even worse, it might be seen to entail the WTO passing judgement
on other international legal instruments.

Exceptions

Exceptions to WTO rules for environmental purposes are provided for in
the GATT-1994 Exceptions Article (Article XX). In this Article, non-
conforming measures can be taken for environmental purposes if they
are necessary to protect human, animal, or plant life or health (Article
XX(b)), or if they relate to the conservation of exhaustible natural re-
sources and are made effective in conjunction with restrictions on domes-
tic production or consumption (Article XX(g)). If at least one of these
conditions is fulfilled, then the remaining requirement is specified in the
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Head Note to Article XX: that the measures not be applied in an arbi-
trary or unjustifiable manner in order to discriminate between coun-
tries where the same conditions prevail or constitute a disguised restric-
tion on international trade. These exceptions are discussed in detail in
chapter 4.

Guidance from disputes

Some insight can be obtained in addressing the interface between MEAs
and the WTO by looking at recent Panel and Appellate Body rulings.
Importantly, the most informative case is one where an MEA was not in
existence – the Shrimp-Turtle case.9

In that case, the Appellate Body had to determine whether a living
creature should be considered to be an exhaustible natural resource.
The Appellate Body ruled that, in the light of contemporary interna-
tional law, living species, which are in principle renewable, ‘‘are in cer-
tain circumstances indeed susceptible of depletion, exhaustion and ex-
tinction, frequently because of human activities’’. In taking this decision,
the existence of an MEA was critical. Because ‘‘all of the seven recog-
nised species of sea turtles are listed in Appendix 1 of the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES)’’, the Appellate Body concluded that the five species of sea
turtles involved in the dispute constituted ‘‘exhaustible natural re-
sources’’ within the meaning of Article XX(g) of the GATT-1994.10

This raises the question of the link between ‘‘hard’’ and ‘‘soft’’ law in
determinations by the Appellate Body, which invoked a host of interna-
tional instruments to support its conclusions. Philippe Sands has noted
that five instruments are referred to in support of the view that concerted
and cooperative efforts are needed to exhaust diplomatic efforts before a
state may act unilaterally. Of these, two are not – and do not purport to
be – legally binding (the Rio Declaration and Agenda 21), one is a con-
vention that the United States has signed but declined to ratify (the Con-
vention on Biological Diversity), another is a convention that none of the
five states involved in the case has even signed (the Convention on the
Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals), and the fifth is a
convention with which none of the four Asian states has any associations
(the Inter-American Convention for the Protection and Conservation of
Sea Turtles). According to Sands, these instruments of international law
– soft and hard, binding and not – illustrate the extent to which the judi-
cial function (at least within the WTO context) has departed from formal
positivism. ‘‘The tribunal has not limited its function as being to identify
mechanically a norm and then apply it, but rather to divine the existence
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of one or more international values that may then be invoked to assess
the permissibility of particular behaviour.’’11

As noted in the discussion of the Shrimp-Turtle case in chapter 4, the
Appellate Body ruled against the measure taken by the United States to
restrict imported shrimp, on the grounds that it was applied in a manner
that amounted to a means not just of unjustifiable discrimination but also
of ‘‘arbitrary’’ discrimination between countries where the same condi-
tions prevail. This, it was concluded, was contrary to the requirements of
the Head Note of the GATT Exceptions Article. Thus, the absence of an
MEA to associate turtle protection with trade measures proved critical.
The Appellate Body found that the failure to establish an environment
agreement as an instrument of environmental protection policy had re-
sulted in discriminatory and unjustifiable unilateralism. The Appellate
Body ruled against the United States because of its failure to engage the
complaining countries, as well as other members exporting shrimp to the
United States, in serious, across-the-board negotiations with the objective
of concluding bilateral or multilateral agreements for the protection and
conservation of sea turtles, before unilaterally enforcing the import pro-
hibition against the shrimp exports of those members.12

Innovative approaches

The view commonly expressed in the CTE is that amending the Excep-
tions Article XX would open a debate and entail the risk that the whole
Article – which is viewed as the balanced result of long negotiations –
would have to be reconsidered. However, a number of innovative ideas
have emerged that capture some of the concerns discussed above but
fall short of a textual change to the Exceptions Article.13

In order to make sure that specifically mandated trade measures taken
pursuant to MEAs are recognized as being necessary and justified under
WTO rules, a proposal has been made to ‘‘reverse the burden of proof’’
when seeking an exception from WTO rules to protect the environ-
ment.14 The proponents of this approach draw a parallel with the WTO
Sanitary and Phytosanitary Agreement and the Technical Barriers to
Trade Agreement, where the country challenging a measure would have
to prove that the measure imposed by the other party did not meet the
conditions of the Exceptions Article. Therefore, a trade measure pro-
vided for by an MEA should benefit from a presumption of WTO confor-
mity: that is, it is ‘‘necessary’’ to protect the environment, it is not arbi-
trarily or unjustifiably discriminating, and it is not a disguised restriction
on international trade. The conditions such MEAs must fulfil to be able
to avail themselves of such presumptions would have to be agreed to;
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inter alia, these criteria should ensure that the MEAs are supported by all
interested parties and that their provisions concerning trade-related
measures are drafted precisely. In this respect, there are a number of im-
portant practical issues. For example, if a country chose not to accept a
certain standard, who would judge the appropriateness of that decision?
The country might not adopt the more rigorous standard because it finds
the scientific evidence unconvincing, it has a high absorptive capacity
for the environmental damage concerned, or it has other social and eco-
nomic priorities.

One way for parties to an agreement to clarify their intentions vis-à-vis
other agreements has been recognized in the Vienna Convention as the
‘‘savings’’ clause. If all parties to a negotiation are clear that no conflict
is intended, they could agree to reflect this in a savings clause. The formal
insertion of such a clause could be an effective way of preventing govern-
ments from changing their intentions and of avoiding disputes from aris-
ing at the WTO. However, agreeing on a savings clause is not always a
simple matter, as the negotiation of the Bio-safety Protocol – which ad-
dresses the concerns raised by the trans-boundary movement of living
modified organisms – made clear. Much has been asked about the poten-
tial incompatibility between WTO rules and the Protocol. The case has
been made that conflicts over potential inconsistencies during the negoti-
ation of the Bio-safety Protocol clearly highlighted the need for a savings
clause to clarify the basic parameters of the agreements. However, the
text that emerged from the Montreal negotiations does not appear to
clarify matters at all. It states that ‘‘this Protocol shall not be interpreted
as implying a change in the rights and obligations of a party under
any existing international agreement’’. This in itself would appear clear
enough – WTO rights and obligations stay in tact. The following para-
graph, however, states that ‘‘the above recital is not intended to subordi-
nate this Protocol to other international agreements’’. This reads that
WTO rights and obligations do not stay in tact.

Another approach to avoid disputes should not be beyond the com-
petence of governments, given the existing knowledge about the trade
provisions of MEAs, their objectives, and WTO rules to ensure that no
formal dispute should arise between the provisions of the MEAs and
WTO rules. A number of steps could be taken, however, to increase the
likelihood of avoiding an environmental dispute finding its way to the
WTO.

It should be possible to enhance transparency, dialogue and coopera-
tion between MEAs, relevant international organizations and the WTO
from the initial stage of negotiation of an MEA to its implementation.
This cooperation could contribute to dispute avoidance if it involved
an exchange of information, mutual participation in meetings, access to
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documents and databases, and briefing sessions, as necessary. It has been
proposed in the CTE that a guide containing WTO principles could
be compiled by the WTO Secretariat, and could be used by MEA ne-
gotiators in their consideration of proposed trade measures. Cooperation
agreements between the WTO and MEA institutions have also been
suggested that would provide for the WTO Secretariat to respond to
requests for technical information about relevant WTO provisions. An-
other proposal is for the establishment of an informal mechanism for
dialogue to discuss and exchange information on trade and environment
issues.15 This could involve, inter alia, the United Nations Environment
Programme, the WTO and MEA Secretariats, the members of the WTO
and parties to the environment agreements, as well as NGOs and indus-
try. Such a mechanism would allow interested parties to develop a better
understanding of trade- and environment-related issues, in a forum that
is not mandated to negotiate rules but rather is aimed at preventing con-
flict and improving cooperation and coordination amongst policy makers.

It would seem important that representatives of both the environment
and trade ministries are present in MEA negotiations to ensure that
MEAs utilize only those trade measures that are necessary for the pro-
tection of the environment, and that do not constitute a means of arbi-
trary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction on interna-
tional trade. In fact, newer MEAs, such as the Prior Informed Consent
Convention or the Cartagena Protocol on Bio-safety, explicitly refer to
the principle of mutual supportiveness, and have involved both trade
and environment officials.

In this manner, environmental standards for agreed production and
process methods and products could be established within the context of
the MEA. If there are grounds for discrimination in trade because of the
characteristics of what is being traded (endangered species) or how a
product is produced (carbon-emitting production processes), the appro-
priate standards should be established through agreement by the appro-
priate experts. There should be no objection to this approach. In fact, be-
cause this procedure would relieve the WTO of many concerns relating
to difficult concepts such as ‘‘like products’’ and ‘‘non-product-related
production methods’’, it is not surprising that WTO members, as well as
Panel and Appellate Body reports, have strongly promoted the use of
multilateral or other agreements to deal with these matters.

Improving coherence

It is widely believed by WTO members that improved policy coordina-
tion at the national level between trade and environment policy officials
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can contribute to eliminating policy conflicts at the international level
between trade and environment. Lack of coordination has, in the past,
contributed to the negotiation of conflicting agreements in trade and en-
vironmental forums. In addition, it is widely recognized that multilateral
cooperation in the form of MEAs constitutes the best approach for
resolving trans-boundary (regional and global) environmental concerns.
MEAs provide a safeguard against unilateral attempts to address envi-
ronmental problems (such as with the tuna/dolphin dispute in which the
United States acted unilaterally). Unilateral solutions are often discrimi-
natory and involve the extraterritorial application of values and environ-
mental standards. The UN Conference on Environment and Develop-
ment in 1992 clearly endorsed consensual and cooperative multilateral
environmental solutions to global environmental problems. Such solu-
tions reduce the risks of arbitrary discrimination and disguised protec-
tionism, and reflect the international community’s common concern and
responsibility for global resources.

In order to ensure consistency between the different bodies of law, it
would seem appropriate to create a ‘‘framework’’ within which MEAs
can operate more effectively in order for environmental problems to be
dealt with outside the WTO. In developing such a framework, the first
order of business must be to reach consensus on the standards according
to which there can be discrimination in trade for products that are physi-
cally the same. This can and has been done in a variety of MEAs. Few
would disagree about the need for restrictions on trade in stolen goods
and that they should be regulated in a discriminatory fashion, even if
the physical form of the goods is the same. But few would argue that
solutions to these sorts of problems are within the competence of the
WTO.

The critical question is, if an exception is sought for a non-conforming
measure in the WTO, what support should be given to the government
seeking the exception because of the existence of the MEA. The answer
is very clear: it depends. What the framework should contain is a proce-
dure whereby this question is addressed on a multilateral basis with the
involvement of both the trade and environment communities; it should
not be left in the hands of panellists in the WTO dispute settlement pro-
cess or the Appellate Body. In fact, the decision could be taken through a
public debate and disclosure of all the relevant facts.

At the most fundamental level, what is required is a coherent approach
to the formulation of trade and environment policies at both the national
and multilateral levels. This is true with respect to addressing not only
agreements that may have inconsistent rules, but also those that are in-
consistent in their approaches to meeting their objectives. Some would
cite as examples the treatment of patents in the TRIPS Agreement, the
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protection of indigenous peoples’ rights in the Convention on Biological
Diversity, and the treatment of precaution in the SPS Agreement and the
Biodiversity Convention. Greater coherence between multilateral trade
and multilateral environment agreements could be best achieved in a
future round of negotiations by establishing a negotiating group to exam-
ine the question. Such a group was established in the Uruguay Round.
The so-called FOGS (Functioning of the GATT System) Group pro-
duced a Ministerial Declaration on the Contribution of the World Trade
Organization to Achieving Greater Coherence in Global Economic
Policy-making. This Declaration served as the basis for the comprehen-
sive and formal agreements that were struck between the WTO, the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund to guide them in their
future collaboration. The policy discussion in this context is found in
chapter 12.

Conclusion

Although the range of potential conflicts between MEAs and the WTO
Agreements is somewhat circumscribed, questions will continue to arise
when the provisions of an MEA are unclear as to the action they man-
date, even among the parties to it, or in situations where the parties to
an MEA are applying trade measures against a non-party. Change in
WTO rules and processes to accommodate the concerns of environmen-
talists will not come easily and certainly not outside the context of a new
round of broad-based multilateral negotiations. The WTO is a consensus-
based organization and many WTO members see no need for change in
this respect. Notwithstanding that, eventual conflict between the rules of
MEAs and the WTO remains a real possibility, and a collision between
regimes as important as those protecting the environment and the trading
system should certainly be avoided.

In order to operate in a credible and efficient manner, the WTO needs
effective, broad-based and consensus-driven MEAs that include all inter-
ested WTO members. If WTO-inconsistent measures are provided for in
the MEA, they should be clearly defined and enforced by a robust dis-
pute settlement system within the MEA itself. If the political will of
the international community falls short of what is necessary to agree on
MEAs with these characteristics, a heavy price will be paid. Trade-
related environmental disputes will gravitate to the WTO, because no al-
ternative mechanism will be available to deal with them. In the absence
of a world government to settle global environment problems, and with
a division of responsibilities among different international organizations,
we are confronted with a problem of global governance. It should not be
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beyond the capabilities of the world’s leaders to decide on what is to be
the role of the WTO in the coming years.
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7

Biotechnology, sustainable
development and the WTO

Introduction

Biotechnology, or the use of living organisms to make or modify prod-
ucts, has flourished in one form or another since prehistoric times. When
human beings realized that they could plant and improve their own crops
through seed selection, they learned to use biotechnology. The first
animal breeders, noticing that different physical traits could be either
magnified or lost by mating appropriate pairs of animals, engaged in the
manipulations of biotechnology. Activities such as baking bread, brewing
alcoholic beverages, producing serum and vaccines for human or animal
health, or cross-breeding food crops or domestic animals have been prac-
tised by human society since the beginning of recorded history, although
an understanding of the scientific principles behind fermentation and
crop improvement practices has come only in the past hundred years.
Nonetheless, the early, crude techniques, even without the benefit of so-
phisticated laboratories and automated equipment, were a true practice
of biotechnology.

Public interest in biotechnology has increased greatly in recent years.
This change in sentiment has come with the development of modern
techniques made possible with the advance of knowledge regarding ge-
netic and molecular structures. Genetic engineering now permits scien-
tists to change the characteristics of living organisms by transferring ge-
netic information from one organism into another that is too distantly
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related to permit natural cross-breeding. It is this transfer of genetic in-
formation across the boundaries of species that has led to the most vocal
public reaction.

Numerous issues relating to the regulation of modern biotechnology
arouse strong feelings among many people. Some of this concern is re-
lated to the unknown. There are fears that the release of living geneti-
cally modified organisms (GMOs) into the environment might have dele-
terious consequences for Mother Nature. There are concerns that the
development of genetically modified crops would create a monoculture
that could put food security and traditional agricultural crops at risk.
There are also fears about the consumption of food derived from GMOs
that could damage public health. Other concerns relate to equity consid-
erations: it is argued that developing countries rich in genetic material
are not adequately rewarded when this resource is tapped by the biotech-
nology industry and marketed by companies from the developed world.
Then there are ethical considerations. Some question whether it is proper
to provide for the patenting of life in the form of micro-organisms. Some
life-saving drugs produced by modern biotechnology are expensive and
out of reach for impoverished people. Is this inevitable as pharmaceutical
companies recoup the costs of past research and prepare the ground for
new life-saving initiatives, or are excessive profits derived from exclusive
marketing rights that come with the ownership of patents?

As governments engage in the process of regulating biotechnology, it
is apparent not only that different countries have different concerns, but
that opinions differ widely within countries. The liberal views of countries
such as the United States and Canada toward GMO food products, for
example, are in stark contrast to the view of a number of European coun-
tries, which are hostile to the cultivation and import of genetically modi-
fied organisms and products derived from them. As a result, countries
are far from agreement on the risks associated with biotechnology, and
they differ widely on the appropriate precaution in managing these risks.
The life of regulators is further complicated by the fact that much of the
science surrounding GMOs is unclear.

What is clear, however, is that biotechnology is a vast area of current
and potential commercial application, whose regulation will certainly af-
fect many facets of everyday life.1 From an international trade perspec-
tive, WTO rules have the potential to influence national regulations and
international treaties that address the results of genetic engineering in
many ways. A review of this interaction sheds light on the question of
why the WTO has moved onto centre stage in regulatory areas that
would not normally be considered part of traditional trade policy.

It seems to me that, as far as the WTO is concerned, GMO-related
issues present themselves under three different headings. First, there are
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market access considerations, because a number of WTO Agreements
have as their objective providing the freedom for governments to regu-
late as they see fit, while avoiding unnecessary barriers to trade. How
is it possible to regulate trade in living modified organisms destined for
release into nature when there are vastly different concerns about the
environmental consequences of doing so? Are trade-restricting domestic
regulations relating to food products derived from GMOs protectionist
in their intent or based on rational public concerns over health? What
international standards would create the presumption of acceptability
should a dispute come the WTO, and who would create and enforce such
standards?

This then raises the second set of issues, which relate to coherence
across different treaties: are the WTO Agreements supportive of other
multilateral agreements dealing with various aspects of biotechnology?
The Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS), for ex-
ample, defers to standards established in other international agreements
in determining the legitimacy of SPS measures (see chapter 5). How does
the SPS Agreement interface, if at all, with the Cartagena Protocol on
Bio-safety – an international treaty dealing specifically with the cross-
border movement of living GMOs? In a different domain, providing for
the patenting of micro-organisms – under the WTO Agreement on
Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) – has implications
for the preservation of biodiversity and rewarding indigenous peoples
for their genetic resources. Are the objectives of the Convention on Bio-
logical Diversity (CBD) best met through the TRIPS patenting regime?

Third, there are issues relating to equity and ethical considerations.
Given the patenting obligations of the TRIPS Agreement, how can af-
fordable medicines arising from biotechnological research be accessed
by poor people while rewarding pharmaceutical companies for past re-
search? The TRIPS Agreement provides for the patenting of micro-
organisms and therefore life forms. What are the religious, ethical and
other considerations involved in patenting life forms for commercial
purposes – or any other purposes for that matter? In both instances, cen-
tral questions include what is life worth, who should own it and who
should pay for preserving it? Matters such as these understandably
arouse emotions in many quarters.

The objective of this chapter is to present a case study of how the
WTO, with its expanded Uruguay Round mandate, finds itself at the
centre of controversial issues involving non-traditional trade concerns.
Technical developments since the completion of the Uruguay Round
could not have been foreseen by negotiators at the time, and this has con-
siderable policy implications. I pay specific attention in the following to
the TRIPS Agreement, the SPS Agreement, the Technical Barriers to
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Trade (TBT) Agreement and the Committee on Trade and Environment
(CTE).

Market access: Health and the environment

Scientists have provided numerous examples of both the positive and
the negative implications of using modern biotechnology to facilitate
and improve plant species. Among the positive outcomes are the devel-
opment of plants characterized by increased drought and pest resistance
and possible survival in saline water. There are also potential negative
consequences.2 Moreover, it is argued that herbicide-resistant crops will
entrench the dependence of agricultural production on capital- and
energy-intensive chemical inputs, further narrow the genetic base em-
ployed for agricultural purposes, and increase farmers’ dependence on
specific agricultural supply firms.

As far as human health is concerned, potential benefits include the
production of more nutritious fruits, vegetables and cereals; processed
foods that are healthier; foods that help fight disease; fewer allergenic
proteins in nuts and pulse crops; rice that can help fight anaemia and
blindness; and foods that can be used to deliver vaccines and medicines.
But, as is the case for improving plant species, there are potentially neg-
ative consequences. It is argued, for example, that with the current state
of knowledge there is no way of predicting the effects of the insertion of
genes into the genome, or the effects on human health of genetic modifi-
cation with respect to the development of unknown toxic and allergenic
components.

Viewed from a policy perspective, these concerns are manifested in
the assessment and management of risk. Risk assessment is the scientific
determination of the relationship between cause and effect in situations
where adverse effects can occur. Risk management, on the other hand,
is the process of identifying, evaluating, selecting and implementing mea-
sures to reduce risk. Managing risk entails ascertaining what constitutes
an acceptable level of risk and then setting the necessary standards by
which the risk can be managed appropriately. In this process of risk man-
agement, the lives of regulators – as well as of trade officials – would be
greatly simplified if all countries adopted the same standards through
international agreement with respect to goods that enter international
trade. This, however, is not the case. Thus, the problem arises of whether
standards are devised, and other measures taken, with the intent of limit-
ing market access or responding to well-founded and scientifically justi-
fied concerns.

Because WTO Agreements have as their objective the avoidance of
the use of technical regulations as unnecessary impediments to trade,
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one of the major challenges facing WTO members is to provide the nec-
essary flexibility for governments to pursue whatever domestic policies
they think are appropriate in the regulation of GMOs and their products,
without the associated measures being used as disguised barriers to trade.
This is not easy, particularly as different perceptions exist as to the ap-
propriate degree of precaution in assessing and managing risks. Here
the Precautionary Principle enters the picture. It is based on the premise
that in some cases – particularly where the costs of action are low and the
risks of inaction are high – preventive action should be taken, even with-
out full scientific certainty about the problem being addressed. More for-
mally, and according to the Rio Declaration, ‘‘[i]n order to protect the en-
vironment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States
according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irre-
versible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a
reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental
degradation.’’3 In practice, this gives governments a fair amount of dis-
cretion in setting environmental policy. It responds to the gap between
banning a product or procedure until science has proved it is harmless
and not banning it until science has proved that there is a real risk.4

The relative weight assigned to science and societal choice in the deter-
mination of standards – or how ‘‘precautionary’’ regulations should be –
underpins much of the possible future disagreement over the legitimacy
of standards relating to genetically modified products within the context
of dispute settlement in the WTO. As will be seen below, the weight
given to scientific evidence creates the potential for an important lack of
coherence between some multilateral agreements, such as the Bio-safety
Protocol,5 on the one hand, and the SPS Agreement or the TBT Agree-
ment, on the other.

As outlined in chapter 6, the Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures
Agreement addresses governmental measures applied to protect humans
or animals from food risks and diseases, and to protect the country from
the spread of pests. In this respect its purpose is to determine what might
be considered a legitimate measure in terms of being no more trade
restrictive than required to achieve domestic objectives. In the absence
of international standards relating to these products, each country must
conduct its own risk assessment and determine its ‘‘acceptable level of
risk’’. Thus, the Agreement explicitly recognizes members’ sovereign
right to take appropriate national measures and provides national au-
thorities with a framework to develop their domestic policies and set
their own standards. These commonly include substantial safety margins
as a precautionary measure. However, in order to be consistent with the
WTO, once a government has determined its appropriate level of sani-
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tary and phytosanitary protection it should not choose a measure that is
more stringent and trade restrictive than necessary. Evaluating this is im-
portant in determining the measure, whose effects should be proportional
to the risk.

In terms of its scope of application, the SPS Agreement applies to mea-
sures to protect human or animal life from risks arising from additives,
contaminants, toxins or disease-causing organisms in their food; human
life from plant- or animal-carried diseases; animal or plant life from pests,
diseases or disease-causing organisms. It also applies to measures to pre-
vent or limit other damage to a country from the entry, establishment or
spread of pests. Although the SPS Agreement might appear to be rele-
vant with respect to the cross-border movement of living GMOs and
food derived from them, this is not clear. The Agreement applies to mea-
sures to protect animal or plant life or health, but these measures relate
to the entry, establishment or spread of pests, diseases, disease-carrying
organisms or disease-causing organisms. Can living GMOs be considered
to be any of these? At first blush at least, a reasonable answer would ap-
pear to be in the negative. But what if a measure were taken that would
restrict the importation of a living GMO on the grounds that it could re-
duce the resistance of crops to pests and therefore damage a country from
the ‘‘entry, establishment or spread of pests’’. Is this within the scope of
the SPS Agreement? It would indeed be a difficult case for the dispute
settlement process of the WTO to deal with.

Chapter 5 also describes the TBT Agreement and its application
to technical regulations, voluntary standards and conformity assessment
procedures. The Agreement specifies that technical regulations should
not be prepared, adopted or applied with the effect of creating unneces-
sary obstacles to international trade. For this purpose, the Agreement re-
quires that technical regulations must not be more trade restrictive than
necessary to fulfil a legitimate objective, taking account of the risks that
non-fulfilment would create. Such legitimate objectives include: national
security requirements; the prevention of deceptive practices; and the pro-
tection of human health or safety, animal or plant life or health, or the
environment. In assessing such risks, relevant elements for consideration
include the available scientific and technical information, related process-
ing technology, or the intended end-uses of products.

The two Agreements have some common elements, including basic
obligations for non-discrimination and similar requirements for the ad-
vance notification of proposed measures. However, many of the substan-
tive rules are different. For example, both Agreements encourage the use
of international standards. However, under the SPS Agreement the only
justification for not using such standards for food safety and animal/plant
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health protection are scientific arguments resulting from an assessment of
the potential health risks. Under the TBT Agreement, in contrast, gov-
ernments may decide that international standards are not appropriate
for other reasons, including fundamental technological problems or geo-
graphical factors.

Moreover, under the TBT Agreement, governments may introduce
regulations such as the labelling of products when necessary to meet a
number of objectives, such as national security or the prevention of de-
ceptive practices. WTO members acknowledge, in principle, the positive
aspects of labelling schemes, whose intention is to provide consumers
with information about the manner in which goods have been produced
in order for them to identify products that may carry risks for public
health or the environment. When preferences differ between consumers
for non-scientific reasons with respect to products that are physically the
same (or ‘‘like products’’), then one approach is to permit consumers to
differentiate through reference to product labels. However, members also
point to the risks of abuse and impediments to trade of labelling schemes
and the TBT Agreement requirement.

Furthermore, there is no consensus on the coverage of the Agreement
for standards and regulations relating to the processes that produced the
product (see chapter 5). This is not an issue if the method of production
is ‘‘incorporated’’ into the product (i.e. the production method is evident
in the product itself), but what if the biotechnological process that was
involved in the production is not evident in the final product? Would
a labelling scheme that requires the labelling of products derived from
genetically modified organisms be considered WTO inconsistent on
the grounds that GMO-derived products are ‘‘like’’ non-GMO products
when there is no evidence of the genetic modification in the final prod-
uct? The manner in which this debate is resolved will have major practi-
cal implications in a number of areas of considerable commercial signifi-
cance; both voluntary and mandatory labelling schemes are covered by the
TBT Agreement and the WTO will find itself in the centre of the debate.

Another consideration is that the TBT Agreement recognizes that no
country should be prevented from taking measures necessary for the pre-
vention of deceptive practices, subject to the requirement that these mea-
sures do not discriminate between countries and are not a disguised re-
striction on international trade. Would the failure to notify consumers of
the biotechnological production of foods be tantamount to an infringe-
ment of the TBT Agreement on the grounds of deception?

In past meetings of the TBT Committee, the United States and Canada
expressed concern over a European Union regulation on the labelling of
food products containing or derived from genetically modified soya or
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maize. The European Union requires foodstuffs and food ingredients
containing traces of modified DNA or protein to be labelled as ‘‘pro-
duced with genetically modified soya/maize’’. The United States and
Canada have argued that such labels are unnecessary technical barriers
to trade since no scientific reason exists to differentiate between food-
stuffs produced with genetically modified crops and ‘‘normal’’ maize/
soya. The United States also questioned the feasibility of developing reli-
able and commercially practical tests for detecting DNA or protein re-
sulting from genetic modification, especially at very low thresholds. The
European Commission also proposed that all GM foods should be la-
belled, including foods derived from but no longer containing GMOs,
such as highly refined products (e.g. maize or soya oil) where the original
GMO content is removed during the production process. These rules
have been approved by the EU governments and the European Parlia-
ment, and have entered into force. They are under challenge, the issue
at stake being whether GMOs are ‘‘like’’ other products.6

At the request of the United States, Argentina and Canada, a Panel
was established in August 2003 on the European Union’s procedures for
the approval and marketing of biotechnology products.7 The three com-
plainants claim that the suspension of considering/granting biotech prod-
uct approvals, as well as several national marketing and import bans, are
inconsistent with a number of provisions in the TBT Agreement and the
SPS Agreement, including being more trade restrictive than necessary
and lacking scientific justification based on risk assessments. The com-
plainants also claim that the approval procedures are inconsistent with
national treatment, which requires governments to treat ‘‘like’’ foreign
and domestic products in the same way. The argument is that genetic
modification does not make products fundamentally different from their
non-GMO counterparts and no approval processes or controls other than
those applicable to conventional crops should apply to GMOs.8

Under which Agreement should disputes related to genetically
modified organisms be dealt with? Regulations that address microbiolog-
ical contamination of food, set allowable levels of pesticide or veterinary
drug residues, or identify permitted food additives fall under the SPS
Agreement. Some packaging and labelling requirements, if directly re-
lated to the safety of the food, are also subject to the SPS Agreement.
Most measures related to human disease control come under the TBT
Agreement, unless they concern diseases that are carried by plants or an-
imals (such as rabies). In terms of food-labelling requirements, nutri-
tional claims and concerns, quality and packaging regulations are gener-
ally not considered to be sanitary or phytosanitary measures and hence
are normally subject to the TBT Agreement.
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Coherence with other treaties

The WTO and the Bio-safety Protocol

With respect to the trans-boundary movement of GMOs, it would seem
sensible that a multilateral agreement be negotiated to ensure consistent
regulations at the global level. In fact, such a treaty was foreseen in the
Convention on Biological Diversity, which provides for the establishment
of biosafety-related regulations to ‘‘control the risks associated with the
use and release of living modified organisms resulting from biotechnol-
ogy which are likely to have adverse environmental impacts that could
affect the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity, taking
also into account the risks to human health’’. The CBD broadened the
traditionally applied concept of ‘‘genetically modified organisms’’ by
adopting the term ‘‘living modified organisms’’ (LMOs).

The Cartagena Protocol on Bio-safety was negotiated under the aus-
pices of the United Nations, agreed to in March 2001, and adopted under
the auspices of the CBD. It was the first international legal instrument to
deal with biotechnology, and it has been agreed to by 129 countries. At
the most fundamental level, the Cartagena Protocol can be viewed as
a trade agreement; and it is certainly the most important multilateral
environment agreement (MEA) from a commercial trade perspective.
Whereas the Cartagena Protocol addresses trade-related GMO topics
from the perspective of conserving biodiversity, many WTO members
that trade in GMO products see GMO regulation as an unnecessary
trade barrier. At the domestic level, individual WTO members are under
pressure, and the Protocol was sure to be controversial from the outset.

The Cartagena Protocol covers some common ground with the SPS
Agreement. Both the Protocol and the SPS Agreement address the abil-
ity of countries to restrict the importation of products in order to protect
the environment from possible adverse effects; both provide for the use
of precautionary measures; and both require the use of scientific risk
assessment. The Protocol resulted from intensive and protracted nego-
tiation in which particular emphasis was placed on avoiding any inconsis-
tencies with WTO rules.

The centre-piece of the Protocol is the Advance Informed Agreement
(AIA) procedure whereby prior notification and consent are required for
the export and import of LMOs. The AIA procedures incorporate the
principle that states have sovereign rights to control the transfer, hand-
ling and use of LMOs, including the right to refuse the importation of
LMOs. A central question throughout the negotiation of the Protocol
was whether it should cover only those classes of LMOs that are released
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into the environment, or also LMOs that are intended for direct use as
food or feed or for processing. Although it was agreed that both classes
of LMOs would fall under the Protocol’s scope, the AIA provisions apply
only to LMOs that are intended for introduction into the environment.
The AIA procedure is to be based on risk assessment carried out in a sci-
entifically sound manner. The lack of agreement among the parties on
the nature and extent of the risk associated with the release of LMOs is
highlighted in differing approaches to the degree of precaution that is
considered appropriate in the management of risk. As far as LMOs for
food, feed or processing are concerned, a clearing-house mechanism has
been created to provide a link between national authorities whereby
products exported for food, feed or processing are to be notified to the
other party within 15 days. The information to be provided should in-
clude details about the producer and the LMO as well as a risk assess-
ment report. The importing party may make its own decision on the im-
port of the product according to its own domestic regulatory regime for
GMOs. Both these procedures have the potential seriously to affect trade
flows.

After establishing that parties could take a precautionary approach to
restricting imports of LMOs, the challenge now remains to put into prac-
tice the principle of precaution. The potential conflict between the rules
of the WTO and the Bio-safety Protocol has been under discussion in
the CTE and was given further impetus with the agreement to negotiate
the relationship between the WTO and MEAs in the Doha Development
Agenda. Whether there are WTO-inconsistent measures in the Bio-
safety Protocol seems to be answered in the affirmative, at least as far as
the treatment of precaution in the SPS Agreement is concerned.9 For ex-
ample, although both the Protocol and the SPS Agreement formally pro-
vide the right to resort to precaution in the absence of sufficient scientific
evidence, this is not necessarily considered to be a provisional measure in
the case of the Bio-safety Protocol – whereas in the SPS Agreement it is.

Because the Protocol does not yet have a compliance mechanism, any
dispute between WTO members would be dealt with under the WTO
dispute settlement process. This could raise fundamental questions about
the relevance of the Protocol in a WTO dispute if the disputants are not
both parties to the Protocol. The United States – which accounts for
three-quarters of the world’s agricultural biotechnology crops – is not a
member of the Protocol and, even if it chooses to abide by the rules, it is
not bound by them. A further question is whether the Protocol and the
Precautionary Principle should be conceived of as customary interna-
tional law in future years by the WTO dispute settlement process. In ef-
fect, the WTO would be deciding on the interpretation of precaution.
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The WTO and the Biodiversity Convention

Many of the poorest people in the world live in areas where a large part
of the world’s biological diversity survives. In addition, the traditional
knowledge of these communities relates to the use of their biological re-
sources as medicines, foodstuffs and other goods. There has been exten-
sive commercial use of the knowledge and biological resources of indige-
nous peoples in a variety of sectors such as pharmaceuticals, agriculture,
horticulture, personal care and cosmetics.10 Indeed, without indigenous
knowledge, many products in these sectors would not exist today. Tradi-
tional knowledge has long been considered to be the common heritage of
humanity, where laws regulating access to genetic resources did not exist.

The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) was negotiated under
the auspices of the United Nations Environment Programme and entered
into force in 1993. Its objectives are the conservation of biological diver-
sity, the sustainable use of its components, and the fair and equitable
sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources.
The Convention is based on the notion that, in accordance with the prin-
ciples of international law, states have the sovereign right to exploit their
own resources pursuant to their own environmental policies, and the re-
sponsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction and control
do not cause damage to the environment.

The fact that the CBD acknowledges that genetic resources have a
commercial, economic and scientific value, and entitles parties providing
access to such resources to receive benefits on mutually agreed terms,
means that intellectual property rights are central to the Agreement and
should influence the distribution of benefits flowing from their use.11

There are, however, a number of legal and practical issues concerning
the relationship between the CBD and the TRIPS Agreement. The CBD
introduced the notion of intellectual property rights as a strategy for con-
serving biodiversity by granting countries sovereign rights over their
resources, and the TRIPS Agreement acknowledges the ownership and
exclusive use of inventions (not discoveries) to ensure a time-bound
monopoly over the use of the invention. The term of patent protection is
20 years from the filing date.

According to the TRIPS Agreement, inventions in all fields of technol-
ogy, whether products or processes, are patentable provided that they
are new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial applica-
tion. Owing to these requirements, the intellectual property ‘‘system’’ is
seen to be biased against the interests of developing countries – it pre-
cludes the granting of patents for many inventions or discoveries that
constitute the traditional knowledge of indigenous people. Moreover, it
is argued that the patenting of seeds, herbs and traditional processes
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without reward to developing countries is ‘‘bio-piracy’’ and robs the de-
veloping world of rightful profits.

Addressing this issue raises a number of questions. In most traditional
communities, knowledge is acquired over time, being passed from one
generation to the next, and keeps evolving and changing in character.
Therefore, it is difficult to establish when such knowledge was actually
discovered and when it entered the public domain. Also, because tradi-
tional knowledge has been handed down through generations, entire
communities are involved in its evolution. Who is the inventor? The
problem is further complicated in cases where the same indigenous
knowledge is used by different communities in various parts of the
world.12

Although developing country governments could enact strong laws
to regulate the conditions under which corporations access domestic re-
sources, few have the legislation in place or the expertise to create it. Ad-
ditionally, in many instances, patent examiners in developed countries
are not aware of the innovations already made by native peoples and
therefore grant patents to developed country corporations in error. How-
ever, expense and lack of expertise preclude developing country citizens
from challenging patents issued in error.13

Because national access laws have proved to be inadequate to prevent
intellectual property rights being granted in situations where the genetic
material has been illegally used without authorization, or incorporated
into an invention emanating from another national jurisdiction, several
developing countries have been pressing for mechanisms to protect tradi-
tional knowledge. They are also seeking recognition for regimes that aim
to regulate access to genetic resources in order to prevent bio-piracy, as
well as to reap benefits from the use of traditional knowledge or genetic
resources in patented products. Thus, the Doha Development Agenda in-
structs the Council for TRIPS ‘‘to examine, inter alia, the relationship be-
tween the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention on Biological Diver-
sity, the protection of traditional knowledge and folklore, and other
relevant new developments raised by Members’’.14

Ethical and other considerations

Patenting life forms

It is important to note that the TRIPS Agreement makes no reference
to biotechnology. However, Article 27.3(b) of the Agreement does pro-
vide for the patenting of micro-organisms and of non-biological and mi-
crobiological processes for the production of plants and animals. Views
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differ greatly – on ethical, religious and other grounds – about the appro-
priateness of patenting and owning life forms. Many individuals regard
genetic engineering as a qualitatively different technology from tradi-
tional plant-breeding or animal husbandry techniques.15 They hold that
the species barrier is a boundary set by God or nature, that species have
an inherent integrity, and that the violation of this status is an act of ex-
treme arrogance on the part of human beings.

An animal, plant or micro-organism owes its creation ultimately to God, not hu-
man endeavour. It can not be interpreted as an invention or a process, in the nor-
mal sense of either word. It has a life of its own, which inanimate matter does not.
In genetic engineering, moreover, only a tiny fraction of the makeup of the or-
ganism can be said to be a product of scientists. The organism is still essentially
a living entity, not an invention. A genetically modified mouse is completely dif-
ferent from a mouse trap.16

Graham Dutfield – an Oxford researcher – usefully draws attention to
the work of Arthur Kornberg (a Noble Prize laureate) and his pioneering
research on DNA synthesis; his view is that ‘‘the most rational under-
standing of life’’ is ‘‘its reduction to the molecular details of chemistry’’.
This conceptualization of life is essentially chemical, embodied in – and
promoted through – the discourse of biotechnology. It is undoubtedly
appealing to those who esteem modern science for its progressiveness
and rationality. Dutfield notes that this way of imaging life provides a
basis for arguments for extending protectable subject matter to micro-
organisms, plants and animals. He argues that it has played a significant
role in the evolution of patent law in various countries from the 1980s,
and ultimately of the global regime too.17

Access to affordable medicines

According to James Orbinski, the president of Médecins sans Frontières
writing shortly after having accepted the Nobel Prize on behalf of his
institution: ‘‘The failure of market forces, the failure of governments to
regulate these or substitute for them, and the lack of a clear global public
health policy have caused the current inhumane, mostly silent and wholly
unacceptable catastrophe that lack of access to health care and essential
medicines represents. The WTO, by design or by default, is at the heart
of this issue.’’18

The point at issue from the multilateral perspective is how to ensure
that patent protection for pharmaceutical products does not prevent
people in poor countries from having access to medicines, while at the
same time maintaining the patent system’s role in providing incentives
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for research and development. To deal with this issue, the TRIPS Agree-
ment contains flexibility provisions. In particular, governments can issue
compulsory licences to allow a competitor to produce the product or
use the process under licence, but only under certain conditions aimed
at safeguarding the legitimate interests of the patent holder. An addi-
tional flexibility relates to parallel importing.19 Countries’ laws differ on
whether they allow parallel imports. The TRIPS Agreement simply states
that governments cannot bring legal disputes to the WTO on this issue.
Importantly, in situations of national emergency or other circumstances
of extreme urgency, compulsory licensing and government use without
the authorization of the right holder are allowed (although subject to
conditions protecting the legitimate interests of the right holder). The
scope and duration of such use are limited to the purpose for which it
was authorized, which is non-assignable and predominantly for the sup-
ply of the domestic market.

Although the flexibility provisions may appear clear cut, some
governments – in particular in African countries – were unsure of how
they would be interpreted should a dispute arise, and how far their right
to use them would be respected. Thus, a clarification was crafted in the
form of a special Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health at the Doha
Ministerial Conference in November 2001. According to the Doha Dec-
laration, public health should take precedence over commitments under-
taken with respect to intellectual property rights. In affirming that the
TRIPS Agreement ‘‘can and should be interpreted and implemented in
a manner supportive of WTO Members’ right to protect public health
and, in particular, to promote access to medicines for all’’ (para. 4), mem-
bers confirmed that the TRIPS Agreement has room for flexibility at the
national level, namely with regard to the determination of the grounds
for compulsory licensing and the admission of parallel imports. This can
be read to mean that a failure to make use of the available flexibilities
would run counter to the spirit and purpose of the TRIPS Agreement, es-
pecially in the light of the recognized gravity of the problems. In the Dec-
laration, members also agreed to extend exemptions on pharmaceutical
patent protection for least developed countries until 2016.

An important issue quickly emerged. The ‘‘flexibilities’’ of the TRIPS
accord, as they relate to government-sanctioned non-voluntary use of a
patent for domestic production, may in practice be of little use except
for the few countries that have the capacity to produce the products in
question. The issue arises because Article 31(f) of the TRIPS Agreement
states that products made under compulsory licensing must be ‘‘predom-
inantly for the supply of the domestic market’’. This has a direct impact
on countries that can manufacture drugs – by limiting the amount they
can export when the drug is made under compulsory licence. And it has
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an indirect impact on countries unable to make medicines and therefore
wanting to import generic products. It would be difficult for them to find
countries that can supply them with drugs made under compulsory licens-
ing because exports may not be provided for in the agreement between
the pharmaceutical company and the licence holder. Thus, Article 31(f)
is a general rule that limits exports when the product is manufactured
under a compulsory licence.

Moreover, although the TRIPS Agreement clearly permits imports –
both where the product is off patent in the importing country and where
the government overrides the patent rights under compulsory licensing
provisions – the difficulty for the importing country is to find a source.
To address this situation, paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration on TRIPS
reads: ‘‘We recognize that WTO Members with insufficient or no manu-
facturing capacities in the pharmaceutical sector could face difficulties in
making effective use of compulsory licensing under the TRIPS Agree-
ment. We instruct the Council for TRIPS to find an expeditious solution
to this problem and to report to the General Council before the end of
2002.’’

After almost a year of discussion, the TRIPS Council considered a
draft Decision in the form of a waiver permitting countries that can make
drugs to export them under compulsory licence to countries that cannot
manufacture them. The waiver would last until the TRIPS Agreement
was amended. It would include provisions on transparency (which would
give a patent owner some opportunity to react by offering a lower price)
and on special packaging and other methods to avoid the medicines being
diverted to developed country markets. An annex would describe what a
country needs to do in order to declare itself unable to make the pharma-
ceuticals domestically.

The draft Decision received very wide support, but there was no con-
sensus. It was particularly opposed by the United States, arguing, inter
alia, that the Decision was too open-ended on the range of diseases it
would cover. The United States was also concerned that the Decision did
not go far enough in preventing the medicines from being diverted to the
wrong markets. Developing countries too had concerns, mainly about
what they considered to be burdensome conditions, such as on transpar-
ency and preventing the medicines being diverted to the wrong markets.

However, in 2003, an agreement was reached in the General Council
for the implementation of paragraph 6. The Decision takes the form of
an interim waiver, which allows countries producing patented products
under compulsory licence to export the products to eligible importing
countries, provided that a compulsory licence has also been granted in
the importing country and that various other conditions are met. The
waiver is set to last until the TRIPS Agreement is amended.
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It has been argued that the conditions established in both the text of
the Decision and the Statement for allowing exports of patented medi-
cines are hardly compatible with the idea of an ‘‘expeditious’’ solution:
in order to qualify for importing drugs under this mechanism, 12 exacting
steps must be followed.20 The argument continues that, in view of the
multiple conditions required for its application, such a complex and bur-
densome system is largely symbolic and is unlikely to lead to any signifi-
cant increase in the supply of medicines for the poor.

Food security

As noted, under the TRIPS Agreement members are required to provide
patent protection for micro-organisms, non-biological and microbiologi-
cal processes, and plant varieties. Environmentalists have expressed con-
cern about the effect of intellectual property protection for genetically
modified plant varieties, even though their long-term environmental im-
pacts have not been established. The concern here is that the prevailing
policy framework enhances incentives to develop seeds that will have a
large potential demand. The focus of seed company research will there-
fore be on high-value crops, leading to decreased crop diversity. It is
also argued that the creation of trans-genetic plants with built-in resis-
tance to herbicides could lead to ecological damage with the release of
these crops into the wild. The threat to food security comes from protec-
tion for innovations associated with the development of new plant vari-
eties, which limits the type and number of seeds available to farmers, de-
creases crop resistance, and increases the likelihood of food shortages
and, possibly, famine.

However, what is important to consider here is that intellectual prop-
erty protection does not confer the legitimate right otherwise to regulate
products. If a product receives intellectual property protection, this does
not mean that it has been approved for production, use or marketing.
In terms of patent protection for plant varieties, for example, the right
holder cannot automatically produce, use or market the plant variety.
The same is true of the granting of a patent on a pharmaceutical product;
it does not grant an immediate right to market a drug. Rather, a separate
review of the drug’s safety is typically required before it is introduced
widely to the public.

On the other hand, an argument in favour of intellectual property
protection of plant varieties is that it could have positive effects on food
security by providing incentives for farmers to produce new, improved
plant varieties. It also protects local farmers, plant breeders or scientists
by providing exclusive rights to their innovations. It is argued that bio-
technological innovations hold out the promise dramatically to increase
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crop yields and viability in developing countries. Whereas conventional
plant-breeding techniques involve extensive trial and error, scientists us-
ing biotechnology are able to transfer specific traits through direct ma-
nipulation of the genome of a plant. Biotechnology has also allowed for
the development of new technological solutions in the field of agriculture,
including frost-inhibiting bacteria, pesticide resistance and enhancement
of the disease resistance of livestock. It is argued that research in this
area would be greatly limited if an appropriate system of intellectual
property protection was not in place.

Conclusions

Although many regard the current provisions of the WTO to be sufficient
and effective in dealing with circumstances surrounding trade in all prod-
ucts, some hold the view that biotechnology is sufficiently unique to re-
quire existing provisions to be further clarified and/or elaborated so that
they may apply effectively and in a predictable and transparent manner.
It is argued that the current lack of certainty works to undermine the re-
alization of the full potential of biotechnology by the world’s producers
and consumers.

To a number of governments, it appears timely for the WTO to engage
in a collective exercise aimed at establishing how trade and investment
in biotechnology are covered by existing WTO provisions and whether
these provisions constitute a sufficiently effective regime from the WTO’s
perspective. Because a number of existing WTO Agreements are of par-
ticular relevance to biotechnology, it would be difficult for this exercise
to be conducted effectively by any one Committee. Instead, a Working
Party could be established that would have a fact-finding mandate to con-
sider the adequacy and effectiveness of existing rules, as well as the ca-
pacity of WTO members to implement these rules effectively. The Work-
ing Party would bring a number of benefits to WTO members, including:
providing a transparent process with a common focus and time-frame for
preparatory, fact-finding work building on work already under way at the
national level in several WTO members; providing information for those
WTO members not currently engaged in such exercises at the national
level; and serving to identify constraints on the full implementation by
members of WTO-consistent regulatory systems for biotechnology.

In very practical terms, a number of important considerations emerge
from the policy perspective. What minimum degree of scientific valida-
tion is required for a trading partner to be obliged to accept as legitimate
a standard relating to a product of biotechnology? What is the role of
‘‘precaution’’ if there is insufficient scientific evidence to establish a stan-
dard relating to GMOs but the potential consequences to society of not
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setting such a standard are substantial? What weight should be given to
irrationality (in the sense of a lack of firm evidence), which may be ex-
hibited in any society when establishing national standards based on na-
tional preferences?

The technical nature of these questions means they deserve consider-
ation in specialized bodies outside the WTO that can draw up the appro-
priate standards. Since social and ethical considerations are involved, de-
veloping a means to deal with matters such as precaution in the WTO
should not be left to negotiators working according to briefs that reflect
only national interests. What is at stake is maintaining the effective oper-
ation of the multilateral trading system while dealing with concerns that
go far beyond conventional trade policy. At the moment, such questions
are being addressed with respect to a variety of WTO Agreements and it
is far from clear how they should be handled.
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8

Trade in services and sustainable
development

Introduction

The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) is considered by
many to be one of the major successes of the Uruguay Round of multilat-
eral trade negotiations. It extends internationally agreed rules and com-
mitments, broadly comparable with those of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT), into a huge and still rapidly growing area of
international trade. Also, because of how trade in services is defined
for the purposes of the Agreement, a large share of trade in services
takes place inside national borders (for example, through the commercial
presence of foreign service providers). Thus, the requirements of the
Agreement have a considerable potential influence on national domestic
laws and regulations. As such, the GATS holds the potential greatly to
change the global patterns of investment, production and consumption
in services: telecommunications services, transport services (air, maritime
and inland), financial services (banking, insurance and security trading),
professional services, tourism, construction and engineering, and many
others. These services include medical and hospital services and other
areas of public health, and infrastructural services such as the supply of
water, electricity and public utilities generally. It is not surprising that
the GATS has provoked a great deal of interest – and anxiety – on
the part of those concerned with sustainable development. In fact, any
doubts about the concern of some with respect to the GATS and sustain-
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able development should be dispelled by the conclusions of developmen-
tal non-governmental organizations. One such organization approvingly
cites a comprehensive review which concludes that the GATS could
‘‘have devastating effects on the ability of governments to meet the needs
of their poorest and most powerless citizens’’.1

In broad outline, the Uruguay Round services package resembles
that for goods. A central set of rules was to a great extent directly mod-
elled on the GATT and relies on many of the same principles. Supple-
mentary agreements – some in the form of Annexes to the GATS, others
embodied in Ministerial Decisions – deal with specific sectoral and other
issues. And national schedules, one for each WTO member, set out com-
mitments not to impose greater restrictions on the supply of services than
are specified in the schedules. Whereas obligations under the GATT can
to a great extent be understood by reference only to the general rules set
out in its Articles, the GATS obligations of each member depend signifi-
cantly on what commitments it has undertaken and therefore are specifi-
cally inscribed in its own schedule.

One factor that will mitigate against the full realization of the potential
of the GATS is that it is not an easy Agreement to work with. It consists
of 29 complex Articles that elaborate the concepts, obligations and pro-
cedures on which the Agreement is based. There are also eight Annexes,
which bring further specificity to sectoral considerations as well as the
movement of persons, and in some instances modify the application of the
concepts contained in the Agreement. Of nine additional Attachments,
eight are Ministerial Decisions on a variety of subjects ranging from the
environment to dispute settlement procedures. There is also an Under-
standing on how some governments may wish to negotiate liberalization
in financial services. All in all, the GATS is far from ‘‘user friendly’’.

Further, each member country not only adopts the texts but also
undertakes commitments to liberalize trade in services in a vast variety
of sectors and subsectors. These liberalization commitments are selective
with respect to the sectors concerned and the limitations and restrictions
that may be placed on service suppliers. In addition, there are specific
measures in different sectors that importing governments are not pre-
pared to subject to most favoured nation treatment. That is to say, mem-
bers retain the right to discriminate between service suppliers according
to their country of origin.

The difficulty in working with the Agreement in large measure relates
to the complexity of the subject matter, but also is a reflection of the fact
that the Agreement was heavily negotiated. For example, various provi-
sions are unclear and the obligations themselves, as contained in the
Agreement, are not organized in an analytical fashion. Further, although
some of the concepts have familiar-sounding names for those acquainted
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with the GATT and related Agreements, these familiar-sounding con-
cepts have different meanings and implications when applied to trade
in services. The word ‘‘trade’’ itself, for example, has a totally different
meaning in terms of the Services Agreement compared with the GATT
and other merchandise-related Agreements. For example, trade in
services may well take place with nothing crossing the border.

A further example of the complexity of the Agreement comes from
the manner in which liberalization commitments are undertaken and
recorded. Specific commitments are undertaken in individual sectors and
subsectors as specified by governments; limitations and conditions may
then be legally placed on the commitments themselves depending on
how the service enters international commerce (i.e. the means by which
the service is supplied) and the restrictive measures the importing coun-
try may wish to maintain. There is no parallel in any other multilateral,
plurilateral or bilateral Agreement dealing with international commerce
of any kind. Indeed, only time will tell the extent to which the legally
binding commitments inscribed in the schedules that transcribe the legal
undertaking will stand up in a court of law.

The objective of this chapter is to describe in general terms the rele-
vant characteristics of the GATS that permit a balanced discussion of the
criticisms that have been levelled at it. Only in this manner can the con-
tribution or otherwise of the Agreement to sustainable development be
correctly evaluated. The outline of the chapter is as follows. After de-
scribing the background to the Agreement, I discuss its architecture,
drawing attention to the added complexity brought by its complicated
structure. I then examine the scope of application of the Agreement and
comment on the nature of the obligations contained in the Agreement. A
number of concerns have been raised in connection with the implications
of the Agreement – particularly for developing countries. I address these
and identify policy considerations.

Background

The approach of developing countries to negotiations on services prior to
the Uruguay Round is legendary; most actively resisted the idea of nego-
tiations and the remaining few were unconvinced at best.2 From an aca-
demic perspective, this should come as no surprise. In the development
literature of the past half-century, the role ascribed to the services sector
– if indeed there was a role at all – has at best been a passive one. Its con-
tribution to economic growth has traditionally been relegated to a stage
of economic development rather than a driving force behind it. Famous
growth economists – Allan Fisher, Walt W. Rostow and Colin Clark –
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espoused a theory in which the process of development consisted of
three main phases: first, the pre-industrial phase; second, the industrial
phase, where manufacturing plays the dominant role with a shift from ag-
riculture to industry; and, third, the post-industrial stage, in which the
economy becomes a service economy. Viewed in this perspective, a well-
functioning services sector was considered as a symptom rather than a
source of economic development.3 Times have changed. A viable ser-
vices sector is now considered to be a precondition for economic growth
and a crucial ingredient for sustainable development.

From a negotiating perspective, the scepticism of developing countries
was well placed.4 The early options in terms of an outcome were a mod-
ification of the text of the GATT itself to include references to services
at various agreed places in the Articles. This was resisted because there
was no guarantee that applying traditional GATT concepts – such as
non-discrimination and transparency – to trade in services would be to
the benefit of developing countries. Another option was an addendum to
the GATT along the lines of Part IV, something that history had proven
to be of limited usefulness (see chapter 9). Another alternative was to
have a stand-alone Code on Trade in Services with a limited number of
signatories and provisions that were best endeavour in nature. A plurilat-
eral agreement of this type – it was proposed – could be modelled on
some of the Codes of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD). Most importantly, however, developing countries
saw little to gain and much to lose because their potential services ex-
ports came in the form of labour-intensive services or labour itself, and
there was little likelihood of expanded export opportunities given the
prevailing level of unemployment in OECD countries. At the same time,
a services agreement could lead to investment flows to areas of strategic
importance to developing countries that they might not be well placed to
receive.

Subsequently, however, there was a radical change in the thinking
of developing countries, for a number of reasons. First, the effective
provision of infrastructural services – such as health, education, local
communications and local transport – came to be seen as a priority for
developing countries’ own national economic development. A carefully
negotiated and balanced agreement could assist in achieving this goal.
Second, there was a realization that these and other services – maritime
transport, freight insurance, marketing, distribution and international
finance – are vitally important in determining developing countries’
export supply capacity of goods. More international competition could
result in better-quality and less expensive services of this nature. Third,
there are services of interest to developing countries that were currently
traded (exported and imported) or could be exported (or replace im-
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ports) if they did not face trade barriers; these include tourism, interna-
tional transport and certain off-shore labour-intensive services. Further,
there was the general orientation in a number of key developing coun-
tries towards adopting more outward-oriented development strategies in
both goods and services. Concessions could be obtained elsewhere as a
result of this liberalization. Finally, and most importantly, the developing
countries realized that, by negotiating effectively in an area in which they
were not the demandeurs, they could achieve a paradigm different from
the GATT – development could be an integral part of whatever agree-
ment emerged. They were correct in this respect.

As the negotiations proceeded, developing countries’ goal to use the
Agreement to extract commitments to increase their participation in
world trade started to take form. The key elements included commit-
ments to transfer technology, to improve their access to distribution
channels and information networks, and to ensure liberalization in ser-
vices sectors of export interest to them, including labour-intensive ser-
vices. Very importantly, developing countries sought the flexibility to
pursue their own development priorities, opening fewer sectors, liberaliz-
ing fewer types of transactions, and extending market access in line with
their development situation.

In fact, developing countries were remarkably successful in shaping the
agenda and setting the pace in Uruguay Round negotiations on services.
Some 20 developing countries not only took a very high profile in the
Group of Negotiations on Services (GNS) – the group established to
negotiate trade in services in the Uruguay Round – but were largely re-
sponsible for the architecture of the Agreement itself. A number of insti-
tutional considerations were important in this respect.

For almost the duration of the Uruguay Round the GNS had a devel-
oping country chairperson, and developing countries devoted their best
resources to the negotiating process. No formal or informal meetings
were convened by the chairperson unless all developing country interests
were covered by those present. In fact this pattern was established at the
start of the Uruguay Round negotiations by an important manoeuvre on
the part of developing countries. They had insisted that the negotiations
on services be placed on a completely separate track from other agenda
items of the Uruguay Round. The reason for this strategy was to ensure
that concessions could not be asked of developing countries in the area of
services in exchange for concessions of interest to them in the area of
goods trade. One specific example is that developing countries were not
prepared to open their services markets in exchange for developed coun-
try ‘‘concessions’’ in the form of a phasing out of the Multi-fibre Arrange-
ment. This Arrangement, which quantitatively restricted the exports of
developing countries, was construed as a derogation from the normal
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workings of the GATT. Developing countries correctly insisted that
nothing should be paid to return a derogation to normalcy.

An additional factual point of some interest is that, unlike other as-
pects of the negotiation process, the services negotiations were never de-
railed by being caught up in a total blockage of the negotiating process,
as occurred, for example, in agriculture and thus all negotiating groups
dealing with goods at the Montreal and Brussels Ministerial Meetings.
Negotiations progressed steadily on a separate track with compromises
being found to accommodate the above concerns within the services ne-
gotiations themselves.5

As the negotiations progressed, however, it was clear that the GATS
was destined to be a framework agreement establishing the concepts,
principles and rules of the Agreement, with specific and legally binding
commitments registered in national schedules – rather like with trade
in goods. Very little was demanded of signatory countries at the outset.
The lack of ambition in this respect is not surprising. No countries –
developing or developed – were enthusiastic about committing them-
selves to far-reaching general obligations in the framework agreement
when so little was known about the implications of their application in
sectors of strategic importance to their economies. As far as the specific
commitments were concerned, how far a country wished to go in com-
mitting itself to market-opening obligations was – according to the ar-
chitecture of the Agreement – a national choice and something to be ne-
gotiated. In addition, although all countries, including least developed
countries, were obliged to have a national schedule containing commit-
ments for individual sectors, this was considered by many (and particu-
larly by least developed countries) to be little more than a formality.
Many countries did little more than bind something less than the status
quo in terms of committed openness in a limited number of sectors.

Contrary to the accusations of some critics, developing countries in
large measure secured what they were looking for in the negotiations.
First, the Agreement is a multilateral framework of principles and rules
for trade in services within which there can be progressive liberalization
of trade in services. This principle is important for developing countries
and they insisted on its inclusion. What it translated into was that, at
the time of signing the Agreement, few commitments were required and,
at the insistence of developing countries, additional commitments would
come only progressively with time. Second, developing countries were
not restricted at the time of joining the Agreements when introducing
new regulations to meet national policy objectives. What was important
here was the recognition that, given the asymmetries in the development
of services regulations in different countries, there was a particular need
for developing countries to have the appropriate regulations in place be-
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fore considering liberalization. Third, there was a commitment for devel-
oping countries to take a fuller part in world trade in services, particu-
larly through strengthening the capacity, efficiency and competitiveness
of their own domestic services. Further, contrary to what is sometimes
argued, the GATS does not oblige – or even encourage – any country to
privatize or deregulate its services sectors. Finally, a real attraction of the
Agreement for developing countries was that it provided them with the
possibility of imposing restrictions and limitations on the presence of for-
eign service providers to ensure that they respected domestic regulations.
As in goods trade, this was available through the use of scheduled and
legally enforceable commitments – an option not open to developing
countries under bilaterally negotiated deals with more powerful trading
countries (or companies) where they might be pressured unfairly. Impor-
tantly, non-respect of obligations on the part of foreign service providers
was to be actionable under the WTO dispute settlement provisions.

In the final stages of the Uruguay Round, there was considerable diffi-
culty in closing off the total package of what had been negotiated. The
Round was an all-or-nothing affair, so the services outcome had to be ac-
cepted along with all the other components. Services negotiations were
no exception in terms of difficulty of adoption. However, this was not
due to an unwillingness on the part of developing countries. It was en-
tirely a result of resistance by developed countries because of the diffi-
culties they had in undertaking commitments in a number of other sec-
tors, such as maritime transport and audiovisual services, and their lack
of satisfaction about the adequacy of market openings in the financial
and telecommunications services.

It is odd that the GATS Agreement is savagely criticized by a number
of developmental non-governmental organizations (NGOs), when devel-
oping countries see it as a major achievement of the Uruguay Round.
One contributing factor to this apparent anomaly may be a perception
that countries – particularly developing countries – are obliged to under-
take more commitments under the Agreement than is the case. Another
closely linked consideration may be that it is thought that the scope of
application of the Agreement is broader than it actually is, with cor-
respondingly fewer possibilities to make exceptions or to revoke earlier
commitments. Another contributing factor could be that some consider
the Agreement not to be development oriented and not to be supported
by developing countries. A further possibility is a false perception that
developing countries were somehow duped in these negotiations. This
was not the case and it is offensive and patronising to say so. Developing
countries undertook commitments in areas where they wished to. The
GATS is very much a bottom–up agreement in which few obligations
are undertaken at the outset and additional obligations are undertaken
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according to national preferences. If countries are bullied into under-
taking more commitments than they should because of powerful trading
partners, it makes little sense to criticize the Agreement on these grounds.
The bullying would take place in any event. The great advantage of this
Agreement is that negotiations are carried out in a transparent manner,
the results are written into transparent schedules, along with the limita-
tions and restrictions placed on foreign suppliers, and the limitations and
restrictions are legally binding irrespective of the power of the foreign
supplier.

Important concepts in the Agreement are unclear and critics tend to
look for uncharitable interpretations. This lack of clarity may be owing
to the fact that no comprehensive history of the services negotiations
has been written to date. In the same vein, the lack of clarity that charac-
terizes some of the text comes as no surprise for those engaged in the ne-
gotiation of this Agreement. It is the result of the legendary penchant of
GATT/WTO members to resort to constructive ambiguity in the drafting
process. When agreement is not reached on a particular aspect of the
negotiation, clever drafting can be a way for each of the negotiators to
report back to their capital that the national position is covered. The am-
biguous drafting means that different meanings are ascribed to the same
terms, in the hopes that it will never be necessary to seek clarification at a
later stage through dispute settlement or through interpretation via a
more inclusive process.

The architecture of the GATS: Its complexity

At the outset of the Uruguay Round, there was some concern that
numerous international agreements and institutions already exist to do
with services: the International Telecommunications Union, the Interna-
tional Civil Aircraft Organization, the International Tourism Organiza-
tion and the International Maritime Organization are examples. Was
there a need for yet another institution to be dealing with the same sub-
ject matter? The answer to this was in the affirmative for two reasons.
First, the terms of reference of the Uruguay Round negotiations were to
liberalize trade in services progressively. This was not in the mandate of
any of the existing institutions. Second, the negotiations were to deal with
government measures affecting trade in all services sectors. The terms of
reference were unique in the sense that they were not sector specific and
no services sector was a priori excluded.

The GATS consists of 29 Articles made up of six parts. An opening
section sets out the scope and definition of the Agreement. Part II, the
longest, deals with general obligations and disciplines; that is, with
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rules that apply, for the most part, to all traded services and all members.
Part III sets out rules that relate to the specific commitments negotiated
between governments and recorded in schedules. The counterpart to
services schedules in the case of trade in goods is national tariff sched-
ules. Part IV provides for the future negotiation of specific commitments
and rules relating to the schedules themselves. Part V covers institutional
provisions and Part VI deals with final provisions. There are supplemen-
tary agreements – some in the form of Annexes to the GATS, others
embodied in Ministerial Decisions – that deal with specific sectoral and
other issues. And there are national schedules, one for each WTO mem-
ber, which set out commitments not to impose greater restrictions than
are specified on the supply of services by other members.

Not only is the GATS a complex agreement, but its contents (concepts,
principles, rules, rights and obligations) are not organized in a par-
ticularly analytical fashion – reflecting the protracted and difficult negoti-
ating process that created it. Although similarities with the GATT exist
in the sense that the GATS relies on many of the same principles, these
have very different meanings in the context of trade in services. Under-
standing of the Agreement can perhaps be facilitated, however, if the
rights and obligations it contains are grouped in terms of two broad sets
of obligations.

The first comprises general obligations, which are compulsory and ge-
neric in coverage. They are compulsory in the sense that they apply to all
WTO members and are non-negotiable. They are generic in the sense
that that they apply to all measures covered by the Agreement. They set
the floor in terms of the commitments undertaken when WTO members
joined the Agreement – or join through the process of accession to the
WTO. It will be argued that they are non-onerous and sensible. In any
event, they are considered to be neither contentious nor unreasonable
for the signatory countries, and therefore are not under critical review
within the WTO.

The second set of obligations is voluntary in the sense that they apply
only to sectors and subsectors where governments have chosen to go be-
yond the compulsory and generic obligations mentioned above. If they
have taken this option, it is because they consider it to be in their na-
tional interests.6 These sectors are inscribed in a positive list that identi-
fies the economic activities where specific commitments have been under-
taken. As far as the specific commitments are concerned, there are again
two types of obligations. The first are both compulsory and generic in
nature: they apply in the same way to all the sectors where specific
commitments have been undertaken (i.e. they are generic) and they are
non-negotiable (i.e. they are compulsory). The second set of voluntary
commitments comprises obligations that are tailor-made for each of the
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committed services on the positive list. They do not have to be under-
taken, they are negotiable (i.e. they are not compulsory), and therefore
they may be different for each sector or subsector (i.e. they are not
generic).

It is these commitments that establish the degree of market openness
for individual countries via the binding of existing or improved market
access. As with tariffs and the GATT, they are contained in schedules,
which are legally binding and an integral part of the Agreement. Unlike
the GATT, however, specific commitments are subject to limitations and
conditions imposed on foreign service providers and in this sense they
are tailor-made. This feature of the Agreement is particularly attractive
to developing countries because a government can legally register the
conditions to be respected by the foreign service supplier. Further, and
of critical importance to developing countries, any service activity that is
not inscribed in the schedule is subject only to the first set of obligations –
the compulsory obligations that apply to all measures affecting trade in
services. As will be reasoned below, these are minimal to say the least.

The scope of the Agreement: Measures affecting trade in
services

A critical starting point for a review of the GATS is the wording that
defines its scope of application, which is one of the most troublesome as-
pects of the Agreement for many of its critics. It is important to note that
the forefathers of the Agreement never meant it to apply to trade in ser-
vices per se, and indeed it does not. The objective is to apply the obliga-
tions of the Agreement to measures – in fact, any measure affecting trade
in services. As a result of this approach, three critical questions immedi-
ately presented themselves for negotiators:
� What measures are relevant for the purposes of the GATS?
� What is trade in services for the purposes of the Agreement?
� What is a service?
These questions will be addressed in turn.

Measures: What is a measure?

The definition of what constitutes a measure is particularly far-reaching;
‘‘measures by Members’’ means any measure, whether in the form of
a law, regulation, rule, procedure, decision, administrative action, or any
other form. The definition is thus open-ended. As in the case of the
GATT, the reach of this definition goes beyond central governments to
include measures taken by regional and local governments. Members
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are required to do their best to ensure that subnational governments ob-
serve GATS obligations and commitments. The definition also extends to
the measures of non-governmental bodies exercising powers delegated to
them by governments. There is, however, a carve out: measures relating
to services supplied ‘‘in the exercise of governmental authority’’ are not
covered. These are defined as services (such as central banking and social
security) that are supplied ‘‘neither on a commercial basis, nor in compe-
tition with one or more service suppliers’’. Clearly, many public services
are not provided on a commercial or a competitive basis and are there-
fore not subject in any way to the GATS.7 However, some are. In virtu-
ally all countries, the public provision of services – for example, educa-
tion, public utilities and health – coexists with private sector provision.
Many governments recognize that ensuring the universal availability and
quality of these essential services is among their primary responsibilities.
They undertake commitments to allow domestic – and in some cases
foreign – suppliers to provide education or health services in their mar-
kets, on condition that they respect domestic regulations. Most countries
strictly regulate such activities, irrespective of whether they are supplied
by local or foreign firms or by the government itself.

Critics’ principal concern here would appear to be that the foreign pro-
vision of these services could constitute an encroachment on national
sovereignty and undermine domestic regulations. A number of points
are important in this respect. For those government services that are sup-
plied on a commercial or competitive basis, the coverage of the activity
means that only the compulsory obligations apply. As will be seen, these
could not be considered an encroachment on national sovereignty.
Second, additional obligations are undertaken because the government
chose to do so. Third, and most importantly, if governments do admit for-
eign suppliers in these areas, these suppliers are obliged to operate in ac-
cordance with domestic regulations and the restrictions and limitations
written into the national legally binding schedules. These restrictions
and limitations are transparent and are legally enforceable through the
WTO dispute settlement system. As noted, this is far superior to negoti-
ating bilaterally with powerful transnational corporations. A further point
is perhaps that there is nothing in the Agreement that requires – or even
encourages – publicly provided services (e.g. health, education, public
utilities) to be privatized. Additionally, if governments make no specific
commitments on these sectors – and undertake only the general obliga-
tions of the Agreement – they are free to maintain both public and pri-
vate monopoly suppliers.

The reality is that governments have indeed undertaken commitments
with respect to government services supplied on a commercial basis in
the area of education and health services.8 They have not, however, en-
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gaged in a privatization of public healthcare or education systems. They
most certainly have not compromised domestic regulations; indeed, they
have enforced the same standards on foreign suppliers as on nationals
for the protection of the public. A number of governments have also im-
posed additional requirements on foreigners beyond those required of
national service suppliers.

Trade in services: What is it?

The GATT does not define trade in goods. Perhaps it is obvious because
international trade takes place when merchandise crosses the border. In
the case of services, the components of a cross-border definition of trade
in services would be, for example, postal services, voice telephony and
telefax services. Such a definition would, however, exclude a vast array
of services where international transactions do indeed take place. Ser-
vices are, by their nature, perishable and therefore supplied and con-
sumed at the time of fabrication (a barber cutting hair or a portfolio man-
ager providing advice), which means that the cross-border movement of
the service is not involved. Rather, the physical presence of the service
supplier is required in the importing country, or the physical presence of
the service consumer in the exporting country. In these instances, for an
international transaction to take place, the supplier of the service may
have to move to the location of the receiver (fields in one country cannot
be ploughed by tractors in another), or the receiver of the service may
have to move to the point of supply to consume the service (the Taj
Mahal cannot be shipped to Paris, and the Eiffel Tower cannot be
shipped to Agra).

In the early stages of the Uruguay Round negotiations, there were dif-
fering views about the dividing line between trade and investment in
services. Developing countries had successfully opposed launching fully
fledged negotiations on investment, and were sensitive to the risk of ser-
vices negotiations delivering an investment agreement through the back
door. If the Agreement was to encompass services provided through the
establishment of the service providers, it would indeed be tantamount
to creating a multilateral agreement on investment in services. Another
concern was that a number of developed countries were arguing that the
Services Agreement should establish a right to investment. Resistance
was finally overcome through agreeing that there were various ways of
providing services internationally, some of them being alternative means
to reach the same end; that conditions and limitations could be placed on
any foreign commercial presence, which ensured that investment would
not be considered a right in the Agreement; and that horizontal limita-
tions could be placed on all foreign services suppliers (such as through a
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required approval for establishment from the national foreign investment
review body), which assured developing countries that investment could
be appropriately regulated (see below).

Thus, the definition of trade in services was to be based on the
means by which services were supplied internationally.9 Four modes of
supply were identified: cross-border movement of the service; consump-
tion abroad of the service; the commercial presence in the consuming
country of the service supplier; and the presence of natural persons in
the importing country to supply the service. The notion of modes of sup-
ply has largely shaped the principles and rules embodied in the GATS, as
well as the specific commitments written into the schedules. An analysis
of the definition helps in appreciating the special problems and regula-
tory issues that arise in negotiating the liberalization of the international
trade in services. Each mode has its own peculiarities.

First, the service itself may cross the border from the territory of one
member to that of another (for example, an international telephone call).
This mode of supply corresponds with the normal form of trade in goods.
It is in many ways the most straightforward form of trade in services, be-
cause it resembles the familiar subject matter of the GATT, not least in
maintaining a clear geographical separation between seller and buyer.

Second, the service consumer of one member may move across a bor-
der to consume a service supplied by another member in its own terri-
tory. This mode of ‘‘consumption abroad’’ is, in the words of Article I of
the GATS, the supply of a service ‘‘in the territory of one Member to the
service consumer of another Member’’. Typically, this will involve the
consumer travelling to the supplying country, perhaps for tourism or to
attend an educational establishment. Another example of consumption
abroad would be the repair of a ship or aircraft outside its home country.
Like cross-border supply, this is a straightforward form of trade which
raises few problems since it does not require the service supplier to be
admitted to the consuming country for work purposes.

Third, a large proportion of service transactions require that the pro-
vider and the consumer be in the same place. In such instances, there is
a need for the presence of a service supplier of one member in the terri-
tory of the consumer of another member through a form of commercial
establishment (for example, a commercial presence to sell retail banking
services in the importing country). This mode of supply raises the most
difficult issues for host governments and for GATS negotiations because
rules governing commercial presence are very different from those on
tariffs and other border measures.

Fourth, the movement of natural persons may involve the movement
of persons to establishments where the supplier has a permanent com-
mercial presence or the natural persons may be providing services as in-
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dependent individuals. For example, a surgeon may move to work in
a hospital where a commercial presence has been established or may be
temporarily visiting another country to perform a specialized operation.
An Annex to the GATS makes it clear, however, that the Agreement
has nothing to do with individuals looking for employment in another
country, or with citizenship, residence or employment requirements.
Even if members undertake commitments to allow natural persons to
provide services in their territories, they may still regulate their entry
and stay, for instance by requiring visas, as long as they do not prevent
the commitments from being fulfilled.

This wide definition of trade in services makes the GATS directly
relevant to policy areas that traditionally have not been touched upon
by multilateral trade rules.10 Access regulations for the supply of profes-
sional activities are an example, as are investment regulations relating
to the foreign presence of a foreign bank branch and the prudential
concerns that this may involve. In short, regulations affecting foreign in-
vestment are directly relevant to the supply of a service through the es-
tablishment of commercial presence, and certain restrictions on the tem-
porary movement of personnel are relevant through the presence of
natural persons required to supply a service.

Services: What are they?

The last in the trio of questions that confronted negotiators concerned
the sectoral coverage of services for the purposes of the Agreement. The
answer to this question is complicated because there is no natural scien-
tific definition of a service. Services differ radically according to the eco-
nomic or social function they provide and the production function and
factors of production that produce them. There are no economic charac-
teristics that are common to all services. In national accounts, services are
grouped together as residuals and in the International Monetary Fund
balance of payments statistics they are referred to as invisibles. These
terms are unhelpful when defining economic activities for the purposes
of negotiations.

In a typically pragmatic GATT tradition, and after considerable de-
bate, the Group of Negotiations on Services simply requested the GATT
Secretariat to draw up a provisional list of what it considered to be ser-
vices sectors based on empirical observation. As a result, in 1991 the Sec-
retariat produced what has proven to be a classic document, which served
to identify the scope of application of the GATS in terms of sectoral cov-
erage.11 The basis of this classification is the United Nations Central
Product Classification (CPC) system, which identifies 11 basic service sec-
tors, plus a twelfth category for miscellaneous services: business (includ-
ing professional and computer) services; communication services; con-
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struction and related engineering services; distribution services; educa-
tional services; environmental services; financial (insurance and banking)
services; health-related and social services; tourism and travel-related
services; recreational, cultural and sporting services; transport services;
and other services not included elsewhere. These sectors are subdivided
into some 160 subsectors or separate service activities. As an example,
the tourism category breaks down into subsectors for: hotels and restau-
rants; travel agencies and tour operators; and tourist guide services.

The nature of the obligations

As noted at the outset, the obligations of the GATS fall into two broad
categories.

General obligations

Part II sets out the general obligations and disciplines that apply irre-
spective of whether a service has been scheduled. The most important
general obligation is most favoured nation (MFN) treatment, which is
also a key obligation in the GATT-1994 and other WTO Agreements. It
requires members to grant services and service suppliers of any other
member the most favourable treatment granted to like services and ser-
vice suppliers of any other country. This obligation guarantees that any
liberalization will be extended to all members. Although it does not, by
itself, require any particular degree of market openness, it does ensure
unbiased competition among trading partners. It is certainly attractive
for developing countries, which fought hard in the Uruguay Round nego-
tiations to have MFN as a compulsory and general obligation rather than
negotiated for each service category.

For both developed and developing countries, a number of sectors
were characterized by preferential arrangements at the time of the nego-
tiations. For example, all countries had preferential arrangements in their
air transport sectors, a number of developing countries had preferential
cargo-sharing arrangements for their maritime service sectors, and some
developed countries had preferential arrangements in their maritime and
audiovisual sectors. To gain acceptance of the concept at the time of
negotiation, it was agreed that any member was permitted to maintain a
measure inconsistent with the general MFN requirement in the form of
an exemption.12 The exemptions could be taken either at the time of en-
try into force of the Agreement or at the time of accession to the WTO.

The result was that more than 70 WTO members specified services ac-
tivities in a list of MFN exemptions. These exemption lists are governed
by conditions set out in a separate Annex to the GATS that makes clear
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that no new exemptions can be granted, at least not by this route, and
that future requests for non-MFN treatment can be met only through
WTO waiver procedures. Although some exemptions are subject to a
stated time limit, some members have indicated that their intended dura-
tion was indefinite. For those that are not, the Annex provides that
in principle they should not last longer than 10 years (that is, not beyond
2004), and that in any case they are subject to negotiation in future trade-
liberalizing rounds. The listed exemptions were reviewed in the Council
for Trade in Services prior to the end of 1999 to see whether they were
still needed.

Given the sensitive and strategic nature of many of the domestic regu-
lations that relate to service activities, it is not surprising that govern-
ments took care not to undertake general commitments that would un-
duly limit their flexibility to meet national policy objectives. The right to
regulate is one of the fundamental premises of the GATS – as it is in all
the WTO Agreements – and is specifically acknowledged as such. The
objective of the GATS is to liberalize measures affecting trade in ser-
vices, to regulate in a non-discriminatory manner, but not to deregulate
services activities. Members are free to introduce new regulations in
order to meet national policy objectives and, given the asymmetries in
the degree of development of services regulations in different countries,
the particular need of developing countries to exercise this right is
acknowledged.

Thus, the general obligations relating to domestic regulations are
modest, to say the least. In this respect, the Council for Trade in Services
was instructed via the text of the GATS to develop disciplines, through
appropriate bodies, that may be necessary to ensure that regulatory mea-
sures are based on objective and transparent criteria, such as competence
and the ability to supply the service; are not more burdensome than nec-
essary to ensure the quality of the service; and, in the case of licensing
procedures, are not in themselves a restriction on the supply of the service.

A failure to recognize the legitimate qualifications of a service supplier
from another country – in terms of meeting the minimum domestic stan-
dards to deliver a service – can be an effective means to deny the possi-
bility to supply a service. For this reason, the GATS urges members to
recognize the educational or other qualifications of service suppliers of
other countries. It allows governments to negotiate agreements among
themselves for mutual recognition of such qualifications, provided other
countries with comparable standards are given a chance to join. Qualifi-
cations requirements are not to be applied in a way that discriminates be-
tween countries or constitutes a disguised restriction on trade in services,
and should be based wherever appropriate on internationally agreed
standards. Both the Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement and the
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Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures Agreement have the same recogni-
tion of the importance of international standards. WTO members are
also committed by the GATS to work in cooperation with intergovern-
mental and non-governmental organizations towards the establishment
and adoption of common international standards for the practice of ser-
vices, trades and professions. This does not mean, however, that the
WTO itself should play any role in the formulation of standards or the
development of criteria for recognition.

As noted earlier, it was crucial for developing countries that develop-
ment considerations, in the form of the increasing participation of devel-
oping countries, were an integral part of the Agreement. According to the
GATS, this is to be facilitated through negotiated specific commitments
relating to the strengthening of their domestic services capacity and their
efficiency and competitiveness, inter alia, through: access to technology
on a commercial basis; the improvement of their access to distribution
channels and information networks; and the liberalization of market
access in sectors and modes of supply of export interest to them. It is in
the making of specific commitments and the provisions surrounding them
that this obligation is to be implemented.13 Thus, unlike Part IV of the
GATT-1994, in which the commitments undertaken with respect to de-
veloping countries are best endeavour in nature, the GATS provides the
possibility for commitments by developed countries to be inscribed in
their schedules, thereby rendering them mandatory. One of the principal
stumbling blocks in the Doha Development Agenda is how to meet the
agreed need to make best endeavour special and differential treatment
provisions mandatory in the case of goods trade.

The GATS provisions on general and security exceptions are, as in the
GATT, preceded by a Head Note that makes the right of a member to
adopt or enforce measures for the purposes listed subject to the condition
that they not be applied as a means of ‘‘arbitrary or unjustifiable discrim-
ination between countries where like conditions prevail, or as a disguised
restriction on trade in services’’. The list that follows includes legitimate
policies similar to those that apply to trade in goods, such as the protec-
tion of public morals and human, animal or plant life or health. Others
are particularly applicable to services, such as the protection of individ-
ual privacy in the handling of personal data and equitable and effective
taxation.

Work on two provisions of the GATS – safeguards and subsidies –
was unfinished at the end of the Uruguay Round and remains so. With
respect to safeguards, until the completion of the continuing negotiations,
a member may modify or withdraw a specific commitment if it can show
the Council for Trade in Services that the action is necessary, in spite of
the normal rule that such commitments cannot be changed for three
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years. With respect to subsidies and the possible need for countervailing
duties, it is recognized that subsidies can distort trade in services, and the
Agreement provides that a member adversely affected by another mem-
ber’s subsidy may request consultations that will be accorded sympathetic
consideration. The absence of further GATS provisions on subsidies does
not mean that, under the general rules, WTO members are entirely free
to use them to assist only their domestic service suppliers. The obligation
of national treatment would normally mean that certain foreign suppliers
would also be entitled to receive any subsidies given to a competing
domestic supplier. Many countries have in fact specifically excluded this
possibility by stating in their schedules of services commitments that cer-
tain subsidies will not be available to foreign suppliers.

One general obligation of the GATS that has no GATT counterpart
relates to anti-competitive practices of private enterprises. This is a
pioneering clause in a multilateral trade agreement because it recognizes
that certain business practices of service suppliers may restrain competi-
tion and thereby restrict trade in services. Members agree to consult on
such practices, when so requested by another member, and to exchange
information with a view to eliminating them.

There may be different, and perfectly legitimate, motivations for the
existence of monopoly suppliers. However, services supplied by mono-
polies often constitute inputs to other service activities: obvious examples
are telecommunications, financial services and transport. The GATS does
not prohibit the maintenance of monopoly or exclusive rights to supply a
service, but each member is required to ensure that any monopoly acts
in a manner consistent with that member’s obligations. For example, if
a telecommunications monopoly allows interconnection to suppliers of
value-added telecommunications, it should do so on the basis of MFN
treatment.

General obligations for scheduled services

Although there are general obligations that apply to all measures that
affect trade in all services (as discussed above), there are also general
obligations that apply only to scheduled services, but nevertheless to all
scheduled services. Others are tailor-made for the specific scheduled
services activity and are described below. In the case of domestic regu-
lations, there are obligations that apply to all measures irrespective of
whether they are scheduled or not (as discussed above), but in the same
Article there are obligations relating only to scheduled sectors. This is
one of the features of the GATS that adds to its complexity.

Where authorization is required for the supply of a service on which a
specific commitment has been made, the applicant for the authorization
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must be informed within a reasonable period of time of the decision or
status concerning the application. The objective is to ensure that, for all
sectors where specific commitments have been undertaken, laws, regula-
tions and administrative guidelines are administered in a reasonable, ob-
jective and impartial manner. Thus, the focus is on the administration of
measures, not on their substance. The main purpose is to ensure that for-
eign service suppliers are not discriminated against or unduly impeded in
their activities by arbitrary or biased administration. Also, in all sectors
where specific commitments have been undertaken, licensing and qualifi-
cation requirements and technical standards should not be used to nullify
or impair the specific commitments.

Scheduled services: Negotiable obligations

All schedules conform to a standard format, being divided into ‘‘hori-
zontal’’ and ‘‘sector-specific’’ sections. The horizontal section contains
limitations that apply to all sectors included in the schedule. These often
refer to particular modes of supply, notably commercial presence and
movement of natural persons. The purpose of having such a section is to
avoid repeating the same entry in relation to each sector contained in the
schedule. The extent of any sector-specific commitment is tempered by
the horizontal entries. For each sector inscribed in the schedule, there
must be an indication of the status of the four modes of supply and any
restrictions or limitations on market access or national treatment.

With respect to market access, each member is to give no less favour-
able treatment to the services and service suppliers of other members
than is provided in its schedule of commitments. This provision makes
it clear that service commitments resemble those in a GATT schedule in
at least one very important respect: they are binding and set out the min-
imum treatment of the foreign service or its supplier.14 These commit-
ments do not affect the right to regulate services, and a country may un-
dertake no commitment at all if it so wishes. It may place limitations on
the access to its markets of foreign service providers, but these limitations
do not relate to domestic regulation and foreign suppliers are subject to
conditions and qualifications indicated in the national treatment section
of the schedule.

National treatment is stated in terms very similar to the GATT’s Art-
icle III, but is limited to commitments listed in the schedule. As in the
case of market access, the requirement that any limitations on national
treatment be specified in the schedule gives these limitations the same
character as a GATT-bound tariff: the stated conditions or qualifications
represent the minimum treatment that may be given. The limitations
placed on national treatment are important in terms of countries main-
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taining their autonomy in the regulation of the services provision. Dis-
crimination is specifically provided for, whereas in Article III of the
GATT-1994 it is prohibited. The reason lies in the nature of trade in
services. Non-discrimination in the form of national treatment for goods
does not necessarily lead to free trade, because foreign goods can be con-
trolled by border measures. In the case of services, national treatment
means free trade if no regulatory advantage can be offered to the na-
tional supplier. This gives considerable flexibility to the local authorities
in discriminating against foreign services or maintaining complete discre-
tion with respect to such discrimination by not scheduling the sector at
all. Not surprisingly, the manner in which national treatment is handled
in the GATS holds particular attraction for developing countries because
they may impose on foreign service providers any conditions they wish.
They may insist on the employment of locals if the service provider has
a commercial presence, the training of local understudies, the transfer of
technology and technical expertise, the use of local services in foreign-
owned hotels, and writing these requirements into their schedules to
make them legally enforceable.

The GATS and developing countries

One of the most significant differences from the GATT-1994 is that the
GATS provides for the increasing participation of developing countries
but links it to the negotiation of specific commitments. As discussed in
chapter 9, one of the principal criticisms by developing countries is that
most of the provisions of the GATT-1994, the Enabling Clause and other
WTO Agreements are of a best endeavour nature. This is not the case
with the GATS Agreement. As noted above, when developing countries
provide access to their markets for foreign service suppliers, they are to
attach to it conditions aimed at increasing their participation in trade in
services (Article XIX:2). There is recognition in the Agreement that
an efficient public telecommunications network is critical for service sup-
pliers to be internationally competitive. Thus, developing countries are
free to place conditions on access to their public telecommunications
transport networks and services in order to strengthen the domestic tele-
communications infrastructure.15

The provisions relating to the increasing participation of developing
countries are designed to improve the supply capacity of developing
countries rather than afford preferential market access or exempt them
from obligations. In fact, unlike in the Enabling Clause, no preferential
market access is provided for. Nevertheless, in negotiating specific com-
mitments, appropriate flexibility is provided for individual developing
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countries to open fewer sectors, liberalize fewer types of transactions,
and progressively extend market access in line with their development
situation.

One of the many defining characteristics of the GATS is that it obliges
signatories to enter into successive rounds of negotiations with a view to
achieving a progressively higher level of liberalization of trade in ser-
vices. This requirement has no counterpart in the GATT or in the other
Uruguay Round agreements (except, to a more limited extent, the
Agreement on Agriculture). Although the GATS sets the objective of
achieving a progressively higher level of liberalization, members are
under no formal obligation to undertake any given level of specific com-
mitments. Each member must have a national schedule of commitments,
but there is no rule about how extensive it should be. Some least devel-
oped members have made commitments only on tourism, for example,
and in general there is great variation in the coverage of schedules, re-
flecting national policy objectives and levels of economic development.
There is agreement among all governments that in the new round of ne-
gotiations the freedom to decide whether to liberalize any given service
and the principle of progressive liberalization will be maintained.

However, liberalization of services trade should not be confused
with deregulation. Many service industries must and will remain carefully
regulated in the public interest. The GATS makes a distinction between
trade barriers that distort competition and restrict access to markets on
the one hand, and regulations that are necessary to pursue public policy
objectives and ensure the orderly functioning of markets on the other
hand. For example, restrictions on the number of suppliers of a certain
service or discrimination against foreign suppliers are considered barriers
to trade in services and may be subject to negotiation in future rounds.
On the other hand, requiring compliance with technical standards or
qualifications requirements that aim at ensuring the quality of the service
and the protection of public interest is a legitimate form of domestic reg-
ulation. The Agreement does not restrict the ability of governments to
maintain and develop such regulations. It also recognizes the particular
need of developing countries to develop appropriate regimes to regulate
services.

Access commitments undertaken under the GATS, and the ensuing
gains in transparency and predictability, are a powerful means of encour-
aging foreign direct investment in key services such as telecommunica-
tions, finance and transport. In turn, the productivity effects associated
with such investments tend to be enhanced by improved access to state-
of-the-art technology and expertise. They are likely to benefit not only
the sectors directly concerned, but a wide range of related industries.
Specific commitments should be undertaken in such a way as to help de-
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veloping countries to strengthen their domestic services capacity, and to
provide access in sectors and modes of supply that are of export interest
to them.

Withdrawing commitments

An important practical consideration is that circumstances may well arise
in which a government may wish to take back something it has given in
past negotiations. GATS commitments, like tariff bindings, are not irre-
versible. There are three ways in which a country can modify, or even
withdraw, a commitment if it finds that to be necessary.

First, any commitment may be withdrawn or modified after it has been
in force for three years. As under the Safeguards Agreement of the WTO
or Article XVIII of the GATT-1994, compensation may need to be nego-
tiated with members whose trade is affected. This means replacing
the commitment withdrawn with another market opening of equivalent
value. This process is similar to the renegotiation of tariff bindings under
the GATT, which has been in use for over half a century.

Second, where it is necessary to act to protect major public interests,
including safety, human, plant or animal life or health, national security
or public morals, the General Exceptions in Article XIV of the GATS
can be invoked. Under this provision, a member may take a measure
that does not conform with its GATS obligations if the intention is to
pursue a legitimate policy objective. It has its parallel in Article XX of
the GATT-1994.

Third, under the WTO Agreement, governments may seek a tem-
porary waiver from any obligation. In addition, negotiations are now in
progress under the GATS on the question of developing an Emergency
Safeguard Measure, whose purpose would be to permit the suspension
of a commitment in the event of damage or the threat of damage to a do-
mestic industry. It is also possible for a government to suspend commit-
ments in the event of serious balance of payments difficulties.

GATS Annexes and Ministerial Decisions

Eight Annexes are attached to the GATS, along with eight Ministerial
Decisions adopted in Marrakesh on the same day that the GATS was
signed, plus an Understanding on Financial Services. These are all impor-
tant with respect to the GATS rules. Two of the most important and per-
manent Annexes are on MFN exemptions and the Movement of Natural
Persons. The other permanent Annexes concern four specific sectors of
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trade in services: air transport; financial services; telecommunications;
and maritime transport services.

The Annex on Movement of Natural Persons Supplying Services is of
particular importance to developing countries. It deals with the tempo-
rary movement of natural persons who supply services in the territory of
another member. It is made clear that the Agreement does not apply
to measures regarding citizenship, residence or employment on a perma-
nent basis, or to people who travel abroad looking for work. As a result,
the Agreement applies only to the stay in a foreign country of natural
persons supplying services. The Annex also states that members may reg-
ulate the entry of natural persons into their territory and impose border
controls, provided that such measures are not applied in such a manner
as to nullify or impair the benefits accruing to any member under the
terms of a specific commitment.

Movement of natural persons constitutes the fourth mode of supply
identified in Article I of the GATS. As a result, it does not constitute a
sector per se. Most members of the WTO have covered movement of
natural persons in the horizontal section of their schedule of specific
commitments. At the end of the Uruguay Round, because developing
countries were dissatisfied with the commitments made for this mode of
delivery of services, in which they felt they had particular competitive
strengths, it was agreed to resume negotiations after the end of the Uru-
guay Round with the aim of achieving higher commitments. The Decision
on Negotiations on Movement of Natural Persons provided for an ex-
tended period of negotiations, stating their objectives and establishing a
negotiating group.16

Constraints on domestic policy

The most frequent concern is that the GATS circumscribes the policy op-
tions available to governments adopting domestic regulations. This is nei-
ther the intention nor the effect of the Agreement. With respect to the
more onerous obligations, it is presumed that it is a sovereign right of
governments to act in accordance with what they perceive to be in their
national interests and to undertake only commitments seen to be in their
national interest. To deny this right would be to circumscribe national
sovereignty itself. In this respect, it is important that, as with the GATT-
1994, when commitments are undertaken by governments, they are taken
not with respect to the policy objective they are pursuing but with respect
to the measure itself. If this were not the case, policies relating to public
utilities, education and medical care would be reviewed, affecting the
right of governments to set levels of quality, safety, price or any other
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policy objectives. This would be totally unacceptable to any government.
In reality, governments are free to establish the regulations they see fit.
A foreign supplier that failed to respect the terms of its contract or any
other regulation would be subject to the same sanctions under national
law as a national company, including termination of the contract. A
GATS commitment provides no shelter from national law to an offending
supplier. A related consideration is that services supplied in the exercise
of governmental authority are outside the scope of the Agreement, and
no disciplines that might be developed on domestic regulations would
apply to them. This is discussed in an earlier section of this chapter.

A more specific concern relates to the GATT-like language paralleling
that found in other agreements such as the Agreement on Technical Bar-
riers to Trade – namely, that regulatory measures should not constitute
unnecessary barriers to trade in services. The fear is that some policy op-
tions could be circumscribed by the requirement that certain measures
adopted to achieve a policy objective are not necessary.

This requirement needs to be placed in its proper context, in that it
appears only once in the GATS, in relation to the requirement for the
Council for Trade in Services to develop rules to prevent requirements
on qualifications for service suppliers, technical standards or licensing
from being unnecessary barriers to trade. These disciplines are to ensure
that qualifications requirements and procedures, technical standards and
licensing requirements are based on objective and transparent criteria,
such as competence and the ability to supply the service; are not more
burdensome than necessary to ensure the quality of the service; and, in
the case of licensing procedures, are not in themselves a restriction on
the supply of the service. It is instructive to look briefly at the first – and
probably the only – Agreement to be drawn up in this context. It relates
to technical standards, qualifications and licensing requirements for ac-
countancy services. In this Agreement, professional qualifications will
not be under review, nor will the Agreement provide for the setting of
standards. The objective of the Agreement is to increase transparency –
namely, access to information about regulations, standards and proce-
dures for licensing or obtaining qualifications – and to ensure that appli-
cants are treated with fairness and are given a chance to compete on an
equal footing. This is a major concern of developing countries. Impor-
tantly, although it was not clear in the text of the GATS, it has been
agreed by governments that the accountancy disciplines – which will
come into force at the end of the current round of negotiations – will ap-
ply only to countries that make commitments on accountancy services.

The interpretation of ‘‘necessary’’ in the GATS – should it ever be re-
quired – would presumably be influenced by GATT and WTO jurispru-
dence. Here past history reveals that, if two or more measures exist that
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can achieve the same objective, the measure with the least restrictive im-
pact on trade should be chosen – as long as it is reasonably available. It is
the measure, not the policy, that is reviewed, meaning that governments
do not compromise the level of quality or consumer protection they are
seeking to achieve through the regulation in question. As in other WTO
Agreements, it is for governments to choose the level of protection they
want to achieve (for instance when regulating for the protection of public
health or the environment), and this prerogative is not open to challenge.
Also, as spelled out in some detail in chapter 4, if two or more measures
exist that can achieve the same objective, WTO jurisprudence has re-
vealed that it is not necessarily the measure that is the least restrictive
that need be chosen, because it must also be reasonably available. In
any event, governments will have to show that they are employing least-
trade-restrictive practices only if asked to justify a specific regulation in
the event of a dispute with another government. It does not mean that
governments would have to compromise the policy objective they are
seeking to achieve through the regulation in question. Finally, recent rul-
ings by the Appellate Body have indicated that whether a more consis-
tent measure is reasonably available is not a decision that rests on hard
evidence but is reviewed on a case-by-case basis.17 This introduces a
great deal of flexibility for measures retaliating to protect vital and im-
portant interests and values.

There has been no challenge to any measure of domestic regulation
under the GATS since it came into existence. At the most fundamental
level, interpreting the obligations of the GATS, the disputes process will
recognize that all governments are sovereign, and within their own juris-
dictions they can reserve the right to act in any way they wish – even to
the extent of banning foreign trade altogether. Like all WTO Agree-
ments, the GATS is an agreement to abide by a set of multilaterally
agreed rules and therefore entails some surrender of sovereignty. So do
other international agreements.

Conclusions

A number of other lessons can be learned from the history of the negoti-
ation of the GATS. For example, had more attention been paid to past
experience at the time of the negotiation of the Multilateral Agreement
on Investment (MAI) at the OECD, what seems to be generally per-
ceived as a fiasco might well have been avoided in my view. Negotiating
an international agreement with a limited number of countries and ex-
pecting to apply the agreement to countries not part of the original
negotiating process was seen not to work in the case of services.
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The Draft Framework Agreement on Services was prepared by OECD
member countries and brought to the GNS in 1987. Not only was it
rejected by developing countries at the GNS, it went close to derailing
the process entirely. This was a matter not of substance but of process.
In fact, many of the concepts that eventually became part of the GATS
were to be found in the OECD Draft Framework. Similarly, problems
relating to whether commitments should be based on a positive or nega-
tive list approach had emerged in the GNS well before the MAI discus-
sions were even started. Moreover, the sectors that were to prove to be
problem areas in the MAI had already emerged as such in the GNS
discussions – in particular, audiovisual and maritime services. And, in
terms of where commitments were to be made and the nature of schedul-
ing, virtually all options had already been explored in the services nego-
tiations: a top–down approach, a bottom–up approach, a hybrid approach
(as eventually adopted in the GATS), and sectoral exemptions.

In fact, the list of lessons that could have been learned from the ser-
vices negotiations is long. Unfortunately, the history of the Uruguay
Round services negotiations has never been written because this was
not the wish of governments at the time. In fact, most of the key meet-
ings took place in open-ended informal sessions in the presence of the
chairperson – precisely to avoid the taking of summary records. One pol-
icy conclusion that emerges is that an effort should be made to record the
history of these negotiations – or at least to create a documentary history
– because much is to be learned in terms of a rich experience.

Another lesson comes from the nature of the negotiations. The text of
the GATS is notoriously complex, and at the time of the negotiations
little was known in terms of the implications of the application of the pro-
posed concepts, principles and rules to such diverse economic activities as
civil aviation, audiovisual services and construction services. Little – if
any – empirical research had been conducted by the academic com-
munity on many of these sectors, and some of the core concepts (such as
trade in services, national treatment and modes of delivery) were in their
early stages of discussion in the academic community.

Most importantly, however, the GATS text is the result of many years
of intense negotiation. There are many reasons for this. As spelled out
in earlier parts of this chapter, many of the terms are not clear – a prod-
uct of constructive ambiguity – and the manner in which they would be
interpreted in Panel and Appellate Body rulings is a mystery. The un-
predictability of the outcome is increased in the absence of an authorita-
tive negotiating history. Furthermore, apart from the normal division of
interest groups (e.g. developed versus developing), many diverse sectoral
interests had to be accommodated. Parts of the text evolved semi-
independently of others. For example, the Financial Services Annex was
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very much in the hands of treasury and Reserve Bank officials, and tele-
communications negotiations were thought by telecommunication regula-
tors to be too important to be left to trade officials.

This was well known at the time of the negotiations. In fact, for most of
the latter part of the negotiations, there was a proposal (whose origins
lay with the Mexican delegation) for the resulting text of the GATS to
be reviewed after a period of time had elapsed to ensure it was coherent
and effectively fulfilling the intentions of negotiators. What was left to be
decided in the negotiations was whether the review would be after a
period of three or five years. In the hectic closing off of the negotiations,
this, along with one or two other sensible proposals, seems to have been
lost along the way.

It would be useful to reconsider this proposal and even to rewrite the
GATS in a far more analytical and user-friendly manner. This could be
done by governments collectively, and they could correspondingly sign
off on what they considered to be a faithful – albeit more usable – set of
concepts, principles and rules, along with the rights and obligations and
scheduling procedures. Desirable as this might be, it will of course never
happen. It would require the approval by all WTO members of new texts
and this would simply never be forthcoming. However, this does not
mean that it should not be done. Those with a comprehensive knowledge
of the GATS and its origins could prepare such a version. Although it
would not be a legally binding document, it could serve numerous useful
purposes – not least by providing factual material that might help to
guide (and, more importantly, avoid) future disputes, rather than leaving
the task of interpretation to those who may have little idea of the original
intentions of the negotiators.

Much can also be learned from the GATS in terms of the role of devel-
oping countries in the process of negotiation of the Agreement as well as
its substance. As noted above, developing countries were recalcitrant ne-
gotiators to say the least. They were seen by some among the developed
countries to be foot-draggers and obstructionists, unnecessarily retarding
the negotiations by seeking answers to irrelevant questions before agree-
ing to proceed. Tensions frequently ran high. One such example related
to the paucity of statistics on international services transactions and its
link with the definition of trade in services. It was argued by developing
countries that, in the absence of a minimum of statistics being available
on trade in services, it was impossible to define trade in services, because
the commercial boundaries of what was being defined were unknown.
What was needed was comprehensive statistical information. On the
other hand, how could statistics on trade in services be gathered without
it being defined? Although this and many other concerns of developing
countries were seen to be obstructionist, and indeed may have been
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moves to gain time (and information) to formulate negotiating positions,
they were nevertheless crucial questions that had to be addressed in
order to have a robust agreement.

As far as the process is concerned, developing countries proved to be
well-informed and effective negotiators, with the United Nations Con-
ference on Trade and Development playing a key role in this. Here too
there is a policy conclusion: insisting on a developing country chairperson
of the GNS for almost the entire duration of the Uruguay Round cer-
tainly contributed to the confident approach developing countries took
in the negotiations. As noted, there were no problems for developing
countries in closing off the negotiations, and having kept them on a sepa-
rate track added to this.

A constructive role for development NGOs would be to provide devel-
oping countries with the support they need to reap the maximum benefits
of the GATS. This could be done by monitoring the process itself; focus-
ing on the development-related provisions of the GATS to see how they
can be more usefully implemented; using their local knowledge to see
where there are bottlenecks in the services sectors of developing coun-
tries; and seeing what conditions should be attached to the foreign pres-
ence and scheduled in order to maximize the usefulness to the developing
country.
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9

Special and differential treatment
and sustainable economic
development: Substance and
process

Introduction

A precondition for the successful conclusion to the Doha Development
Agenda, launched at the Ministerial Meeting in Qatar in 2001, is for all
countries to be convinced that it is in their interests to sign on to the out-
come of the negotiations. Of the almost 150 countries needed to join the
consensus, two-thirds are developing countries. It is crucial for them that
the legal framework that emerges from the negotiations contains the right
sort of disciplines and flexibility to ensure they can implement their ap-
propriate development strategies. The questions that follow naturally are:
what is an appropriate development strategy for developing countries;
what are the proper measures to implement this strategy; and, therefore,
what are the right sorts of legal flexibilities and constraints that the system
should provide? The economic and institutional issues that have to be
dealt with in addressing these questions are many and varied.

Although the original General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) contained special provisions for developing countries, the vision
was for one global system of trade rules – developing countries were to
be full players. The situation radically changed in the decades following
the creation of the GATT, with provisions characterized by the accep-
tance of infant industry protection, flexibility in the use of balance of
payments measures, non-reciprocity in trading tariff concessions, and
preferential market access for manufactured exports.
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In their past attempts to create the right legal framework, GATT mem-
bers adopted the premise that equal treatment of un-equals is unfair. The
legal flexibility they created constituted the core of what came to be
known as special and differential treatment, with its withdrawal being de-
scribed as graduation. For many, the logic was clear. Just as poor people
pay lower taxes in a country where progressive income taxes are levied,
underdeveloped countries pay less in their membership to the GATT and
more as they develop. During the first half-century of the GATT – and
now the first decade of the World Trade Organization (WTO) – different
stages in dealing with legal flexibility for developing countries can be
clearly identified. Prior to the conclusion of the Uruguay Round, each
round of negotiations was marked by the extension of the legal freedom
granted by the GATT rules to developing countries. Although the Uru-
guay Round involved a considerable turnaround in approach, it certainly
did not slow down the growth of special provisions.

Today, there are 155 specific provisions specially crafted for develop-
ing countries in the WTO Agreements. Why have so many provisions
been added over recent years? This is a result of negotiations by develop-
ing countries to secure more legal flexibility under the GATT, the wider
reach of the WTO Agreements, and the changing nature of commitments
undertaken by all WTO members. Now, special and differential provi-
sions come in many forms: some are directed to increasing trade opportu-
nities, others are aimed at safeguarding the interests of developing coun-
tries, others provide for flexibility in the implementation of commitments,
some permit the use of otherwise WTO-unacceptable policy instruments,
and some relate to the granting of technical assistance. The provisions
are both mandatory and non-mandatory. A large number are considered
completely useless by developing countries or excessive by developed
countries.

But do these provisions sit comfortably with the policy prescriptions
now advanced by development economists? Have the prescriptions of
the past half-century been the right ones? Has there been a change in
approach under the WTO to special and differential treatment based on
a different view of development? Do the current provisions relating to
developing countries contribute to their integration into the multilateral
trading system or do they retard it? In fact, has the greater integration
of developing countries into the world trading system via an expanded
share of world trade lost its traditional meaning? Has it been replaced
by the progressive adoption of all WTO obligations by all members?
Are we back to the original vision of the GATT of six decades ago with
one system for all? What have we learnt on this journey?

Answering these questions entails looking at the evolution of the legal
flexibilities provided for developing countries over the past half-century,
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and at the parallel thinking of economists about what were prescribed as
the right development strategies. There are of course excellent tomes de-
scribing the evolution of special and differential treatment for developing
countries in the GATT.1 Similarly, there are numerous academic and
more popular discourses debating the link between trade and develop-
ment. The important question for this chapter, however, is whether the
GATT and WTO provide the right sort of legal framework to accommo-
date the right sort of development strategies.

In this respect, we currently have a unique opportunity to address this
question. The Doha Development Agenda is under way and special and
differential treatment provisions are on the negotiating table. WTO ne-
gotiators have been mandated by their ministers to render these provi-
sions more precise, operational and effective by converting best endeavour
provisions into mandatory ones.

Although this chapter is concerned with the substance of development
strategies and legal flexibility, it also addresses process. The process of
improving special and differential treatment provisions pre-dates the cre-
ation of the WTO, and most would agree that the results have been
meagre at best. Thus, the process itself provides an interesting case study.
Its usefulness is underscored by the fact that in general terms, although
the time- and resource-consuming aspects of many negotiations and their
limited outcome are frequently lamented, the nature of such processes is
rarely documented. In the absence of such information, it is difficult to
advance prescriptions for improvement.2

A word of clarification is required about the title of this chapter and
the link between the WTO and the development of developing countries.
As has been emphasized throughout this book, there are different per-
ceptions of sustainable development. Few would deny that economic de-
velopment is a key element of sustainable development, but many are
quick to point out that economic development is not an end in itself; it is
a contributor to sustainable development. Thus, different aspects of eco-
nomic development have been emphasized in the context of sustainable
development. Amartya Sen acknowledges the importance of economic
development but identifies freedom as both the primary end and princi-
pal means of development.3 For the Brundtland Commission, as dis-
cussed in earlier chapters, economic development is a means to provide
for the care and nurturing of the environment for future generations.
The Human Development Report of the United Nations Development
Programme stresses that, although growth in gross domestic product per
capita is a vital component of the development process, there are numer-
ous other indictors of development. This chapter specifically addresses
the link between economic growth and sustainable development, focus-
ing on the provisions needed in order for developing countries to extract
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the maximum benefits from the multilateral trading system, which is con-
sidered to be an important component of economic development, and
eventually of sustainable development. Other chapters in the book deal
in more detail with the environment, social considerations and other key
elements of sustainable development.

Accommodating import substitution

In the early years of the GATT, the policies advocated by economists
were clear. Developing countries depended heavily on commodity ex-
ports, and owing to their decline, coupled with low price and income elas-
ticities, free trade would entail a continuing dependence on commodity
exports. This dependence would mean perpetual poverty. Export pessi-
mism was the name of the game. To grow, countries needed to accumu-
late capital, and this could not be done with a workforce in agriculture
with negative marginal returns. In such circumstances, capital could not
be imported; the domestic production of manufactured goods was re-
quired. The policy prescription was clear. According to Hollis B. Chen-
ery, Economic Adviser to the President of the World Bank from 1970
to 1972, and later World Bank Vice President for Development Policy:
‘‘Industrialisation consists primarily in the substitution of domestic pro-
duction of manufactured goods for imports.’’4

The belief was that developing countries could foster development by
heavily protecting and producing for the domestic markets, and substitut-
ing domestic production for imports. Externalities were expected to flow
from the creation of these new industries, so, for many economists, subsi-
dies were thought to be justified. Because the new industries were infants
(in the sense that low-cost producers already existed abroad), temporary
intervention was required to start production and then reach a stage
where costs became competitive as the scale of production increased.
Often little thought was given to the fact that domestic markets were
small in size and the scope simply did not exist to benefit from economies
of scale by supplying only a domestic market. Import substitution policies
required high levels of border protection – both tariffs and quantitative
restrictions – and an absence of reciprocity in trade-liberalizing negotia-
tions. External disturbances were considered synonymous with develop-
ment, so import restrictions would be required for balance of payments
purposes. Similarly, with internationally uncompetitive domestic produc-
tion in a number of sectors, subsidies would be needed – in particular ex-
port subsidies.

Because the GATT legal system was based on the removal of quantita-
tive restrictions, the reduction and binding of tariffs, reciprocity in trade
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liberalization and the elimination of subsidies, import substitution poli-
cies required considerable legal flexibility.5 This came in the form of
GATT Article XVIII, entitled ‘‘Governmental Assistance to Economic
Development’’. It provided a clear recognition of the need for this legal
flexibility. GATT members recognized ‘‘that special governmental assis-
tance may be required to promote the establishment, development or re-
construction of particular industries or branches of agriculture, and that
in appropriate circumstances the grant of such assistance in the form of
protective measures is justified’’. Interestingly, however, they also recog-
nized ‘‘that an unwise use of such measures would impose undue burdens
on their own economies and unwarranted restrictions on international
trade, and might increase unnecessarily the difficulties of adjustment for
the economies of other countries’’.

Article XVIII was completely redrafted in a GATT Review Session
held in 1955 to give it more precision and clarify the extent of the legal
flexibility accorded to developing countries. The Review brought three
key changes, all of which were important in accommodating import sub-
stitution policies. First, there was an acceptance that protective measures
taken in accordance with Article XVIII were not derogations from the
GATT but legitimate measures to promote economic development. Sec-
ond, less stringent requirements were introduced with respect to justify-
ing balance of payments restrictions. Third, there was recognition that
developing countries were not required to offer full reciprocity in tariff
reduction negotiations.

More specifically, Section A of Article XVIII provided for the with-
drawal or modification of negotiated concessions to promote the estab-
lishment of a particular industry in order to raise the general standard of
living. This process is subject to notification and negotiation with those
GATT members with which concessions had been negotiated, or which
have a substantial interest in it. In Section C, there is provision for devel-
oping countries to deviate from the provisions of the GATT (except Ar-
ticles I, II and XIII) if governmental assistance is required to promote the
establishment of a particular industry but no measure consistent with
the other provisions is practicable to achieve that objective. In short, as
a result of the Review Session, Sections A and C of Article XVIII – the
infant industries clauses – allowed developing countries to modify or
withdraw concessions included in their schedules and to impose quantita-
tive or other restrictive measures to protect infant industries.

Section B recognized that countries in ‘‘their early stages of develop-
ment’’ experience balance of payments difficulties when undergoing
rapid development. Developing country members were therefore per-
mitted to control the general level of imports by restricting the quantity
or value of imports, with the proviso that restrictions did not exceed the
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level required ‘‘to forestall the threat of, or stop, a serious decline in
monetary reserves’’ or, where the member had inadequate reserves, to
achieve a ‘‘reasonable rate of increase’’ in reserves. Provision was made
for developing countries to act selectively and give priority to certain
categories of imports deemed ‘‘more essential’’ in light of development
policies while imposing import restrictions. There were provisions for
consultations every two years with GATT members for developing coun-
tries maintaining restrictions for balance of payments reasons. Thus, Sec-
tion B permitted the use of selective quantitative restrictions in situations
where balance of payments problems arose, its disciplines on the use of
restrictions being less stringent than those for developed countries in
GATT Article XII. A further result of the Review Session was that the
prohibition on the use of export subsidies on manufactured products was
accepted only by developed countries, providing a de facto additional
legal flexibility for developing countries.6

There are perhaps two useful observations that can be made at this
stage. The first is that this form of special and differential treatment was
very easy to give. It required only that developed countries provide legal
freedom to developing countries. Bob Hudec has summarized this situa-
tion well: ‘‘Once it had been conceded, as a matter of principle, that legal
freedom constitutes ‘help’ to developing countries, the future was virtu-
ally fixed. . . . As a consequence, developed–developing country relations
for the next forty years began and ended on the same note – ‘more help
is needed’. . . . Granting legal freedom to other countries is an easy con-
cession to give, for it requires neither domestic legislation nor the use of
other legal powers by the grantor countries. It is possible to ‘give’ merely
by doing nothing.’’7 In a similar vein, a report presented to the Director-
General of the GATT in 1985 by an Eminent Persons Group on World
Trade concluded that special and differential treatment in the past had
encouraged the ‘‘tendency to treat them [the developing countries] as
being outside [the trading system]’’. They were also of the view that
developed countries had, by granting preferences to developing coun-
tries, relieved themselves of their share of responsibility ‘‘for action in
more essential areas’’.8

Second, special and differential treatment was destined to be generic,
in the sense of being applicable to all developing countries. Anne
Krueger, in her Presidential Address to the American Economic Associ-
ation, remarked that early trade and development theories and policy
prescriptions were based on some widely held stylized facts and premises
about developing countries. These, she says, were ‘‘a mixture of ‘touris-
tic’ impressions, half-truths and misapplied policy inferences’’.9 The re-
sult was that in the early years of the GATT, although there was a belief
that development economics warranted a separate discipline, the com-
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mon features that characterized developing countries meant they were to
be treated in a generic way. Of course, there was a recognition of the dif-
ferences in resource endowment and other features of developing coun-
tries, but acknowledged differences were thought to be overwhelmed by
the common characteristics of underdevelopment. Thus, in terms of the
new Article XVIII, the characteristics of countries to which the flexibil-
ities were to be applied were not defined, nor were the eligible countries
identified by name. They were simply referred to in Article XVIII as
economies that can sustain only ‘‘low standards of living’’ and are in
‘‘the early stages of development’’. This language was clearly open to
interpretation.

By the end of the 1950s, the number of developing countries that were
members of the GATT had greatly increased – 34 developing countries
joined in the 1960s. The majority were recently independent countries in
Africa; by acceding to the GATT they were complementing their politi-
cal independence with a move for economic independence. In addition,
1961 saw the launching of the first United Nations Development Decade,
together with attempts to establish a global trade organization within the
United Nations system. The result was the creation of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). This coincided
with the launching of the Kennedy Round (1964–1967) of multilateral
trade negotiations (MTN), the sixth round of such negotiations held
under the auspices of the GATT.

The coming into existence of UNCTAD provoked the members of the
GATT to demonstrate more concretely their commitment to the devel-
opment of developing countries. The original idea was to redraft Article
XVIII, but, as events unfolded, the negotiated text that emerged from
this exercise was considered to be sufficiently lengthy to be added to the
GATT as a new Part IV entitled ‘‘Trade and Development’’. It entered
into force in 1966 and marked the beginning of another stage of legal
flexibility for developing countries. It provided a supplementary basis
for commitments and actions by (developed) contracting parties for
expanding the trade of developing countries, and consolidated the ori-
entation of the GATT towards addressing matters relating to trade and
development.

However, Part IV added nothing to the legal relationship between de-
veloped and developing countries, particularly in the sense of according
lower levels of obligations for developing countries. In reality, the text
of Part IV contrasts with that of other GATT Articles, being both vague
and non-binding; in fact, its non-mandatory nature characterizes many
other (best endeavour) commitments relating to economic development
in the GATT. This has long been lamented by developing countries
and is very much on the negotiating agenda today – converting best en-
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deavour provisions of both the GATT-1994 and the WTO Agreements
into mandatory obligations is a central part of the Doha Development
Agenda. Part IV of the GATT has been specifically targeted by many de-
veloping countries in this respect (see below).

In fact, the new Part IV deals mainly with the behaviour of developed
countries towards developing countries. This difference in orientation
was based on a premise that had gained considerable support at the
time; namely, that special and differential treatment for developing coun-
tries should relate not only to internal measures (e.g. permitting develop-
ing countries to protect domestic producers) but also to external mea-
sures (e.g. the exports of developing countries should receive a better
treatment in the markets of the developed countries). Although best
endeavour in nature, Part IV does formalize – in rather legal-sounding
language – that developed countries do not expect reciprocity for remov-
ing tariffs and other barriers to the trade of developing countries. This
was generally seen at the time as a major achievement for developing
countries. The question of developed countries granting preferences to
developing countries, as well as preferences among developing countries,
was also addressed at the time, and, as no agreement was reached on this
matter, work continued after the adoption of Part IV.10

The Committee on Trade and Development (CTD) was established in
November 1964 to supervise the implementation of the new Part IV of
the GATT. Its terms of reference were, inter alia, to keep under continu-
ous review the application of the provisions of Part IV and to consider
proposals and to make appropriate recommendations. As such, the CTD
has regularly reviewed developments in international trade affecting de-
veloping countries and monitored the implementation of commitments
undertaken with respect to the avoidance of new restrictions and the re-
moval or reduction of existing barriers. With the changing nature and
scope of the Uruguay Round Agreements, the role of the CTD was
greatly intensified.

Changing policy prescriptions

From a substantive point of view, a strong case can be made that there
should be special provisions for countries with underdeveloped infra-
structures, a heavy dependence on a few exports, and many other shared
and country-specific characteristics. How to craft these provisions – both
legal flexibilities and constraints – in order to best serve the interests of
the countries themselves requires a good understanding of the link be-
tween trade policies and economic development. In this sense it is im-
portant to identify both the sources and the symptoms of the difficulties
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confronted by developing countries in order to define the flexibilities.
Here a closer look at import substitution policies is instructive.

Import substitution policies have been severely criticized on many
fronts. It is claimed that they are now dead and buried and therefore
will not be returned to.11 Interestingly, however, the grounds on which
they are rejected differ quite considerably. One view is that the micro in-
tervention that accompanied import substitution policies led first to re-
source misallocation and then to disturbances in the form of macro bal-
ance of payments difficulties and debt. One stylized version of the story
runs as follows.

With the protection of import-competing industries via high tariffs and
quantitative restrictions, resources are pulled out of export industries.
The situation is worsened by low commodity prices and low income and
price elasticities, and further exacerbated by the protection in developed
country markets of semi-manufactures and labour-intensive goods such
as textiles, clothing and footwear. A lack of foreign exchange, coupled
with demand for capital goods as part of the normal growth process,
means that the production of import-competing goods is further pro-
moted. Substitution for imports necessitates ambitious development
plans that add to aggregate demand. In conventional Keynesian terms, if
additional aggregate demand is not properly managed, high rates of infla-
tion will follow. If nominal exchange rates are fixed – which they were at
the time of import substitution policies – this leads to a depreciation of
the real exchange rate, thereby subsidizing the manufacturing sector and
taxing the agricultural sector for commodity-exporting countries. A defi-
cit on the external account follows. The end result is that balance of
payment crises are frequent and there is chronic indebtedness. Thus, the
source of the problem that should be addressed, it is argued, is the import
substitution policies.

Others see the source of the problem at the macro level: ‘‘what eventu-
ally drove many import substituting countries to ruin were not so much
micro economic inefficiencies, but macro economic imbalances and the
inability to correct them.’’12 The reasoning is that, although import sub-
stitution may well lead to resource misallocation and inefficiency, it does
not necessarily result in macroeconomic disturbance. The starting point
for the economic disturbance is an overvalued exchange rate leading to
a trade deficit. If balance of payments difficulties arise and persist, for-
eign exchange reserves run low. In a crisis, the government may be
forced to devalue the currency. But, before being driven to this, it may
try to redress the balance by restricting imports or encouraging exports,
in a typical mercantilist fashion. The selective application of import
restrictions provides preference to some industries over others – just as
import substitution does. Import-competing industries would be candi-
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dates for trade protection, and subsidies are required to reduce the reli-
ance on imported goods, with a worsening of the fiscal deficit.

In this scenario, although trade protection can be damaging from a
resource misallocation perspective, the sustained budget deficits do not
come from trade measures and industrial subsidies. They come from an
excess of aggregate demand over aggregate supply and the use of micro
policies where macro polices are needed. Imbalance on the internal and
external accounts should be rectified by expenditure changing through
reduced aggregate demand by and expenditure switching between im-
portable goods and exportable goods via a devaluation, but the easy op-
tion is to resort to quantitative restrictions to reduce imports selectively.

It is interesting that, decades after the demise of import substitution
policies and with all the information now available, their impact is still
debated. This serves to mark a relevant point; namely, how difficult it is
clearly to identify the relationship between trade policy and economic
growth and stability. It also serves to exemplify the difficulty in designing
the legal flexibility needed to accommodate the right policies. In this
respect, it has been argued that the GATT failed miserably in its early
decades because the flexibility it offered was absolutely counterproduc-
tive: it was the de facto legitimization of the wrong policies.

That the GATT, the upholder of an open international trading system would al-
low an ‘‘exception’’ for developing countries shows how deeply entrenched were
the views supporting import substitution. It is arguable that the very existence of
this exception not only legitimised developing countries’ inner oriented trade
policies, but also removed pressures that might otherwise have been brought to
bear earlier for them to adopt trade and payments regimes more conducive to
economic growth. . . . [How] could it happen that a profession, for which the prin-
ciple of comparative advantage was one of its key tenets, embraced such protec-
tionist policies?13

Perhaps some guidance as to the source of the problem can be gleaned
by reviewing which GATT flexibilities developing countries turned to:
balance of payments protection or infant industry protection. The first
deals with a macro disturbance and the second with micro intervention.
In carrying out this exercise, it is somewhat surprising, particularly given
the criticism levelled at the infant industry protection provisions of the
GATT by those favouring outer-oriented development strategies, that
there have been only four instances in the past 60 years when an infant
industry justification for protection has been sought in the GATT or the
WTO. Cuba, Haiti and India all received approval for restrictions on
a single product for infant industry reasons in the first years of the
GATT, and Ceylon for a variety of products in 1952. There have been
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no further approvals since that date.14 On the other hand, release from
GATT obligations owing to balance of payments problems has been
frequently resorted to by developing countries. In the early 1950s, 9 of
the 14 developing country members of the GATT were restricting im-
ports for balance of payments reasons, and the pattern continued for
some decades.

Does this tell us that the flexibility required by developing countries re-
lated to balance of payments difficulties rather than the accommodation
of import substitution policies through infant industry protection? Un-
fortunately, the answer is not clear. Developing countries had a prefer-
ence for the flexibility provided by Article XVIII:B for a number of rea-
sons. One has always been – and remains – that the use of the infant
industry provisions requires authorization in the form of prior approval
by other members, as well as provision for the payment of compensation
for affected trading partners in the form of additional concessions. If
compensation is not paid, the developing country faces the temporary
suspension of a substantially equivalent concession. On the other hand,
developing countries encountering balance of payments difficulties faced
much less stringent requirements, and were free to apply trade restric-
tions selectively on an industry-specific basis, ostensibly for balance of
payments purposes.15

This introduces other points that are relevant for what follows. Gov-
ernments will naturally turn to the least onerous flexibilities available to
pursue their own policy choices, even if the provisions were not designed
for the problem at hand. Further, whereas support for import substitution
policies may be considered passé in the academic community, demands
for more flexibility for developing countries wishing to invoke infant in-
dustry protection are certainly not. In the context of the Doha Develop-
ment Agenda, developing countries have argued that, because of the
onerous compensation and other requirements relating to infant industry
protection, and the real threat of suspension of concessions on the part of
the developed countries, these provisions have little or no practical effect
for those seeking to promote infant industries.16 The associated proposal
in the Doha Development Agenda is to render more usable the flexibil-
ities available for infant industry protection. This position is held by a
number of developing countries.

There are many reasons for the demise of the import substitution
approach.17 They include: the abandonment of the notion that countries
would forever specialize in the production of commodities if comparative
advantage prevailed; agreement that there were no consistent means of
determining which industries will mature beyond infancy; widespread
rent-seeking as a by-product of protection promoted by intervention at
the industry level; the inability clearly to identify, much less quantify,
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externalities that were to come from infant industry protection; the prev-
alence of over-pricing and under-invoicing associated with the protection
of domestic industries; and the development of effective rates of protec-
tion, domestic resource costs, cost–benefit analysis and other tools that
quantified the high costs of import substitution policies. Moreover, expe-
rience showed that many infant industries moved directly to geriatric
status without passing through adulthood.

However, one of the most potent forces in changing perceptions was
the remarkable success of a number of newly industrializing countries
(NICs) in Asia when pursuing what were seen to be the antithesis of im-
port substitution policies. The enthusiasm of the economics profession
for import substitution policy was replaced by the export-orientation
policies of the NICs, or what could be described as export substitution;
namely, policies directed towards the substitution of exports for the do-
mestic consumption of domestically produced goods. The NICs’ success
seemed to give real-world validation to what appeared to be a very differ-
ent approach to the link between trade policy and development. But
the success of this policy required, above all, access to the markets of
the developed countries and, depending on the case in hand, domestic
measures to promote exports. Greatly improved access to developed
country markets had important implications for a number of developing
countries.

Since the early 1980s, the average annualized growth of trade of devel-
oping countries as a whole has been faster than that of both world trade
and the trade of developed countries. But differences between and within
developing country regions are very pronounced. For instance, over this
period, annual average growth in Asian trade was 12 times faster than
African trade (excluding South Africa). Within Africa, annual average
growth in trade ranged from a high of 12 per cent to a low of minus 21
per cent.

Developing countries in East and South East Asia have steadily in-
creased their trade over the past 40 years, sustaining high rates of eco-
nomic growth and bringing dramatic declines in their rate of poverty.
They could not have achieved this if they had not found growing markets
for their exports and if they had not taken advantage of technological
advances and foreign know-how available in an increasingly globalized
world. Countries in sub-Saharan Africa, by contrast, have grown too
slowly to raise per capita incomes or to reduce their rate of poverty. It is
no coincidence that their trade has not prospered and that their share of
world markets has fallen.

Like the import-substituting governments, the NICs were actively in-
tervening in their economies, and those that were GATT members could
also take advantage of the legal flexibility provided for in the GATT.18
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But the policy prescriptions of the NICs differed from those of the import-
substituting countries. Intervention in the NICs was characterized by uni-
form export incentives and an assurance of stability in the exchange
rate.19 Although these countries did not necessarily aim at free trade,
and industrialization was indeed being pursued, it was industrialization
for both the domestic and export markets through intervention of
another type – more neutral in nature and directed to both removing ob-
stacles to exports and promoting them. Paradoxically for those NICs that
were GATT members, it was precisely the legal flexibility that permitted
them to pursue their development strategies of import restriction and
export promotion that led to their export-oriented success.20 In other
words, they too were interventionist and free to use the legal flexibility
that existed at the time.

A further factor was that the export-oriented countries benefited enor-
mously from the improved access to developed country markets that
came with the various rounds of GATT trade-liberalizing negotiations.
Even though East Asian countries were not major players in the negoti-
ating process, and notwithstanding restrictions on some of their principal
manufactured exports (such as textiles, clothing and other products),
their share in the trade of manufactured goods increased greatly through
most favoured nation (MFN) concessions and, in some cases, the benefits
that flowed from the Generalized System of Preferences (see below).
In fact, the current US dollar value of developing country merchandise
export earnings increased by a factor of nearly 69 in the period between
the creation of the GATT (1948) and the establishment of the WTO
(1995).

The end result was that, for a number of economists and policy makers,
the East Asian experience provided a final blow to the notion that a de-
veloping country could achieve industrialization only through import sub-
stitution. The properties thought to be common to all developing coun-
tries that led to economic disturbances and stagnant or negative growth
rates were now thought by mainstream economists to be those of import
substitution regimes rather than perceived common characteristics based
on ‘‘touristic impressions’’.

Where does all this leave us today? Does it help us in answering
the question of what is the right degree of flexibility for implementing
the right policies? The experience of developing countries is instructive.
There are those that took advantage of the GATT flexibilities available
to them, intervened in various ways and were successful (East Asian
NICs). Others used the flexibilities and failed (a number of Latin Ameri-
can countries). How were some countries (the East Asian governments)
able to avoid the rent-seeking activities that typically accompanied in-
tervention to implement import substitution policies? Most importantly,
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this gives substance to the now frequently posed question about the
appropriateness of a generic approach to providing special and differen-
tial treatment to developing countries when creating legal constraints and
flexibilities.

Export orientation

The next stage in the evolution of legal flexibility came with the Tokyo
Round of multilateral trade negotiations (launched in 1973) and re-
flected the growing interest of developing countries in export expan-
sion. An important outcome was the Enabling Clause, which created a
permanent legal basis for special and differential treatment in terms of
non-reciprocal tariff preferences accorded under the Generalized Sys-
tem of Preferences (GSP).21 Additionally, acceptance of the Codes that
emerged from the Tokyo Round dealing with non-tariff barriers was not
mandatory, which led to automatic flexibility because most developing
countries chose not to adopt them.22 Tariff preferences and, subject
to approval, non-tariff preferences among developing countries in the
framework of regional or global trade arrangements were also provided
for, as was additional special treatment for least developed countries.
Moreover, developing countries sought, and obtained, a further relax-
ation of existing procedures relating to restrictions for balance of pay-
ments purposes.

Importantly, the Enabling Clause introduced into the GATT system –
for the first time and in clear terms – the notion of phasing out legal
flexibility as the level of development increased.23 Developing countries
were expected to improve ‘‘their capacity to make contributions or nego-
tiated concessions or take other mutually agreed action’’ with the pro-
gressive development of their economies. It was observed at the time
that this should be ‘‘conceived of as a dual principle. It should include
not only the phasing out of more favourable treatments in the market of
developed countries but also the phasing in of developing countries’ com-
pliance with the generally prevailing rules of the international trading
system based on a balance of rights and responsibilities.’’24

Discussions on the need for a new round of trade negotiations started
in the GATT as early as 1981. It was felt that many problems had not
been solved in the Tokyo Round and that the GATT multilateral trading
system was at risk. Areas of considerable importance to developing coun-
tries, such as agriculture and textiles, were being dealt with on a de facto
basis outside GATT rules, and developing countries’ exports, both tradi-
tional and non-traditional, were increasingly subject to anti-dumping and
countervailing duties. Export restraint arrangements relating to textiles
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and clothing had received GATT legal cover as a sectoral derogation
from MFN treatment in the form of the Multi-fibre Arrangement
(MFA). Prospects for improved market access through agricultural trade
liberalization were almost non-existent. On the other hand, developed
countries were not only seeking solutions to their own long-standing
problems, such as those in the areas of agriculture and textile trade, but
also aiming to bring three new areas of commercial activity under GATT
disciplines – trade in services, intellectual property rights and investment
measures.

There were also systemic concerns because the period after the Tokyo
Round was characterized by limited membership of the Tokyo Round
Codes, a negative special and differential treatment for agriculture and
textiles, and a proliferation of what has been described as contingent pro-
tection through the use of anti-dumping measures, voluntary export re-
straints (VERs) and other measures.25 This resulted in a perception that
the balance of rights and obligations had been lost, a balance that mem-
ber countries thought should be restored. Thus, at the GATT Ministerial
Meeting of September 1986 in Punta del Este, Uruguay, ministers agreed
to launch the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations. The
compromise texts on which the Punta del Este Declaration was based
were co-authored by Colombia and Switzerland, providing a first indi-
cation that participation by developing countries in the Round would
increase.

As in the 1960s, the period of the Uruguay Round (1986–1994) saw the
number of member countries of the GATT increase substantially; 29 de-
veloping countries joined during this period. Their motivation differed
from that of countries joining in the 1960s. It could be argued that it was
no longer a question of establishing independence, but rather a recogni-
tion of global interdependence, a need to have a voice in the trading sys-
tem and the possibility of benefiting from the continuing expansion of
world trade.

Coinciding with the Uruguay Round was the emergence of the so-
called ‘‘Washington Consensus’’ and what now seems to form the basis
for the thinking of most mainstream economists about the appropriate
policies for development purposes.26 It was reasoned that the set of pol-
icy reforms that most officials in Washington thought would be good for
developing countries could be summarized in the following propositions:
fiscal discipline; a redirection of public expenditure priorities toward
fields offering both high economic returns and the potential to improve
income distribution, such as primary health care, primary education and
infrastructure; tax reform (to lower marginal rates and broaden the tax
base); interest rate liberalization; a competitive exchange rate; trade lib-
eralization; liberalization of inflows of foreign direct investment; privati-
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zation; and deregulation (to abolish barriers to entry and exit, and to
secure property rights).

Although support for these policy prescriptions has not been unani-
mous, much of the contemporary policy discussion can be understood by
using the term ‘‘Washington Consensus’’ as a reference point.27 For in-
stance, it has been suggested that there now exists an ‘‘Augmented’’
Washington Consensus,28 which adds to the items listed above: corporate
governance; anti-corruption; flexible labour markets; WTO Agreements;
financial codes and standards; ‘‘prudent’’ capital account opening; non-
intermediate exchange rate regimes; independent central banks and infla-
tion targeting; social safety nets; and targeted poverty reduction. Clearly,
the debate continues about the Washington Consensus – its definition, its
successes and failures, and whether it even exists.

But does the Washington Consensus determine the appropriate trade
strategies and offer guidance for the requisite legal flexibilities in the
WTO? In broad terms, the approach to trade policy within the policy
package has in many instances been identified simply as trade liberaliza-
tion or free trade. Although this gives an orientation, what does it trans-
late into in terms of practical policy prescriptions? Here views are at vari-
ance, even in very broad terms. They largely turn on differing opinions
about the relationship between trade liberalization and economic devel-
opment. There are those who doubt the existence of a positive link. It
has been remarked that ‘‘theoretical complications could be side-stepped
if there were convincing evidence that in practice trade liberalisation
systematically produces improved economic performance. But even for
this relatively uncontroversial policy, it has proved difficult to generate
unambiguous evidence.’’ The point is that ‘‘even the simplest of policy
recommendations – liberalise your trade – is contingent upon a large
number of judgement calls about the economic and political context in
which it is being implemented’’.29 Thus, if the trade policy element is
trade liberalization, there are a number of important but less general
considerations: should it be complete liberalization; what if there are
other market imperfections; what are the income and resource distribu-
tion implications of liberalization; what should be done about lost tariff
revenues; and is liberalization politically sustainable?

Importantly, as has been stressed throughout this book, trade policy
can no longer be thought of in terms of tariffs and quantitative restric-
tions. If trade policy is to find a place in the Washington Consensus,
intellectual property rights, agricultural policy, financial services, tele-
communications, special and differential treatment, and many other cru-
cial policy areas need to be considered. What are the appropriate policies
within the context of the entirety of the WTO Agreements when imple-
menting the Washington Consensus?
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The WTO Agreements

As a result of the Uruguay Round (1986–1994) and the greatly extended
reach of the WTO, a change in approach to legal flexibilities was re-
quired. Not just border measures – tariffs and quantitative restrictions –
but completely new areas were now addressed in WTO Agreements; in
particular, trade in services and intellectual property rights. These trade
agreements raised new policy questions for developing countries: how
much foreign commercial presence should there be in the domestic finan-
cial services and telecommunications sectors; should domestic markets be
opened to foreign suppliers of medical and educational services; what
changes would be required in terms of domestic legislation and proce-
dures to fulfil commitments in the Agreement on Trade-Related Intellec-
tual Property Rights (TRIPS); and how could the onerous notification
requirements be met with existing resources? Similarly, changes in rules
relating to certain sectors – agriculture and textiles – presented additional
policy choices: how to adjust to the loss of assured markets in MFA im-
porting countries with the removal of quantitative restrictions; how to
deal with the domestic situation in agriculture with eventual improved
market access for exporting countries and more expensive food for net
importing countries; how to respond to the removal of export subsidies
and to new disciplines on other subsidies.

Prior to the Uruguay Round, the frequently stated objective of increas-
ing developing countries’ participation in world trade (as monitored by
the GATT Committee on Trade and Development) was considered to
be a concept that could be quantified in terms of the changing share of
developing countries in world trade. With the Uruguay Round, however,
the phrase ‘‘increasing participation of developing countries in world
trade’’ (which appears regularly in the WTO Agreements) acquired a
new meaning. The general approach in the negotiations was that devel-
oping countries should adopt broadly the same liberalization policies as
developed countries. Thus, increasing participation was to be measured
in terms of the extent of developing countries’ adoption of legal obliga-
tions in the Uruguay Round Agreements rather than being absolved
from these obligations. Given the changed nature and coverage of the
obligations to be met, this was clearly a more demanding task.

As the Uruguay Round negotiations evolved, developing countries
proved to be more and more active in all areas. They were conscious of
the lack of success of earlier approaches to special and differential treat-
ment and they recognized the need to respond to the changing nature
of the commitments they were now undertaking. Although there is no
hard evidence to support the contention, it would appear that developing
countries recognized that non-reciprocity and the legal freedom they had
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been accorded in the past had not functioned to their advantage; by hav-
ing nothing to offer, and in the absence of benevolent negotiating parties,
they had nothing to gain except statements of general principle. Instead
of being faced with a fait accompli for which an exemption had to be
sought, developing countries lent support to the notion that a multilateral
trading system based on a uniform set of strengthened rules and disci-
plines with global application would work in their favour, and that the
smaller and weaker countries needed a credible set of enforceable rules
as much as, or even more than, larger countries did. A further consider-
ation is that many developing countries were autonomously adopting
trade liberalization measures,30 and they saw the Uruguay Round as an
occasion to gain recognition for domestic reform, acquire reciprocal mar-
ket access for liberalization measures, and lock in domestic policy reform
by undertaking binding commitments in the GATT.

A crucial and defining characteristic of legal flexibility in the Uruguay
Round (compared with previous rounds of multilateral trade negotia-
tions) was that its outcome was a single undertaking. In order to join the
WTO, countries were obliged to accept all the Uruguay Round Agree-
ments. Similarly, all members were obliged to assume acceptable binding
market access commitments in all the areas of goods, services and intel-
lectual property rights, thus addressing some developed countries’ long-
standing complaints concerning free-riding by some developing countries.

As regards benefits accruing to developing countries as a result of the
negotiations, a number of the Uruguay Round Agreements are in them-
selves of particular importance. As noted, rules relating to agricultural
trade have been less operational and effective than those for industrial
goods, and the rules governing trade in textiles and clothing have been a
de facto derogation from GATT-1947 disciplines. This was no longer the
case with the Uruguay Round Agreements. Further, the Agreement on
Safeguards had as its objective eliminating the need for export restraint
arrangements, which had worked to the disadvantage of developing
countries. The disciplines contained in the Agreements on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures and on Anti-Dumping were strengthened and
clarified; developing countries had frequently found themselves on the
receiving end of restrictive measures and were adversely affected through
the inappropriate use of procedures contained in earlier arrangements.31
The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Investment Measures
(TRIMS), which was highly controversial at the beginning of the Uru-
guay Round negotiations, represented a compromise between developed
countries’ requests and developing countries’ concerns; as did the Under-
standing on Balance-of-Payments Provisions of the GATT-1994.

Because the GATT-1947 is still part of the total outcome of the Uruguay
Round (albeit revised as the GATT-1994 – see below), existing provisions
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relating to special and differential treatment remain. It could be argued,
however, that these are now of little operational significance, a fact that
has led developing countries to negotiate for their strengthening in the
Doha Round. As outlined above, much of the special treatment offered
to developing countries in the GATT-1947 related to non-reciprocity in
negotiations to liberalize trade. This flexibility has been overtaken by
the events of the Uruguay Round, as tariffs have been significantly re-
duced and bound, and the General Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS) has its own provisions in this respect. Further, vague commit-
ments in Part IV of the GATT-1947 have been replaced by more precise
commitments vis-à-vis developing countries in the various WTO Agree-
ments, which, although providing developing countries with some flexi-
bility in the implementation of the various obligations, do not absolve
them from their eventual adoption.

The GATT-1947 has been modified through the Uruguay Round nego-
tiations (and emerged as the GATT-1994) in such a way as to increase
the discipline on the use of some of the flexibilities available to develop-
ing countries. The use of restrictions for balance of payments purposes
provides a good example. Although Article XVIII:B, which was used
and sometimes abused by developing countries, still remains in the
GATT-1994, the Understanding on Balance-of-Payments Provisions rep-
resents a fundamental change. It requires preference to be given to price-
based measures (e.g. import surcharges), as opposed to quantitative re-
strictions, which were legally permitted by GATT Article XVIII:B. It
subjects the use of quantitative restrictions to more stringent rules, such
as the need to provide justification for their use and a commitment to
phase them out progressively. The Understanding reinforces the original
intention of restrictive measures being neutral and applied only to con-
trol the overall level of imports – i.e. they should be applied across the
board rather than selectively. It also clarifies that, at least in cases where
the Balance-of-Payments Committee has not reached any clear conclu-
sion on the consistency of the measures with the GATT-1994, recourse
to dispute settlement remains open.

The Doha Development Agenda

During the Uruguay Round, developing countries agreed to accept bind-
ing disciplines in areas that formerly were optional (for example, subsi-
dies, anti-dumping and technical barriers to trade), as well as new obliga-
tions in intellectual property, services and investment-related measures.
The payoff for this was to be the combination of greater market access
for agricultural goods and textiles and more operational and effective
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provisions relating to special and differential treatment. The improved
market access would come through flexibility in the implementation of
rules, the expanded provision of technical assistance, and preferential
market access.

One of the concerns expressed by developing countries has been that
the commitments undertaken towards them are largely best endeavour
in nature and unenforceable under the newly strengthened dispute set-
tlement procedures. In the developing countries’ view, not only should
there be additions to the existing 155 special and differential provisions,
but the existing provisions should be modified and in some cases ren-
dered mandatory to better confer the benefits of their original intent.
But what are the appropriate means to strengthen special and differential
provisions and make them more precise, effective and operational; and,
indeed, which provisions are relevant in this respect?

Developing countries have also sought to review the implementation
of the various Agreements. Although, in conventional terms, implemen-
tation is thought of as the extent to which the various WTO members
have fulfilled their obligations, developing countries chose to view work
on implementation as a means of addressing what they saw as imbalances
in the Uruguay Round Agreements. They argued that the implementa-
tion of the Agreements – or the lack of it – had not provided them with
the promised gains. This was owing to a number of factors. Developed
countries had failed to implement certain commitments, practical diffi-
culties were encountered by developing countries themselves in imple-
menting obligations (e.g. fulfilling notification requirements), and some
Agreements had turned out to be unbalanced when put into operation.
From a negotiating perspective, developing countries argued that, be-
cause they had already offered concessions for Agreements that proved
to be unbalanced, there was no question of further concessions to redress
imbalances in the future. In other words, any discussion of implementa-
tion was not on the negotiating agenda. For the developing countries,
the system was not delivering the goods, it needed to be changed,
and these changes should not be brokered through a process based
on reciprocity. On the other hand, developed countries were of the
view that meeting such demands meant changing the balance of rights
and obligations contained in the Agreements concerned. This, in their
view, required negotiation among WTO members and an exchange of
concessions.

There is a fundamental question to be addressed here. In the view of
developed countries, there may be some derogations for particular coun-
tries at lower (read ‘‘specified’’) levels of development for a certain
period of time. However, they argue that the debate cannot progress in
the absence of a predetermined criterion for eligibility for certain flex-
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ibilities. This debate is central to the resolution of the most significant
substantive controversies on special and differential treatment. Some de-
veloped and developing countries have expressed sympathy for the need
to establish a system of development thresholds and trade performance
targets to guide the application of rules and their flexibilities or modula-
tions; others are against it. These will be discussed below.

It is against this backdrop that the Doha Development Agenda is tak-
ing place, along with consideration of 88 proposals advanced by develop-
ing countries.32 The rather excruciating and time-consuming nature of
this process, together with its meagre outcome, constitutes an excellent
case study. It has led to frustration on the part of developing countries,
which certainly contributed to the collapse of the Ministerial Meeting
in Cancún, Mexico, in 2003. Comments are made on the process in the
following section, but the details are described in the appendix to this
chapter.

The Work Programme on Special and Differential Treatment

After considerable pressure on several fronts, it was agreed at the Minis-
terial Meeting in Doha, Qatar, in November 2001 to launch the Doha
Development Agenda. Today, there are very few developing countries
that are not members of the WTO or in the process of acceding to it.33
The Ministerial Declaration emerging from Doha was complemented by
the Ministerial Decision on Implementation-Related Issues and Con-
cerns, which was the outcome of the work pursuant to the Geneva Minis-
terial Meeting in 1998 (see below).34

The Doha Ministerial Declaration reaffirmed that ‘‘provisions for
special and differential treatment are an integral part of the WTO
Agreements’’ and directed that ‘‘all special and differential treatment
provisions shall be reviewed with a view to strengthening them and
making them more precise, effective and operational’’. The Decision on
Implementation-Related Issues and Concerns instructed the Committee
on Trade and Development to identify those special and differential
treatment provisions that were already mandatory in nature and those
that were non-binding in character, to identify those that should be
made mandatory, and to report to the General Council with recommen-
dations for a decision by July 2002. The Committee was also to examine
additional ways in which special and differential treatment could be made
more effective and to report to the General Council with recommenda-
tions for a decision by July 2002. Furthermore, the Implementation Deci-
sion instructed the Committee to consider how special and differential
treatment could be incorporated into the architecture of the WTO rules.
These were impossible deadlines (see the appendix).
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As noted, reviewing special and differential provisions has been part of
the standard terms of reference of the Committee on Trade and Devel-
opment since the early 1960s, so, at the time of the launching of the
Doha Development Agenda, a vast amount of work had already been
undertaken. This was specifically noted as a basis for further work.35
However, although much work had been done, there was an important
new element with potentially far-reaching implications; namely, govern-
ments were to identify which provisions should be made mandatory.

For special and differential treatment to be incorporated into the archi-
tecture of the WTO rules, for it to be made more effective and opera-
tional, and for non-mandatory provisions to be made into mandatory
ones, answers to many questions are required. What sort of special and
differential treatment best meets the needs of developing countries? Are
there generic provisions that relate to all developing countries or must
special treatment be differentiated according to the countries concerned?
Given the very different nature of the Agreements, what is the specific
form the various provisions could take? And if differentiated treatment is
the best alternative, what would be the criterion for granting it, and how
can the political opposition of developing countries as a group to selec-
tive and differentiated treatment be addressed?

The answer to this last question is complex and politically charged. In
one form or another it permeates many aspects of the Doha Develop-
ment Agenda as well as the daily workings of the WTO. The political
sensitivity stems from the fact that, if there is a formal realization of the
different needs of developing countries for legal flexibility, there is also
a formal recognition not only of graduation but also of the creation of
classes of developing countries other than the current ‘‘developing’’ and
‘‘least developed’’ distinction. Many developing countries see this as an
attempt to fragment their collective strength in negotiations and they
resist it staunchly.

Policy considerations

Although some ambiguities remain, past experience clearly demonstrates
that there is a statistically close association between expanded trade and
economic growth, and that poverty is reduced when per capita incomes
rise.36 Obviously policy in other areas also matters and will influence
how much the poor benefit from growth. Similarly, empirical results
show that trade policies characterized by openness – including a compet-
itive exchange rate and reasonably low tariffs – are more favourable to
growth than are policies of protection. There is no support in the data
for restrictive, protectionist trade policies by developing countries.
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There are two caveats. The existence of open external markets and of
open trade policies does not guarantee success in trade-based economic
growth. Other factors are crucially important, such as human resources,
investment, sound macroeconomic policy and low corruption. The poor,
too, have no guarantee of participation in the fruits of trade-based
growth. Some are vulnerable to the changes brought by shifts in external
market demand and by altered policies. No policy of trade reform is com-
plete without an assessment of the costs of adjustment for the poor and
without anticipatory measures to facilitate the transition. The pace of re-
form should be such as to minimize the frictional costs without losing the
gains from efficiency and growth.

These conclusions set the scene for today’s debate. Developing coun-
tries are right to seek better access in foreign markets for their exports.
They are right when they undertake judicious and well-planned reforms
to open their markets and encourage investment. However, to take full
advantage of the opportunities that world markets offer, they also need
to pay attention to the gamut of other factors – human resources, poli-
cies, laws, administration – that contribute to a successful enterprise
economy.

Preferences

With a growing acceptance that outer-oriented countries do better than
closed ones, it is not surprising that improved market access has been a
very high priority on the negotiating agenda of developing countries.
The important question is how to ensure that the process of trade liberal-
ization and the strengthening of trade rules in both goods and services
continues, and that the countries benefiting from it are far more broadly
based. The potential is certainly there in both agricultural and non-
agricultural market access negotiations because the wider ambitions of
the Doha Development Agenda (in particular, the inclusion of the Singa-
pore issues) have now been narrowed. The Doha Development Agenda
has been converted into what is in operational terms a market access
round of negotiations. No country is denying the usefulness of improved
market access. But what is the role of special and differential treatment in
promoting improved market access for developing countries?

Under the Generalized System of Preferences, developed countries
discriminate in favour of qualifying developing countries by granting
non-reciprocal tariff reductions below most favoured nation rates for
certain products. As noted above, this exception to MFN treatment was
authorized through a 10-year waiver in 1971 and given permanent legal
status in 1979 through the Enabling Clause of the Tokyo Round Agree-
ments.37 However, the potential for GSP schemes to yield benefits is
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somewhat modest. Average GSP rates are 3.7 per cent in the United
States, 4.5 per cent in the European Union, 5.4 per cent in Canada and
5.7 per cent in Japan. This means that they are only 1–2 percentage
points lower than the corresponding average applied MFN rates. Recent
Trade Policy Reviews of other major providers of GSP preferences show
that the differentials between MFN and GSP rates are considerably
smaller for sensitive sectors, such as agriculture and textiles and clothing,
both of which are frequently excluded from GSP and other unilateral
preferences.38

The operation of the GSP has been frequently criticized by developing
countries in the Trade Policy Review Mechanism. Specific concerns in-
clude the fact that items of particular export interest for developing coun-
tries are not eligible for GSP benefits, or are only partially included in the
schemes; some schemes contain binding ceiling quotas on certain prod-
ucts; some schemes are highly skewed in terms of both the number of
main beneficiaries and the range of products included; imports under
preferences are subject to emergency safeguards or zero-duty quotas,
which have negative effects on preference schemes; exports have been
progressively excluded from a number of GSP schemes as they reach the
competitiveness criteria defined by GSP-granting countries; sector and
country graduation is contrary to the principles of non-discrimination
and non-reciprocity that underpin the GSP; the consequent uncertainty
of access is a major concern to the countries affected; linking the benefits
to non-trade issues, such as environmental and social (labour) standards,
as well as intellectual property rights and the fight against drugs, curtails
the benefits under the scheme and introduces elements of discrimination
and reciprocity.

This last point is particularly important in the context of sustainable
development: namely, can preferences be used as a carrot or stick for
groups of developing countries in relation to respect for core labour stan-
dards, the environment or controls on the production and trafficking of
drugs?39 As far as developed countries are concerned, it is politically dif-
ficult not to punish countries that are not pursuing policies considered
worthy of recognition and reward. On the developing country side, this
represents discrimination, coupled with trade diversion to what are con-
sidered by the importers to be problem countries, when the countries suf-
fering from trade diversion may well have fought hard to overcome just
those problems. For example, by using preferences as a carrot for drug-
trafficking countries, trade is diverted away from those countries that do
not have such problems or that have fought hard to avoid them. Most im-
portant of all is the systemic issue. As developing countries see it, they
fought hard to acquire non-reciprocal preferences, and now those prefer-
ences are being modified on a unilateral basis. Further, classes of devel-
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oping countries are being created not only on economic grounds but ac-
cording to other predetermined standards in the importing countries.

This system consideration came to a head on 5 March 2002, when India
requested consultations with the European Union concerning the condi-
tions under which the Union accords tariff preferences to developing
countries under its current GSP scheme.40 India considered that EU tar-
iff preferences for combating drug production and trafficking and protect-
ing labour rights and the environment create undue difficulties for India’s
exports to the European Union. In particular, they nullify or impair the
benefits accruing to India under the MFN provisions of the GATT-1994
and the Enabling Clause.

The WTO Panel ruled that the Enabling Clause was an exception
to MFN and not an autonomous right existing in parallel with MFN.
Taking into account the ‘‘exceptions’’ nature of the Enabling Clause,
and the related GATT objective and purpose of ‘‘elimination of dis-
crimination in international commerce’’, the Panel found that the term
‘‘non-discriminatory’’ in the Enabling Clause requires that identical tariff
preferences be provided to all developing countries without differentiation,
except for the implementation of a prior limitation.

The Appellate Body reversed the Panel finding.41 It concluded that the
Enabling Clause allows for differentiation among categories of beneficia-
ries of preference schemes in certain circumstances in order to address
the special development, financial or trade needs of particular developing
countries. In this regard and also taking into account the Preamble of the
WTO Agreement, which states that there is a need to ensure that devel-
oping countries secure a share in the growth of international trade com-
mensurate with the needs of their economic development, the Appellate
Body found that the term ‘‘non-discriminatory’’ in the Enabling Clause
does not prohibit developed country members from providing different
tariff preferences to products originating in different beneficiary coun-
tries. Rather, the term ‘‘non-discriminatory’’ requires that identical treat-
ment is available to all similarly situated beneficiaries that have the same
development, financial and trade needs. The Appellate Body also found
that the phrase ‘‘developing countries’’ referred to in the Enabling Clause
does not mean all developing countries.

A number of developing countries claimed that the purpose of the
Enabling Clause was specifically to transfer benefits from developed to
developing countries.42 The following arguments were articulated at the
meeting of the Dispute Settlement Body at the time of adoption of the
Appellate Body report. Developing countries had never consented to
forgo their MFN rights between themselves. The Appellate Body ruling
meant that developing countries’ MFN rights were being deprived by ju-
dicial fiat as a result of this decision. As to the Appellate Body’s interpre-
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tation, which would now allow discriminatory preferences to be given to
similarly situated beneficiaries based on broadly recognized standards as
set out in multilateral instruments adopted by other international orga-
nizations, it was argued that there is absolutely no legal basis in the WTO
for tying the particular needs of certain countries to selective tariff pref-
erences solely for these countries. Moreover, the use in the WTO of con-
cepts from other organizations without the consent of the membership of
the WTO was unacceptable. As a result, the legal responsibility for estab-
lishing categories of developing country members to be accorded special
treatment under WTO law had always been with the entire WTO mem-
bership through the negotiation of waivers. Only the membership as a
whole can approve a (selective) preferential scheme under conditions
that maintain an overall balance of rights and obligations. Panels and
the Appellate Body do not have the means to ensure that compensation
is granted to those excluded from, and adversely affected by, the special
preferences. In allowing for the establishment of new subcategories of
countries beyond the three categories recognized by the membership
(i.e. developed, developing, least developed), the Appellate Body had
acted as a de facto legislator.

Domestic considerations

The picture that emerges from empirical studies is that, although there
are many influences bearing on economic growth (including technologi-
cal change, macroeconomic stability, and rapidly declining transport and
communication costs), liberal trade policies generally promote higher
economic growth. However, economic growth does not ensure increased
welfare for all sectors of the economy. Consequently, it is generally rec-
ognized that a broader measure of living standards than economic growth
is needed. This would take account of improvements in life expectancy,
literacy and other social indicators as well. Nevertheless, the evidence
suggests that liberal trade policies have contributed not only to the sub-
stantial global economic growth experienced during much of the twenti-
eth century, but also to increased living standards and welfare generally.
Trade liberalization has the potential to improve the performance of
other aspects of domestic markets, helping them to function better, re-
sources to be allocated more efficiently, and additional income to be gen-
erated from trade as exports expand. Yet trade liberalization by itself is
not sufficient to address the various economic (or other) problems that
afflict people in developing countries, particularly those in the least de-
veloped nations. Indeed, the literature suggests that policies aimed at
strengthening internal institutions and markets and alleviating transi-
tional hardships should accompany trade liberalization.
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As Amartya Sen has remarked, the global economy has brought pros-
perity to many different areas of the globe. A few centuries ago, perva-
sive poverty and ‘‘nasty, brutish and short’’ lives dominated the world,
with only a few pockets of rare affluence. In overcoming that penury,
both modern technology and economic interrelations are important, and
the economic predicament of the poor across the world cannot be re-
versed by withholding from them the well-established efficiency of inter-
national trade and exchange, and the social as well as economic merits of
living in open rather than closed societies.43

But has trade liberalization been a burden for developing countries?
An enquiry by the WTO Secretariat could not uncover any information
indicating that any developing country has had difficulty in implementing
tariff cuts according to its schedules of concessions. Further, there are no
statements to that effect in the relevant WTO Committees. In addition, a
survey of the WTO Trade Policy Reviews of developing countries reveals
that adjusting to tariff liberalization has not been a problem. Perhaps this
is because WTO tariff concessions undertaken by developing country
members under Article II of the GATT-1994 have generally been imple-
mented over a longer or extended time-frame compared with developed
countries. Furthermore, should members have difficulty in implementing
WTO tariff concessions, they can renegotiate these concessions under
Article XXVIII procedures, which are available to all WTO members
and are commonly utilized for such purposes.44

Additionally, the number of developing country members relying on
balance of payments restrictions has declined sharply. There has been
improved economic management of trade and fiscal deficits and sur-
pluses, and a growing recognition that restrictive trade measures can
inhibit the structural change required to resolve balance of payments
problems. Since the beginning of the Uruguay Round in 1986, 12 coun-
tries considering themselves as ‘‘developing’’ have disinvoked, or given
undertakings to disinvoke, balance of payments exceptions.45 At the
time of creation of the WTO, only five developing countries were in
active consultation with the WTO Committee on Balance-of-Payments
Restrictions.46 All but one (Bangladesh) have phased out their restric-
tions.

However, the decline in the use of balance of payments restrictions has
been coupled with a renewed interest in the rarely used infant industry
provisions: Sections A and C of Article XVIII. The flexibility provided
for in these provisions has now assumed a new significance for a number
of countries as circumstances have changed. First, balance of payments
justifications for industry protection no longer provide a means to protect
infant industries. Second, because developing countries have bound
many of their tariffs (although their applied rates are frequently lower),
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they do not have the same flexibility to increase tariffs for individual
industries. Third, many more developing countries are members of the
WTO compared with the GATT, and the earlier flexibility that came
with non-membership of the GATT no longer exists. Fourth, there are
countries that clearly wish to maintain their autonomy in ‘‘picking the
winners’’ or identifying industries that they consider warrant support for
reasons not accounted for by the market. This approach shares many of
the characteristics of import substitution policies, and therefore suffers
from many of their defects. These include an inability to determine in
any consistent manner which industries will mature beyond infancy and
become ‘‘winners’’, and the potential for rent-seeking as a by-product of
protection, whether it be for the purposes of subsidizing the winners or
substituting for imports.

According to UNCTAD, reform of Sections A and C of Article XVIII
is ‘‘particularly desirable because ‘‘the compensation requirements are
so onerous that they are likely to nullify the very intent of the article,
which is to allow developing countries to promote new industries’’.47
Additionally, it has been argued that certain less developed economies –
particularly those with limited human resources and overburdened
administrations – lack the administrative capability to impose safeguards
or anti-dumping and/or countervailing duty measures, which are seen as
selective ‘‘protective measures’’ available to developed countries. There-
fore, acting in accordance with WTO rules greatly restricts the flexibility
of developing countries in protecting individual industries.

Yet, even if greater flexibility in infant industry protection were to be
available for some African and least developed countries, it is most un-
likely that self-declared developing countries at an advanced stage of
development (Taiwan, Singapore, Korea) would be included. Nor would
countries with advanced and competitive sectors such as biotechnology
(India and Brazil), computer software programming (India) or textiles,
clothing, footwear and other manufactured goods (China).

The same is true of Part IV of the GATT-1994, where the conversion
of best endeavour texts to binding commitments is sought from devel-
oped countries. For example, the African Group of countries has pro-
posed making Part IV mandatory.48 If this happened, the implications
would be that the developed countries would, inter alia, be obligated to
ensure a rapid and sustained expansion of developing countries and a
share in the growth in international trade commensurate with the needs
of their economic development. Developed countries would also be ob-
liged to provide the maximum market access to products of export inter-
est to developing countries, to take measures to stabilize and improve
conditions in world markets for developing countries’ products, and to
assist in the diversification of their economies. Although this might be
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an option available to Botswana, it would certainly not be available for
Korea.

Differentiated treatment

The track record of the Doha Development Agenda is such that the
views of developed and developing countries are a long way apart on
how much legal flexibility to create and who gets it. According to major
developed countries, all special and differential treatment provisions
should be seen as steps towards a common system of rights and obliga-
tions.49 This raises the broader question of whether preferential treat-
ment, except for least developed countries, should still be provided on
a universal non-discriminatory basis for all developing countries.50 As
noted, from a legal perspective it has been argued that discriminating
between developing countries in according preferential treatment consti-
tutes non-compliance with the Enabling Clause.

Although many developing countries insist on generic special and dif-
ferential treatment, developed countries argue that, as long as such pro-
visions remain available to all developing countries irrespective of their
individual level of development, there will be severe limits on any signif-
icant departure from multilateral commitments. Another argument is
that WTO rules already provide recourse to non-universal treatment, in-
cluding through waivers, for developing countries with individual needs
that require preferential treatment. If there is to be legal flexibility, it
should be temporary and reflect the specific capacities, limitations or
needs of each developing country in a specified area. The reasoning con-
tinues that the legal flexibility should be regularly reviewed and cease to
apply as soon as the problem it was designed to compensate for no longer
exists. On the developing country side, their national submissions have
revealed that, of the almost 90 proposals to modify the legal flexibility,
a very large number were looking for greater flexibility to implement
policies thought to be in their national interest.

Neither group of countries denies that developing countries require
flexibility in certain circumstances, but the important questions are who
decides which obligations will benefit from legal flexibility, what should
be the nature of that flexibility (e.g. in terms of the transition period),
and who should decide when the flexibility should be terminated? One
thing is clear for developed countries – major developing countries
should not be permitted to make such choices on a unilateral basis.

One suggestion has been for WTO members to agree to a criterion
according to which they could distinguish between developing countries
for the purposes of granting special and differential treatment. This may
relate to various economic, institutional and other characteristics of the
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country concerned – one of which could be gross domestic product per
capita. In the absence of such an agreed criterion, and with each devel-
oped country unilaterally deciding the countries to which it would accord
special and differential treatment, what would prevail would, by default,
be a type of à la carte approach and totally unacceptable to developing
countries. It is argued that this is not realistic, would be far too time con-
suming to develop, and would lead to the lowest common denominator in
terms of ambitions.51 Several developing countries have also favoured
tailoring special and differential treatment provisions to individual cir-
cumstances. One relevant example relates to transition periods. The Af-
rican Group has argued that, in the WTO Agreements, transition periods
are particularly arbitrary, when in fact they should be designed to ensure
that the period of flexibility is adequate to carry out institutional change
in a particular country.52 This should be established by determining
broad parameters tailored to take into account the individual circum-
stances of each country in question. What underpins much of the dis-
agreement, however, is the lack of clarity as regards the countries that
can benefit from legal flexibility.

Least developed countries

There are many proposals to deal with the special situation in least devel-
oped countries.53 Many of the specific proposals revolve around making
duty- and quota-free access to all LDC exports mandatory and avoiding
the erosion of preferential margins under GSP schemes. For instance, if
MFN tariff reductions result in such erosion (and thus loss of competi-
tiveness), ‘‘the LDCs affected would require compensatory or adjustment
support measures in the trade, financial and technological fields to miti-
gate adverse effects on their export earnings as well as enable them
to cope with increased global competition’’,54 and developed countries
should bind the preferences they grant under their GSPs. The measures
proposed in this respect include the elimination of all internal and border
constraints inhibiting the full utilization of existing preferential access;
support for diversification efforts, including the elimination of all tariff
peaks and tariff escalation affecting semi-processed and processed prod-
ucts; debt relief and facilitation of technology transfers; removal of non-
tariff barriers to all LDC exports; and temporary financial compensation
for a fall in export earnings in the case of products whose share in the
total export earnings of an LDC exceeds 50 per cent.

In addition, it has been proposed that LDCs should always be entitled
to extensions for their transition periods as they may require and that
technical assistance should aim among other things to remove any
supply-side constraints to benefits under all WTO Agreements, such as
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benefits of market access opportunities and development of domestic
productivity. Rules of origin requirements should be realistic and flexible
to match the industrial capacity of least developed countries, and existing
special and differential treatment provisions under WTO Agreements
should be improved in an effective manner with a view to ensuring that
duty-free access is not nullified by non-tariff measures. In addition,
LDCs should not be required, under structural adjustment programmes
imposed by the World Bank or the International Monetary Fund, to
take liberalization measures that are inconsistent with their development,
trade and financial needs.55

The broad thrust of these proposals is that acceptance of the greater
obligations of the WTO legal system comes as a result of economic devel-
opment and should not be seen as an input into it. However, if (as
claimed) accepting WTO obligations promotes economic development,
this begs the question of why those most in need of provisions to promote
economic development should not be obliged to adopt them. Why are
particular measures good for Ghana and Ivory Coast but bad for Ban-
gladesh and Botswana, when the difference between them in terms of
underdevelopment, at least with respect to regions in the countries con-
cerned, is minimal? It is hard to rationalize that there is something magi-
cal in the cut-off point of a gross domestic product of US$600 per annum.
Why is one development strategy appropriate for all members of one
group of countries but not the other?

Expectations and the process

As noted above, in 50 years of GATT history, the only significant addi-
tions to GATT law and practice responding to the concerns of develop-
ing countries were modifications to Article XVIII, the addition of Part
IV, and the Enabling Clause. According to the instructions that emerged
from the Doha Ministerial Decision on Implementation of November
2001, all special and differential treatment provisions were to be re-
viewed with a view to strengthening them and making them more precise,
effective and operational. This is a truly massive task by any measure, and
could be thought of as a challenge with a 10-year time horizon. Yet the
Committee on Trade and Development was expected to complete the
task and report to the General Council with clear recommendations in
just eight months – by July 2002. How could this be possible, given the
number of provisions and their very different objectives, whose nature
affects different countries differently? Developing countries responded
to the challenge as they had been encouraged to, by coming forward
with 88 proposals. The Committee on Trade and Development was also
to report to the General Council on changing non-mandatory provisions
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into mandatory ones, with clear recommendations for a decision, by July
2002. Such changes affect the rights and obligations of different countries
differently, come through modifying Agreements, Decisions or agreed
Interpretations, and require consensus on the part of all members. This
too was a clearly impossible task. Not surprisingly, three deadlines were
missed, the mandate was moved to the General Council, and the Ministe-
rial Meeting in Cancún in 2003, where agreement was to be struck, failed.
The animosity and frustration of developing countries with the lack of
progress reached new highs, and certainly contributed to the collapse of
Cancún.

A further consideration is that, in the Ministerial Decision on Imple-
mentation, ministers instructed the work of the Committee on Trade
and Development to take ‘‘fully into consideration’’ previous documen-
tation of the Secretariat. The one document specifically referred to de-
scribes the nature of special and differential provisions and how they
have been implemented, and classifies them according to whether they
are mandatory or best endeavour. This amounted to 207 pages of legal
texts and commentaries for all WTO members to be reviewed over the
12 months from November 2001.56 This document was to be read in con-
junction with its earlier versions, which added another 158 pages.57 The
amount of important material to be analysed was vast, placing an unrea-
sonable burden on all small and under-resourced delegations.

However, this is not all in terms of the material to be reviewed by small
country delegations both in Geneva and in capitals. The Special Session
of the Committee on Trade and Development met formally 15 times
between March 2002 and February 2003. This generated 250 pages of
summary records to be reviewed and reflected upon if serious negotiating
positions were to be formulated. And this formal work pales into insignif-
icance when compared with the unknown number of informal meetings
and non-papers discussed with – or without – the involvement of the
chairperson. Then there were the 88 proposals from individual countries
and groups of countries to consider. These were frequently highly com-
plex from a legal perspective and potentially important from an economic
point of view.

These demands on the time and resources of the Secretariat and dele-
gations occurred against the backdrop of parallel processes in the Imple-
mentation Review Mechanism of the General Council, the Trade Nego-
tiations Committee, the 40 standing bodies of the WTO (for example,
the Regional Trade Agreements Committee, Accession Working Parties
and the Trade Policy Review meetings). Further, there was the dispute
settlement process to service, and the negotiations surrounding the re-
view of the Dispute Settlement Understanding. This Herculean task
was to be carried out along with the more conventional meetings associ-
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ated with the negotiating agenda for the Doha Development Agenda –
arguably one of the most complex and ambitious in the history of trade
negotiations – which took place in the Special Sessions of other negotiat-
ing groups. This was a tall order for all countries – and in particular for
least developed countries that do not even have a physical presence in
Geneva. No wonder that, in the absence of any meaningful outcome,
frustration reached breaking point in Cancún. In his report to the Gen-
eral Council, the chairperson of the Committee on Trade and Develop-
ment specifically mentioned the difficulties for members associated with
the large number of Agreement-specific proposals, ‘‘the complexity and
potential implications of some of the proposals, the need to examine in-
dividually the legal and practical implications, and a shortage of time, as
factors that prevented them from being able to engage in more than a
preliminary consideration of many of the proposals’’.58

Striking a balance

A number of WTO Agreements are considered to be unbalanced and
weighted against the interests of developing countries. This view is sup-
ported by some non-governmental organizations, which advance the prop-
osition that WTO rules are ‘‘rigged’’ against developing countries. Ex-
ploring whether there is a lack of balance raises complex questions.

With rounds of negotiations, such as the Uruguay Round, it is under-
stood by negotiators that, in the final analysis, the important consider-
ation is whether or not the totality of the outcome is acceptable to each
of the countries involved. ‘‘What is lost on the swings is made up on the
roundabouts’’, and trade-offs between Agreements are more than com-
mon. Viewed in this context, it could be argued that each individual
Agreement need not necessarily be balanced within itself. To claim at a
later stage that an Agreement should be rebalanced because it was not
fair in the first place is not to play according to the rules of the game.
These are tough rules, which it may not be possible to defend in the fu-
ture, and it is an unsatisfactory situation for public interest groups that
have a particular interest in a particular Agreement.

The TRIPS Agreement constitutes a useful example. It was already
considered unbalanced by some developing countries at the time of its
adoption. It was apparently traded off against the assured phasing-out of
the Multi-fibre Arrangement – something that never should have been
paid for because it was itself a derogation from GATT rules. According
to one ambassador who took a high profile as a spokesperson for devel-
oping countries in the TRIPS and other Uruguay Round negotiations:
‘‘At the end of the day, it was the assessment of developing countries
that they needed the multilateral trading system, based on principles of
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non discrimination much more than developed countries, and if inclusion
of TRIPS in the system was the price to pay for that, they would have to
pay it.’’59

There are more lessons to be learned from the TRIPS Agreement.
Experience gained in its implementation shows that the promised flow
of technology to developing countries that was anticipated at the time of
signing has not eventuated. Additionally, a number of the obligations
accepted as part of the total undertaking (such as notification require-
ments) have been more onerous than expected. More generally, whereas
a particular Agreement may have been thought to be balanced on paper
– or even tilted positively in favour of some countries at the time of
adoption – this may not have been the experience in practice. Thus, there
is a call for rebalancing some Agreements.

Further, many developing countries have argued that best endeavour
provisions have not been honoured as anticipated. The mandate given
by ministers to review mandatory and non-mandatory provisions envis-
aged the possibility of making changes, especially for non-mandatory
provisions that have not proved to be of value. Deciding on the criteria
for converting best endeavour provisions to mandatory ones has not
been a simple task. A first question is process related: where should
such proposals be addressed – in the Trade Negotiations Committee;
the Special Session of the Committee on Trade and Development; the
Special Sessions of other negotiating groups; in the regular technical (or
non-negotiating) committees servicing specific agreements (e.g. the Tech-
nical Barriers to Trade Committee); the Implementation Review Mecha-
nism of the General Council; or elsewhere?

Some argued that a number of proposals to create mandatory obliga-
tions were under consideration within various WTO bodies and could be
best addressed in terms of the ongoing negotiations – more specifically, in
the Special Sessions created for negotiating purposes. Others argued that
the proposals should be dealt with outside the negotiating process, being
non-negotiable for the reasons described above. One possibility was to
deal with them within the various technical committees, such as the
Sanitary and Phytosanitary and Technical Barriers to Trade Committees,
which had the necessary technical expertise to deal with them effectively.
However, sending proposals to the technical committees would, in the
view of some, minimize their importance as they became lost in the daily
activities of these committees. An additional issue was the need to ensure
complementarity and coordination between the work of the Special Ses-
sions dealing with the negotiations and the work of other bodies – both
those that were usually attended by experts in technical areas, as well as
those undertaking negotiations in areas on which proposals were also
before the Special Session.
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Interpreting or modifying Agreements

The various special and differential provisions under review are very dif-
ferent in legal terms. For instance, some provisions concern transition
times in implementing obligations. Others relate to specific exceptions to
rules to which developing countries may have recourse if they so choose,
to technical assistance, to safeguarding the interests of developing coun-
tries, as well as to positive actions to be undertaken in favour of develop-
ing countries. In addition, individual WTO Agreements contain different
types and combinations of special and differential treatment, reflecting, in
part at least, their specific characteristics. For instance, Agreements that
require considerable investment in capacity-building for their implemen-
tation may also include provisions relating to technical assistance and
transition time periods.

This raises the questions of what would constitute a clear recommenda-
tion for decision, in which forums the proposals should be considered
(see above), what criteria would be used for distinguishing which pro-
visions were mandatory and which were non-mandatory, and how to
strengthen them and make them more precise, effective and operational.
In reality, for example, a non-mandatory provision that is honoured may
prove to be more effective than a mandatory provision that is ignored.

The WTO Secretariat proposed two ways to convert non-mandatory
provisions into mandatory ones. The first was to amend the provisions
of the WTO Agreement in question.60 This would involve replacing the
term ‘‘should’’ with ‘‘shall’’, while leaving the rest of the provision un-
changed. The alternative route – preferred by most delegations – was
a clarification via Guidelines, Decisions or Interpretations. The short-
coming here was that, according to GATT jurisprudence, an authorita-
tive Interpretation can be used only to confirm that the relevant provi-
sions are, in fact, meant to be mandatory in nature. Only the Ministerial
Conference or the General Council has the authority to adopt Interpreta-
tions of the provisions of a WTO Agreement, and these must be taken by
a three-fourths majority of the members. This too could be difficult to
achieve. Others were of the view that the debate on mandatory versus
non-mandatory provisions was enough in itself, because it served the
purpose of making existing special and differential treatment provisions
more operational.61 Such a discussion would not, of course, convert
non-mandatory provisions into mandatory ones.

New mechanisms: Monitoring and a framework

In their submissions, a number of developing countries stressed that
the concept of special and differential treatment underwent a dramatic
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transformation in the Uruguay Round Agreements, from recognizing
the special problems faced in the course of economic development to
dealing with the problems faced in the implementation of the Agree-
ments. These countries argued that, as a result, it was assumed that
the level of development had no relationship with the level of rights
and obligations under the multilateral trading system; the same policies
could be applicable for countries at various levels of development. This
they considered to be a dramatic erosion of special and differential
treatment. To improve the situation, they proposed to institutionalize
and rationalize the adoption and application of special and differential
treatment in the various WTO Agreements by elaborating a frame-
work or umbrella agreement on special and differential treatment to
ensure a more coherent and effective approach. Special and differential
treatment should be mandatory and legally binding through the dispute
settlement system of the WTO and, in any future WTO Agreements,
there should be an evaluation of how these Agreements facilitate attain-
ment of the developmental targets set out in the United Nations Millen-
nium Declaration.62 Particular attention was given to this proposal be-
cause it was singled out in Doha by ministers in the Implementation
Declaration.

A proposal was also made for an Annual Special Session of the Gen-
eral Council on the participation of the least developed countries in the
multilateral trading system.63 LDCs proposed that the agenda of such
an annual session could encompass (i) the implementation of the Deci-
sion on Measures in Favour of Least-Developed Countries and its overall
objectives in favour of least developed countries; (ii) a review of the im-
plementation of the specific special and differential provisions included in
the WTO Agreements, Decisions and Declarations; and (iii) an overall
review of special and differential treatment.

The African Group was of the view that a strong Monitoring Mecha-
nism should be established.64 Among its main functions would be (i) the
regular evaluation of the utilization and effectiveness of the special and
differential treatment provisions, with a view to ensuring that the provi-
sions are duly utilized and any problems arising are effectively addressed,
and (ii) the provision of a framework for initiating and considering rec-
ommendations that the Committee on Trade and Development could
make to members on the best manner to utilize special and differential
treatment provisions. There has been general support for the idea and
some agreement that the Mechanism should monitor the implementation
and utilization of special and differential provisions; that WTO Commit-
tees should keep special and differential treatment as a standing or regu-
lar item on their agenda; and that the General Council could consider,
probably on an annual basis and possibly in Special Session, the Mecha-
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nism’s report on the implementation and utilization of special and differ-
ential treatment provisions.

However, there were still some important areas of difference, including
on the institutional structure of the Mechanism and the timing of its com-
ing into force. The general view was that it should be an open-ended
body. Some members felt that the monitoring of special and differential
treatment should be carried out by the regular CTD or by the CTD in
dedicated sessions, whereas other members were of the view that a Sub-
Committee of the CTD should be established for this purpose.

Influencing the process

The growing stake of developing countries in the world economy has
both strengthened their claim for a role in its management and increased
their confidence in asserting that claim. Historically, the poorest develop-
ing countries have been slow to assert themselves in the GATT and the
WTO. In both institutions, every member country formally enjoys an
equal say in the development of consensus decision-making – a feature
that offers less powerful countries some leverage to achieve their aims,
particularly in creating groups to claim a common cause for common
good. Until recently, the developing countries’ strategy appears to have
been largely defensive. They have sought to ensure ‘‘special and differen-
tial treatment’’ in trade agreements and a series of concessions and ex-
ceptions from certain internationally agreed disciplines on the grounds
that they were at a lower level of development than other WTO mem-
bers.65 Recent developments, particularly the assertive role manifested
by the Group of Twenty, the African Group and the Least Developed
Country Group, may have put an end to this defensive approach.

Another recent development is a shifting of position by some develop-
ing countries to the extent that they have become the demandeurs for
tighter discipline – on agriculture, textiles, services and anti-dumping,
for example. Trade can no longer be seen as a trilateral affair involving
North America, Europe and Japan, nor should it be seen in a North–
South context; it is now firmly a multilateral affair that is becoming in-
creasingly global as China and others adopt the multilateral disciplines.66
And the influence of developing countries will only grow, as seen with
the formation of the Group of Twenty led by India, Brazil and South Af-
rica and including China. Besides, countries from regional blocs such as
MERCOSUR (the Southern Cone Common Market comprising Argen-
tina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay) or the Association of South East
Asian Nations (which includes Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philip-
pines, Singapore and Thailand) will have, either individually or collec-
tively, increasing bargaining power within the WTO system.
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Conclusion

Many questions remain unanswered with respect to how best to deal with
the needs of developing countries in terms of both process and substance.
It is clear that the process has been unmanageable from the start. How
can a process that is expected to result in close to 150 governments re-
viewing 155 special and differential treatment provisions on the basis of
almost 90 national submissions be realistically reviewed? How can the
dozens of best endeavour provisions be evaluated with a view to render-
ing them mandatory and incorporating them into the architecture of
WTO rules in just a few months, when in the 50 years of GATT history
there were only two such changes in rules? Is the lack of satisfactory re-
sults because the national submissions do not provide the necessary ele-
ments, or because the large number of submissions makes the process
unmanageable? Are the countries that are advancing proposals not doing
the necessary homework for them to be fully understood by their col-
leagues from other countries? Are developed countries unsympathetic
and obstructionist in their approach? Where are trade-offs to be made
with other areas in the negotiations if that is the only way to advance
the substance? What are the responsibilities that developing countries
need to undertake themselves? Are all members showing sufficient flexi-
bility in their negotiating positions or are they coming to negotiations to
restate pre-established positions? How can the politically driven insis-
tence of developing countries to be treated as a group in the GATT –
and now the WTO – be dealt with when it is increasingly clear that differ-
entiated treatment holds the key? Is the issue too complex to be dealt
with in the rough and tumble of the negotiating process?

Special and differential treatment was accepted within the GATT as an
integral part of the rules-based multilateral trading system. Whereas in
the early years of the GATT the preferred treatment was based on a be-
lief that developing countries can foster development by heavily protecting
domestic industries, producing for the domestic markets and substituting
for imports, there has been a dramatic change over the past half-century.
Now, special and differential treatment is found in many forms in the
WTO legal texts, with the common characteristic that it is to be provided
in a manner consistent with the trade, financial and development needs of
developing countries. In addressing the issue of what is the appropriate le-
gal flexibility given the needs of developing countries, the crucial question
is whether it provides them with the necessary flexibility to implement
their appropriate development strategies. Thus, a logical starting point in
creating legal flexibility is to have a clear vision of what is the appropriate
development strategy. But what is the appropriate development policy;
who decides what is appropriate; what domestic policy space is required
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to implement it; what legal flexibility is required; and what is the nature
of the measures that are best suited to achieve the desired result?

The bottom line is that the importance of special and differential treat-
ment within the WTO legal system lies in the fact that it is the mirror-
image of not only the physical, institutional and other characteristics of
the country in question, but also what is considered to be the proper
development strategy of developing countries within the context of the
WTO. With the advent of the Uruguay Round, ‘‘increasing the partici-
pation of developing countries’’ became synonymous with developing
countries forgoing legal flexibility and undertaking more commitments
in relation to trade liberalization. The negative connotations surrounding
the term ‘‘graduation’’ will increasingly be replaced by a more positive
approach in which the reduction of legal flexibility is traded for increased
discipline, improved market access through greater competitiveness, and
a negotiated reduction in remaining trade barriers. This will be coupled
with a new role for developing countries in the multilateral trading sys-
tem as the guardians of openness, resisting moves by more developed
countries to invent and apply new trade barriers.

What is increasingly apparent is that each country is unique. From a
substantive perspective, the simple reality is that the term ‘‘developing
countries’’ masks very different levels of development and, as a conse-
quence, the divergent negotiating positions that have emerged within
developing countries as a ‘‘group’’. The relevance of any development
model is inextricably linked to a wide variety of country characteristics,
including natural resource endowments, cultural heritage, characteristics
of leadership, and institutional and other arrangements. Successful re-
forms are those that package sound economic principles around local ca-
pabilities, constraints and opportunities. Since these local circumstances
vary, so do the reforms that work. An immediate implication is that
growth strategies require considerable local knowledge.

In this chapter, I have argued that, although special treatment is appro-
priate for developing countries, it should be special and differentiated
treatment that depends on the circumstances in the particular country.
The challenge is to find the flexibilities that are appropriate for these cir-
cumstances. This is a daunting task that deserves better than the frag-
mented treatment it has received over the past decade and more.

Appendix

The process

The process of discussing special and differential treatment provisions in
the WTO has been both long and resource intensive. Even prior to the
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entry into force of the WTO, the GATT Committee on Trade and Devel-
opment decided to review the Uruguay Round Agreements, Legal In-
struments and Ministerial Decisions that specifically refer to developing
countries. In order to provide background to the discussion, the Secretar-
iat prepared a document that summarized each of the relevant provisions
under four headings: those that recognize developing countries’ interests;
those that require developing countries to meet fewer obligations; those
that provide a longer time-frame for the implementation of certain obli-
gations; and those that provide for technical assistance.67 Provisions clas-
sified under the heading of ‘‘Recognition of Interests’’ are those that are
of a best endeavour nature or that request members, within their own
trade policy, to grant a more favourable treatment to developing country
members. This categorization was later expanded, and is dealt with in
more detail below. Work also proceeded on evaluating the increasing
participation of developing countries in the world trading system based
on the presumption that increased participation in world trade meant an
increase in the share of a country in world trade.68 It is important to note
that the provisions applied to all self-designated developing countries.

With the creation of the WTO in 1995 came the WTO Committee on
Trade and Development. Its terms of reference included a review of the
impact of the results of the Uruguay Round on developing countries and
their participation in the multilateral trading system. It was also man-
dated to consider measures and initiatives to assist in the expansion of
their trade and investment opportunities. What is important for present
purposes is that the Committee was to review annually the application
of special provisions in the multilateral trade agreements and related
Ministerial Decisions in favour of developing country members, and to
report to the General Council for appropriate action.69 This led to an
extended period of comprehensive analytical reporting by the WTO Sec-
retariat on various aspects of special and differential treatment.

In 1996, and to advance its review in the light of preparations for the
Singapore Ministerial Conference, the CTD sought written contributions
on progress in the implementation of provisions in favour of develop-
ing countries from both members and the WTO bodies with responsi-
bility for monitoring the WTO Agreements. The first substantive debate
took place in September 1996 in the run-up to the Singapore Ministerial
Meeting. The CTD also held discussions on ways to implement the Deci-
sion on Measures in Favour of Least-Developed Countries, which had
emerged from the Uruguay Round.70

The outcome of the Ministerial Meeting in December 1996 was quite
general: ministers recalled that the WTO Agreements embodied provi-
sions conferring differential and more favourable treatment for develop-
ing countries, and acknowledged the fact that developing country mem-
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bers had undertaken significant new commitments, both substantive
and procedural. A Plan of Action for Least Developed Countries was
adopted, including provisions ‘‘for taking positive measures, for example
duty-free access, on an autonomous basis, aimed at improving their over-
all capacity to respond to the opportunities offered by the trading system
. . . and enhancing conditions for investment and providing predictable
and favourable market access conditions for least developed country
products’’.

At the Second WTO Ministerial Meeting in Geneva in 1998, ministers
drew attention to the importance of the ‘‘full and faithful implementation
of the WTO Agreement and Ministerial Decisions’’. They indicated that
at the Third Ministerial Meeting in Seattle they would pursue their ‘‘eval-
uation of the implementation of individual agreements and the realiza-
tion of their objectives’’. They recalled that, according to the Marrakesh
Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, the WTO was to
provide ‘‘a framework for the implementation of the results of such nego-
tiations, as may be decided by the Ministerial Conference’’. They decided
to establish a process under the direction of the General Council in
which the work programme on implementation would encompass recom-
mendations concerning ‘‘the issues, including those brought forward
by Members, relating to implementation of existing agreements and
decisions’’.

At a meeting of the CTD in November 1998, the Secretariat was in-
structed to undertake a review of the practical difficulties in the imple-
mentation and use of special and differential provisions.71 This was to
be conducted on the basis of a questionnaire completed by members
and information available in the Secretariat. The Secretariat summarized
the replies by members and compiled the relevant statements in the vari-
ous Councils or Committees. In more general terms, issues relating to the
state of play in the implementation of the various WTO Agreements
were heavily debated in preparation for the Seattle Ministerial, and the
Draft Declaration destined for the ill-fated Seattle meeting contained a
comprehensive reproduction of the various proposals. The chairman pre-
pared, on his own responsibility, a draft set of recommendations to min-
isters in Seattle. It did not include all of the detailed amendments on
an earlier draft, which amounted to approximately 300 pages. Neverthe-
less, the final draft text ran to 34 pages and contained many of the pro-
posals relating to implementation.72 These proposals were of course not
adopted in Seattle.

An Implementation Review Mechanism was created by the General
Council in May 2000 in pursuance of the Declaration of the May 1998
Ministerial Meeting in Geneva. Under this framework, the General
Council, meeting in Special Sessions, was called on to assess existing dif-
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ficulties with the implementation of WTO Agreements, to identify ways
to resolve them, and to take decisions for appropriate action. This pro-
cess was to be completed not later than the Fourth Session of the Minis-
terial Conference in Doha in November 2001. There were more than 90
developing country national submissions to the Implementation Review
Mechanism calling for a modification in the application – and in some
cases the substance – of certain WTO rules.73 As noted, the intention of
these submissions was to right the imbalances that developing countries
perceived had prevented them from reaping expected benefits in the im-
plementation of the Uruguay Round Agreements. The changes sought
frequently overlapped with those proposed in the special and differential
treatment review conducted in the Committee on Trade and Develop-
ment. The debates in both committees were largely similar.74

In the context of the Implementation Review Mechanism, on 31 July
2001 the chairperson of the General Council requested the CTD ‘‘to re-
view all special and differential treatment provisions in the WTO Agree-
ments and report to the General Council by 30 September 2001 on how
they could be operationalised and further enhanced’’. As a result of this
request, the chairperson of the CTD held informal consultations, and the
Secretariat continued to update the earlier information it had collected,
along with comments and statements made in the many bodies over-
seeing the WTO Agreements.75 These, together with subsequent docu-
mentation, contained a great deal of useful information.76 As far as the
source material is concerned, the Secretariat had identified the special
and differential provisions in both the Uruguay Round Agreements and
other WTO legal instruments. The provisions that had earlier been di-
vided into four categories were now grouped under six headings.
(i) There are 14 provisions across four Agreements and one Decision

aimed at increasing the trade opportunities of developing country
members. They are often couched in ‘‘best endeavour’’ language
and occur the least frequently. The key questions here are the ex-
tent to which these provisions have contributed to increasing devel-
oping countries’ trade opportunities, how this may be assessed, and,
if they have not made such a contribution, what may be done.

(ii) There are 47 provisions contained in 13 WTO Agreements and 2
Decisions under which WTO members agree to safeguard the inter-
ests of developing countries. These provisions concern either actions
to be taken or actions to be avoided by members. More than half of
them are mandatory. The main questions here are whether the pro-
visions have led to the safeguarding of developing country interests,
and whether the actions to be taken can be specified concretely
and monitored and their implementation objectively measured or
evaluated.
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(iii) There are 50 provisions across 10 Agreements that provide for flexi-
bility of commitments and use of policy instruments by developing
countries. These provisions relate to exemptions from disciplines
that apply to the membership in general; exemptions from com-
mitments applying to all members in general; or a reduced level of
commitments by developing countries compared with all members.
They figure largely in Agreements where WTO rules have extended
beyond traditional GATT-type border measures. In almost all cases,
flexibility takes the form of individual provisions that members may
or may not choose to exercise.

(iv) There are 19 provisions contained in 8 Agreements that provide
for transitional time periods for exemptions from disciplines that
are otherwise generally applicable. Some transition time periods
in different Agreements have elapsed and some include modalities
through which an extension might be sought. Transition time
periods were an innovation of the Uruguay Round reflecting a
recognition that the process of implementation and the accompa-
nying reforms could give rise to transitional costs: those that relate
to the need for human and institutional capacity, and those of a
political economy nature requiring structural adjustment following
liberalization.

(v) There are 14 provisions across 6 Agreements and 1 Decision dealing
with technical assistance for developing countries. These are found
predominantly in Agreements that require significant levels of ca-
pacity for their implementation. The provision of technical assis-
tance can thus be closely linked with transition time periods in facil-
itating the implementation of certain WTO Agreements.

(vi) There are 24 provisions across 7 Agreements and 3 Decisions relat-
ing to least developed country members. These provisions, which
apply exclusively to the LDCs, all fall under one of the other five
types of provision.

The Doha outcome and beyond

At the Ministerial Conference in Doha in November 2001, the Declara-
tion launching the Doha Development Agenda was adopted, along with
a Decision on Implementation-Related Issues and Concerns. The latter
was the outcome of the work pursuant to the Geneva Ministerial Meeting
in 1998.

The Doha Ministerial Declaration reaffirmed that ‘‘provisions for spe-
cial and differential treatment are an integral part of the WTO Agree-
ments’’ and directed that ‘‘all special and differential treatment provi-
sions shall be reviewed with a view to strengthening them and making
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them more precise, effective and operational’’.77 It must have been clear
to negotiators at the time that, by introducing the objective of reviewing
provisions for special and differential treatment with a view to strengthen-
ing them and making them more precise, effective and operational, they
were employing language that would be particularly difficult to interpret
and would certainly lead to proposals that would be impossible to agree
on. The CTD was to report to the General Council with clear recommen-
dations for a Decision by July 2002 – an obviously impossible task in a
period of barely eight months.

As far as the manner in which implementation concerns were dealt
with in the Doha Declaration itself, ministers stated that ‘‘[w]e agree
that negotiations on outstanding implementation issues shall be an inte-
gral part of the Work Programme we are establishing’’ (para. 12). This
text also caused problems, leading to considerable disagreement over
what was under negotiation. One view was that all issues – including
those listed in the Compilation of Outstanding Implementation Issues
Raised by Members – were subject to negotiations. The second was that
it applied only to the issues for which the Doha Ministerial Declaration
provided a specific negotiating mandate.

The Doha Ministerial Declaration provides two procedural tracks for
dealing with the negotiations (para. 12). When a specific negotiating
mandate is given in the Declaration, that item is to be addressed in the
relevant negotiating body established by the Trade Negotiations Com-
mittee (TNC). The second procedural track provides for other outstand-
ing implementation issues of the Decision on Implementation and for
items without a specific negotiating mandate in the Declaration. On this
track, relevant WTO bodies were to address these issues as a matter of
priority and report to the TNC by the end of 2002. Thus, a related con-
tentious issue is whether other outstanding implementation issues would
be discussed – not negotiated – in regular WTO bodies. As a result, a
deadlock emerged at the end of 2002, and the job of finding a way around
the impasse was given to the TNC. The chairperson of the TNC an-
nounced in July 2003 that discussions on certain implementation issues
would resume, with some continuing under the auspices of the TNC and
others returning to subsidiary bodies for further technical work.

As far as the Doha Decision on Implementation is concerned, out of
approximately 95 points raised by members in the lead-up to the Seattle
Ministerial, roughly 40 are touched upon in the Doha Decision on Imple-
mentation and nearly 50 in the Compilation of Outstanding Implementa-
tion Issues Raised by Members; another is found in the TRIPS and Public
Health Declaration and a few have disappeared. A few are simply omit-
ted. As far as implementation and special and differential treatment are
concerned, the Committee on Trade and Development was handed a
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mammoth task, because it was mandated to identify those special and dif-
ferential treatment provisions that are already mandatory in nature and
those that are non-binding in character. Having done this, it was to report
to the General Council with clear recommendations for a Decision by
July 2002 – another clearly impossible task.

The deadlines of July 2002 were obviously completely unreasonable.
The important question is, why were they set? There are a number of
possible explanations. One was developing countries’ desire to assign an
urgency to the task. This was a natural outcome of their frustration at
that time and extended efforts on many fronts to virtually no effect.
Also, in the view of some developing countries the Doha Development
Agenda was to make effective the results of previous negotiations. This
required changes in rights and obligations but, because developing coun-
tries thought nothing should be paid for righting past wrongs, July 2002
was chosen as being far removed from, and unrelated to, the proposed
end of the Development Agenda negotiations. There was to be no last-
minute trade-off as the Round came to a close. As will be seen below,
unrealistic deadlines were to become par for the course.

The mandate to strengthen the provisions and make them more pre-
cise, effective and operational was pursued in the Committee on Trade
and Development meeting in Special Sessions.78 As part of the process
it was necessary to distinguish between mandatory and non-mandatory
provisions. The Secretariat conducted the background work on the basis
of the language employed in the various texts of the Agreements. The
working hypothesis was that mandatory provisions use ‘‘shall’’ language
and non-mandatory provisions use ‘‘should’’ language.79 Subsequent doc-
umentation added information on whether the provisions required the
achievement of a certain result (obligations of result) or engagement in
a certain conduct (obligations of conduct), or whether they stipulated
that the obligations of members were to be taken individually or collec-
tively.80 The Secretariat also identified whether the commitments pro-
vided for positive actions in terms of expanding trading opportunities,
safeguarding interests or providing technical assistance.81

Despite intensive discussions, little progress was made and the dead-
line of reporting to the General Council with ‘‘clear recommendations’’
by July 2002 was missed. The General Council instructed the Special Ses-
sion of the Committee on Trade and Development to ‘‘proceed expedi-
tiously to fulfil its mandate’’ and extended the deadline for the Special
Session to December 2002. After a series of informal consultations in
September 2002, the Special Session adopted an intensive indicative work
programme so as to fulfil the mandate given by the General Council.82

Agreement was not struck by the new deadline of December 2002. The
General Council agreed to further extend the deadline for the Special
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Session to February 2003. At this meeting, members remained divided in
their views, to such an extent that the General Council was unable
to adopt a Report from the Committee on Trade and Development re-
questing the General Council to ‘‘clarify’’ the relevant Doha mandates
and to suspend further work on the issue until the General Council had
provided guidance.83 An important issue was that a large number of de-
veloping countries84 preferred not to submit to the General Council a
meagre crop of recommendations on a handful of provisions; it was pref-
erable in their view to clarify the scope of the ministerial mandate. A
number of developed countries,85 in contrast, were of the view that it
was better to ‘‘harvest’’ the 12 specific proposals on which there was
agreement, and to forward the rest of the proposals to the appropriate
negotiating (or other) WTO bodies.

A lack of clarity prevailed. No new deadline had been set, and no de-
cision had been taken on where Agreement-specific proposals should be
discussed, or whether to continue work toward an ‘‘early harvest’’ of at
least some of the proposed changes. After a three-month pause, the Gen-
eral Council returned to the question at its May 2003 session. Despite
the inconclusive nature of those discussions and the lack of agreement
on the need to clarify the mandate, in typical GATT/WTO fashion an
imaginative solution was found so that the work could continue: the
chairperson of the General Council proposed to grapple with the issues
by consulting on the basis of a three-tiered structure. He produced a 55-
page ‘‘approach’’ paper that grouped 88 developing countries’ proposals
into three categories.86 In effect, the disagreement over the need to clar-
ify the text was settled and the process moved from the Special Session to
the General Council. The failure to reach agreement at the Ministerial
Meeting in Cancún meant that another deadline had been missed and an
important opportunity lost.

Re-launching the Doha Development Agenda

The outcome of the Cancún Ministerial Meeting was that ministers
instructed negotiators to continue with a December deadline for re-
launching the Doha Development Agenda. The breakthrough eventually
came in July 2004. The General Council reaffirmed that provisions for
special and differential treatment are an integral part of the WTO Agree-
ments. It recalled ministers’ decision in Doha to review all special and
differential treatment provisions with a view to strengthening them and
making them more precise, effective and operational, and once again in-
structed the Committee on Trade and Development in Special Session to
complete the review of all the outstanding Agreement-specific proposals
expeditiously and to report to the General Council, with clear recom-
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mendations for a Decision, by July 2005. The Council further instructed
the CTD, within the parameters of the Doha mandate, to address all
other outstanding work, including on the cross-cutting issues, the Moni-
toring Mechanism and the incorporation of special and differential treat-
ment into the architecture of WTO rules.

The Council also instructed all WTO bodies to which proposals in Cat-
egory II (issues on the second procedural track) had been referred to
complete consideration of these proposals expeditiously and to report to
the General Council, with clear recommendations for a Decision, as soon
as possible, and no later than July 2005. In doing so these bodies were
to ensure that, as far as possible, their meetings did not overlap, so as to
enable full and effective participation by developing countries in these
discussions.

Concerning implementation-related issues, the General Council reaf-
firmed the Doha Ministerial Declaration and the Decision on Imple-
mentation, instructed the various WTO bodies to redouble their efforts
to find a solution, and requested the Director-General to continue his
consultative process. The deadline of July 2005 was established for the
Council to take appropriate action.

With respect to the market access negotiations, special attention
should be paid to the specific needs and concerns of developing countries,
including addressing their supply-capacity constraints, assuring food secu-
rity, facilitating their rural development, and rewarding them for prior
unilateral liberalization. Thus, special provisions should apply on the
one hand to assist developing countries to obtain more effective market
access for their exports and, on the other, to allow them the freedom to
implement active policies to stimulate competitiveness and thereby take
advantage of market access opportunities. The sentiment among most
developing countries is that developed countries have not delivered on
their side of the bargain.87
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10

Changing importance and
perceptions of the WTO

Introduction

The World Trade Organization (WTO) has extended its reach far be-
yond that of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Its
importance in international economic and political affairs has increased
dramatically and public interest has heightened accordingly, often nega-
tively. One reason for the expression of adverse public sentiment has
been a lack of understanding about what the WTO can and does do.
The reasons for this are many, not the least being the non-transparent
workings of the GATT, which were carried over into the operations of
the WTO. Although matters have greatly improved in this respect, there
is still more to do, and WTO members at the Ministerial Meeting in
Doha, Qatar, in 2001 emphasized that they will ‘‘continue to promote a
better public understanding of the WTO and to communicate the benefits
of a liberal, rules-based multilateral trading system’’, particularly
‘‘through the more effective dissemination of information and improved
dialogue with the public’’.1 There are also, however, an increasing num-
ber of interest groups that have a detailed and comprehensive knowledge
of the WTO. One pervasive worry is that the WTO has extended its
reach too far.

This raises a number of policy-related questions. What precisely does
‘‘too far’’ mean? Does it relate to subject matter, the nature of the regu-
lations the WTO enforces, its country membership, the non-trade issues
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that are gravitating towards it, or some other feature of its operations? In
addition, ‘‘too far’’ in whose eyes – the 150 governments that have set its
parameters or the public interest groups that find its role intrusive in
national affairs? Or has its reach been extended not by design but unwill-
ingly or unwittingly by governments themselves? For example, have
major issues gravitated towards the WTO on a de facto basis, or have
the implications of the Agreements it is now responsible for turned out
to be more far-reaching than originally foreseen?

The objective of this chapter is to address the implications of a more
important WTO in terms of how it is perceived by the public. Before
passing judgement on whether the WTO has extended its reach too far,
it is useful first to ask how and why its importance has increased. How-
ever, answering this question is far from straightforward because the rea-
sons are many and varied and some are more obvious than others. I then
discuss the different roles that can be ascribed to the WTO, particularly
in terms of the criticisms levelled at it. What is really being criticized
when it is charged that the WTO is non-democratic, non-transparent
and not accountable to its proper masters (namely, the public at large)?
And are these criticisms justified? I identify and address the criticisms
and suggest how to deal with them.

The increased importance of the WTO

One obvious reason for the WTO being more important than the GATT
is the expanded role of trade rules in both domestic and global affairs.
This has come about for a variety of reasons. First, there has been a dra-
matic increase in both the value and volume of world trade since the cre-
ation of the GATT, and therefore in the amount of commercial activity
to which the rules apply.2 Not only that, because world trade has grown
more rapidly than world production in almost every year since the Sec-
ond World War, it is an arithmetic truism that countries now trade a far
greater share of their domestic production than they did half a century
ago. The world average of trade as a share of national production is now
26 per cent, meaning that one way or another WTO rules are relevant for
26 per cent of world production. Impressive as this figure is, it constitutes
a considerable understatement of the coverage of ‘‘trade’’ rules. Mini-
mum standards in the Agreement on Trade-Related Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS) are enforced by the WTO even if nothing crosses the
border. Three of the four modes of delivery dealt with by the General
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) do not involve the cross-border
movement of services, and none enters normal merchandise trade statis-
tics. Many of the ‘‘behind the border’’ agreements and requirements are
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important as well. The Subsidies Agreement is one example, as are disci-
plines relating to standards and technical regulations or the notification
obligations that are requirements in many WTO Agreements.

A further obvious consideration is that the sectoral coverage of trade
rules has expanded. Textiles and clothing trade were outside the normal
multilateral rules, as was agricultural trade. Not only have textiles, cloth-
ing and agriculture now been brought under WTO rules, but new – and
critical – sectors have been added in the form of the vast areas of trade
in services and trade-related intellectual property rights. An important
outcome of the Uruguay Round was that all WTO members were obliged
to sign on to all Uruguay Agreements; the optional membership of the
Codes that emerged from the Tokyo Round was no longer a possibility.
The importance of these Agreements increased accordingly. In a similar
vein, the number of countries whose trade is subjected to WTO rules has
increased dramatically. The original 23 members of the GATT have
grown to around 150 in the WTO, with another 25 countries in the pro-
cess of accession. Even since the creation of the WTO in 1995, the num-
ber of members has grown from 132 to close to 150.

However, it is not just that the reach of the rules has become wider;
the rules themselves have become far more exigent. Domestic regula-
tions relating to patents, financial services, subsidies and support mea-
sures for agriculture are among those now subject to WTO disciplines.
These rules extend well beyond border measures and reach deep into
the domestic regulatory structures of WTO member countries. As a
result, WTO Agreements raise key issues of public concern that far tran-
scend those associated with the conventional political economy of trade
policy. For example, the TRIPS Agreement raises ethical questions
about the patenting of life forms, as does the Agreement on Sanitary
and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS) about the role of precaution in the
absence of scientific evidence in matters relating to public health. Agri-
cultural negotiations embrace sensitive questions relating to the multi-
functionality of agriculture, and the TRIPS Agreement addresses mat-
ters of geographical indications. In addition, the issues dealt with in the
normal course of business have been expanded through the process of
continuing negotiations. Limitations on subsidies that lead to the deple-
tion of fish stocks and negotiations on the relationship between the
WTO rules and multilateral environment agreements (MEAs) emerged
naturally out of the ongoing work of the Committee on Trade and Envi-
ronment (CTE).

Another development that has raised the profile and extended the
reach of the WTO is its greatly strengthened dispute settlement mecha-
nism. Unlike the GATT, the WTO process moves forward automati-
cally: Panel and Appellate Body reports are adopted unless there is a
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consensus against them. The rule of negative consensus, backed up by a
mechanism providing for compensation and sanctions in the case of non-
compliance, has greatly increased public awareness of the WTO’s exis-
tence. As a consequence, public interest has heightened, particularly in
the light of recent high-profile disputes that extend into sensitive areas
such as the role of science in risk management, the conservation of en-
dangered species, and restrictions on the cross-border movement of ge-
netically modified organisms (GMOs). These features, coupled with the
fact that the dispute proceedings are closed to the public, have exacer-
bated the sense of exclusion and resentment among those outside the
process.

Although the creation of a WTO Appellate Body may have added bal-
ance to the automaticity of the decision-taking in the dispute settlement
system, it has left some with the view that it has extended the WTO’s au-
thority beyond that granted to it by member governments at the time of
its creation.3 The Dispute Settlement Understanding limited its jurisdic-
tion to issues of law covered in Panel reports and to legal interpretations
developed by Panels. It was prohibited from adding to or diminishing the
rights and obligations provided in WTO Agreements. It has been argued
that some Appellate Body reports seem to indicate a new concept of
evolutionary policy formulation through litigation, which is very differ-
ent from the normal interpretation of decision by consensus. Appellate
Body rulings – such as the acceptability of amicus briefs submitted by
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) – have led to considerable con-
troversy among members while raising expectations among those hoping
to achieve greater access to the process. Such controversies have also
raised the profile of the WTO.

That two-thirds of WTO members are now developing countries has
also raised its profile. Developing countries, having undertaken new
and demanding obligations, rightfully look to assured market access
through liberalized trade in merchandise and commitments in the ser-
vices sectors to support their export-led growth strategies. Their legitimate
expectation is that the WTO will provide a forum in which their views
can be effectively expressed and their concerns adequately dealt with.
An important feature of developing country participation in the WTO is
not only their increased numbers but also that their participation is far
better informed than in earlier years. Along with the increased complex-
ity and breadth of coverage of the WTO Agreements, there has been
a serious demand by developing countries for improved and extended
technical assistance. Adequate technical assistance to ensure they are
well informed is now a precondition for their participation in negotia-
tions. Governments will not sign agreements if they do not feel their in-
terests have been adequately covered and that they are fully aware of all
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the implications. If the WTO is to remain a consensus-based organiza-
tion, all participants must be well informed.

As a result, developing countries are far more active in the WTO
than in earlier times, have higher expectations about what the institution
can and should do for them, and consequently have formed groups in
which their specific interests can be better negotiated. Compared with
earlier decades when the Group of 77 was held together on the basis of
a common characteristic – poverty coupled with a sense of third world
solidarity – today developing countries form coalitions around policy
issues, not poverty, and have increased their negotiating clout accord-
ingly. Their increased numbers, coupled with a better knowledge of their
rights and obligations through technical assistance and use of their own
resources, have led to their more demanding presence in the WTO.4 The
Group of Twenty developing countries formed at the time of the Cancún
Ministerial Meeting in 2003 stands as testimony to this. At the same time,
others – in particular least developed countries – feel they have not been
integrated into the trading system at all and look to new initiatives to
achieve this. The injustices that face the impoverished cotton-exporting
countries of Africa, or the difficulties of gaining access to essential medi-
cines for AIDS-stricken countries, have heightened the attention to least
developed countries by development organizations, other public interest
groups, researchers and some governments.5

Although many of these developments have been the result of con-
scious initiatives on the part of governments, others were not. In some
instances, the importance of the WTO has increased almost on a de facto
basis through events over which it has no control. One example is recent
developments in genetic engineering that permit genetic information to
be transferred from one organism to another that is too distantly related
to permit natural cross-breeding. WTO rules are the centre of concern
for both those who see potential conflict between WTO Agreements and
recent MEAs, and those who see limitations on the cross-border move-
ment of GMOs as trade restrictions. It is hard to imagine that all develop-
ments relating to biotechnology and their WTO implications were fore-
seen at the time of negotiation of the Agreements concerned. Another
example is the proliferation of multilateral environment agreements,
which are also outside the realm of influence of the WTO.

In addition, the heightened interest in the WTO has come against
the backdrop of an incredible revolution in the speed with which informa-
tion can be communicated and its cost. Non-governmental organizations
are now linked through broad networks and coalitions that render them
more effective and sophisticated than their earlier counterparts. The pub-
lic image of the WTO – as well as public interest in it – has been greatly
influenced by the information conveyed through these electronic means.6
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Although many of these groups are not against trade per se, others
are unabatedly protectionist, putting them on a collision course with sup-
porters of an open and liberal trading system. The events in Seattle,
fuelled by coalitions of NGOs built on the World Wide Web, placed the
public for the first time at the centre of a vital public policy discussion
that was traditionally dominated by governmental representatives in
closed meetings.

What is the WTO?

In tandem with its growth in importance, the WTO has come under in-
creasing attack from numerous quarters. These two developments are in-
extricably linked, because many of the areas of heightened importance
are among the most controversial from a public policy perspective. As a
result, the WTO – unlike the GATT – has become an object of attack for
anti-globalization groups, environmental groups, human rights activists,
organized labour, consumer groups, and development organizations, to
mention a few. For the sake of convenience, such critics invariably target
‘‘the WTO’’ as an autonomous body with a life and personality of its own
(the WTO is undemocratic . . . the WTO is not accountable to the public . . .
the WTO harms the environment . . . the WTO is not transparent . . .). This
may be a convenient approach, but in reality such an institution does not
exist. The WTO is multifaceted in terms of its functions and institutional
arrangements, and most criticisms are really addressing just one of its
many faces. In dealing with the criticisms, it is important to decipher
which face is involved. There are at least four choices in this respect.
� The WTO is a set of Agreements that create legally binding rights and

obligations for all members, as do the schedules for tariffs and other
restrictions on imports of goods and services attached to the respective
Agreements. These schedules bind the degree of openness of the do-
mestic markets and have been negotiated multilaterally and agreed to
and ratified by all WTO members. Unlike other international agree-
ments, the rights and obligations contained in the WTO Agreements
are enforced through a dispute settlement mechanism that provides
for both compensation and retaliation in cases of non-compliance.
This process has also been agreed to and ratified by all WTO members.
� The WTO is a trade forum where delegations meet to discuss and ne-

gotiate a number of trade-related matters. In the Trade Policy Review
Body, for example, governments periodically review the trade policies
of other members. They discuss recent developments in the multilat-
eral trading system in the General Council and elsewhere. WTO mem-
bers also use the forum to negotiate both rules and the liberalization of
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trade, normally in the context of formal multilateral rounds of negotia-
tions. To date there have been eight such rounds; the most recently
completed one, the Uruguay Round, lasted from September 1986 to
December 1993. The current round is the Doha Development Agenda.
The results of the Uruguay Round are embodied in the 30 legal Agree-
ments and numerous supplementary Decisions all signed by ministers
from over 100 countries in April 1994 in Marrakesh. The WTO and its
Agreements entered into force in January 1995.
� The WTO is a relatively small secretariat with neither enforcement

powers nor any role in the interpretation of the legal rights and ob-
ligations of WTO members. It has a total staff of around 600 and an
annual budget of US$160 million. It is one of the smaller interna-
tional organizations – dwarfed by the World Bank, the United Nations,
the International Monetary Fund, the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) and numerous other organiza-
tions, and smaller in terms of budget than either the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development or the United Nations Envi-
ronment Programme.
� The WTO is an intergovernmental organization in which close to 150

governments have agreed not to discriminate against the trade in prod-
ucts and services between national and foreign suppliers of the same
goods and services or between sources of supply. As an intergovern-
mental organization, WTO members are presumed to be acting on be-
half of the collective interests of their diverse constituents. Although
governments liberalize trade and agree to rules to secure benefits for
the economy as a whole, they are aware that some interest groups
may be adversely affected in this process; it is assumed that govern-
ments take into account the concerns of all domestic interest groups
when they take decisions.
The bottom line is that the WTO is a collection of almost 150 govern-

ments that trade according to legally enforceable disciplines that have
been adopted on a consensus basis. WTO members are sovereign states
– the vast majority being democracies – and, although not all public in-
terest groups approve all the decisions of the WTO, WTO members
take decisions that they consider to be in their national interests. If they
are not, it can be argued that the problem is a domestic one, where
elected governments are not correctly representing the constituencies
that elected them. If this is the case, the solution is to be found at the na-
tional level.

In short, on many occasions the WTO is a target of criticism when the
target lies elsewhere. It is not the WTO that is slow in taking decisions on
the limitation of fisheries subsidies that deplete fish stocks; it is the gov-
ernments that oppose the initiatives. It is not the TRIPS Agreement that
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precludes access to essential medicines for impoverished people; it is the
governments that are obstructive when it comes to interpreting flexibility.
It is not the WTO that is non-transparent; it is the governments that have
decided not to open meetings to public scrutiny.

A number of the common criticisms levelled at the WTO are discussed
below. The spirit in which these criticisms are addressed is not in terms of
defending the WTO at all costs, although there is certainly a defence of
the WTO in what follows. The spirit is rather that, although there are
good reasons to look for improvement in the WTO, it is important to
shoot at the right target and to bear in mind the function of the WTO
that is being commented on and who has assigned that role to the WTO.

The criticisms

The WTO is fiercely criticized by those who argue that, among other
things, it is non-accountable to the public and non-transparent. More-
over, its rules and procedures constitute an unwanted intrusion into the
domestic affairs of sovereign states and impede the proper workings of
democratically elected governments.

Democracy

Those who argue that the WTO is a democratic institution point to the
fact that decisions are made on the basis of a consensus, taking into
account all members’ views.7 Agreements are negotiated by national offi-
cials, agreed to by trade ministers and signed off on by domestic parlia-
ments before entering into force at the national level. Others argue that,
if democracy means the active participation of all WTO members in the
decision-making process, then the WTO is democratic only in principle.
By way of example, they draw attention to developing countries. There
have been numerous charges that developing countries are consistently
excluded from critical meetings, and therefore from the decision-making
process. Many of these charges come from developing countries them-
selves when voicing their long-standing dissatisfaction with their lack of
involvement in the decision-making processes. This dissatisfaction has
been particularly hostile at Ministerial Meetings such as those in Seattle
and Cancún. In addressing this concern, there are a number of important
considerations to take into account before drawing general conclusions.

It is important, for example, to draw a distinction between lack of
participation in meetings and systematic exclusion. Informal groups meet
frequently in the WTO, particularly when drafting texts. Limited partici-
pation is in many instances the most efficient – and sometimes the only –
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way to proceed; agreement in a smaller group of the most concerned
countries can later be extended to other less directly concerned coun-
tries. In such instances, absence is as common for industrial countries
as it is for developing countries.8 Few would take issue with this process.
The problem arises, however, when not all interests are represented
in such meetings and the results are not widely and rapidly com-
municated. In many instances, this has been a problem as much for tran-
sition economies and small developed countries as for developing ones.
Representation in meetings and the communication of their outcomes
have been far from perfect in the past and this process needs to be
improved.

In principle, however, in any informal consultations where the chair-
person is present, there is always representation from all groups that
have an interest in the matter under discussion. A competent chairperson
will ensure that any country with a particular interest that does not at-
tend an informal consultation will be represented by a country with a
similar interest. It is very much in the interests of the chairperson to act
in this manner. Without broad representation in smaller groups, consen-
sus could be blocked at a later stage by countries annoyed at not being
part of the informal process or not seeing their interests reflected. It is,
in fact, the responsibility of the member representing the interests of
others – or of the chairperson – to keep other members informed of the
outcome of smaller meetings.

Notwithstanding the existence of a process in which interests should
be broadly represented, developing countries are indeed systematically
absent from not only informal but also formal meetings. This absence,
however, is the symptom of a problem, not the source of it. In the in-
creasingly frequent, complex and resource-intensive negotiations at the
WTO, most small delegations do not have the appropriate resources or
expertise either in Geneva or in their own capitals to service the negoti-
ating process and thereby participate meaningfully. The negotiation of
special and differential treatment – which is of crucial importance to
developing countries – was described in chapter 9 to exemplify the
resource-intensive nature of the negotiations. Many small nations do not
have a representative in Geneva, something that renders even ad hoc
participation in the WTO process almost impossible.

Any increased participation of many developing countries can come
only with a strengthening of their human and institutional capacity to
service the WTO process. This, in turn, is possible only if resources are
made available for technical assistance and training. In this respect, the
regular WTO budget has been far from adequate. In more recent years,
however, many developing countries – along with the WTO and other
institutions – have invested a great deal in building a national capacity
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to service the WTO negotiations. Their well-informed representatives
now expect to be present in all key meetings. It was most certainly
the lack of opportunity to participate on the part of officials from some
of these countries that created the strongest reactions in Seattle and
Cancún.

Notwithstanding the lack of participation by a number of developing
countries for whatever reason, it would be wrong to draw the overall con-
clusion that developing countries have had little influence in GATT and
WTO negotiations. Latin American countries were major contributors
both to the stalemate at the Montreal Ministerial Meeting (because of
what they considered to be the unsatisfactory treatment of agriculture)
and to the re-launching of the Uruguay Round some months later. Brazil,
India, Argentina, Egypt, Colombia and other developing countries were
all major players in their own way in the negotiation of the General
Agreement on Trade in Services. The influence of developing countries
in framing the GATS was taken up in some detail in chapter 8, the argu-
ment being that, contrary to popular belief (at least among some non-
governmental organizations), developing countries directed the pace,
substance and therefore the speed and orientation of these negotiations.
In fact, the Group of Negotiations on Services had a developing country
chairperson for the duration of the Uruguay Round.

Yet, if democracy means that each WTO member has the same power
in the negotiating process, then the WTO is far from democratic. Very
clearly, the more economically powerful countries are listened to more
carefully. And, because agreement is by consensus, frequently achieved
by trade-offs, powerful countries have far more bargaining chips to use
in terms of trade-offs to offer and eventually leveraging less powerful
countries into ‘‘agreeing’’ on the preferred ‘‘consensus’’ decision. An
important reality is that the inequality in the power of nations is not en-
tirely removed by the existence of rules – even if adopted on the basis of
consensus. This situation has led to the creation of various developing
and developed country groups to negotiate collectively to meet certain
objectives.

With their new weight of numbers in the WTO, developing countries
do have the opportunity to press for Agreements that are more sensitive
to their development concerns. The diversity of their circumstances and
commercial interests will not necessarily permit common negotiating po-
sitions to be adopted, and, indeed, a coalition with developed countries
may be the most effective grouping for certain initiatives. The Cairns
Group is a classic case in point. However, developing countries do have
it in their power to make common cause for their collective good by en-
suring that development considerations are taken fully into account in
WTO Agreements.9 The creation of the Group of Twenty in Cancún
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and the coordination of African cotton exporters stand as testimony to
this fact.

Given the increased and diverse membership of the WTO, the ques-
tion is frequently posed as to whether the practice of decision-taking by
consensus can continue. The WTO maintains the practice adopted by the
GATT-1947 that decisions were taken only after an issue had been dis-
cussed to the point where all countries were prepared to agree, or at least
not to oppose, the outcome. Voting, when it took place, was normally a
formality, and usually concerned the approval of the pre-negotiated
terms on which a country either acceded to the GATT or was permitted
to waive its normal obligations. It is not clear that this tradition can be
continued.

The total membership of the WTO is already approaching 150. A
requirement that three-quarters of the membership approve a pro-
posed waiver could therefore necessitate the affirmative votes of more
than 100 countries. From a procedural perspective, this condition could
be difficult to fulfil, since the failure of a relatively small number of coun-
tries to vote (and many countries do not have permanent representation
in Geneva) could be sufficient to block action. Also, from a substantive
point of view, agreement among 100 countries with very different levels
of economic development and interests in the vast area of economic
activity dealt with by the WTO is a major, and sometimes impossible,
task.

Transparency

For more than 50 years, access to information on GATT trade negotia-
tions was difficult for all those outside the process. To be fair, however,
interest in GATT proceedings was not of the same magnitude as with
the WTO. The WTO inherited GATT traditions and, despite consider-
able efforts by the Secretariat to increase public awareness of the WTO,
it is still paying the price in the form of a misunderstanding of its func-
tions and criticisms of its lack of transparency. If it is hard to find out
what the WTO is doing, the critics say, the organization must have some-
thing to hide.

Paradoxically, transparency has been fundamental to the workings of
the GATT and now the WTO. The WTO Agreements assign the highest
priority to the need for transparency in the conduct of international trade
through the notification of domestic regulations and other means. Both
the GATT-1994 and the GATS require members to publish all measures
that affect the operation of the Agreements. The GATS also requires
the establishment of inquiry points to ensure access to information on
domestic regulations for foreign traders. The Sanitary and Phytosanitary
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Agreement and the Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement require
members to notify each other if new local standards affecting trade devi-
ate from international standards. Members review the trade policies of
other countries carefully. The clear preference in the WTO is for ad val-
orem tariffs because of their transparency.

Nevertheless, the WTO is bitterly criticized for a lack of transparency
in its own procedural operations. Improving transparency has been dis-
cussed in the WTO under three broad headings: raising the general level
of awareness about the WTO; establishing formal avenues of cooperation
with public interest groups, intergovernmental organizations, academics
and others; and accelerating the process of ‘‘derestricting’’ documents so
that they become quickly available to all interested parties.

With respect to raising general awareness, much has been done to
improve the situation – with no apparent adverse consequences. The cre-
ation of the WTO website was an important initiative, and one appar-
ently much appreciated. Individual users rose to just under 1 million in
2004, a 50 per cent increase over the previous two years.10 The section
consulted most often is the one that provides access to WTO documents.
In addition, the WTO Secretariat has organized joint symposia involving
WTO members and representatives of intergovernmental organizations
and development and environmental NGOs to discuss a variety of con-
troversial issues. Representatives of well over 100 NGOs have been
joined at recent meetings by delegations from the majority of WTO
members. A symposium in March 2004 involved ministers, heads of inter-
national organizations and senior officials or heads of NGOs. Further, as
part of raising the awareness of government officials, particularly in de-
veloping countries, the WTO Secretariat has regularly organized regional
seminars in developing countries and transition economies. These have
involved officials from national trade ministries as well as environment,
finance and other ministries. The intention has been to improve national
coordination in an area where WTO members themselves have pointed
to this need.11

As far as the derestriction of documents is concerned, considerable
progress was made some years ago when WTO members agreed in prin-
ciple that all documents should be circulated as unrestricted.12 Although
this is subject to some exceptions, any document containing public infor-
mation must be circulated as unrestricted; moreover, any WTO member
is free to have any of its submissions circulated at any time it wishes.13

It is in the interests of the WTO to become far more transparent in its
activities than the GATT was in the past. The organization has little to
hide: all the rules and procedures are in the public domain, and there is
no reason to delay publication through an artificial date for derestriction
of documents that will eventually enter the public domain. The restricted
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nature of some WTO documents makes it harder for WTO members
to explain clearly to domestic constituencies the rationale for national
activities regarding the WTO. Yet, very few WTO documents contain
genuinely confidential information that would justify restriction. As a
general principle, procedures for delayed derestriction should apply only
to WTO activities in which there is a strong case for maintaining a period
of confidentiality while an issue is subject to consideration by WTO
bodies; derestriction should come only when the information is no longer
confidential. Such documents might contain tariff offers in liberalization
negotiations, confidential information on the status of balance of pay-
ments in times of difficulty, and some requirements sought in terms of
changes in regulations in countries in the process of accession.14

On this basis, Secretariat background notes, minutes and agendas of
meetings should be derestricted when they are circulated to govern-
ments. Some members maintain that minutes and any formal summaries
of meetings should be derestricted only after three months, to allow time
to ensure that delegations have been correctly quoted. Misquotations
are rare, however, and a correction can always be issued. In addition,
these small inconveniences are far outweighed by the benefits of a well-
informed public.

As regards the dispute settlement process and the availability of Panel
reports, it has been argued that the reports are published too long after
the Panel has completed its work. In fact, the Panel reports are circulated
to governments and the public at the same time; nevertheless, this can
indeed be some time after the Panel has completed its work. The rea-
sons rest largely with practical considerations relating to the processing
of documentation. The length of the Panel reports is such that their re-
production and distribution take time. The Shrimp-Turtle Panel report,
which was one to which environmentalists wished to have rapid access,
comprises 431 pages of tightly written single-spaced text. Its length is in
turn a function of the fact that WTO members insist on the publication
of their own argumentation coinciding with the publication of the Panel
findings to provide evidence that the case has been comprehensively ar-
gued. Although this in itself ensures a certain delay before distribution,
the time period is further prolonged because governments will permit the
reports to be circulated only when they are available in all three working
languages of the WTO. The reports can then be read by officials in each
of the national capitals at the same time and reacted to accordingly.

To make Panel reports available more rapidly, three solutions would
appear to present themselves. The first is to make reports available im-
mediately in the working language of the Panel – in most cases in En-
glish. The second is to distribute only the findings of the Panel and not
the summaries of the argumentation. In the Shrimp-Turtle case, the Panel
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findings consist of just 20 pages and the Panel conclusions of 2 pages. The
third is to provide the Secretariat with the resources to enable it to pro-
duce the full reports more quickly. The same procedures could apply to
Appellate Body reports.

Involvement: Intergovernmental organizations

Observer status for the secretariats of relevant multilateral institutions
can help to create a clearer appreciation of the mutually supportive role
of trade and other international policies.15 Chapter 12 addresses the rela-
tionships between the WTO and the Bretton Woods institutions. Here I
shall concentrate on multilateral environment agreements.

It is widely accepted that it is useful for MEA representatives to brief
the Committee on Trade and Environment on the use of trade measures
applied pursuant to the MEAs. This gives the CTE a chance to express
its view to MEA authorities on such measures. At the June 2004 meeting
of the CTE, seven MEAs were invited to send representatives for this
information-sharing exercise.16

It should be possible to enhance transparency, dialogue and coopera-
tion between MEAs, relevant international organizations and the WTO
from the initial stage of negotiation of an MEA to its implementation.
This cooperation might include the exchange of information, mutual par-
ticipation in meetings, access to documents and databases, and briefing
sessions, as necessary. It has been proposed in the CTE that a guide con-
taining WTO principles could be compiled by the WTO Secretariat that,
after being agreed by the CTE, could be used by MEA negotiators in
their consideration of proposed trade measures.

Cooperation agreements between the WTO and MEA institutions
could provide for the WTO Secretariat to respond to requests for techni-
cal information about relevant WTO provisions and for MEAs to inform
the WTO of all envisaged trade provisions. These provisions could be
examined by the CTE and a report sent to the MEA authorities. While
acknowledging the importance of contacts between the WTO and MEA
secretariats, some commentators maintain that – as with NGOs – policy
dialogue must take place in national capitals, that the WTO and MEAs
must respect their specific areas of competence, and that the WTO Secre-
tariat already has the authority to provide factual information about the
multilateral trading system.

Involvement: Non-governmental organizations

Unlike developing country governments, NGOs are precluded from at-
tending negotiations by agreement among governments. In fact, the
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push for a presence by NGOs raises fundamental questions related to
representation, advocacy and the legitimacy of a state to act on behalf of
its citizens. Unlike a number of other international organizations, the
WTO permits only representatives of governments and selected inter-
governmental organizations to participate in, or observe, the processes
of the regular WTO activities. This has led to claims that the WTO is
not accountable, and therefore not responsive, to public concerns. The
counter-argument is that it is the role of national governments to keep
all parts of society fully informed of developments of relevance to them
and to take their concerns into account as appropriate.

The General Council has established Guidelines for WTO relations
with NGOs.17 These Guidelines recognize the role that NGOs can play
in increasing public awareness of the WTO and the need to increase the
transparency of WTO operations. They mention specifically the need to
make documents available more readily than in the past. The Guidelines
mandate the Secretariat to play a more active role in its direct contacts
with NGOs, and recommend the development of a number of ways to
interact with NGOs, including symposia on specific WTO-related issues.
They also envision the possibility of the chairpersons of WTO councils
and committees participating in discussions or meetings with NGOs, al-
though only in their personal capacity. The Guidelines do state that there
is currently a ‘‘broadly held view that it would not be possible for NGOs
to be directly involved in the work of the WTO or its meetings’’. They
note that the WTO is a legally binding treaty of rights and obligations
among its members and a forum for negotiations, and that the primary
responsibility for taking into account the different elements of public in-
terest lies at the national level. Based on these Guidelines, a number of
steps have been taken by the WTO Secretariat to increase its interaction
with NGOs.

In the view of most WTO members, however, closer consultation and
cooperation with NGOs should be undertaken through appropriate pro-
cedures at the national level, where the main efforts should be made to
take into account the different elements of public interest in trade policy.
It is apparent, however, that many governments have been far from ef-
fective in creating such mechanisms. Against this backdrop, an important
question is whether initiatives at the multilateral level could support im-
proved national processes.

Less frequently, it is proposed that NGOs should participate in some
manner in WTO meetings in order to improve their appreciation of the
process. The fact that they are not permitted to attend WTO meetings
has led to a number of proposals buttressed by a variety of arguments
about how their direct involvement would enrich the functioning of the
WTO.18 The thrust of these proposals is not that NGOs should have a
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role in the process of intergovernmental negotiation; rather that it is in
the interests of the WTO itself to be more receptive to NGO views and
involvement, and better connected to the non-governmental organiza-
tions that represent the diverse strands of global civil society.19 In this
context, it is important to note that the composition of a national delega-
tion is in the final analysis a prerogative of the government itself. If a
government wants to have an NGO representative present at a particular
meeting, that option is already available. In the past, most governments
have resisted such requests – a pressure with which they are quite famil-
iar. For example, business lobbyists frequently try to exercise their influ-
ence directly by being appointed to a national delegation.

Opening the door to the participation of NGOs raises very practical
considerations. Which groups of civil society should be represented at
different meetings, and who would decide on the criteria? Is the size of
the NGO or whether it represents a large part of society an important
consideration? Would non-profit groups representing business and la-
bour interests be present? At negotiations on agricultural subsidies that
lead to environmental degradation, should farmers’ unions be present or
should it be environmental NGOs? At negotiations discussing trade lib-
eralization leading to lower consumer prices, should consumer groups be
present or the sectoral interests that would be adversely affected by the
removal of protection?

Rule change

A further criticism is the unwillingness of WTO members to consider
changes in rules proposed by those outside of government. A case in
point is spelled out in some detail in chapter 2 in the context of the ‘‘fail-
ure’’ of the CTE to make recommendations to modify the WTO to ac-
commodate the concerns of environmentalists. Although changes in rules
have been rare in both the GATT and the WTO,20 the rules have
proven to be very flexible instruments – ‘‘changes’’ have been possible
through techniques ranging from simple non-enforcement of certain rules
to a variety of relatively informal actions agreeing to allow some devia-
tions from rules. It has been argued, for example, that the inexact status
of the final actions taken by WTO members represents a practical answer
to policy issues on which it is not possible to reach total agreement. Con-
sequently, a well-known approach in WTO negotiations is to agree on
texts that contain what has become known as constructive ambiguity.
Rather than block negotiations because of a failure to agree on exact
wording, and therefore the meaning and interpretation of the substance
of the text, words are sought that allow negotiators to find an interpre-
tation of the text that covers their own particular national position.
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Constructive ambiguity is a fig leaf behind which disagreement can be
hidden while searching for an acceptable conclusion to a negotiation
without blocking it. Viewed from another perspective, it is betting on
the ambiguous text never having to be interpreted as a result of a formal
complaint. Bob Hudec reasons that trade ministries have a certain degree
of mutual trust allowing them to leave long-term answers open while
short-term pragmatic solutions are found. They are confident that there
is enough common interest among members to make it likely that some-
thing will be worked out in the long run.21

The WTO affinity for ambiguous solutions to legal issues is not a solu-
tion for many NGOs. In reality, the means to address the problems seen
by public interest groups (such as environmental NGOs) have been
couched in terms of two rather rigid alternatives: formal decisions involv-
ing amendments or waivers; or changes to the interpretation of rules
through the dispute settlement procedures. Environmentalists resist the
WTO’s pragmatic solutions to the interpretation of rules, believing that
trade ministries do not have the same ultimate values as they do. They
are therefore not prepared to trust the WTO to achieve a solution for
them over the long run.22

Reform

A decade of experience with the WTO and the heightened public interest
it has generated have already led to many calls for reform. Reform will not
come easily, however, if it means unravelling existing trade agreements
or introducing new restrictions on international trade. From a systemic
perspective, the pursuit of free trade has been a powerful driving force
behind many policy decisions, ranging from the removal of the Corn
Laws in England in the early part of the nineteenth century to the adop-
tion of outward-oriented development strategies in developing countries
over the past few decades. Those who constructed the WTO are proud of
what they have created. Martin Wolf has remarked that the ‘‘multilateral
trading system at the beginning of the twenty-first century is the most re-
markable achievement in institutionalized global economic cooperation
that there has ever been’’.23 The current trade rules permit world trade
in goods and services to be conducted at the pace of close to US$1 billion
per hour every hour of the day. This system will not be given up lightly.
Thus, the central question that needs to be addressed is what wise policy
makers ought to do to preserve the strengths of rules-based trading while
responding to the pressures now falling on it.

The important point here is not to sing the praises of the multilateral
trading system but rather to point to the degree of resistance that can be
expected to be mustered to any change in the role of the WTO. This re-
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sistance has to be factored into proposals for major reform of the func-
tioning of the WTO, particularly because it is an institution where change
comes only through consensus decision-making.

In addition, less weight is given by seasoned trade negotiators to public
anti-WTO demonstrations and the failure to conclude a Ministerial Meet-
ing satisfactorily than is given by demonstrators, the press and others.
Failed meetings are certainly not a new phenomenon at the GATT and
the WTO, even at the ministerial level. The Mid Term Ministerial Re-
view of the Uruguay Round in 1988 in Montreal ended in a stalemate,
and the 1990 Ministerial Meeting in Brussels, which was to conclude the
Uruguay Round, collapsed amidst large-scale violent protests, largely led
by European farmers. Yet, the Uruguay Round was successfully com-
pleted, with all participating countries ratifying the results. Nor are vio-
lence and public demonstration new features of GATT/WTO meetings.
The Seattle demonstrations pale into insignificance when compared with
the violence and the size of the demonstration at the Brussels Ministerial
in 1992. Similarly, the press coverage of the demonstrations in Brussels
far exceeded that of Seattle. It is interesting that the Seattle meeting is
seen by some to be such a landmark, when both Seattle and Cancún
were just repeats of past performances.

Conclusion

Against the backdrop of the diverse criticisms levelled at the WTO, it
is important to ask why sovereign states would spend years negotiating
agreements that have the sorts of negative effects on their citizens that is
claimed. If the answer is that nation-states unwittingly erred in joining or
creating the WTO, then why do they not leave? All this requires is six
months’ notice; yet no country has ever expressed an interest in leaving
either the GATT or the WTO. And if WTO Agreements mean a loss of
national sovereignty, why would 25 sovereign nations be so intent on ac-
ceding to the WTO and forgoing this sovereignty?

A principal reason for the support for the WTO by both large and
small governments is that they see adherence to multilateral rules –
rather than political or commercial power – to be in their national inter-
ests. Rules bring predictability and stability to the world trading system
and, although rule-governed trade may not guarantee peace, it does re-
move a potent cause of conflict. It offers an alternative to reliance on
unbridled force in the trading relations among states. Although sover-
eignty is forgone by being a member of the WTO (as with any significant
international agreement), what is gained is the possibility to participate in
the global economy through cooperation.
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11

World trade and environment
organizations

Introduction

Prior to the 1972 Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment
there was very limited international activity in the field of the environ-
ment, but the past three decades have seen a great deal of useful interna-
tional action. The negotiation of many global and regional conventions
represents a considerable achievement in a relatively short period of
time. However, it seems widely accepted that this has resulted in a prolif-
eration of structures, agreements and conferences and that greater coher-
ence among the various instrumentalities is now required, at both the
inter-agency and intergovernmental levels. According to the Executive
Secretary of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the
environment instruments and institutions have ‘‘often been created with-
out due consideration of how they might interact with the overall system,
and questions have increasingly arisen concerning the coordination of
this multifaceted institutional architecture. A new model of international
environmental governance must be predicated on the need for sustain-
able development that meets the interrelated social, economic and envi-
ronmental requirements.’’1

In 1997, the UN General Assembly undertook a five-year review of the
outcome of the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio and adopted the Programme
for the Further Implementation of Agenda 21. The Programme under-
scored that, given the increasing number of decision-making bodies con-
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cerned with various aspects of sustainable development, including inter-
national conventions, there was an ever greater need for better policy
coordination at the intergovernmental level, as well as for continued and
more concerted efforts to enhance collaboration among the secretariats
of those bodies.

With the increasing number of treaties, conventions and institutional
arrangements, the UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, officially placed
the question of international environmental governance reform on the in-
ternational political agenda. Within his 1998 programme for reform en-
titled ‘‘Renewing the United Nations’’, he appointed a Task Force on
Environment and Human Settlements that was to examine, inter alia, the
structures and actors involved in efforts to manage and protect the global
environment.2 A product of this Task Force was the Global Ministerial
Environment Forum. At its first meeting, ministers called on the forth-
coming World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) in Johan-
nesburg in 2001 to review the requirements for a greatly strengthened in-
stitutional structure for international environmental governance based on
an assessment of future needs.3

On quite a separate track, and at about the same time, the Director-
General of the World Trade Organization (WTO) opened a high-level
trade and environment symposium at the WTO by informing the audi-
ence that the WTO was poised to create something truly revolutionary –
a universal trading system bringing together developed, developing and
least developed countries under one set of international rules. He went
on to propose a similar multilateral rules-based system for the environ-
ment – a World Environment Organization (WEO) – to be the insti-
tutional and legal counterpart to the World Trade Organization. In the
presence of the Executive Director of UNEP, the Secretary General of
the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development and others,
he said this should be a main message from the meeting.4 He did not
give the slightest hint of why this would be useful from the point of view
of the WTO or what the WEO would look like.

The statement by the Director-General sent something less than a
ripple through the trade community. An unsolicited personal proposal
from the head of the bureaucracy – in the absence of consultation with
governments – counts for little with trade negotiators in their everyday
hectic business. This, however, was not the case for the environment
community. Providing an added impetus and urgency to the call from
Lionel Jospin, Helmut Kohl and others for a WEO, it added a new twist:
the WTO, for some reason, needed a WEO. In fact, well-respected fig-
ures in the environment community even consider the international de-
bate on the creation of a WEO to have ‘‘its origins in the frustration of
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those responsible for trade policy about being confronted by an ever
growing list of environmental concerns relating more or less directly
to trade. A situation has been reached where these environmental con-
cerns threaten to block any further action on the trade agenda. For trade
officials – and for trade analysts – the multitude of international envi-
ronment regimes, ranging from small to infinitesimal, are a source of
dismay.’’5

Key questions that follow from the literature around the WEO include:
what would it look like; would the prevailing system of environmental
governance be dissolved; would a new institution be created with a phys-
ical presence in a town such as Geneva, or would there be a consolidation
of the existing components of global governance with a strengthening
and rationalization of the status quo? In addressing these questions, the
WTO sometimes emerges as a model – both good and bad. I think it is
important to look at the various characteristics that could be relevant for
a World Environment Organization when we have the experience of a
World Trade Organization to draw on. Taking the logic further, just
as we have a World Trade Organization to deal with the many multilat-
eral trade agreements, do we need a World Environment Organization
to deal with the many multilateral environment agreements? What fea-
tures of the WTO could provide useful insights in addressing these ques-
tions? How does the WTO system differ from the environmental gover-
nance system? Indeed, what in fact is the environmental governance
system and what is the system that governs international trade? Are
there lessons to be learned by comparing the architectures of the two
systems?

The objective of this chapter is to address these questions and to sug-
gest relevant policy considerations. At the same time, I want to make
some observations about the very different proposals for reform of
the structure of international environmental governance when viewed
through the prism of the WTO. In the following, I first describe some
of the institutional characteristics of the multilateral trade agreements
(MTAs) and the multilateral environment agreements (MEAs). My aim
is to enquire into some of the relevant characteristics of the multilateral
trade agreements in order to establish a yardstick against which to com-
pare the governance structure for the multilateral environment agree-
ments. I do not advocate one system in preference to another, but rather
point to similarities and differences between the systems with a view to
drawing useful conclusions from a policy perspective. The approach I
adopt is selective. Certainly I do not address all of the characteristics of
the trade agreements or of the environment agreements. However, I give
sufficient examples to allow useful observations.
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MTAs and MEAs

Multilateral trade agreements

The Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations (1986–1994) was
the most comprehensive of nine such rounds since the Second World
War, extending far beyond the scope of the original GATT. The negotia-
tions were conducted as a single undertaking, in which it was understood
that the discussions on all issues had to progress broadly in parallel. All
WTO members were obligated to accept all the multilateral trade agree-
ments that emerged from the Uruguay Round. During the process of
negotiations, governments frequently made concessions to other partici-
pants in one area in order to achieve their goals in another.

It became clear at the end of the negotiations that an organization
was necessary to oversee and coordinate the functioning of the trading
system. The World Trade Organization is the product of the Uruguay
Round negotiations, coming into being on 1 January 1995. At the time
of writing, it has close to 150 members, China and Taiwan being among
the most recent additions, and Russia is expecting to accede shortly. All
members of the WTO have ratified all the multilateral trade agreements
according to their domestic parliamentary procedures and changed their
domestic laws and regulations where necessary, and are therefore legally
committed to each of the multilateral trade agreements.

The multilateral trade agreements are to be found in four Annexes
attached to the Agreement Establishing the WTO (signed in Marrakesh
on 15 April 1994). Many earlier GATT provisions and understandings
have also been carried over into the WTO system. The first of the An-
nexes contains all the multilateral trade agreements administered by the
WTO; that is, the updated GATT of 1947 (i.e. GATT-1994) plus 12 other
Agreements. The second Annex contains the Understanding on Rules
and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes. The third Annex
contains the procedures relating to the Trade Policy Review Mechanism.
The agreements contained in the three Annexes constitute a total under-
taking and there can be no choosing between individual agreements. The
fourth Annex relates to the less important Plurilateral Trade Agreements
(plurilateral, because they do not have the full multilateral membership
of the WTO).

The World Trade Organization is the legal and institutional basis of
the multilateral trading system. It embodies the main contractual obliga-
tions that determine how governments must formulate and apply their
laws and regulations relating to trade. It is also the framework for the
conduct of trade relations among its members, through a collective pro-
cess of discussions, negotiations and decisions.
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It is perhaps important to note at this stage that there are well over 200
regional or preferential trade agreements that are plurilateral in nature
and function alongside the WTO. Although plurilateral trading arrange-
ments based on preferences would appear to be the antithesis of a multi-
lateral system based on non-discrimination, the general view is that they
complement rather than undermine the multilateral system of the WTO.
In terms of the formal relationship between the regional agreements and
the WTO, each of the agreements is to be notified to the WTO if a mem-
ber country is a party. Certain requirements are to be met to conform to
WTO obligations.

The Preamble to the Agreement Establishing the WTO sets out, in
the broadest terms, the objectives of the whole body of multilateral trade
agreements. Much of the language of the Preamble is taken over from
the GATT, with some minor modifications. As noted in earlier chapters,
the most important modification for present purposes is that the Agree-
ment adds the objective of sustainable development, seeking both to pro-
tect and to preserve the environment. The declared means of achieving
these objectives is reciprocal and mutually advantageous arrangements
directed to the substantial reduction of tariffs and other barriers to trade
and the elimination of discriminatory treatment in international trade
relations.

The Agreement Establishing the WTO specifies five functions for the
WTO. The first is to facilitate the implementation, administration and
operation of the multilateral trade agreements, and to further their ob-
jectives. The second is to be a negotiating forum for the multilateral
agreements dealt with in the Annexes referred to above, as well as fur-
ther negotiations concerning multilateral trade relations, as may be de-
cided by the WTO’s Ministerial Conference. The third function is to ad-
minister the multilateral trade arrangements in the Annexes and to settle
disputes between members. The fourth is to review the trade policies of
WTO member countries. Finally, the WTO is to cooperate with the In-
ternational Monetary Fund and the World Bank with a view to achieving
greater coherence in global economic policy-making. The United Nations
and its various bodies are not specifically mentioned in this context.
However, the General Council is to make appropriate arrangements for
effective cooperation with other intergovernmental organizations that
have responsibilities related to those of the WTO. This includes the spe-
cialized agencies of the United Nations.

The structure of the WTO is as follows. It is headed by a Ministerial
Conference composed of all members of the WTO, which meets at least
once every two years. There have been five such meetings: in Singapore,
Geneva, Seattle, Doha and Cancún. The Ministerial Conference has full
powers under the Agreement, and it is to carry out the functions of the
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WTO. It has the authority to take decisions on all matters relating to any
of the multilateral trade agreements. Between sessions of the Ministerial
Conference, its functions are exercised by the General Council, also
made up of the full membership of the WTO. The General Council is re-
sponsible for the continuing management of the WTO and supervises all
aspects of its activities. The General Council also meets as the Dispute
Settlement Body and the Trade Policy Review Body.

There are separate sets of subsidiary bodies reporting to the General
Council. The most important group, responsible for the main operational
aspects of the WTO, consists of the three councils that supervise work
arising from the obligations all member countries have assumed under
the Agreements on trade in goods, trade in services and trade-related as-
pects of intellectual property matters. Another group reporting to the
General Council consists of the Committee on Trade and Development,
the Committee on Balance of Payments Restrictions, and the Committee
on Budget Finance and Administration. Many, or even most, of their
tasks are specifically laid down elsewhere in the WTO Agreement or in
its Annexes.

The WTO is located in Geneva, Switzerland. The organization has a
permanent staff consisting of a Secretariat headed by a Director-General.
The Director-General is appointed by the Ministerial Conference; s/he
in turn appoints the staff and sets their duties and conditions of service
in accordance with regulations adopted by the Conference. Because
the WTO is a ‘‘member-driven’’ intergovernmental organization, unlike
some other organizations (e.g. the Bretton Woods institutions), the
Director-General has very limited powers. S/he cannot, for example, for-
mulate policy for the organization, nor is s/he expected to comment on
the policies of the member governments.

The funding of the WTO is relatively straightforward, stable and pre-
dictable. The scale of contributions is proportionate to the share of each
country’s exports and imports in the total trade among members. A min-
imum 0.03 per cent contribution is applicable to countries with a share of
less than that amount in trade among WTO members. The WTO’s re-
sources are limited in comparison with a number of other multilateral
institutions. Its budget was US$160 million for the year 2004 and it has a
Secretariat of 600 staff members.

Multilateral environment agreements

It is well acknowledged that, unlike the multilateral trading system, inter-
national environmental governance is constituted by a complex and frag-
mented web of institutions and arrangements. This may well be a rational
response to the very different nature of environmental problems, because
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the agreements address the regional nature of some of the problems.
Within the United Nations system there are many bodies that have im-
portant roles in dealing with the environment. These include the General
Assembly, the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), the United Na-
tions Environment Programme (UNEP), many UN specialized agencies,
the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD), the
Regional Commissions and, importantly, a plethora of multilateral envi-
ronment agreements that are, to varying degrees, a part of the United
Nations system. Outside the UN system are numerous other intergovern-
mental organizations and arrangements. There are also linkages between
national and international institutional arrangements, regional treaties,
diverse understandings, and networks and major interest groups centred
in non-governmental organizations (NGOs).6

In what follows, I focus on UNEP and the MEAs, although I refer to
other institutions and arrangements where necessary. As noted in chap-
ter 2, UNEP was established by the General Assembly of the United Na-
tions following the Stockholm Conference in December 1972. The Gov-
erning Council of UNEP reports to the General Assembly of the United
Nations through ECOSOC, which transmits to the General Assembly
any comments it may consider necessary. These comments relate primar-
ily to the coordination of environmental policies and programmes within
the UN system with overall economic and social policies and priorities.
The 58 members of the UNEP Council are elected on a regional basis
for four-year terms by the General Assembly.

UNEP is not a specialized agency of the United Nations. It is a Pro-
gramme to promote international cooperation in the field of the environ-
ment and to recommend policies to this end; to provide general policy
guidance for environmental programmes within the UN system; to review
periodic reports on the implementation of environmental programmes
within the UN system; to review the world environmental situation; to
promote the exchange of environmental information; to review the im-
pact of environmental policies on developing countries; and to approve
the utilization of the resources of the Environment Fund.

The Committee of Permanent Representatives is a subsidiary organ of
the Governing Council. It is composed of permanent representatives of
UNEP members at the headquarters of UNEP in Nairobi. It consists
of representatives of all UN member states and members of its special-
ized agencies. The Committee meets four times a year. It may establish
subsidiary bodies, subcommittees and working groups on specific subjects
that meet between the sessions of the Council. The mandate of the Com-
mittee is to review, monitor and assess the implementation of Council de-
cisions on administrative, budgetary and programme matters; to review
the draft programme of work and budget during their preparation by
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the Secretariat; to review reports requested of the Secretariat by the
Governing Council; and, finally, to prepare draft decisions for consider-
ation by the Governing Council.

As discussed in chapter 2, the United Nations Conference on Environ-
ment and Development (UNCED) focused on the relationship and bal-
ance between environmental protection and economic development. The
stronger focus on economic and development issues was seen by some as
a weakening of the environmental side of the balance sheet and a shift
in favour of development. It is important in this respect that both UNEP
and the Commission on Sustainable Development report to ECOSOC
(sometimes on overlapping issues). In the case of UNEP, however, it
reports to the UN General Assembly through ECOSOC. Because the
mandate of the CSD overlapped somewhat with that of UNEP, there
was confusion about the exact role of UNEP in the UN system. Thus, in
1997, the Governing Council adopted the Nairobi Declaration on the
Role and Mandate of the United Nations Environment Programme,
which acknowledged UNEP to be the leading global environmental au-
thority that sets the global environmental agenda, promotes the coherent
implementation of the environmental dimension of sustainable develop-
ment within the UN system, and serves as an authoritative advocate for
the global environment. The Declaration had as its objective a revitali-
zation of UNEP, and went on to elaborate a mandate for UNEP, based
partly on a more focused Programme for the Further Implementation of
Agenda 21.

The UN Task Force on Environment and Human Settlements made a
number of recommendations for improving the effectiveness of UNEP,
one of which was the establishment of the Global Ministerial Environ-
ment Forum (GMEF). The GMEF is an annual ministerial-level forum.
It meets as the UNEP Governing Council in regular session in one year,
and in alternate years as a Special Session of the Governing Council. It
has a purely advisory role. It reviews policy issues in the field of the envi-
ronment and gives due consideration to ensuring the effective functioning
of the governmental mechanisms of UNEP. It is to maintain the role of
the CSD as the principal forum for high-level policy debate on sustain-
able development. Membership of the GMEF is not universal, being
limited to members of the UNEP Council. Another recommendation
was the establishment of an Environmental Management Group (EMG)
as an instrument to enhance inter-agency coordination and cooperation
in the field of the environment.

In 2001, the UNEP Governing Council created an open-ended Inter-
governmental Group of Ministers to undertake a comprehensive policy-
oriented assessment of existing institutional environmental governance.
In February 2002, this group completed its deliberations and reported
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to the GMEF, which eventually accepted the proposals. The proposals
included establishing a clear policy-making role for the GMEF/UNEP
Council, with both having universal membership; a strengthening and
regularizing of the financial situation of UNEP; enhanced synergies and
linkages between the MEAs; and improved capacity-building and tech-
nology transfer. The group also proposed considerably strengthening the
EMG. These proposals were adopted at the WSSD.7 Notwithstanding its
ambitious mandate from the point of view of environmental governance,
its proposals fell far short of recommending the establishment of a World
Environment Organization.

UNEP is headquartered in Nairobi, Kenya, and has a number of re-
gional offices.8 The budget for UNEP in 2004 was approximately US$140
million. In the same year, the staff numbered approximately 1,000, with
about 55 per cent being professional posts. As far as the sources of fund-
ing are concerned, when the General Assembly originally established
UNEP it was agreed that the budget for servicing the Governing Council
and the Secretariat should come from the regular budget of the United
Nations. While the total budget of UNEP is similar to that of the WTO,
it differs in that it draws on several sources and can vary considerably
over time.

Other funding comes from the Environment Fund, which was estab-
lished by the UN General Assembly in 1972 to provide financing for
environmental programmes. Altogether 126 countries pledged contribu-
tions to the Environment Fund in 2004, and total contributions were ap-
proximately US$56 million. There are also Trust Funds earmarked by
donors for specific purposes. The general purpose Trust Funds provide
financial resources for activities supporting the programme of work of
UNEP as well as of Conventions and regional seas programmes and the
activities of their secretariats. Contributions to Trust Funds in 2003 were
approximately US$40 million. Finally, counterpart contributions are
made in cash or kind by United Nations agencies, other organizations,
non-state actors and individuals, and are earmarked for specific activities,
services and facilities for individual projects. They have grown signifi-
cantly in terms of the percentage of funding. In 2004, total support re-
ceived through earmarked contributions was around US$20 million.

An important role for UNEP is in administering the secretariats for the
environment Conventions.9 Of the 41 core environmental Conventions,
Protocols and related international agreements, UNEP provides the
secretariat for 22 and has working relationships with all the others.10
Most MEAs are legally binding instruments. Some are Framework Con-
ventions that can develop Protocols, others are self-contained and work
through Annexes or Appendices. Protocols, Annexes and Appendices
can either be revised or adjusted by decisions of the parties, or be for-
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mally amended by means of a ratification procedure. The non-legally
binding agreements are underpinned by plans of action adopted or ap-
proved intergovernmentally.

Multilateral environment agreements adopted since 1972 generally
have the following institutional elements: a secretariat, a bureau, advi-
sory bodies, a clearing house mechanism and a financial mechanism.
Conferences and Meetings of the Parties are the ultimate decision-
making bodies regarding implementation and the evolution of each
agreement, including the work programme, the budget and the adoption
of Protocols and Annexes. Non-binding agreements do not have such
bodies. Decisions on their work and budget are made by the intergovern-
mental bodies that they report to or, for agreements for which UNEP
provides the secretariat, by the Governing Council.

Some agreements have established standing committees or hold inter-
sessional meetings to review and advise their secretariats on implemen-
tation. Subsidiary bodies, which are generally advisory in nature, report-
ing to Conferences or Meetings of the Parties on scientific, technical or
financial matters or on progress in implementation, may be internal or
external, and may be standing bodies or ad hoc bodies with limited man-
dates. Clearing house mechanisms may be operated by secretariats to
facilitate the exchange of information. A few Conventions have estab-
lished regional centres for training and technology transfer or to assist in
implementation.

Although the scope and mandate of secretariats can vary, from a func-
tional point of view they can be divided into two categories: first, secre-
tariats that prepare for, and service, the meetings of the Conferences of
the Parties and their subsidiary bodies and coordinate with other interna-
tional organizations; second, secretariats that carry out the functions of
the first category but are also involved in implementing programmes or
projects at regional and country levels. An important function of most
secretariats is the monitoring and evaluation of implementation, propos-
ing formats for national reports, receiving and analysing reports sub-
mitted, and providing the Conference or Meeting of the Parties with syn-
theses of the information contained in national reports.

In most Conventions, NGOs, private industry, civic groups, local com-
munities and indigenous groups are invited and allowed to participate
in the deliberations of the parties. In some cases, however, this does not
necessarily apply to meetings that are not open-ended, such as those of
technical expert groups and liaison groups. Some secretariats maintain
regular contacts with civil society organizations for exchange of informa-
tion and views, receipt of documentation and preparation of background
papers. Some also work with civil society groups and private industry in
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the implementation of activities.11 Conventions recognize the involve-
ment of all relevant stakeholders as fundamental.

In general, Trust Funds provide the funding for the individual agree-
ments and are administered by the international organizations that
provide the secretariats. Thus, in the case of UNEP-administered Con-
ventions and related agreements, UNEP serves as the trustee. Most
agreements have financial rules adopted by the parties that are applied
to Trust Funds. Trustees are able to provide guidelines for the transac-
tions and accounts of the Conventions and agreements, including sys-
tems and facilities that allow them to undertake their programme activ-
ities effectively. The accounts and finances of the agreements and their
secretariats are audited and reported. Budgets are proposed by the secre-
tariats, both for the operations of each secretariat itself and for the pro-
gramme of work, and in most cases are negotiated and agreed to by
the Conferences of the Parties. Conferences and Meetings of Parties are
financed either through secretariats’ core budgets or through separate
budgets earmarked for this purpose.

The funding of MEAs is mainly through Trust Funds, one or more
of which may be established under an agreement, with some for special-
ized purposes. Other sources of funding are the multilateral financing
mechanisms addressing specific subject areas. In 1992, the UNCED rec-
ognized the Global Environment Facility as providing funding to devel-
oping countries and countries with economies in transition for project
activities targeting global benefits in one or more of four focal areas: bio-
diversity, climate change, international waters and ozone layer protec-
tion. Land degradation, particularly deforestation and desertification ac-
tivities as they relate to the four focal areas, is also eligible for funding.
The World Bank, regional development banks, bilateral arrangements
with donor countries, foundations such as the United Nations Founda-
tion, private sector donors and non-governmental organizations also pro-
vide funding. In addition, traditional Trust Funds are financed by manda-
tory or voluntary contributions from parties, or both.

Institutions: Similarities and differences?

Lessons can be learned from comparing the governance of global trade
with that of the environment. Reference to the WTO as an institution
responsible for the global governance of trade has – not surprisingly –
figured in one form or another in many of the proposals for the reform
of the institutional structure that deals with global governance of the en-
vironment. The various references find themselves on a vast spectrum:
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there are those that see merit in a virtual cloning of the WTO, whereas
others see a number of features of the WTO to be avoided at all costs.
Irrespective of a proposal’s location on the spectrum, it is instructive to
compare some of the features of the two global systems in order to iden-
tify similarities and differences that might permit some useful conclusions
to be drawn. I make some observations below to demonstrate the very
different nature of the two systems – viewed from a trade perspective –
and to assist in advancing well-informed proposals for reform. One over-
riding consideration is that the WTO is a very centralized system of
governance, and as such its relevant features in terms of institutional re-
sponsibilities are not difficult to identify. This is not the case for the envi-
ronment institutions.

Fundamentals

Environment officials and trade officials have fundamentally different
approaches to policy-making: one relates to comparative advantage and
the need to remove trade restrictions and distortions, and the other to
the grounds for discrimination and the need to introduce them.

The role of the principle of comparative advantage in the manner in
which international trade should or should not be regulated has a long
history in both theory and practice. Two hundred years ago, David Ri-
cardo demonstrated that it is in the interests of two countries to trade,
even if one country could produce all goods more cheaply than the other
– even, in other words, if it has an absolute advantage in the production
of all goods. With a simple numerical example, Ricardo showed that even
the country without any absolute advantage still has a comparative ad-
vantage in some goods, and that these can be profitably traded.12 Goods
with a potential comparative advantage are those in which the opportu-
nity costs of production (the resources forgone in their production) are
relatively less than for the trading partner.13 The simple logic of compar-
ative advantage has been a driving force behind many powerful policy
decisions, ranging from Ricardo convincingly arguing for the removal of
the Corn Laws in England in the early part of the nineteenth century to
the adoption of outward-oriented development strategies in developing
countries over the past few decades.

Within the context of the negotiation of multilateral trade agreements,
however, it would be wrong to argue that comparative advantage has
been the driving force behind multilateral trade negotiations. If it had
been, trade officials would accept the merits of unilateral trade liberaliza-
tion and not spend years in multilateral negotiations attempting to obtain
concessions from others. Nevertheless, the broad understanding that
there is merit in removing trade barriers has contributed significantly to
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the belief that trade liberalization is beneficial for the economy even if
some groups are adversely affected.

Even though the principle of comparative advantage is widely accepted
in some sectors, it is viewed by many with considerable mistrust. Their
scepticism stems from the important condition that resources will natu-
rally flow to areas where they have a comparative advantage as long as
distortions are not introduced by governments. The concern is that the
unfettered functioning of comparative advantage can mean that, with
prices determining the production and consumption patterns in a free
market, the welfare of society is undermined. Market prices may well
fail to capture the effects of environmentally damaging activities and
send misleading signals regarding the appropriate use of environmental
resources. Resource misallocation owing to inappropriate relative price
structures can undermine effective environmental management. There
may be a failure by the producer to shoulder the costs of environmental
degradation borne by society, or inappropriate natural resource deple-
tion because of pricing that fails to reflect scarcity value. Since these are
conditions under which international trade can promote environmentally
destructive production, there are calls for limits to trade. A clear case can
be made for governments to intervene to make the necessary adjust-
ments to the patterns of production or consumption to reflect their costs
and value to society.

These simple facts go a long way to explain much of the difference
in approach to policy formulation in the trade and environment arenas.
Many policies designed to protect the environment are based on gov-
ernment intervention through the regulation of production activities –
for example, through taxes, quantitative restrictions and subsidies. The
GATT and the WTO, in contrast, have a long tradition of negotiating
away government measures that affect trade: subsidies affecting exports,
export bans, restrictions on imports.14 Thus, many in the trade com-
munity would argue that the environmental degradation associated with
trade liberalization is not a result of bad trade policy but rather a mani-
festation of the inadequacy of the environmental management policies in
place at the time of the trade liberalization. Hence the call for sustain-
ability impact assessment studies to precede or at least accompany trade
liberalization (see chapter 3).

One common feature of the multilateral trade and multilateral envi-
ronment agreements is the diversity of the subject matter they deal with.
Protecting endangered species is very different from protecting the ozone
layer, maintaining a stable climate, preserving wetlands or inhibiting the
encroachment of deserts. These issues are all dealt with by multilateral
environment agreements. So it is with trade agreements: quarantine mea-
sures, patents, financial services, dumping and agricultural price supports
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are all very different. Nevertheless, they too are all covered by multilat-
eral trade agreements. As trade and environment agreements each deal
with their own subject matter, they each have their own objective.

In broad measure, the objective of multilateral environment agree-
ments is to safeguard environmental quality. However, because the envi-
ronment itself cannot be controlled, the agreements’ aim is to modify hu-
man behaviour in ways that will result in more satisfactory environmental
conditions. This requires the use of carrots and sticks, and the success in
modifying human behaviour is not always quantifiable. Further, these ob-
jectives do not translate into common legal obligations that can be en-
forced in the same manner as trade agreements.

Broadly speaking, the objective of the multilateral trade agreements is
to increase trade in goods and services and to construct and enforce rules
to ensure stability and predictability. The pace of liberalization can be
controlled and agreed to, as can the nature of the rules. Thus, the extent
to which the objective of trade liberalization has been met is identifiable
in terms of reductions in tariffs, which are legally bound in tariff sched-
ules. The removal of quantitative restrictions is also easily identified and
recorded. In terms of rules, the core discipline of non-discrimination per-
vades most of the agreements in the form of national treatment and most
favoured nation treatment. Breaches of these and other obligations can
be identified and acted upon via authorized trade retaliation and com-
pensation if necessary.

Another fundamental difference would appear to lie in the transpar-
ency with which trade and environment policies are formulated. The en-
vironment community appears to favour openness and transparency in
policy formulation and the involvement of all stakeholders. This has not
been the GATT practice in the past. The closed nature of GATT nego-
tiations can arguably be traced to the realities of the political economy
of protection. The vast literature on this topic makes clear that distribu-
tional coalitions form to resist policy change that is not in the specific in-
terests of their members. WTO members – and GATT members before
them – are familiar with taking decisions that are not in the interests of
all groups in society but are nevertheless thought to be in the interests
of the constituencies that the governments represent when elected demo-
cratically. This has very practical implications for governments that spill
over to transparency considerations. If, for example, saving an efficient
domestic motor vehicle manufacturing industry requires removing tariff
protection for a highly protected and inefficient local steel industry, it is
most unlikely that the government concerned would invite steel and car
manufacturers to the multilateral negotiating table – at least not when it
comes to bargaining with other countries on tariff reductions – though
they are indeed stakeholders. After reviewing the evidence before it, the
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government would be expected to take decisions at the multilateral level
that are in the interests of the community at large.

Thus, many GATT documents have traditionally been kept far from
the eyes of the public. National proposals for tariff reductions, for ex-
ample, continue to be among the most highly restricted documents dur-
ing rounds of trade negotiations. Countries acceding to the WTO engage
in negotiations to change their trade regime, with significant implications
for business, and they would have great difficulty in proceeding if all in-
formation were in the public domain. For countries experiencing balance
of payments difficulties, revealing the nature of their problems could lead
to serious implications for capital flight, exchange rates and other key
economic variables. As a result, GATT contracting parties in the past
have built up a tradition of jealously guarding the intergovernmental
character of GATT without the active participation of interested (indus-
try) groups; and the WTO in some measure continues the tradition.

A further fundamental difference in the formulation of trade and envi-
ronment policy is the grounds on which there can be legitimate discrimi-
nation between products during production and marketing. As noted on
several occasions in chapter 3, the WTO does not inhibit governments
from protecting (as they wish) against damage to the environment result-
ing from the manufacture and consumption of goods produced and used
within national boundaries. Final products can be taxed and other charges
levied for any purpose thought to be appropriate. However, the under-
standing behind a number of WTO Agreements is that the flexibility ex-
tends to regulation only of domestic products and processes and not of
the processes used to produce imported products. For example, manda-
tory standards may be applied domestically that limit the use of energy
in production processes, but an imported product cannot be discrimi-
nated against only because the production process is considered to be
emitting excessive greenhouse gases (see chapter 5).

The underlying thesis is that should any country wish to influence the
manner in which goods are produced in other countries – regardless of
how appropriate it may seem to interest groups in the importing country
– this should not translate into discriminatory trade measures. In general,
WTO rules treat products that have the same physical form as ‘‘like’’
products, even if they have been produced in very different ways. From
the perspective of the environment, environmentally unfriendly goods
and services – and the processes that produce them – are categorically
different from environmentally friendly ones. Thus, whereas the rationale
for environmental regulation is to make discrimination between goods
and services mandatory (based, for example, on life-cycle analysis), the
rationale for WTO rules is to avoid discrimination as far as imports are
concerned.
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Balance of interests

The multilateral trade agreements are legally binding instruments in
which the rights and obligations are carefully balanced after years of
negotiations. They are a single undertaking in both the legal and negoti-
ating sense of the term. This is not the case with the multilateral environ-
ment agreements. Moreover, the trade agreements have a common mem-
bership, and all rules and agreements are adopted on a consensus basis by
all WTO members. The membership of some environment agreements,
in contrast, varies greatly.

The common membership of all multilateral trade agreements means
that there is not only a balance of rights and obligations across the total-
ity of the agreements, but also a perceived balance of interests. The prac-
tical result is that, much to the annoyance of some, any individual agree-
ment – such as the Agreement on Trade-Related Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS) – is most unlikely to be changed without a change in
others. Even if all members thought a particular change appropriate, it
is doubtful that – in general terms – it would come about without some
compensating change elsewhere. If one government is a demandeur for
the change, another will take advantage of that fact and seek a change
for which it is the proponent. Not surprisingly, rule change is rare, not
only for this reason – that is, the search for consensus – but also because
of the sometimes unknown implications of changes in rules that are le-
gally enforceable.

Central body

As noted above, although the WTO is headed by a Ministerial Confer-
ence, the General Council is responsible for the day-to-day management
of all the trade agreements. The centralization of the decision and man-
agement process means that the organization of the WTO’s work differs
significantly from that of the multilateral environment agreements. There
is no such central body dealing with the totality of multilateral environ-
ment agreements, nor do all UN members belong to all MEAs, or indeed
to the UNEP Governing Council itself.

It is clear that any reform of global environmental governance would
involve the strengthening of the authority and mandate of UNEP to en-
able it to play the role of a global environmental authority effectively.
As it stands, UNEP does not have a general assembly that can draft trea-
ties negotiated by subcommittees under its auspices. Creating hard in-
ternational law in the same manner as can be done in the WTO General
Council would require a mechanism that goes far beyond the powers of
the existing UNEP Governing Council, which can initiate intergovern-
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mental negotiations but cannot adopt legal instruments on its own. An
important question is whether it is possible to envisage governments
agreeing to the creation of a general assembly of this nature to oversee
the existing agreements and to create new ones.

The WTO is commonly referred to as one of the trio of institutions –
along with the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund –
popularly known as the Bretton Woods institutions. It is not. Nor is it a
specialized agency of the United Nations. Both its budget and country
membership differ from those of the United Nations, and the only formal
relationship is through a stand-alone Agreement between the WTO and
the United Nations. UNEP, on the other hand, is very much part of the
United Nations system through the chain of communication discussed
above – it reports to the General Assembly. This compares starkly with
the centralization of the WTO in which control of members via the Gen-
eral Council and Ministerial Meetings is direct.

The budget of the WTO is regular and calculated objectively, with the
standard yardstick being the share of a member in world trade. WTO
members can increase the budget at any point if they agree to do so. As
far as UNEP is concerned, it is frequently lamented that it is under-
funded and only a Programme. However, it is not clear what the budget
of the WTO should be compared with as regards institutions responsible
for multilateral environment agreements. A number of MEAs operate
under the auspices of UNEP, so perhaps this is the appropriate body.
However, the comparison is far from clear and unambiguous because a
large part of UNEP funding is for project and other activities outside
the realm of MEAs.

One roof

An important difference between the trade and environment agreements
is that the numerous trade agreements, with over 70 councils, commit-
tees, working parties and other processes, are all serviced in the same
geographical location and even under the ‘‘same roof’’ in Geneva. More-
over, the WTO bodies are frequently serviced by the same people from
capitals, national delegations based in Geneva as well as the WTO Secre-
tariat. They too, of course, meet under the same roof. In this manner, a
high degree of expertise is acquired all round, and there is a minimum of
travel in servicing the various trade agreements for local delegations
stationed in Geneva. Furthermore, an atmosphere has developed that
reflects the continuing contacts of all the individuals involved, both be-
tween government officials and between the officials and Secretariat staff
members.

This is not the case for environment agreements, which are dealt with
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by geographically dispersed secretariats located in Geneva, Montreal,
Nairobi, Bonn and elsewhere. There are presently over 500 international
treaties and other agreements related to the environment,15 and national
governments find themselves facing as many as 65 global and regional en-
vironmental Conventions and agreements.16 This presumably has impli-
cations for the coherence of the diverse environment agreements and
the effectiveness with which they can be managed. Each MEA normally
has its own Conference of the Parties, secretariat, advisory bodies and
subsidiary bodies (such as technical expert groups). It has been estimated
that, if a minister of the environment had to participate in all the meet-
ings of the Conferences of the Parties – as is sometimes expected – he or
she would probably be on mission 600 days of the year.17

With the current arrangements with respect to multilateral environ-
ment agreements, there is no implementation mechanism through which
environmental commitments and assets could be exchanged among them-
selves or exchanged for non-environmental assets such as finance. It has
been argued that, if cash were offered in exchange for environmental
commitments, flows of financial resources (not foreseen in the WTO
framework) might be bargained for improved environmental quality.18

In terms of the possibility of bringing all MEAs into the one house, as
is the case with the WTO, an important consideration is that the multilat-
eral trade agreements were created at the same time as the WTO. Had
individual agreements been in existence with their own secretariats, exec-
utive secretaries and the vested interests to which institutional structures
give rise, it is not clear that it would have been possible to create a com-
mon institution such as exists today. One similarity, however, is that the
secretariats that service the environment agreements are, with some ex-
ceptions, quite small (in many cases just five or six people). This is also
the case in the WTO, where secretariats (i.e. the WTO Divisions servic-
ing the individual trade agreements) rarely number more than half a
dozen professionals and on some occasions fewer.

Dispute settlement

One important operational characteristic of the diverse multilateral
trade agreements – the glue that holds them together – is the dispute
settlement process. This lies at the heart of the WTO. In all the trade
agreements, breaking the rules means being taken to court; if the offend-
ing measures applied by a country are found to be in error, and are
not brought into conformity with WTO rules, then compensation and
retaliation – with the approval of the General Council – are provided
for. And, in this context, the interrelationship between the trade agree-
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ments is critical. Compensation can be sought in the form of improved
market access in any of the areas covered by the multilateral trade agree-
ments, and not necessarily with respect to the Agreement where the
breach of obligations was committed. Similarly, retaliation can take place
in any of the areas covered by the agreements, not necessarily with re-
spect to the one where there was a breach of obligations. In MEAs, in
contrast, many of the obligations are not subject to judicial application;
they leave considerable discretion to parties on how they choose to im-
plement their commitments.19

However, what many consider to be an effective WTO dispute settle-
ment process is the culmination of 50 years of experience. It is important
to be realistic about the WTO model being applied to the multilateral en-
vironment agreements if that were thought desirable.

WTO, WEO

Given the lack of institutional coherence in dealing with environmental
policy globally, it is not surprising that the discussion about institutional
reform has for some time focused on the creation of a World or Global
Environment Organization (WEO/GEO).20 Over the past decade or so,
a number of proposals have been advanced in this respect. Nor is it sur-
prising that some looked to the GATT – and later the WTO – as relevant
in this respect.21 This is perhaps all the more so because the origins of
the argument for a WEO were not unrelated to the concerns in the 1990s
among those who felt that the GATT/WTO system was ill equipped to
respond when trade questions intersected with environmental issues.
Even if the GATT system could be ‘‘greened’’, international environ-
mental challenges require their own multilateral responses via the cre-
ation of a WEO.

There are numerous and very varied views as to what would consti-
tute a World Environment Organization. As a point of reference, the
models of reform that have been explored include: clustering of MEAs;
strengthening UNEP; expanding the role of the Global Ministerial Envi-
ronment Forum; reforming existing UN bodies; strengthening financing
sources and mechanisms; building up the environmental competence of
the WTO; reforming the UN Trusteeship Council; expanding the man-
date of the UN Security Council; and establishing a World Environment
Court.22 Although these models are very different, a number of similar
questions emerge: what functions would the WEO have; would it act
as an umbrella for the various multilateral environment agreements;
what financial resources and legal authority would it be endowed with?
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These proposals have usefully been grouped into three different types:
the cooperation, the centralization and the hierarchization models.23

In the cooperation model, UNEP would be upgraded to a UN special-
ized agency with new legal and political powers. It would approve certain
regulations by a qualified majority vote and these would then become
binding on all members. The WEO general assembly would be able to
adopt draft treaties negotiated by subcommittees under its auspices. The
centralization model would integrate various existing agencies, pro-
grammes and regimes into the WEO in the same manner that the WTO
has various multilateral trade agreements integrated under its umbrella.
Finally, the hierarchization model would be a quasi-supranational agency
that would have decision-making, enforcement and sanctioning powers
vis-à-vis a minority of non-consenting states if the global commons are
at stake. All the models have a bit of the WTO in them.

Although the continuing debate on the virtues or otherwise of creating
a World Environment Organization has been useful in identifying the
shortcomings and possible improvements in the global governance struc-
ture, it seems increasingly clear that the improved framework being
sought will not come via the creation of a separate WEO – at least in
terms of the ‘‘big bang’’ that many of its advocates have envisaged.24

State of play

When addressing the need for improved global environmental gover-
nance, the Secretary-General of the United Nations noted: ‘‘There is no
shortage of ideas on what should be done. . . . What we need is a better
understanding of how to translate our values into practice, and how to
make new instruments and institutions work more effectively.’’25

The debate on the need for a WEO has certainly not died. In a rela-
tively recent article, Ford Runge, one of the original and most articulate
promoters of the idea of a WEO, argues: ‘‘A Global Environmental Or-
ganisation (GEO) should be considered as one in a set of efforts to better
coordinate international environmental policy, whilst protecting and in-
sulating the World Trade Organization (WTO) from responsibilities for
which it is both disinclined and unprepared.’’26

One question concerns how the existence of a WEO would make the
life of the WTO easier. Runge argues that a GEO would offer the trading
system the opportunity to disentangle trade from environmental matters,
allowing the WTO to focus where it should: on expansion of market ac-
cess and reductions in trade protectionism, and attending to environmen-
tal measures only in cases of obvious trade distortion. A GEO could clar-
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ify where environmental exceptions to the GATT Articles were justified
(under Article XX) and provide guidelines for minimally trade-distorting
MEAs. At the same time, a GEO could help fill the institutional gap in
dispute resolution and coordination surrounding the many MEAs and in-
stitutions now responsible for global environmental issues.27 Clearly this
last point is important, because some of the proponents of a WEO have
dispute settlement on their mind. However, it should be seen in perspec-
tive. Out of many hundreds of disputes brought to the GATT and the
WTO, only nine could be considered to be environment related. Al-
though they have been controversial and taken time to deal with, they
have all been effectively resolved. Under the GATT, six Panel proceed-
ings involving an examination of environmental measures or human
health-related measures under Article XX were completed.28 Of the six
reports, three remained unadopted. Under the WTO, three disputes
have so far led to the adoption of Panel and Appellate Body reports. No
case has ever been brought to the dispute settlement system – and in my
view never will be – where a WTO non-conforming measure was justified
under an MEA (this is discussed in some detail in chapter 6). What is re-
quired are more effective MEAs that better define on a consensus basis
the conditions under which WTO members are prepared to forgo their
rights not to be discriminated against if certain predetermined standards
in MEAs are not adhered to.

Conclusions

A shortcoming of many proposals relating to the creation of a WEO is
that they lack specifics, particularly relating to why the creation of a new
global organization would make any difference to the underlying prob-
lems of a lack of resources, a lack of political will and inadequate policy
integration in matters relating to global environmental governance.

Some see the WEO as an intellectually attractive option for the longer
term but argue that improved global environmental governance will
come via an evolutionary, step-by-step approach rather than overnight
structural reform of existing institutions through the creation of new
ones. Thus, ‘‘the strengthening of international environmental gover-
nance should be based on existing structures, in particular UNEP, should
aim gradually to adapt them to the new requirements and could ulti-
mately lead to a World Environment Organization, respecting existing
headquarters; it should try to respond to current challenges, particularly
as regards the implementation of environmental agreements’’.29 In the
same vein, the emphasis in most intergovernmental Declarations has
been on improved governance in the environmental sector through
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greater synergies and interlinkages between the multilateral environment
agreements.30

Thus, a number of questions arise that could be usefully addressed
based on the earlier sections of this chapter. First, does the WTO consti-
tute a useful model that could be drawn on when seeking to improve the
structure of global environmental governance? In my view, the answer to
this question is ‘‘no’’, but that does not diminish the usefulness of exam-
ining another – albeit very different – model. Second, could the rules of
the WTO be changed in order for it to play a more significant role in
global environmental governance? My answer to that question is that,
although rule change is not necessary, there are other tools that could
usefully be considered, including Decisions (as in access to essential med-
icines and TRIPS), negotiations (as in fisheries subsidies) or sectoral
agreements (liberalizing trade in environmental goods and services).
The final question is whether the existing WTO rules and processes could
be used in a more environmentally friendly manner. In my view, the an-
swer to this question is in the affirmative, and changes on this front are
evident in the dispute settlement process.
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12

Coherence and sustainable
development

Introduction

There has long been a perception among the members of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) – and now of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) – that, owing to interlinkages at the international
level, policies relating to trade and other areas of global policy formula-
tion would be more coherent if there were a broadening and deepening
of cooperation between other international institutions and the GATT/
WTO. Although the desire to address these linkages institutionally has
emerged at different times in GATT history, it received formal recogni-
tion as a result of the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations
(1986–1994). A negotiating group was created, entitled the Functioning
of the GATT System (FOGS) Group, which provided a forum for gov-
ernments to identify the ‘‘contradictions’’ or ‘‘inconsistencies’’ that they
believed to exist between the aims pursued by trade and by other poli-
cies. When adopting the results of the Uruguay Round in Marrakesh in
April 1994, ministers stressed that ‘‘growing interactions between na-
tional economic policies meant that co-operation in each aspect of policy
making was necessary for progress in other areas. In particular, if the ori-
gins of difficulties are outside the trade field, they cannot be redressed
through trade measures alone’’.1

One outcome of the Uruguay Round is Article III of the Agreement
Establishing the WTO, entitled ‘‘Functions of the WTO’’. It specifies the
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five basic functions of the WTO, one of which is for the WTO to cooper-
ate with the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to
achieve greater coherence in global economic policy-making.2 Only the
Bretton Woods institutions are singled out in this respect. This mandate
is further elaborated in a Ministerial Declaration inviting the Director-
General to review with the heads of the World Bank and the IMF how
the institutions can cooperate to achieve this greater coherence. The
goal is for the institutions to ensure ‘‘consistent and mutually supportive
policies’’.3 As far as other international institutions are concerned – and
none is specifically identified – Article V of the Agreement Establishing
the WTO, entitled ‘‘Relations with Other Organizations’’, instructs the
General Council to make ‘‘appropriate arrangements for effective coop-
eration with other intergovernmental organizations that have responsi-
bilities related to those of the WTO’’ (para. 1). This falls far short of
mandating the WTO to work together with the specialized agencies of
the United Nations in order to bring greater coherence to global policy-
making.

In the earlier chapters of this book I have focused on a number of
areas where there is a need for ‘‘consistent and mutually supportive poli-
cies’’ in the relationship between trade policy and sustainable develop-
ment. Although there has been formal recognition of this need with re-
spect to trade, money and finance, it could be argued that this is equally
the case for many of the issues addressed in this book. Ministers meeting
in Doha in Qatar in November 2001 strongly reaffirmed their ‘‘commit-
ment to the objective of sustainable development’’, and, at the United
Nations World Summit on Sustainable Development in September 2002
in Johannesburg, ministers committed themselves to continue ‘‘to pro-
mote open, equitable, rules-based, predictable and non-discriminatory
multilateral trading and financial systems that benefit all countries in the
pursuit of sustainable development’’. The important question is how to
ensure ‘‘consistent and mutually supportive policies’’ between the many
institutions dealing with sustainable development.

Political declarations are very much ‘‘top–down’’ in nature, frequently
stating the desirability of consistency and mutual supportiveness among
institutions pursuing common goals but with very little indication of
where and how this is to be achieved. On the basis of substance, it would
appear that there is considerable scope for improved cooperation be-
tween the WTO and the United Nations agencies and for greater coher-
ence in the policies that governments pursue within them. It is, however,
important for there to be effective cooperation at the global level. As a
practical matter it is important to identify specific areas where comple-
mentary and mutually supportive policies could be pursued, not only
in the work of the WTO and the Bretton Woods institutions but in all
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global intergovernmental institutions. Identifying these substantive areas
would facilitate a ‘‘bottom–up’’ approach to the restructuring of collabo-
ration, and could play an important role in complementing political dec-
larations of good intent. In this exercise, we should not lose sight of the
fact that the WTO as an institution with legally binding obligations and a
powerful dispute settlement system is very different from the United Na-
tions agencies and is viewed by governments as such. This difference was
addressed in chapter 11.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. First, I look in some detail
at how greater coherence in policy-making between the WTO and the
Bretton Woods institutions has been achieved in practice. This serves as
a useful model for the policy directions I suggest. Then I flag a number
of areas where there is the potential for mutually supportive and consis-
tent policies between the WTO and other international organizations –
particularly the specialized agencies of the United Nations. I describe
the experience in the Committee on Trade and Environment as a po-
tential model for future cooperation of this sort. I close the chapter with
four policy proposals as to how there could be a greater degree of coher-
ence and complementarity between the WTO and other international
institutions.

Coherence: The WTO and the Bretton Woods institutions

That coherence should be sought between the areas of responsibility
of the WTO, the IMF and the World Bank should come as no surprise.4
The three institutions share the same basic philosophy and have very
similar objectives. According to the formal objectives of the institutions,
they are all dedicated to, for example, expanding international trade,
promoting high (or full) levels of employment, increasing standards of
living and real incomes and developing the full use of productive re-
sources. Apart from these general objectives, all three organizations have
specific objectives with respect to international trade. The IMF, for ex-
ample, is to ‘‘facilitate the expansion and balanced growth of interna-
tional trade’’, recognizing ‘‘that the essential purpose of the international
monetary system is to provide a framework that facilitates the exchange
of goods, services and capital among countries’’. As far as the World
Bank is concerned, it is to ‘‘promote the long range balanced growth of
international trade . . . by encouraging international investment’’.5 The
trade-related objective of the Bank is to promote trade, but its own role
is limited to encouraging investment to contribute to this end.

The Punta del Este Declaration which launched the Uruguay Round
included among the central objectives of the Round ‘‘to . . . increase the
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responsiveness of the GATT system to the evolving international eco-
nomic environment, through . . . enhancing the relationship of the GATT
with the relevant international organizations’’, to ‘‘foster concurrent co-
operative action at the national and international levels to strengthen the
inter-relationship between trade policies and other economic policies af-
fecting growth and development, and to contribute towards continued,
effective and determined efforts to improve the functioning of the inter-
national monetary system and the flow of financial and real investment
resources to developing countries’’.6 The Punta del Este Declaration
called for action not only at the international level but also at the na-
tional level – better policy coordination at national level was identified
as a precondition for effective international coordination.

To fulfil the mandate created by the Punta del Este Declaration, the
Negotiating Group on the Functioning of the GATT System (FOGS)
was created to, inter alia, ‘‘increase the contribution of the GATT to
achieving greater coherence in global economic policy-making through
strengthening its relationships with other international organizations re-
sponsible for monetary and financial matters’’.7 One of the concerns of
the negotiators was to remove perceived inconsistencies and contradic-
tions in policy-making in the areas of trade, money and finance, and to
render the institutions more consistent and mutually supportive in their
approach.

The results of the negotiations in the FOGS Group can primarily be
found in two outcomes. First, in the Agreement Establishing the WTO,
the Article entitled ‘‘Functions of the WTO’’ (Article III:5) states that
one of five functions of its members is to achieve greater coherence in
global economic policy-making. In this respect, the WTO is to cooperate,
as appropriate, with the IMF and the World Bank. Second, this mandate
is further extended in an elaborate Ministerial Declaration on ‘‘The Con-
tribution of the WTO to Achieving Greater Coherence in Global Eco-
nomic Policy-Making’’, which invites the Director-General of the WTO
to review with the heads of the Bretton Woods institutions how the insti-
tutions can cooperate to achieve greater coherence.8

Although the subject matter addressed in the Ministerial Declaration is
far-reaching, there is a clear lack of specificity about the initiatives to be
pursued. For example, the Declaration recognizes the ever-growing inter-
actions between the economic policies pursued by individual countries
(including trade and finance); that the task of achieving harmony be-
tween these policies falls primarily upon governments at the national
level, but their coherence internationally is an important and valuable
element in increasing the effectiveness of these policies; that greater ex-
change rate stability should contribute to the expansion of trade; that
there is a need for further efforts to address debt problems; and that the
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WTO, the IMF and the World Bank should follow consistent and mutu-
ally supportive policies. The Declaration also mandates the WTO to pur-
sue and develop cooperation with the international organizations respon-
sible for monetary and financial matters, while respecting their autonomy
and avoiding the imposition on governments of cross-conditionality. Min-
isters also invited the Director-General of the WTO to review with the
Managing Director of the IMF and the President of the World Bank how
the institutions could cooperate to achieve greater coherence in global
economic policy-making.

However, the term ‘‘coherence’’ was not clearly defined. It was gener-
ally perceived by governments in the Uruguay Round to relate to inter-
linkages from a policy perspective between trade, money and finance, and
to the role of institutional cooperation in improving the coherence of pol-
icy formulation in all areas. It had the potential to provide the basis for
both broader and deeper relations than had existed in the past between
the institutions in many areas. Advancing the practical implementation
of the coherence mandate handed to the WTO by ministers in Marrakesh
was more a matter of the institutions and/or their members deciding on
the issues to address under the heading, rather than of attempting to de-
fine the term precisely. What was required was a bottom–up approach.

Since the entry into force of the WTO, formal Agreements have been
concluded between the WTO and the World Bank and between the WTO
and the IMF that provide the necessary specificity. Not surprisingly,
the Agreements are very similar. Although the Agreement between the
WTO and the IMF is more far-reaching than that with the Bank, this re-
lates largely to the special relationship resulting from the balance of pay-
ments restrictions determinations.

The Agreements acknowledge the importance of cooperation between
the WTO, the IMF and the World Bank in achieving greater coherence,
and stipulate that attention is to be given to identifying possible means
for cooperation in specific policies followed by each institution within
their respective area of competence. One area in which a specific deepen-
ing of relationship is evident is the participation of the staff of each of
the institutions in their respective meetings of members. The Agreements
provide for WTO Secretariat attendance at Executive Board meetings of
the World Bank and the IMF as well as the IMF Committee on Liaison
with the WTO when matters of particular common interest or trade rele-
vance are discussed. Participation in meetings of the Executive Board of
the Bretton Woods institutions was not available to the GATT in the
past, nor is it available to other organizations at present. For their part,
Bank and IMF staff are offered observership in the vast majority of
WTO bodies, including the Dispute Settlement Body provided certain
conditions prevail (e.g. for the IMF when matters of jurisdictional rele-
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vance are considered). Among other things, the Agreements provide for
the exchange of information between the organizations for their confi-
dential use (e.g. in WTO trade policy reviews of members), and staff
consultations to ensure consistency between members’ obligations under
WTO Agreements or the Articles of Agreement of the IMF.

Thus, the Agreements provide a framework within which the insti-
tutions can explore the precise mechanisms for intensifying institutional
cooperation. In identifying these mechanisms, proposals in the FOGS
Group are once again instructive. They included the sharing of research
efforts; that the three organizations produce a biennial joint report on
coherence between trade, monetary and finance policies; that they jointly
analyse specific problems of interdependence among these policies, with
each organization analysing the topic under discussion from its point of
view; cooperation in the preparation of trade projections and joint re-
search projects on subjects of common interest; a regular programme of
staff exchanges; and staff meetings at head and deputy level on a regular
basis.

Coherence: The WTO and the UN agencies

Given the ambitious objectives of the WTO and the extension of the
subject matter covered by the WTO Agreements, it is not surprising
that there is considerable overlap between the very specific subject
matter dealt with by the WTO and that dealt with by the United Nations
agencies. There are many examples.

The Agreement on Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS) and its relationship to the United Nations Convention on Bio-
logical Diversity (CBD) is regularly singled out. The linkage comes from
the fact that the CBD recognizes the sovereign rights of states over their
natural resources and their authority to determine access to their genetic
resources. The objective of the Convention is ‘‘the conservation of
biological diversity, the sustainable use of its components, and the fair
and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of
their genetic resources’’.9 Because the CBD recognizes that access,
where granted, should be on mutually agreed terms and subject to prior
informed consent of the provider party, intellectual property rights are
clearly important. Yet the TRIPS Agreement makes no reference to the
CBD, to access and benefits sharing, or to traditional knowledge. In this
respect, the question is whether instruments contained in the TRIPS
Agreement promote the equitable sharing of benefits between commer-
cial users of genetic resources and indigenous communities. Some doubt
that this is the case and ministers in Doha instructed the Council for
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TRIPS to examine the relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and
the CBD.10

Another example comes from the fact that recent dispute settlement
cases at the WTO have dealt with the environment and public health.
This is not appreciated by all: ‘‘Purists want environmental regulations
left to specialised agencies, whereas many environmentalists want them
enforced by the WTO. The argument for using the WTO is simple, for
unlike most other international organisations, the WTO has a mechanism
for enforcing its rulings: trade sanctions. The WTO convenes panels of
experts to rule on trade disputes among member governments. If the
losing government refuses to comply with the ruling, the panel authorises
the winning government to impose trade sanctions.’’11 The result is that
the WTO dispute settlement process finds itself dealing with cases relat-
ing to non-traditional trade areas such as the environment and public
health.

I argue in chapter 4 that the Shrimp-Turtle case should never have
come to the WTO. It provides a good example of the potential for syner-
gies between WTO rules and UN agreements. In this case, the Appellate
Body was required to determine if a trade measure that had been in-
voked in relation to the conservation of an exhaustible natural resource
qualified for provisional justification under the GATT-1994 Exceptions
Article. At issue was whether a living creature should be considered to
be an exhaustible natural resource. The Appellate Body ruled that, in
the light of contemporary international law, living species, which are in
principle renewable, ‘‘are in certain circumstances indeed susceptible
of depletion, exhaustion and extinction, frequently because of human ac-
tivities’’. In taking this decision, the existence of a UN multilateral envi-
ronment agreement (MEA) was critical. Because ‘‘all of the seven recog-
nised species of sea turtles are listed in Appendix 1 of the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES)’’, the Appellate Body concluded that the five species of sea
turtles involved in the dispute constitute ‘‘exhaustible natural resources’’
within the meaning of Article XX(g) of the GATT-1994.12 CITES had
an important complementary role to play, as did a number of other UN
agreements.

There are other cases where complementarities are potentially very
important. In the EC-Asbestos case discussed in chapter 4, the Appel-
late Body noted that the more ‘‘vital and important’’ the policy pursued
by a national government, the easier it would be to prove that a non-
conforming WTO measure was ‘‘necessary’’ to meet the objectives of the
policy concerned. In this case, the public health objective being pursued
was characterized as ‘‘vital and important in the highest degree’’.13 This
then begs the question of whose responsibility it is to decide whether the
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objective pursued is vital and important in the highest degree. The World
Health Organization (WHO) of the United Nations is certainly one
candidate for providing an input. The European Commission has also
proposed a formal role for the WHO in settling questions surrounding
compulsory licensing, access to essential medicines and the TRIPS
Agreement.

Another useful example relates to fisheries subsidies. Concern about
the effects of these subsidies is not new. Many international initiatives
over the past decade have emphasized the adverse effects of subsidies
on fish stocks. As spelled out in chapter 3, these have involved, among
others, the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development,
the Committee on Fisheries of the Food and Agriculture Organization,
the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Conference, the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea, the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development and the United Nations Environment Pro-
gramme (UNEP). In this instance, work in the WTO can progress only
by involving the many intergovernmental organizations already active in
the area. It also needs to address the concerns and integrate the informa-
tion coming from various non-governmental groups. However, as with
other areas of sustainable development, the WTO should not be drawn
into the role of a fisheries management or conservation body, or infringe
on the powers or autonomy of existing authorities.

Quite apart from specific WTO Agreements and the dispute settlement
mechanism, it is the view of many that the everyday work of the WTO
has an impact on matters dealt with by United Nations agencies. Human
rights is one example. In reporting to the fifty-fifth session of the General
Assembly, the UN Secretary-General stated:

[the] goals and principles of the WTO Agreements and those of human rights
do share much in common. Goals of economic growth, increasing living stan-
dards, full employment and the optimal use of the world’s resources are condu-
cive to the promotion of human rights, in particular the right to development.
Parallels can also be drawn between the principles of fair competition and non-
discrimination under trade law and equality and non-discrimination under human
rights law. Further, the special and differential treatment offered to developing
countries under the WTO rules reflects notions of affirmative action under human
rights law.14

From both an economic and a social perspective, it is argued that
stable and rules-based societies constitute a necessary condition for sus-
tainable development, a well-functioning world economy and an interna-
tional trading system. There is thus a mutuality of interests between the
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international trading community and the implementation of international
human rights law. ‘‘Yet the reality is that, whereas the rules that favour
the expansion of the global economy have become stronger and more
enforceable, equally important rules relating to human rights as well
as environmental and labour standards have not kept pace in terms of
their implementation. This has been at the heart of what the UN
Secretary-General Kofi Annan has described as the ‘backlash against
globalization’.’’15

In this respect it is interesting that some international institutions, far
from being mutually supportive, permit attacks on others. A much publi-
cized report to the United Nations Sub-Commission on the Promotion
and Protection of Human Rights declared that the WTO ‘‘has extended
its purview to encompass additional areas beyond what could justifiably
be described as within its mandate. Furthermore, even its purely trade
and commerce activities have serious human rights implications. This is
compounded by the fact that the founding instruments of WTO make
scant (indeed only oblique) reference to the principles of human rights.
The net result is that for certain sectors of humanity – particularly the de-
veloping countries of the South – the WTO is a veritable nightmare.’’16
This was not a statement of government opinion, so not too much should
be made of a report prepared by consultants that declares the WTO to be
a veritable nightmare. Nevertheless, it had the potential to set two insti-
tutions on a collision course and should not have been published – at
least not without the possibility for the WTO to comment on and correct
many of the obvious errors. Here there is a clear lack of coherence.

Some areas dealt with by UN bodies have been proposed as candidates
for collaboration with the WTO. An example is core labour standards,
and the appropriate relationship between the WTO and the International
Labour Organization (ILO) has been under review. In Singapore in
December 1996, trade ministers renewed their commitment to the obser-
vance of internationally recognized core labour standards. They affirmed
that the ILO is the competent body to set and deal with these standards,
as well as their support for its work in promoting them. They stated their
belief that economic growth and development fostered by increased trade
and further trade liberalization contribute to the promotion of these stan-
dards and rejected the use of labour standards for protectionist purposes,
agreeing that the comparative advantage of countries, particularly low-
wage developing countries, must in no way be put into question. In this
regard, they noted that the WTO and ILO secretariats would continue
their existing collaboration.

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, the need for collaboration
to increase the complementarities of the WTO and the United Nations
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and its specialized agencies is formally recognized by the WTO. Article V
of the Agreement Establishing the WTO requires ‘‘the General Council
[to] make appropriate arrangements for effective cooperation with other
intergovernmental organizations that have responsibilities related to
those of the WTO’’. But, if there is a need for greater collaboration be-
tween the WTO and UN bodies, the question remains what form
this collaboration should take. The United Nations and its specialized
agencies are charged, for example, with advancing the components of
sustainable development: economic development, the environment, hu-
man rights and labour. However, it seems there is not the same willing-
ness to forgo national sovereignty and accept strong compliance mecha-
nisms in treaties negotiated under the auspices of the United Nations
and its specialized agencies as in the WTO. As Peter Sutherland et al.
have remarked, ‘‘The weakness of other multilateral institutions, and the
inadequacy of existing decision-making fora, has increased the demands
on the WTO to deal with issues not heretofore within its mandate. La-
bour and environmental issues are the two most notable cases. . . . These
pressures have been brought to bear on the WTO not only because of the
attraction of its unique enforcement power, but also because the institu-
tions that might be expected to deal with labour and environment issues
either do not exist or are weak.’’17

Trade and environment as a model

Against this backdrop, an important question is how to proceed in prac-
tice. One interesting case study is the relationship between the WTO and
the trade provisions in the United Nations MEAs. The WTO’s Com-
mittee on Trade and Environment (CTE) was created with broad terms
of reference. Through intensive discussion in the ensuing years it has, in
my view, been particularly effective in promoting a greater understanding
on the part of trade and environment officials of their respective concerns
and the policy tools available to deal with them. This has been achieved
through practical initiatives such as the WTO organizing ‘‘trade and
environment’’ symposia attended by national government officials, aca-
demics, representatives of the United Nations and specialized agencies;
joint technical cooperation missions involving both WTO and UNEP
staff; observer status for MEAs in the Committee on Trade and Environ-
ment; and regular presentations by representatives of MEAs to the CTE
on the trade-related aspects of their agreements. These exchanges have
certainly contributed to the fact that a dispute has never been brought
to the WTO relating to a WTO-inconsistent measure provided for in an
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MEA, and they have arguably led to a better understanding of the goals
of trade and environment policy and the respective roles of the MEA
treaties and secretariats as well as of UNEP.

At the Doha Ministerial Meeting in 2001, trade ministers welcomed
‘‘the WTO’s continued cooperation with UNEP and other inter-
governmental environmental organizations’’ and encouraged ‘‘efforts to
promote cooperation between the WTO and relevant international envi-
ronmental and developmental organizations, especially in the lead-up to
the World Summit on Sustainable Development’’.18 In concrete terms,
pursuant to discussion in the CTE, ministers agreed at the Doha Minis-
terial to clarify and improve WTO disciplines on fisheries subsidies,
taking into account the importance of this sector to developing countries.

There have also been unsuccessful proposals for changes in WTO rules
and procedures to accommodate MEAs. One aspect of the debate has
centred on the possibility of a conflict arising over trade-related measures
contained in MEAs, and how potential inconsistency with WTO rules
could be avoided or dealt with. Given the importance of the global trade
and environment regimes, any clash over the application of rules agreed
to among nations would have unfortunate ramifications for both regimes.
Trade ministers in Doha therefore agreed to negotiations on the relation-
ship between existing WTO rules and specific trade obligations set out in
multilateral environment agreements.

It has been suggested that an ‘‘environmental window’’ be created by
providing for exceptions for WTO-inconsistent measures being taken in
light of the provisions of environment agreements. This has not met with
the unanimous approval of WTO members. Nevertheless, it can be ar-
gued that it is very much in the WTO’s interests to have effective multi-
lateral environment agreements to ensure that trade-related disputes do
not gravitate towards the WTO. To achieve this, any WTO-inconsistent
measures should be clearly identified and agreed to by the parties to the
MEA. The environment agreements would set the standards for envi-
ronmental protection and enforce them. If WTO members forgo their
WTO rights not to be discriminated against if certain environmental stan-
dards are not met, then they have the right to do so. This course of action
however requires ‘‘effective’’ (from a WTO perspective) MEAs, charac-
terized by clearly specified trade measures taken for environmental pur-
poses, broad-based support in terms of country membership and a robust
dispute settlement system. Unfortunately this is not the case today.

Although there has been clear evidence of collaboration to harness
complementarities in trade and environment, it is difficult to envisage
similar processes being established in the WTO for other areas in which
the United Nations has responsibilities. It is hard to imagine the creation
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of a Committee on Trade and Human Rights or Labour Standards within
the WTO. Developing countries are far too suspicious of hidden protec-
tionist intentions behind any such initiatives, believing that these issues
should be the responsibility of the United Nations and the specialized
agencies with the mandate and expertise to deal with them.

Multilateral discussions on the trade and environment link are much
further along than are discussions on trade and labour issues. Several
WTO Agreements directly or indirectly address environmental matters,
and the CTE, although criticized by many for failing to find solutions to
key outstanding issues, has served as a useful focal point for discussion
and analysis. On the labour standards issue, in contrast, there is nearly
unanimous opposition to the creation of a working group on trade and
labour standards inside the WTO.

Four proposals

In the foregoing chapters, I have addressed a number of issues that fall
under the heading of trade and sustainable development, and I have
argued that the WTO has evolved into a World Trade and Sustainable
Development Organization. A number of conclusions can be drawn
from this, not the least being that viewing the WTO through the prism
of sustainable development clearly demonstrates the extent to which the
study of the multilateral trading system is now an interdisciplinary task.
The functioning of the WTO is not only based on traditional principles
of economics, law and international relations; disciplines such as ethics,
equity, the environment, public health and many others have a role to
play. Recognition of this fact is important so that students of the WTO
have the right toolbox to deal with the trade and sustainable develop-
ment issues on the WTO agenda. I also believe there can be a far greater
appreciation and public understanding of the role of the WTO – what
it should and should not do – when studied in the context of sustainable
development.

In the first chapter, I indicated that this book was about policy, and I
have dealt with a number of policy considerations. It is not my intention
to summarize what has gone before, but rather to make some proposals
based on the contents of this chapter, and add others that derive from
having already established an inventory of trade and sustainable develop-
ment issues. In fact, I would like to add to earlier proposals by making
four very different ones, all of which are potentially far-reaching but far
from radical. They would also contribute in their own way to a better un-
derstanding of the role of the WTO in global governance.
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A Functioning of the World Trade Organization System Group

In this chapter I have argued that, particularly in the area of trade and
sustainable development, the specialized agencies of the United Nations
and the WTO should pursue consistent and mutually supportive policies.
I have not advocated any change in their mandates. It is clear that the
WTO is in many ways unique, and governments will resist any move
significantly to modify its role, particularly if it means becoming more
‘‘UN-like’’. Nevertheless, closer cooperation between the WTO and UN
specialized agencies has the potential to bring many benefits, and this
chapter has provided examples of how it could be achieved.

As noted above, the FOGS Group was created in the Uruguay Round
to examine ways in which the WTO and the Bretton Woods institutions
could bring greater coherence to global economic policy-making. The
Group recognized that difficulties with origins outside the trade field
could not be redressed through measures taken in the trade field alone.
This was an important recognition of the complex interlinkages between
trade and other global policies. The policy prescriptions of the FOGS
Group look remarkably relevant for many of the issues confronting the
global economy of today. From an institutional perspective, the Group
declared that the interlinkages between different aspects of economic
policy require the international institutions with responsibilities in each
of these areas to follow consistent and mutually supportive policies. The
outcome of the FOGS Declaration was the negotiation of formal agree-
ments between the WTO and the Bretton Woods institutions to ensure
consistent and mutually supportive policies in their own operations.

My first proposal then is top–down. A Functioning of the World Trade
Organization System (FOWTOS) Group should be formed where gov-
ernments could examine and make recommendations on how to bring
greater coherence to policy-making at the global level – as the FOGS
Group successfully did. The mandate of the FOWTOS Group should be
to review and make proposals on collaboration between the WTO and
other international bodies such as the UN agencies with a view to a pos-
sible restructuring of the relationship.

Useful as such an exercise could be, however, there is every likelihood
that it would result in exhausting negotiations concluding merely in
agreed language identifying the need for greater coherence. As in too
many other instances, the ensuing declaration would be an end in itself
rather than a means to an end. The experience of putting substance into
the FOGS Declaration reveals that such declarations can be successfully
pursued and implemented only if there is a solid understanding of where
greater institutional coherence is required as well as the form it should
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take. In the earlier chapters of this book – and particularly in this chapter
– I have pointed to the areas where this cooperation could be improved
and indicated options as to how it could be achieved.

An inventory of issues

Thus, to be effective, political declarations should be complemented with
an inventory of candidates for greater institutional coherence. Given the
interdisciplinary and technical nature of the trade and sustainable devel-
opment agenda, I believe that there is merit in conducting a serious and
scholarly review of many of the issues that are found on the trade and
sustainable development agenda. This review should, however, take
place outside the negotiating context and be carried out by a group of
eminent scholars and other well-informed individuals from various disci-
plines. The members of the group should be sufficiently familiar with the
political realities of the WTO to be able to come forward with novel and
ambitious proposals. Historically, many trade officials have been sceptical
of those outside the negotiating processes, believing them to be so far re-
moved from the realities of the workings of the GATT as to be naı̈ve.
This may have been the case in the past when the negotiating process
was far more obscure than it is today, but it is no longer the case.
Although the proposals emerging from the group would have no legal
standing, they would be invaluable in terms of providing guidance on
how the WTO might deal with the challenges it faces.

There is little doubt, however, that governments would not reach
agreement on launching such a group, nor would they fund it from the
regular WTO budget. Such was the case with the much-lauded Leutwiler
Group. In any event, such a group should be independent of political
processes, including in relation to the nomination of its members. The
participants should be widely accepted as important scholars irrespective
of their country of origin and affiliation. Nevertheless, such a group
should have the blessing of the Director-General, who would have an
input to the discussions, and its final output should be made available to
all. Official status could also be acquired for the final report if any govern-
ment thought it sufficiently useful to table it at the WTO for discussion.

The success or otherwise of such a proposal would depend on the terms
of reference for the group, the suitability of the participants and the basic
materials they would be working with. As far as the terms of reference
are concerned, I would envisage an agenda that would complement the
very useful report of the recent Group convened by the WTO Director-
General and deal more with the detailed substance of the types of issue
identified above.19 As far as background material is concerned, there is
now an abundance of scholarly contributions in numerous journals and
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other publications from economists, lawyers and experts in other disci-
plines that could be usefully drawn on.

Policy options

More is needed, however. A description of the issues should be accompa-
nied by a menu of options for dealing with them. There are, indeed,
many instruments available to governments that fall short of modifying
agreed texts or entering into litigation, all useful in different situations
and with different implications. We have seen an Understanding on
financial services within the context of the General Agreement on Trade
in Services, a Declaration to deal with access to essential medicines to
accompany the TRIPS Agreement, a Decision on bringing greater coher-
ence to global economic policy-making, and negotiations on how to deal
with concerns over fisheries subsidies. There are many other examples of
such instruments, and it should not be beyond the ingenuity of WTO
members to create new ones.

Many important advantages flow from agreement between govern-
ments as a result of debate in the various WTO councils and committees
rather than through a closed process of litigation. Because governments
are identified in the various committee discussions, there is less of a ten-
dency for the WTO as an institution to be held accountable for outcomes
that are considered negative by public interest groups. This has been
apparent, for example, in dealing with the Decision accompanying the
TRIPS Agreement and access to essential medicines, just as it is proving
to be with respect to negotiations on fisheries subsidies, as well as on the
relationship between the WTO and MEAs. The advantage of this
approach is that it makes clear that it is not the WTO that is blocking
access to essential medicines or new disciplines on fisheries subsidies but
certain governments. These governments can then become the target of
criticism, praise or lobbying, depending on the interest group involved.
As a result, a new dimension of clarity enters the debate about the role
of ‘‘the WTO’’ in these contentious areas.

More specifically, I would like to propose that formal consideration be
given to the situations where litigation could be avoided and various
mechanisms (such as Understandings, Interpretations or Decisions) use-
fully drawn on to clarify a number of key aspects of the WTO Agree-
ments. What is quite clear is that such an approach is not an option for
all unclear texts – there are many contentious issues where governments
would quite rightly want to ‘‘let sleeping dogs lie’’. Nevertheless, to im-
prove the understanding of some concepts, particularly in the light of re-
cent Appellate Body rulings, an open debate could have positive benefits
for all. In this respect, it would be hard to argue that the six Understand-
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ings negotiated during the Uruguay Round to clarify a number of aspects
of the GATT Articles did not serve a useful purpose.

Should there be threat of recourse to the dispute settlement process,
the maximum effort should of course be made to find a solution that
avoids formal litigation. I have proposed one approach in chapter 4 that
is particularly suited to environment-related matters or sustainable devel-
opment more generally. However, it is likely that more disputes relating
to sustainable development will continue to find their way to the WTO in
the coming years. Recent experience has shown that the rulings handed
down, coupled with their automatic adoption, have led some to the view
that the WTO legal system has extended its authority beyond that
granted to it by member governments. In terms of the Appellate Body,
for example, it has been argued that some of its reports indicate a new
concept of evolutionary policy formulation through litigation, which is
very different from consensus decision-taking after a debate by all mem-
bers in the WTO General Council. The exploration of alternative courses
of action as described above would respond to those who believe that in-
terpretation of textual language where important policy considerations
are involved is not the role of the Appellate Body, but rather the role of
governments and consensus-based decision-making.

The Doha Development Agenda

In the Doha Development Agenda, ministers agreed that the ‘‘Com-
mittee on Trade and Development and the Committee on Trade and
Environment shall, within their respective mandates, each act as a forum
to identify and debate developmental and environmental aspects of the
negotiations, in order to help achieve the objective of having sustainable
development appropriately reflected’’.20 To my mind, this agreement
presents a golden opportunity to address many of the issues raised in
this book.

However, as things stand, this potentially important mandate is dis-
pensed with in a particularly low-profile manner. In fact, the WTO Secre-
tariat briefs the Committee on Trade and Environment and the Commit-
tee on Trade and Development on how sustainable development is dealt
with in the respective committees they service. It is significant that staff
members carry no political weight, so the process is particularly low key.
In addition, it seems an odd way to proceed, because governments are
in any event expected to be fully aware of developments in all WTO
Committees.21

A joint meeting of the Committees at senior official level – or, better,
at political level – to address some of the issues arising from the interface
of trade and environment policies holds the promise of great potential for
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more coherence in global policy-making. Once again, the success of such
a meeting would depend heavily on the agenda for such a meeting and
the material presented for discussion. A practical way of proceeding
would be to link the existing mandate agreed at Doha to the above pro-
posals in order to identify issues that could benefit from study as well as
the mechanisms to deal with them.
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